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List of Agencies, Subagencies, and Offices

A — Department on Aging
AD — Department of Audits
Ae — Department of Aeronautics
Ag — Department of Agriculture
AP — Air Pollution Control Board
AS — Administrative Services Department
ASA — Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Department
At — Attorney General
Au — Auditor of Public Accounts
B — Department of Business and Economic Development
BA — Board of Administration
BD — Ad Hoc Committee on Bibliographic Data for State Publications
C — Comptroller
CC — Constitutional Convention
CCS — Coalition for Community Services
CD — Civil Defense Agency
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDB</td>
<td>Capital Development Board</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Commerce and Economic Opportunity Department</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch</td>
<td>Department of Children and Family Services</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>Commerce and Community Affairs Department</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>Central Management Services Department</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co</td>
<td>Department of Conservation</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Civil Service Commission</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>Illinois Coastal Zone Management Program</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Department of Corrections</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD</td>
<td>Directors of Departments</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De</td>
<td>Decatur Public Library</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHS</td>
<td>Department of Human Services</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNR</td>
<td>Department of Natural Resources</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB</td>
<td>State Election Board</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEO</td>
<td>Equal Employment Opportunity Department</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI</td>
<td>Illinois Energy Coordinator</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL</td>
<td>Early Learning Council</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM</td>
<td>Emergency Services and Disaster Agency</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>Environmental Protection Agency</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ</td>
<td>Institute for Environmental Quality</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Employment Security Department</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Et</td>
<td>Board of Ethics</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Department of Finance</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE</td>
<td>Fair Employment Practices Commission</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI</td>
<td>Department of Financial Institutions</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>State Fire Marshal</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FO</td>
<td>Illinois Film Office</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPR</td>
<td>Financial and Professional Institutions</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Governor</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>General Assembly</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO</td>
<td>Governor's Office</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>Department of General Services</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW</td>
<td>Groundwater Consortium</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE</td>
<td>Higher Educational System</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>Health Facilities Authority</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFS</td>
<td>Healthcare and Family Services</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>State of Illinois Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>State Historical Library</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLS</td>
<td>Homeland Security</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>Illinois Historic Preservation Agency</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Department of Human Rights</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HS — State Horticultural Society
IAC — Interagency Cooperation Office
IC — Commerce Commission
In — Department of Insurance
IPA — Illinois Power Agency
JJ — Juvenile Justice Department
Ju — Judicial Branch
L — Department of Labor
LE — Department of Law Enforcement
LG — Department of Local Government Affairs
LI — Legislative Information System
LtG — Lieutenant Governor
M — Military and Naval Department
MH — Department of Mental Health
MHD — Department of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities
MIM — Mid-Illinois Medical District
MM — Department of Mines and Minerals
MS — Illinois Math and Science Academy
NG — Illinois National Guard
NR — Department of Energy and Natural Resources
NS — Nuclear Safety Department
OE — Office of Education
P — Department of Personnel
PA — Department of Public Aid
PC — Office of Public Council
PH — Department of Public Health
PHI — Public Health Initiative
PI — Superintendent of Public Instruction
PR — Department of Professional Regulation
PrH — Project Heart
PRS — Prevention Resource Center
PS — Department of Public Safety
PW — Department of Public Welfare
PWB — Department of Public Works and Buildings
R — Department of Revenue
RB — Racing Board
RE — Department of Registration and Education
RI — Road Implementation Task Force
RS — Rehabilitation Services Department
S — Secretary of State
SF — State Fair Agency
| SP — State Police Department | 32 |
| SS — Shared Services Program | 32 |
| St — Illinois Stewardship Committee | 32 |
| T — State Treasurer | 32 |
| TD — Transportation Department | 32 |
| TH — Toll Highway Authority | 33 |
| THA — Toll Highway Authority | 33 |
| V — Department of Veterans Affairs | 33 |
| VE — Board of Vocational Education and Rehabilitation | 33 |
| Y 3 — Non-Legislative Boards, Commissions, and Committees | 33 |
| Y 4 — Legislative Committees | 39 |

List of Titles by Agency

| A — Department on Aging | 46 |
| AD — Department of Audits | 54 |
| Ae — Department of Aeronautics | 56 |
| Ag — Department of Agriculture | 57 |
| AP — Air Pollution Control Board | 64 |
| AS — Administrative Services Department | 64 |
| ASA — Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Department | 65 |
| At — Attorney General | 66 |
| Au — Auditor of Public Accounts | 68 |
| B — Department of Business and Economic Development | 68 |
| BA — Board of Administration | 74 |
| BD — Ad Hoc Committee on Bibliographic Data for State Publications | 74 |
| C — Comptroller | 74 |
| CC — Constitutional Convention | 77 |
| CCS — Coalition for Community Services | 80 |
| CD — Civil Defense Agency | 80 |
| CDB — Capital Development Board | 80 |
| CEO — Commerce and Economic Opportunity Department | 81 |
| Ch — Department of Children and Family Services | 90 |
| CM — Commerce and Community Affairs Department | 94 |
| CMS — Central Management Services Department | 107 |
| Co — Department of Conservation | 110 |
| CS — Civil Service Commission | 122 |
| CZ — Illinois Coastal Zone Management Program | 122 |
| DC — Department of Corrections | 123 |
| DD — Directors of Departments | 125 |
| De — Decatur Public Library | 125 |
| DHS — Department of Human Services | 125 |
DNR — Department of Natural Resources
EB — State Election Board
EEO — Equal Employment Opportunity Department
EI — Illinois Energy Coordinator
EL — Early Learning Council
EM — Emergency Services and Disaster Agency
EP — Environmental Protection Agency
EQ — Institute for Environmental Quality
ES — Employment Security Department
Et — Board of Ethics
F — Department of Finance
FE — Fair Employment Practices Commission
FI — Department of Financial Institutions
FM — State Fire Marshal
FO — Illinois Film Office
FPR — Financial and Professional Institutions
G — Governor
GA — General Assembly
GO — Governor’s Office
GS — Department of General Services
GW — Groundwater Consortium
HE — Higher Educational System
HF — Health Facilities Authority
HFS — Healthcare and Family Services
HI — State of Illinois Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan
HL — State Historical Library
HLS — Homeland Security
HP — Illinois Historic Preservation Agency
HR — Department of Human Rights
HS — State Horticultural Society
IAC — Interagency Cooperation Office
IC — Commerce Commission
In — Department of Insurance
IPA — Illinois Power Agency
JJ — Juvenile Justice Department
Ju — Judicial Branch
L — Department of Labor
LE — Department of Law Enforcement
LG — Department of Local Government Affairs
LI — Legislative Information System
LtG — Lieutenant Governor
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Military and Naval Department</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>Department of Mental Health</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHD</td>
<td>Department of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIM</td>
<td>Mid-Illinois Medical District</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>Department of Mines and Minerals</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Illinois Math and Science Academy</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG</td>
<td>Illinois National Guard</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Department of Energy and Natural Resources</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Nuclear Safety Department</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OE</td>
<td>Office of Education</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Department of Personnel</td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Department of Public Aid</td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Office of Public Council</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PH</td>
<td>Department of Public Health</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>Public Health Initiative</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Superintendent of Public Instruction</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Department of Professional Regulation</td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrH</td>
<td>Project Heart</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRS</td>
<td>Prevention Resource Center</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Department of Public Safety</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW</td>
<td>Department of Public Welfare</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWB</td>
<td>Department of Public Works and Buildings</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Department of Revenue</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB</td>
<td>Racing Board</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE</td>
<td>Department of Registration and Education</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>Road Implementation Task Force</td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td>Rehabilitation Services Department</td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Secretary of State</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>State Fair Agency</td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>State Police Department</td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Shared Services Program</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St</td>
<td>Illinois Stewardship Committee</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>State Treasurer</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD</td>
<td>Transportation Department</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH</td>
<td>Toll Highway Authority</td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THA</td>
<td>Toll Highway Authority</td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Department of Veterans Affairs</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE</td>
<td>Board of Vocational Education and Rehabilitation</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y 3</td>
<td>Non-Legislative Boards, Commissions, and Committees</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y 4</td>
<td>Legislative Committees</td>
<td>497</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
History

The Nakata-Strange Classification System is a method of arranging Illinois government documents. It is based on the Superintendent of Documents, or SuDocs classification system used by many libraries for arranging United States government documents.

The SuDocs system was created by Adelaide R. Hasse and was first implemented in the 1896 work *List of publications of the U.S. Department of Agriculture from 1841 to June 30, 1895, inclusive*. Hasse developed this system while she was an assistant librarian at the Los Angeles Public Library, then expanded upon it from 1895 to 1897 while working as the first librarian in the office of Superintendent of Documents.

A published description of this system appeared in William Leander Post's *List of Publications of the Agriculture Department 1862-1902 with Analytical Index*, which was published in 1904. This description of the SuDocs system is fundamentally the same was the one used today, with letter classes signifying government agencies and following numbers indicating branches and sub-offices.

Over time, SuDocs-like systems came to be applied to state-published government documents. Arizona, for example, employs the *AzDocs* system, which is quite similar to the SuDocs system, as is Wyoming’s *WyDocs* system. California’s *CalDoc* system and the system in place in North Carolina bear more resemblance to the Library of Congress system. All of these systems, however, classify based on provenance, rather than subject matter.

The Nakata-Strange system was formally proposed in 1974 by Yuri Nakata and Michele Strange in *Classification Scheme for Illinois State Publications*. It is unclear how many Illinois libraries ever employed this system, although it appears that the University of Illinois at Chicago was the first to do so. Of the 22 state depository libraries in Illinois, 19 employ either LC or Dewey for the classification of Illinois documents. The Chicago Public Library employs a SuDoc-based system that appears to have been developed in-house. This system is not the same as the Nakata-Strange system, although it bears a superficial resemblance due its similar basis in SuDoc. As of 2019, only the University of Illinois at Chicago and Northeastern Illinois University employ the Nakata-Strange system.

What makes the Nakata-Strange classification system unique is that it, unlike other state documents classification schemes, was never adopted by the State Library (which uses Dewey Decimal classification), but was instead adopted only by depository libraries. This means that the system had no formal oversight and has developed independently at the two institutions that employ it.

At Northeastern Illinois University, the Nakata-Strange system has been kept up-to-date with a system of cards. One set of cards provides an enumeration of departments and sub-department classes, while the other set is filed by agency or agency and provides a list of series numbers.
The purpose of this site is to replace that system with a searchable list of all data contained on these cards.

Structure

The Nakata-Strange classification system is structured much like SuDoc. Call numbers consist of a class stem denoting the agency, a number denoting the sub-agency, a serial number, a cutter, and further information separated by slashes. For more complicated call numbers, refer to the Superintendent of Documents Classification Guidelines.

For example:

*Take Amtrak to the heart of Chicago*

IL TD 21.2:A 528/996

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IL</th>
<th>TD</th>
<th>21.</th>
<th>2:</th>
<th>A528</th>
<th>996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Used locally to designate Illinois GovDocs</td>
<td>Class stem for the Department of Transportation</td>
<td>Designates the subagency Bureau of Railroads</td>
<td>Serial number for general publications</td>
<td>Cutter for “Amtrak”, the first significant word in the title</td>
<td>Date: 1996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Class Stems

Class stems are derived from the name of the department (or other entity) and are usually based on the first significant word. Co (Department of Conservation) is preferable to DC, as most departments begin with the word Department. Exceptions include DNR (Department of Natural Resources). Because this department is often referred to as the "DNR" in everyday speech, this exception makes sense. Most class stems have already been established.

Unlike SuDocs, Nakata-Strange numbers may employ both uppercase and lowercase letters. Lowercase letters are used when the class stem is based on an abbreviated form of the first significant word (Ae for Aeronautics, In for Insurance, etc.) All uppercase letters are used for acronyms or initialisms (HR for Human Rights, IPA for Illinois Power Agency).

If a department has undergone a significant name changes (e.g. Department of Conservation to Department of Natural Resources), that justifies the creation of a new class stem.

Ideally, only code departments, the office of the governor, the judiciary, the general assembly, and independent agencies should receive class stems. Any other body should be assigned a sub-class under Y 3 or Y 4, as described below. This convention has not been consistently followed, in part because it is difficult to determine where an agency falls within the structure of
Illinois state government. Ballotpedia is a good source for the current structure of Illinois government, and the Illinois Blue Book can provide historical perspective on agencies and their sub-structures.

Sub-agencies

Sub-agencies, or subordinate offices, are designated by integers. The digit “1” designates the main office. Successive integers are employed to indicate subordinate offices, and are assigned arbitrarily to these offices based upon when new publications are received.

New sub-agency numbers should be employed when a new office is created or when offices merge or split. If an office changes its name, but retains the same basic duties (and continues to issue the same publications), there is no need to create a new sub-agency number. For example, Co 6. refers to the following three divisions of the Department of Conservation:

- Division of Parks and Memorials (1976-1976)
- Historic Sites Division (1976?-1985?)
- Division of Land Management (1985?-1995)

These three divisions perform the same basic duties (management of state parks and other public properties), so a new number was unnecessary.

These numbers are sorted as though they were integers, not as decimals. The following sort order therefore applies:

- Co 1.
- Co 2.
- Co 12.
- Co 25.

Serial Numbers

Serial numbers, or category classes, follow the class stem. Unless otherwise indicated, the following serial numbers are standard:

- .1: Annual Reports
- .2: General publications (unnumbered publications of a miscellaneous nature)
- .3: Bulletins
- .4: Circulars
- .5: Laws (administered by the agency and published by it)
- .6: Regulations, rules and instructions
- .7: Releases
- .8: Handbooks, manuals, guides
Most of an agency’s publications will fall under .2 (General publications).

Further classes may be created to deal with serials or frequent publication types. Varying agencies publish materials that do not fall into the above categories, and so may repurpose these numbers to designate frequent publications.

These numbers are sorted as integers. For example, Co 6.2 shelves before Co 6.12.

Occasionally an agency may publish more than one type of item that could fall into a category class. For example, an agency may separately publish both a biennial and an annual report. In that case, a slash may be added after the serial number with yet another number (starting with 2). For example:

Ag 1.1 - Annual report
Ag 1.1/2 - Biennial report

Cutters

Cutters are derived from the first significant word in the title. Under SuDocs rules, monographic cutters consist of two letters followed by however many numbers are necessary (ideally 2 or 3), while serial cutters consist of one letter followed by 2 or 3 numbers. This rule is not consistently followed in the Nakata-Strange system, but it may be wise to follow in the future to ensure consistency with SuDocs.

Nakata-Strange cutters are not identical to those used in the Library of Congress Classification. Rather, they follow the earlier Cutter-Sanborn author tables. An online version of these tables can be found at http://www.unforbi.com.ar/cutteren/.

Cutters may also be followed by slash numbers if need be. For example, pamphlets on the Effigy tumuli sculptures at Buffalo Rock State Park should logically shelve with pamphlets about Buffalo Rock State Park. To make this possible, we cutter as follows:

B 929 - Buffalo Rock State Park (pamphlets)
B 929/2 - Effigy Tumuli Sculptures at Buffalo Rock State Park (pamphlets)

We follow SuDocs in applying two-part cutters for two-part geographic names with common first words (Fort, Saint, Mount, etc.). For example, Fort Chartres State Park is cuttered as F 77 C.

Note that there is no space or number after the “C”. If, for example, there were a Fort Columbus State Park, it would be cuttered as F 77 C/2 to distinguish it from Fort Chartres.

Cutters letters are sorted alphabetically, while numbers are sorted as though they were decimals:

- A 528
- A 5281
Dates

Dates follow the SuDocs system. For dates before 2000, only the last three digits of the date are employed (989 for 1989, 962 for 1962). For dates of 2000 and after, the full four-digit date is employed. Publications spanning multiple years employ a dash between dates (989-991 for 1989 to 1991, 2000-2001 for 2000 to 2001).

Dates are only necessary if there are multiple publications on the same topic that employ the same cutter or if a publication is issued on a regular basis (annual reports, etc.).

Y Classes

Classes Y 3 and Y 4 are special classes that refer to boards, committees, and commissions that are not full branches of government, not code departments, and not completely independent state agencies.

Y 3 classes are non-legislative boards and committees, that is, no member of these agencies comes from the legislative branch of government. These are typically boards created by the governor with members appointed by the governor. For example, the Illinois Board of Examiners (Y 3.Ex 15), consists of 11 members who are appointed by the governor.

Y 4 classes are legislative boards, committees, and commissions. These organizations are typically congressional committees, but may also be organizations where at least one member is also an elected representative from the legislative branch. For example, Y 4.Et 84/2 designates the Senate Ethics Commission, which consists of members of the Illinois Senate.

The letter-number combinations for Y 3 and Y 4 committees consist of one or two letters followed by cutter numbers. Note that these cutter numbers are taken from the Sanborn-Cutter tables, and not from the current Library of Congress cutter tables. Regardless of which system is used, the order of these cutters should parallel the alphabetical order of the words that they are derived from. If two or more committee stems are formed from the same word, then a slash can be used to distinguish them (e.g. Energy: En 56, En 56/2, En 56/3, etc.)
These letter-number combinations should be derived from the first significant word in the name of the board or commission, i.e. not words like “Illinois”, “House”, “Board”, “Commission”.

A list of current committees is available through Ballotpedia.

Codes for Y Classes are formed like cutters and employ the first letter(s) of significant words from the name of the committee. Sub-classes beginning with vowels are ideally formed with the first two letters, but this practice has not been consistently followed.

These classes patterns somewhat differently to other classes. Serial numbers/category classes are preceded by colons rather than periods. Otherwise, these classes are structured and sorted in much the same way as any other class.

The following example breaks down the structure of a Y call number:


IL Y 4.En 56/2:11/E 56

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IL</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>4.</th>
<th>En 56/2:</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>E 56</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Used locally to designate Illinois GovDocs</td>
<td>Class stem for the boards, committees, and commissions</td>
<td>Indicates that this is a legislative commission</td>
<td>Committee stem for the Illinois Energy Resources Commission</td>
<td>Serial number for the series <em>Energy reports</em></td>
<td>Cutter for &quot;Energy&quot;, the first significant word in the title</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spacing

Generally speaking, the only time a space appears in a Nakata-Strange call number is between a letter and a number. This affects mostly class stems and cutters, which always require spaces following letters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incorrect</th>
<th>Correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RE7.2:E71</td>
<td>RE 7.2:E 71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Shelf Order

As in the SuDocs system, all letters are shelved alphabetically, with two or more letters shelved after instances of the single letter.

All numbers are treated as integers or whole numbers, except for cutter numbers. Cutters are shelved as decimals.

After the colon, the following sort order is applied, just as in the SuDocs system:

1. Date  
2. Letters  
3. Number  
4. Word

The following is an example of correct sort order:

- T 1.1:2002
- T 1.2:V 365
- T 1.2:26
- TD 1.1:986
- TD 1.1:987
- TD 1.32/2:09-037
- TD 1.32/2:09-037 CDROM
- TD 3.2:A 656/989
- TD 12.2:V 112

List of Agencies, Subagencies, and Offices

A — Department on Aging

1 Main Office  
2 Program Planning Division  
3 Field Services Division

AD — Department of Audits

1 Main Office  
2 Auditor General Office
1 Main Office
3 Division of Water and Natural Resources
4 International Trade Division
5 Division of Industrial Development and Division of Community Development
6 Division of Tourism
7 Division of Local and Regional Planning
8 Division of Research and Development
9 International Transportation Office
10 Industrial Development
11 Energy Division
12 Public Affairs Division
13 Minority Business Enterprise Office

BA — Board of Administration
1 Main Office

BD — Ad Hoc Committee on Bibliographic Data for State Publications
1 Main Office

CC — Constitutional Convention
1 Works on Con-Cons in general
2 1818 Convention
3 1848 Convention
4 1869-70 Convention
5 1922-23 Convention
6 1967-70 Convention

CCS — Coalition for Community Services
1 Main Office

CD — Civil Defense Agency
1 Main Office

CDB — Capital Development Board
1 Main Office

CEO — Commerce and Economic Opportunity Department
1 Main Office
2 Tourism Bureau
3 Energy and Recycling Bureau
4 Small Business Development

C — Comptroller
1 Main Office
Center Network
5 Business Finance Division
6 Industrial Services Division
7 First Stop Business Information Center
8 Economic Development Board
9 Small Business Environmental Assistance Program
10 Local Government Management Services
11 Business Development Bureau
12 Coal Development Office
13 Illinois Trade Office
15 Illinois Workforce Investment Board
16 Energy Assistance Office

Training Section
4 International Business Division
5 Local Management Services Office
6 Tourism Office
7 Resources Conservation Office
8 Main Street Program
9 Job Training Coordinating Council
10 Office of the Small Business Utility Advocate
11 Energy and Recycling Bureau
12 Coal Development and Marketing Office
14 Small Business Division

Ch — Department of Children and Family Services

1 Main Office
2 Community Relations Office
3 Child Development Office
4 African-American Advisory Council

CM — Central Management Services Department

1 Main Office
2 Minority and Female Business Enterprise Council
3 Illinois Century Network

Co — Department of Conservation

1 Main Office
3 Division of Law Enforcement
4 Division of Forest Resources and Natural Heritage — also called Division of Forestry
5 Information and Education Division
6 Division of Public Lands and
Historic Sites — previously called Parks and Memorials Division
7 Division of Fisheries — later named Fish and Wildlife Resources Division
8 Division of Wildlife Resources
9 Tourism Division
10 Long Range Planning
11 Conservation Services Office
12 Natural Resources Management
13 Young Adult Conservation Corps
14 Grant Administration Division
15 Natural Heritage Division
16 Endangered Species Protection Board

CS — Civil Service Commission
1 Main Office

CZ — Illinois Coastal Zone Management Program
1 Main Office

DC — Department of Corrections
1 Main Office
2 Research and Long Range Planning
3 Bureau of Detention Standards

and Services
4 State Penitentiary
5 Policy Development Division

DD — Directors of Departments
1 Main Office

De — Decatur Public Library
Funded by LSCA Grant
1 Main Office

DHS — Department of Human Services
1 Main Office
10 Disability and Behavioral Health Services
11 Office of the Inspector General
12 Office of Rehabilitation Services
13 Office of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities
14 Human Capital Development Division
15 Alcoholism and Substance Abuse
16 Family Health Office

DNR — Department of Natural Resources
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 Main Office</th>
<th>Information Center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 Office of Natural Resources</td>
<td>55 State Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Division of Fisheries</td>
<td>56 Waste Management and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Division of Wildlife Resources</td>
<td>Research Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Division of Forest Resources</td>
<td>60 Office of Realty and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Natural Heritage Division</td>
<td>Environmental Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Office of Water Resources</td>
<td>61 Division of Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Division of Administrative Services</td>
<td>62 Division of Energy and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Division of Planning and Evaluation</td>
<td>Environmental Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Division of Program Development</td>
<td>63 Division of Impact Review and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Division of Project Implementation</td>
<td>Coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Division of Water Resource Management</td>
<td>64 Division of Realty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Office of Administration</td>
<td>65 Division of Regional Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 Division of Administrative Support</td>
<td>70 Office of Land Management and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 Employee Services Division</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 Systems and Licensing Division</td>
<td>71 Division of Land Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 Office of Mines and Minerals</td>
<td>72 Division of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 Abandoned Mined Lands Division</td>
<td>80 Office of Law Enforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 Mine Safety and Training Division</td>
<td>90 Office of Public Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43 Oil and Gas Division</td>
<td>91 Marketing Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 Land Reclamation Division</td>
<td>92 Publication Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Office of Scientific Research and Analysis</td>
<td>93 Photographic Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 State Geological Survey</td>
<td>94 Constituency Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52 State Water Survey</td>
<td>100 Office of Capital Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53 Natural History Survey</td>
<td>101 Division of Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54 Hazardous Waste Research and</td>
<td>102 Division of Grant Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Center</td>
<td>110 Illinois Geographic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information Council</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EB — State Election Board**

1 Main Office
EEO — Equal Employment Opportunity Department
1 Main Office

EI — Illinois Energy Coordinator
1 Main Office

EL — Early Learning Council
1 Main Office

EM — Emergency Services and Disaster Agency
1 Main Office
2 Emergency Management Agency

EP — Environmental Protection Agency
1 Main Office
2 Air Pollution Control Division
3 Division of Water Pollution Control
4 Land Pollution Control
5 Noise Pollution Control
6 Public Water Supplies Division
7 Laboratory Services Division
8 Public Affairs Division
9 Task Force on Agriculture Non-point Sources of Pollution
10 Land/Noise Pollution Control Division
11 Office of Chemical Safety
12 Office of Public Information
13 Office of Ecotoxicology
14 Community Water Supply Testing Council
15 Office of Pollution Prevention

EQ — Institute for Environmental Quality
1 Main Office

ES — Employment Security Department
1 Main Office
2 Board of Review

Et — Board of Ethics
1 Main Office

F — Department of Finance
1 Main Office
2 Management Information Division
FE — Fair Employment Practices Commission
1 Main Office

FI — Department of Financial Institutions
1 Main Office
2 Consumer Credit Division
3 Credit Union Division
4 Consumer Finance Division

FM — State Fire Marshal
FM 1 is not used; FM 2 was intended to be used for Boiler and Pressure Vessel Safety, but NEIU holds no titles published by this agency.
2 Office of the State Fire Marshall

FO — Illinois Film Office
1 Main Office

FPR — Financial and Professional Institutions
1 Main Office

G — Governor
1 Main Office
4 Bureau of the Budget
5 Governor’s Committee on Voluntary Action
6 Office of Human Resources
7 Governor’s Traffic Safety Coordinating Committee
8 Governor’s Advisory Council
9 Comprehensive State Health Planning Agency
10 Governor’s Committee on the Handicapped
11 Planning and Analysis and Department Finance Office
12 Governor’s Office of Manpower & Human Development
13 Governor’s Task Force on Flood Control
14 Governor’s Task Force on School Finance
15 Governor’s Commission on Schools
16 Governor’s Task Force on Mortgage Practices
17 Governor’s Advisory Council on Manpower
18 Governor’s Commission on Individual Liberty and Personal Freedom
19 Governor’s Working Conference on Day Care
20 Interdepartmental Committee on Mental Retardation
21 Governor’s Revenue Study Committee
22 Governor’s Task Force on Public Transportation in Northeastern Illinois
23 Governor’s Planning Council
on Developmental Disabilities
24 Governor's Commission for the Revision of the Mental Health Code of Illinois
25 Governor's Commission on State Mandated Programs
26 Governor's Science and Technology Task Force
27 Governor's Advisory Commission on Taxes
28 Governor's Council on Health and Fitness
29 Governor's Cost Control Task Force
30 Governor's Jail and Detention Standards Review Committee
31 Governor's Task Force on High Technology
32 Governor's Task Force on Homeownership
33 Governor's Committee on the International Year of the Disabled Person
34 Governor's Task Force on Block Grant Implementation
35 Governor Otto Kerner
36 Governor Sam Shapiro
37 Governor Richard Ogilvie
38 Governor Dan Walker
39 Governor James R. Thompson
40 Governor Jim Edgar
41 Governor George Ryan
42 Governor Rod Blagojevich
43 Governor Pat Quinn
44 Governor Bruce Rauner
45 Governor J. B. Pritzker
101 Governor's Task Force on Children
103 Governor's Task Force on Prison Crowding
104 Governor's Task Force on Private Sector Initiatives
105 Governor's Chemical Safety Task Force
106 Governor's Task Force on Medical Malpractice
107 Governor's Commission on Election Reform
108 Governor's Transportation Task Force for Individuals with Disabilities
109 Governor's Task Force on Horse Racing in Illinois
110 Governor's Office of Voluntary Action
111 Governor's Task Force on the Future of Mental Health in Illinois
112 Governor's Task Force on Homeless Youth
113 Governor's Office of Planning
114 Governor's Task Force on the Future of Mental Health in Illinois
115 Governor's Task Force on Welfare Reform
116 Governor's Task Force on the Future of Rural Illinois
117 Governor's Radon Task Force
118 Governor's Task Force on Detention Standards
119 Governor's Task Force on Day Care
120 Governor's Task Force on Low-Income Energy Issues
121 Interagency Council on Census Coordination for the 1990 U.S. Census
122 Chicago and Cook County Health Care Summit
123 Governor's Task Force on Occupant Protection
124 Governor's Task Force on Higher Education
125 Governor's Human Resources Advisory Council
126 Governor's Long-term Care Insurance Taskforce
127 Family Preservation Task Force
128 Governor's Small Business Environmental Task Force
129 Governor's Commission on Education Funding
130 Governor's Commission on Gangs
131 Governor's Pollution Prevention Advisory Council
132 Governor's Commission on the Status of Women in Illinois
133 Governor's Commission on Discrimination and Hate Crimes
134 Governor's Commission on Capital Punishment
135 Governor's Balanced Growth Cabinet
136 Office of Executive Inspector General for the Agencies of the Illinois Government
137 Illinois P-20 Council

GA — General Assembly
1 Main Office
2 Senate
3 House of Representatives
4 Women's Advocate Office (House)
5 Citizens Assembly

GO — Governor's Office
Used for historical collections of early governors' material where it is necessary to distinguish the Governor's Office publications from individual Governors' publications. Series shown here are for illustrative/tracking purposes only.

1 Shadrach Bond
2 Edward Coles
3 Ninian Edwards
4 John Reynolds
5 William Lee D. Ewing
6 Joseph Duncan
7 Thomas Carlin
8 Thomas Ford
9 Augustus C. French
10 Joel Aldrich Matteson
11 William Henry Bissell
12 John Wood
13 Richard Yates
14 Richard J. Oglesby
15 John M. Palmer
16 Richard J. Oglesby
17 John Lourie Beveridge
18 Shelby Moore Cullom
19 John Marshall Hamilton
20 Richard J. Oglesby
21 Joseph W. Fifer
22 John Peter Altgeld
23 John Riley Tanner
24 Richard Yates Jr.
25 Charles S. Deneen
26 Edward Fitzsimmons Dunne
27 Frank Orren Lowden
28 Len Small
29 Louis Lincoln Emmerson
30 Henry Horner
31 John Henry Stelle
32 Dwight H. Green
33 Adlai Stevenson II
34 William Stratton

GS — Department of General Services

1 Main Office
2 Illinois Information Service
3 Procurement Division
4 Division of Telecommunications

GW — Groundwater Consortium

1 Main Office

HE — Higher Educational System

Because the bulk of materials are published by the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, it was decided not to separate materials from other universities by their departments. HE 20-HE 64 pertain to UIUC.

1 Board of Higher Education
5 University of Illinois Board of Trustees
10 Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities
12 Teachers College Board
15 Board of Regents — Includes Illinois State University, Northern Illinois University, Sangamon State University
20 University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
21 Coordinated Science Laboratory
22 College of Agriculture
23 Agricultural Economics Department
24 Agricultural Engineering Department
25 Agricultural Experiment Station
26 Building Research Council
27 Educational Research Bureau
28 Computer Science Department
29 College of Commerce and Business Administration
30 Civil Engineering Department
31 Center of International Education and Research in Accounting
32 College of Engineering
33 Bureau of Economics and Business Research
34 Engineering Experiment Station
35 Fine and Applied Arts College
36 Institute of Government and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Department / Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Institute of Communications Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Bureau of Institutional Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>School of Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Illinois Mothers' Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Office of Public Opinion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Bureau of Community Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Department of Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Survey Research Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Theoretical and Applied Mechanics Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Division of University Extension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Water Resources Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Committee on Housing Research and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Department of Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Office of Public Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Institute for Research on Exceptional Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>College of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Department of Health and Safety Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Communications College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Comptroller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Department of Geography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Department of Recreation and Park Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Law Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Office of School and College Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Small Homes Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Urbana Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>University of Illinois at Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Services for Crippled Children Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Illinois Virtual Campus. Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Sangamon State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Western Illinois University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Southern Illinois University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Governors State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Illinois State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Northern Illinois University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Northeastern Illinois University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Junior College Board — <em>later called &quot;Community College Board&quot;</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Community College Trustees Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>State Universities Retirement System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>University Civil Service System of Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>Joint Council on Higher Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HF — Health Facilities Authority**

1 Main Office

**HFS — Healthcare and Family Services**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Office Locations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HI — State of Illinois Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan</td>
<td>1 Main Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Child Support Enforcement Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL — State Historical Library</td>
<td>1 Main Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Historical Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLS — Homeland Security</td>
<td>1 Main Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Illinois Terrorism Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP — Illinois Historic Preservation Agency</td>
<td>1 Main Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Preservation Services Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR — Department of Human Rights</td>
<td>1 Main Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Public Employees Pension Fund Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 Pension Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 Consumer Health Insurance Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS — State Horticultural Society</td>
<td>1 Main Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAC — Interagency Cooperation Office</td>
<td>1 Main Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC — Commerce Commission</td>
<td>1 Main Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Consumer Services Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 Retail Market Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In — Department of Insurance</td>
<td>1 Main Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Illinois Terrorism Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 Retail Market Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPA — Illinois Power Agency</td>
<td>1 Main Office</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JJ — Juvenile Justice Department

1 Main Office

Ju — Judicial Branch

1 Administrative Office of Illinois Courts
3 Court of Claims
6 Supreme Court
7 Appellate Courts
8 Illinois Courts Commission
9 Office of the State Appellate Defender
10 Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Commission of the Supreme Court of Illinois

L — Department of Labor

1 Main Office
2 Bureau of Employment Security
3 State Employment Service
4 Division of Statistics, Programs and Publications
5 Human Services Manpower Career Center
6 Unemployment Compensation Division
7 Economic Opportunity Office
8 Carnival and Amusement Rides Inspection Division

LE — Department of Law Enforcement

1 Main Office
2 State Police
3 Bureau of Identification
4 Bureau of Investigation
5 Division of Fire Prevention
6 Division of Boiler Inspection
7 Juvenile Officers Information File
8 I-SEARCH Program

LG — Department of Local Government Affairs

1 Main Office
2 Office of Community Services
3 Office of Research and Planning
4 Office of Housing and Buildings
5 Office of Financial Affairs

LI — Legislative Information System

1 Main Office

LtG — Lieutenant Governor

1 Main Office
2 Lieutenant Governor's Office of Volunteer Services
3 Illinois River Strategy Team
4 Special Task Force of the Condition and Future of the Illinois Energy Infrastructure

M — Military and Naval Department
1 Main Office

MH — Department of Mental Health
1 Main Office
2 Division of Mental Retardation Services
3 Drug Abuse Program
4 Institute for Juvenile Research
5 Mental Health Planning Board
6 State Psychiatric Institute
7 Learning Media Institute
8 Adler Zone Center
10 Division of Planning and Evaluation

MIM — Mid-Illinois Medical District
1 Main Office

MM — Department of Mines and Minerals
1 Main Office
2 Land Reclamation Division

MS — Illinois Math and Science Academy
1 Main Office

NG — Illinois National Guard
1 Main Office

NR — Department of Energy and Natural Resources
1 Main Office
2 Energy Conservation Division
3 Alternative Energy Division
4 Environmental Management Division
5 Solar Office
6 Coal Research Board
7 Solid Waste and Renewable
Resources Office
8 Energy and Environmental Affairs Division
9 University of Illinois Center for Solid Waste Management and Research
10 Recycling and Waste Reduction Office

NS — Nuclear Safety Department
1 Main Office

OE — Office of Education
1 Main Office
4 Instruction Division, Instruction Services Section, Media Services Department
5 Research Statistics and Evaluation Department
6 Educational Media and Information Services
8 Governmental Relations Division
9 Recognition and Supervision Department
10 Migrant Education Section
11 Board of Vocational Education and Rehabilitation
12 Public Personnel Services Department
13 Finance and Claims Section
14 Exceptional Children Department
15 Adult Vocational and Technical Education Department
16 Teacher's Retirement System
17 ESEA Titles
18 Program Planning and Development Section
19 Vocational and Technical Education Division
20 Ethnic Education Section
21 Transitional Bilingual Education Department
22 Specialized Education Services
23 State Teacher Certification Board
24 Safety Education/Pupil Transportation Section
25 Legal Division
26 Local Educational Agency Services Department
27 Budget and Finance Department
28 Planning, Research and Evaluation Department
29 Food and Nutrition Department
30 LEA Services Department
31 East Central Curriculum Management Center
32 Finance and Reimbursements Department — Do not use this division; see Office of Education.
33 Technical Advisory Panel
34 Transition Coordinating Council — formerly called Interagency Coordinating Council
35 Illinois Resource Center
36 Student Advisory Council
37 School Wellness Policy Task Force

28
38 Illinois Task Force on
Reenrolling Students who
Dropped out of School
39 Illinois Growth Model Task
Force
40 School Bullying Prevention
Task Force

P — Department of
Personnel

1 Main Office
2 Public and Employee
Information
3 Training Division
4 Employee Development Division

PA — Department of
Public Aid

1 Main Office
2 Services for Aging Section
3 Coalition against Sexual Assault
4 Health Care Reform Task Force
5 Domestic Violence Advisory
Council
6 Office of Inspector General

PC — Office of Public
Council

1 Main Office

PH — Department of
Public Health

1 Main Office
3 Division of Health Care Facilities
and Division of Chronic Illness
4 Division of Local Health Services
5 Division of Food and Drugs
6 Division of Sanitary Engineering
7 Division of Disease Control
8 Bureau of Statistics and Office
of Vital Records
9 Division of Family Health
10 Division of Emergency Medical
Services
11 Environmental Health Bureau
12 Education and Information
Division
13 Division of Dental Health
14 Illinois Cooperative Health
Information System
15 General Sanitation Division
16 Consumer Health Protection
Office
17 State Health Planning and
Development Agency
18 Radiological Health Division
19 Division of Health Facilities
Standards
20 Epidemiologic Studies Division
21 Center for Rural Health
22 Women's Health Office
23 Illinois Stroke Task Force

PHI — Public Health
Initiative
1 Main Office

PI — Superintendent of Public Instruction

1 Main Office
3 Division of Higher and Continuing Education
4 Division of Academic Affairs
5 Division of Research, Planning and Development
6 Department of Exceptional Children
7 Division of Professional and Pupil Services
8 Division of Governmental Relations
9 Teachers’ Retirement System
10 State Teacher Certification Board
11 ESEA Titles
12 NDEA, Title III
13 Placement Section

PRS — Prevention Resource Center

1 Main Office

PS — Department of Public Safety

1 Main Office
2 Firearm Owners Identification Division
3 Narcotic Control Division
4 State Highway
5 State Penitentiary
6 Statistical Office

PW — Department of Public Welfare

1 Main Office

PWB — Department of Public Works and Buildings

1 Main Office
2 Chicago Area Transportation Study — Most titles in this call number have been shifted to TD 2, under the Department of Transportation.
3 Division of Highways
4 Division of Waterways
5 Bureau of Traffic
R — Department of Revenue

1 Main Office
2 Local Government Affairs
3 State Lottery

RB — Racing Board

1 Main Office

RE — Department of Registration and Education

1 Main Office
2 Division of Industrial Planning and Development
3 State Academy of Science
4 Illinois State Museum
5 Natural History Survey
6 Geological Survey
7 Water Survey
8 Division of Registration
9 Hazardous Waste Research and Information Center

RS — Rehabilitation Services Department

1 Main Office
2 Division of Services for the Hearing Impaired
3 Bureau of Disability Determination Services
4 School for the Deaf

S — Secretary of State

1 Main Office
2 State Library
3 Securities Division
4 Archives-Records Management Division
5 Drivers License Division
6 Fiscal Control Department
7 Index Department
8 Management Advisory Committee
9 Regititle Division
10 Accounting Revenue Division
11 Commercial and Farm Truck Division
12 Merit Commission
13 Department of Personnel
14 Corporation Department
15 Vehicle Services Department
16 Literacy Council
17 Department of Police
18 Administrative Code Division
19 Preservation Office
20 Business Services Division — formerly Corporation Department
SF — State Fair Agency
1 Main Office

SP — State Police Department
1 Main Office
2 I-SEARCH Program
3 Administration Division
4 Crime Scene Services Bureau
5 Labor Relations and Special Projects Office

SS — Shared Services Program
1 Main Office
2 Administrative and Regulatory Shared Services Center
3 Public Safety Shared Services Center

St — Illinois Stewardship Committee
1 Main Office

T — State Treasurer
1 Main Office

TD — Transportation Department
1 Main Office
2 Chicago Area Transportation Study
3 Division of Highways
4 Division of Waterways
5 Bureau of Traffic — not used; all publications are classed under either the main office or other subagencies of the Department of Transportation
6 Office of Mass Transportation Administration
7 Division of Water Resource Management
8 Office of Planning, Programming and Environmental Review
9 Office of Transportation Safety
10 Aeronautics Division
11 Environmental Science Bureau
12 Material and Physical Research Development Bureau
13 Research and Development Office
14 Decatur Area Transportation Planning Process
15 Traffic Safety Division
16 Champaign/Urbana Transportation Process Policy and Planning Office
17 Location and Environment Division
18 Local Roads and Streets
19 Railroads Bureau
20 Small Business Enterprise Bureau
21 Transportation Department and University of Illinois Press
TH — Toll Highway Authority
1 Main Office

THA — Toll Highway Authority
1 Main Office

V — Department of Veterans Affairs
1 Main Office

VE — Board of Vocational Education and Rehabilitation
1 Main Office
2 Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
3 Division of Vocational and Technical Education

Y 3 — Non-Legislative Boards, Commissions, and Committees
A 16 Access to Benefits and Services Task Force
A 25 Illinois Commission on African-American Males
A 25/2 African-American Family Commission
A 26 Agent Orange Study Commission
A 28 AIDS Interdisciplinary Advisory Council
A 62 States Attorney’s Appellate Prosecutor
A 64 States Attorney’s Appellate Service Commission
A 79 Asbestos Containment and Removal Advisory Council
Ar 73 Armory Board
Ar 79 Arts Council
Ar 79/2 Advisory Commission on Financing the Arts in Illinois
B 21 Commissioner of Banks and Trust Companies
B 21/2 Office of Banks and Real Estates
B 251 Collective Bargaining Office
B 27 Barrington Area Development Council
B 58 Bicentennial Commission
B 62 Bi-State Metropolitan Planning Commission
B 93 Building Authority
B 93/2 Building Bond Board
B 97 Business Management Study Committee — defunct
C 21 Board of Canal Commissioners
C 24 Capital City Planning Commission
C 39 Centennial Commission — defunct
C 53 Chicago Transit Authority
C 53/2 Chicago Regional Port District
C 53/3 Speakers Advisory Committee on the 1992 Chicago World's Fair
C 53/4 Chicago World's Fair, 1992 Authority
C 53/5 Chicago Public Library/Chicago Library System
C 73 Commission on Compensation of State and Local Government Officials
C 73/2 Compensation Review Board
C 73/9 Commuter Rail Service Board
C 734 Community and Residential Services Authority
C 75 Citizens' Task Force on Constitutional Implementation — \textit{defunct}
C 93 Criminal Justice Information Council
C 93/2 Criminal Justice Information Authority
D 27 Services for Deaf-Blind Individuals Advisory Board
D 27/2 Advisory Board for Services for Persons Who are Deaf and Blind
D 27/3 Deaf and Hard of Hearing Commission
D 28 Debt Collection Board
D 31 State Council on Defense
D 35 Delinquency Prevention Commission
D 48 Developmental Disabilities Advocacy Authority
D 48/2 Development Finance Authority
D 48/3 Illinois Planning Council on Developmental Disabilities
D 61 State Advisory Council on the Education of Children with Disabilities
D 79 Interagency Drug Abuse Education Development Committee
D 79/2 Illinois Dangerous Drugs Commission
D 81 Illinois Dual Credit Task Force
Ed 21 Illinois Pre-White House Conference of Education
Ed 21/2 Joint Education Committee
Ed 21/3 Educational Service Region Study Commission
Ed 21/4 Educational Labor Relations Board
Ed 21/5 Commission on the Improvement of Elementary and Secondary Education
Ed 21/6 Educational Facilities Authority
Ed 21/7 Education Funding Advisory Board
Eg 32 Greater Egypt Regional Planning and Development Commission
El 38 State Electoral Board
El 38/2 Commission for the Revision...of the Election and Primary Laws
Em 53 Emergency Relief Commission — defunct
Em 55 State Employees Retirement System
Em 55/2 State Employees Suggestion Award Board
Em 55/3 Interagency Committee on Employees with Disabilities
Em 553 Illinois Employment and Training Council
En 56 Illinois Energy Cabinet
En 61 Environmental Facilities Financing Authority
En 61/2 Interagency Working Committee on Environmentally Preferable Products
Eq 64 Illinois State Equity Council
Et 84 Illinois Ethnic Heritage
Ex 96 Export Council
Ex 96/2 Illinois Export Development Council
Ex 96/3 Executive Ethics Commission
Ex 96/4 Illinois Board of Examiners
F 16 Metropolitan Fair and Exposition Authority
F 23 Farm Development Authority
F 49 Financial and Legislative Task Force on McCormick Place expansion, the 1992 World’s Fair, Statewide Tourism
F 49/2 Task Force on Financial Services
F 49/3 Illinois Finance Authority
F 523 Fire Protection Personnel Standards and Education Commission
F 528 Fiscal Commission
F 686 Illinois Council on Food and Agricultural Research
F 71 Forestry Development Commission
F 84 Fraud Prevention Commission
F 99 Task Force on the Future of Illinois
G 19 Gang Crimes Study Commission
G 19/2 Gannon Proctor Commission
G 19/3 Illinois Gaming Board
G 72 Illinois Task Force on Governmental Reorganization
G 79 Green Government Coordinating Council
G 91 Guardianship and Advocacy Commission
H 23 Commission for Handicapped Children — defunct
H 23/2 Interagency Committee on Handicapped Employees
H 23/3 Illinois State Advisory Council on the Education of Handicapped Children
H 25 Interstate Harbor Commission, Illinois and Indiana — defunct
H 42 Hazardous Waste Task Force
H 42/2 Hazardous Materials
Advisory Board
H 42/3 Hazardous Waste Advisory Council
H 43 State Board of Health — *defunct*
H 43/2 Interagency Task Force on Health Manpower
H 43/3 Statewide Health Coordinating Council
H 43/4 Critical Health Issues Commission
H 43/5 Health Finance Authority
H 43/6 Health Care Cost Containment Council
H 43/6-2 Health Facilities Planning Board
H 43/6-3 Health Facilities and Services Review Board
H 43/7 Interagency Board for Hearing Impaired/Behavior Disordered Children
H 43/7-2 Interagency Board for Children Who are Deaf or Hard of Hearing and Have an Emotional or Behavior Disorder
H 43/8 Head and Spinal Cord Injury Advisory Council
H 67 Historical Records Advisory Board
H 67/2 Illinois State Task Force on Hispanic Student Dropouts
H 84 Housing Commission — *defunct*
H 84/2 State Housing Board
H 84/3 Housing Development Authority
H 91 Commission on Human Relations
H 91/2 Human Rights Commission
Im 34 Blue Ribbon Committee on the Improvement of Teaching as a Profession
In 42 Industrial Development Authority
In 42/2 Industrial Commission
In 59 State Employee’s Group Insurance Advisory Commission
In 59/2 Illinois Instream Flow Protection Committee
In 61 Internal Improvement Commission — *defunct*
In 61/2 Interagency Agreement Committee
In 61/3 Integrated Justice Information System Implementation Board
In 61/5 Interracial Commission — *defunct*
In 62 State Board of Investment
J 92 Judges Retirement System of Illinois
J 92/2 Judicial Inquiry Board
J 97 Juvenile Firesetters Task Force
J 97/2 Juvenile Justice Commission
L 12 Labor Laws Revisory Commission
L 12/2 Labor Relations Board
L 12/3 Local Labor Relations Board
L 19 Lake States Agricultural Committee — *defunct*
L 25 State-Regional Land Use Task
Force
L 25/2 Land Resources Management Study Commission
L 41 Law Enforcement Commission
L 41/2 Law Enforcement Training and Standards Board
L 69 Illinois Library Materials Preservation Task Force
L 76 Liquor Control Commission
L 81 Local Governmental Law Enforcement Officers Training Board
L 81/2 Local Records Commission
L 84 Interagency Task Force on Long-Term Care Facilities
L 91 Low-level Radioactive Waste Task Force
M 48 Medical Center Commission
M 48/2 Advisory Committee on Medical Costs and Utilization of Services — defunct
M 48/3 Illinois Medical District Commission
M 489 Task Force on Medical Discipline
M 54 Advisory Council on Mental Retardation
M 54/2 Mentally Retarded and Mentally III Offender Task Force
M 54/3 Technical Task Force on Community Mental Health Services
M 59 Metropolitan Pier and Exposition Authority
M 665 Abandoned Mined Lands Reclamation Council
M 67 Mississippi River Parkway Commission
M 919 Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Council
M 95 Interagency Agreement Committee for Individuals Who Are Multiply Handicapped with Both Visual and Auditory Impairments
M 96 Municipal Retirement Fund
N 277 National Guard Study Commission
N 53 Illinois Commission on New York World's Fair — defunct
N 81 Commission to Study Non-Public Higher Education in Illinois
N 87 Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission
N 97 Nursing Commission — defunct
N 97/2 State Council on Nutrition
Oc 15 Occupational Information Coordinating Committee
Oc 15/2 Occupational Skill Standards and Credentialing Council
Oh 37 Ohio River Valley Water Sanitation Commission
P 47 Interagency Committee on the Use of Pesticides
P 66 Pioneer Memorial Plaza Commission
P 71 State Planning Commission — defunct
P 77 Pollution Control Board
P 77/2 Illinois Industrial Pollution Commission
Control Financing Authority
P 93 Nature Preserves Commission
P 95 Prison Inquiry Commission — *defunct*
P 95/2 Prisoner Review Board
P 96 Protection and Advocacy Board
P 965 Property Tax Appeal Board
P 97 Public Welfare Commission — *defunct*
P 97/2 Public Aid Commission — *defunct*
P 97/3 Commission to Review and Rewrite Public Aid Code
P 97/4 Illinois Study Commission on Public Pension Investment Policies
P 97/5 Illinois Task Force on Coordination of Public Transportation Policies for Persons with Disabilities
R 118 Race Track Investigating Committee
R 15 Railroad and Warehouse Commission — *defunct*
R 15/2 Capitol City Railroad Authority
R 31 State Records Commission
R 31/2 Governor’s Statewide Task Force on Recreation and Tourism
R 33 Regional Transportation Authority (RTA)
R 33/2 METRA
R 33/3 Pace
R 43 Natural Resources Development Board

R 43/2 Residential Services Authority
R 43/3 Interagency Authority on Residential Facilities for Children
R 435 State Rehabilitation Advisory Council of Illinois
R 436 Task Force on Released Inmates
R 62 Rivers and Lakes Commission
R 948 Rural Affairs Council
R 948/2 Rural Partners
Sa 14 St. Louis Metropolitan Area Airport Authority
Sa 22 Sanitary Water Board
Sa 26 Office of the Commissioner of Savings and Loan Associations
Sa 26/2 Office of the Commissioner of Savings and Residential Finance
Sch 36 State Scholarship Commission
Sch 37 School Building Commission
Sch 37/2 School Insurance Advisory Committee
Sm 63 Governor’s Small Business Advisory Council
So 67 Institute for Social Policy
So 68 Illinois Committee for Energy and Architecture
So 72 Southwestern Illinois Planning Commission
So 72/2 Southeastern Illinois Regional Planning and Development Commission
Sp 764 Illinois Sports Facilities
Authority
St 933 Student Assistance Commission
Su 94 Suburban Problems Task Force
T 23 State Tax Levy Board
T 23/2 State Tax Commission — defunct
T 23/3 Tax Reform Commission
T 25 Technical Aids and Assistance to the Disabled Center
T 26 Illinois Telecommunications Commission — defunct
T 77 Regional Transportation Planning Board
T 779 Legislative Travel Control Board
T 82 Tri-City Regional Port District
T 865 Commission on Truancy and Alternative Education
T 915 Tuition Investment Plan Task Force
U 58 Commission for Uniformity of Legislation in the United States
U 68 Upper Mississippi River Basin Commission
Un 58 Commission for the University of Legislation in the United States
V 58 Veterans Commission
V 82 Illinois State Advisory Council on Vocational Education
V 82/2 Advisory Council on Adult, Vocational and Technical Education
V 94 Voluntary Citizen Participation Office
W 32 Technical Advisory Committee on Water Resources
W 32/2 State Water Plan Task Force
W 87 Task Force on Older Women in Illinois
W 926 Illinois Workers' Compensation Commission
W 95 Illinois Writers' Project
Y 83 Youth Commission — defunct

Y 4 — Legislative Committees

A 133 Alcoholism Study Committee
A 135/2 Advisory Council on Alcoholism and Other Drug Dependency
Ad 23 Administrative Practice and Review Commission — defunct
Ad 23/2 Joint Committee on Administrative Rules
Ag 25 Commission on the Aging and Aged — defunct
Ag 26/2 State Council on Aging
Ag 27 Agricultural Commodity Marketing Study Commission
Ai 29 Air Pollution Study Committee (House)
Ai 29/2 Joint Study Committee on Air Pollution
Ai 35 Alcoholism Study Committee
Al 37 Joint Study Committee on the Alewife Menace
Al 469 Alton Lake Heritage Parkway Commission
Ap 652 Appropriations Committee
(House)
At 7 Commission on Atomic Energy
At 88 State's Attorney Study Commission
Au 93 Commission on Automation and Technological Progress — defunct
B 92 Budgetary Commission
B 93 Building Commission
C 13 Committee to Investigate the Allegations Concerning the County of Alexander and the City of Cairo — defunct
C 19 Joint Committee on Campus Disorders
C 26 Cardiovascular Disease Prevention Task Force
C 27 Commission on the Care of Chronically Ill Persons — defunct
C 27/2 Commission to Investigate Chronic Diseases among Indigents
C 43 Chain of Lakes-Fox River Commission
C 47 Charitable Solicitation and Collection Law Revision Committee
C 53 Chicago World's Fair Commission of 1976
C 53/2 Chicago School Board Study Committee
C 53/3 Chicago Board of Education Investigation Joint Committee
C 535 Commission on Children
C 535/2 Child Welfare Functions Commission — defunct
C 535/3 House Action Committee on Child Care — defunct
C 535/4 Joint Child Care Study Committee
C 535/5 Citizens Council on Children — defunct
C 535/6 Child Fatality Task Force
C 535/7 Child Support Enforcement Task Force
C 58 Civil War Centennial Commission — defunct
C 582 House Committee on Cities and Villages
C 64 Commission on Clinical Labs, Blood Banks and Blood Bank Depositories — defunct
C 73 Commission on Department of Commerce
C 738 Computer and Data Processing Equipment Study Commission — defunct
C 74 Conflict of Interest Laws Commission — defunct
C 745 Legislative Condominium Study Committee
C 745/2 Joint Legislative Condominium Study Committee
C 75 New Construction Planning and Procurement Commission
C 75/2 Construction Industry Commission
C 755 Joint Committee on the Consolidation of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
C 758 Constitution Study
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commission</th>
<th>D 611 Developmental Disabilities Study Committee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C 76 Contracts Compliance Committee</td>
<td>D 74 Downstate Township Government Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 77 Illinois House Legislative Task Force to Study Issues Affecting the</td>
<td>Ea 12 Joint Committee on Early (Childhood)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Townships of Cook County and the Collar Counties</td>
<td>Intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 82 Special Joint Legislative Advisory Committee on Corrections</td>
<td>Ec 19 Commission for Economic Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 82/2 House Special Committee on Illinois Correctional Industries</td>
<td>Ec 19/2 Economic and Fiscal Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 85 County Problems Commission</td>
<td>Ec 19/3 Citizens Council on Economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 85/2 Counties and Townships Committee (House)</td>
<td>Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 86 Special House Committee Pursuant to H.R. 249 (Courts)</td>
<td>Ed 24 Compact on Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 92 Crime Investigating Commission</td>
<td>Ed 24/2 Educational Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 92/2 Council on the Diagnosis and Evaluation of Criminal Defendants</td>
<td>Ed 24/3 Task Force on Education — <em>defunct</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 92/3 Criminal Sentencing Commission</td>
<td>Ef 27 Efficiency and Economy Committee —</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 92/4 House Select Committee on Treatment and Placement of Criminals</td>
<td><em>defunct</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 92/5 Task Force on Crime and Corrections</td>
<td>El 38 Election Laws Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D 23 Data Information Systems Commission</td>
<td>El 38/2 Election Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D 28 Joint Committee on Long-Term State Debt</td>
<td>El 38/3 Electronic Funds Transfer Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D 59 Dirksen Memorial Study</td>
<td>Study Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D 61 Divorce Lawyers Practices Commission</td>
<td>En 53 Emancipation Centennial Commission —</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>defunct</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Em 55 Commission on State Employment —</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>defunct</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>En 56 Energy Crisis Investigation Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>En 56/2 Illinois Energy Resources Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>En 56/3 Citizen’s Council on Energy Resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Et 84 Board of Ethics
Et 84/2 Senate Ethics Commission
Ex 96 Executive Mansion Commission
Ex 96/2 House Executive Committee
F 16 Temporary Appointments to Senate Interim Committee on Fair Employment Practices
F 19 Family Study Commission
F 49 Financial Institutions Committee
F 49/2 Select Committee on the Financial Condition of the RTA (House)
F 49/3 Senate Committee on Finance and Credit Regulations
F 63 Special Committee to Survey Flood Damage — defunct
F 68 Food, Drug, Cosmetic and Pesticides Laws Commission
F 68/2 Special Committee to Investigate the Administration of Illinois Food Laws — defunct
F 96 Full Value Assessment Laws and Tax Rate Limitations Commission
G 19 Policy Numbers Game Study Committee
G 32 General Assembly Retirement System
G 32/2 Commission on the Organization of the General Assembly
G 32/3 General Assembly Library Study Commission
G 325 Gender Equity Commission
G 721 Government Forecasting and Accountability Commission
H 43 Public Health Study and Survey Commission — defunct
H 434 Health Care Worker Task Force
H 434/2 Illinois Legislative Heath Insurance Exchange Study Committee
H 49 Industrial Hemp Investigative Advisory Task Force
H 63 Higher Education Commission
H 63/2 Commission to Survey Higher Education Facilities in Illinois
H 63/3 Higher Education Committee
H 635 Highway Study Commission
H 84 High Density Housing Committee (House)
H 91 House Committee on Human Resources
Il 29 Illinois-Mississippi Canal and Sinnissippi Lake Commission
Il 29/2 Illinois-Indiana Bi-State Development and Study Commission
In 42 Industry and Labor Committee
In 43 Legislative Information System — Superceded in 1977. See LI. In 43/3 Special House Committee on High Risk Infants and Newborns
In 432 Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome Study Commission
ln 59 Insurance Study Commission
ln 59/2 Joint Insurance Study Committee
ln 59/3 Insurance Laws Study Commission
ln 61 Intergovernmental Cooperation Commission
ln 62 Legislative Investigating Committee
J 75 Jolliet-Marquette Tricentennial Commission
J 92 Judicial Advisory Council
J 92/2 Judiciary I Committee
J 96 State Justice Commission
L 12 Commission on Labor Laws
L 12/2 Labor and Commerce Committee
L 19 Lake Michigan and Adjoining Lands Study Commission
L 19/2 Special Committee on Lake Michigan
L 415 Law Revision Commission
L 52 Illinois Legislative Council
L 52/2 Legislative Reference Bureau
L 52/3 Legislative Audit Commission
L 52/4 Legislative Research Unit
L 52/5 Legislative Local Accounting Task Force
L 69 Library Study Commission
L 69/2 House Task Force on Liability Insurance
L 69/3 License Plate Task Force
L 81 Commission on Local Government — *defunct*
L 81/2 Local Government Selection Commission
L 81/3 Local Government Finance Study Commission
L 91 Legislative Commission on Low Income Housing
M 41 Mass Transportation Commission
M 48 Mechanic’s Lien Law and Construction Financing Study Commission
M 482 Medical Injury Insurance Reparations Committee
M 482/2 Medical Waste Tracking Study Group
M 54 Commission on Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities
M 54/3 Department of Mental Health Investigation Committee (House)
M 54/4 Legislative Mental Health Fund Advisory Committee
M 54/5 Citizens Council on Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities
M 665 Aggregate Mining Problems Study Commission
M 91 Motor Vehicle Laws Commission
M 91/2 Motor Vehicles Committee
M 96 Cities and Villages Municipal Problems Commission
N 22 Committee on the Investigation of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs in Illinois — *defunct*
N 22/2 Narcotics Advisory Council — defunct
N 86 Commission to Investigate the North Central Association — defunct
N 87 Legislative Advisory Committee to the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission
N 89 Not for Profit Corporations Study Committee
N 97 Joint Committee on Nursing Care Reimbursement
Ob 14 Obscenity Laws Study Commission
P 41 Public Employees Pension Laws Commission
P 418 Pensions and Personnel Committee (Senate)
P 76 Police and Minority Groups Relations Commission — defunct
P 85 Post-War Planning Commission — defunct
P 92 Special Joint Committee to Study the Preparedness of the National Guard
P 95 Special Committee on Prison Reform (House)
P 96 State Property Insurance Study Commission
P 96/2 Property Tax Revenue Loss Study Commission
P 96/3 Property Tax Study Committee
P 96/4 Private Enterprise Review and Advisory Board
P 96/5 Task Force on Professional Practice in the Illinois Justice Systems
P 96/6 Procurement Policy Board
P 97 Commission on Public Aid and Assistance — defunct
P 97/2 Legislative Advisory Committee on Public Assistance — defunct
P 97/3 Public Assistance Laws Commission — defunct
P 97/4 Legislative Advisory Committee on Public Aid
P 97/5 Public Aid Committee
P 97/6 Citizen's Council on Public Aid
R 15 Railroad Grade Crossing Blocking and Railroad Grade Crossing Separation Commission
R 15/2 High Speed Rail Transit Commission
R 21 Rape Study Committee
R 28 House Committee to Study the Real Estate Broker-Lawyer Accord
R 288 Reapportionment Committee
R 31 Recreation Council
R 31/2 Recreation Development Commission
R 317 Redistricting Process Review Commission
R 334 Joint Committee on Regional Government — disbanded as of February 1979
R 344 Select Joint Committee on Regulatory Agency Reform
R 43 Commission on Mental Retardation — defunct
R 45 Revenue Commission — defunct
R 45/2 House Revenue Committee
R 45/3 Legislative Commission on Municipal Revenue
R 45/4 Revenue Study Commission
R 45/5 Special Joint Committee to Investigate Revenue Losses
R 77 Roofing Industry Task Force
R 93 House Rules Committee
R 94 Rural Telephone Service Study Committee (House)
Sa 16 Special Committee on Salaries for Executive, Legislative and Judicial Branches of Illinois Government
Sa 32 Sanitary District Operations Commission — defunct
Sa 32/2 Joint Legislative Committee to Investigate the Metropolitan Sanitary District — defunct
Sch 37 School Problems Commission
Sch 37/2 Task Force on School Finance
Se 47 Senate Operations Commission
Se 49 Illinois Sesquicentennial Commission
Se 51 Commission on Sex Offenders — defunct
Sm 63 Legislative Commission on Small Business — defunct
Sm 63/2 Illinois House Smart Growth Task Force
So 72 Southwestern Illinois Area Study Commission — defunct
Sp 73 Legislative Space Needs Commission
Sp 735 Spanish-Speaking Peoples Study Commission
Sp 735/2 Spanish-Speaking Residents Commission
Sp 74 Commission on Special Events
Sp 74/2 House Special Committee
St 77 Legislative Staff Internship Sponsoring Committee
St 79 Select Committee on State Government Organization
St 89 Commission on State Government — defunct
St 89/2 State Personnel Administration Commission — defunct
St 91 Strip Mining Commission — defunct
T 25 Commission on Technological Progress
T 267 Illinois Task Force on Advanced Telecommunications and Networking
T 77 Travel Agency and Passenger Carrier Commission
T 772 Transportation Study Commission
T 772/2 Special Committee Investigating Certain Policies, Procedures and Practice of the Illinois Department of Transportation
T 772/3 Transportation Committee
List of Titles by Agency

A — Department on Aging

1 Main Office
   A 1.1/2: — Community care for the elderly. OCLC 8197256
   A 1.1: — Annual report / OCLC 29040487
A 1.2:A 167 — Abuse and neglect of the elderly in Illinois : incidence and characteristics, legislation and policy recommendations / OCLC 7994299
A 1.2:A 167/4 — Elder abuse & neglect can end with you. OCLC 25180015
A 1.2:A 167/5 — Final report : determining effective interventions in a community-based elder abuse system. OCLC 29234073
A 1.2:A 167/6 — Findings and recommendations. OCLC 48246156
A 1.2:A 167/7 — Reporting elder abuse : what professionals need to know. OCLC 50817870
A 1.2:A 23 FICHE — Illinois Department on Aging recommendations regarding area agency administrative structure, planning and service area boundaries, and social service rate development / OCLC 12602335
A 1.2:A 26/3 — Older persons in Illinois / OCLC 2718442
A 1.2:A 26/4 — Older persons in Illinois : facts and figures. OCLC 2973206
A 1.2:A 26/5 — Adult day care in Illinois / OCLC 3910865
A 1.2:A 26/8 — Aging--the Illinois agenda for the 80’s / OCLC 8446121
A 1.2:A 265/ FICHE — Long-term care study OCLC 5662063
A 1.2:A 267 — The Illinois Department on Aging : its role in providing human services and how the proposed tax package affects those services. OCLC 16240900
A 1.2:A 35 — Alcohol and drug abuse among the elderly : an annotated bibliography / OCLC 6327164
A 1.2:A 478/2 — Caring for a person with Alzheimer’s disease : the Illinois Department on Aging can help. OCLC 18946671
A 1.2:A 848 — Effects of the Assisted Living and Shared Housing Act (PA 91-0656) : report to the Illinois legislature / OCLC 52716265
A 1.2:A 912 — Audio-visual resource catalog. OCLC 11368525
A 1.2:B 218 — Bankers can help stop senior exploitation before it happens! : introducing ... B-SAFE : bankers and seniors against financial exploitation. OCLC 46460863
A 1.2:B 662 — Report to the Illinois General Assembly on board and health care homes. OCLC 28159571
A 1.2:B 828 — Break the silence : report elder abuse / OCLC 44997941
A 1.2:C 271/2 — The Illinois Department on Aging cares : senior centers, recreation, housing, meal programs, income stretchers, employment, health care, volunteer efforts, adult education. OCLC 25180121
A 1.2:C 271/3 — Shed the light of truth on quality care : a brochure for facility staff. OCLC 50060482
A 1.2:C 545 — Choices for care in Illinois : a program that helps families discover their options for long term care. OCLC 3613158
A 1.2:C 545/2 — Choices for care in Illinois : let us help you signal your own turn / OCLC 36436144
A 1.2:C 545/2009 — Choices for Care in Illinois : a program that helps families discover their options for long-term care / OCLC 45655875
A 1.2:C 545/3 — Choices for Care in Illinois : the first year. OCLC 38952132
A 1.2:C 545/998 — Choices for Care in Illinois : a program that helps families discover their options for long term care. OCLC 40505647
A 1.2:C 545/999 — Choices for Care in Illinois : a program that helps families discover their options for long term care. OCLC 42979835
A 1.2:C 636 — Client plan of care review, state-wide report / OCLC 22915378
A 1.2:C 734/2 — Elder Abuse and Neglect Program : comparison of paid vs. volunteer multi-disciplinary teams in providing community-based care to elder abuse victims. OCLC 24290309
A 1.2:C 734/2002 — Community Care Program-- : helping older people live independently. OCLC 50697861
A 1.2:D 479 — Determination of need, service cost maximum study / OCLC 443442087
A 1.2:D 611/ — Discrimination is illegal / OCLC 50413437
A 1.2:D 612 — Age discrimination in employment. OCLC 37014132
A 1.2:D 631 — Do you know someone who is caring for an older adult?. OCLC 49315058
A 1.2:E 37 — Elder link : help for the long distance caregiver. OCLC 19698401
A 1.2:E 37/2 — Elder abuse and neglect : how you can help / OCLC 608290221
A 1.2:E 383 — The number of older voters in Illinois for congressional and legislative districts. OCLC 2705624
A 1.2:E 53 — Emergency Home Response Service, EHRS: linking you to help from the comfort of your own home. OCLC 433536986
A 1.2:E 55/2001 — Senior Community Service Employment Program. OCLC 47187168
A 1.2:E 55/2010 — Senior Community Service Employment Program / OCLC 527840941
A 1.2:E 553 — Age discrimination in employment of older persons: a review of federal and state legislation and enforcement. OCLC 3735126
A 1.2:F 142 — Facts and figures on older persons in Illinois. OCLC 16240981
A 1.2:F 142/984 — Facts and figures on older persons in Illinois. OCLC 10603219
A 1.2:F 198 — Family councils for families of long term care facility residents: get involved! / OCLC 50060950
A 1.2:F 198/2 — Family councils in long-term care facilities: Illinois Long Term Care Ombudsman Program: protecting, advocating and promoting the right of residents in long-term care facilities. OCLC 431986405
A 1.2:F 293/987 — Federal and state programs for the aging. OCLC 16239724
A 1.2:F 491 — Seniors: STOP financial exploitation before it happens! / OCLC 46460877
A 1.2:F 75 — Family home care program: a study of geriatric foster care services as an alternative housing environment in Illinois / OCLC 4793132
A 1.2:F 845 — Don’t get hooked!: be aware of the common frauds and swindles used by the talented con artist. OCLC 13089805
A 1.2:G 191 — When gambling is no longer fun: identifying and getting help for senior problem gamblers. OCLC 50818142
A 1.2:G 721 — Focusing on the future: [Conference schedule] / OCLC 24529775
A 1.2:G 754 — Grandparents raising grandchildren: a family challenge: the Illinois Department on Aging’s initiative to assist grandparent caregivers. OCLC 40506101
A 1.2:G 754/2 — Grandparents raising grandchildren in Illinois: help is available for grandparents and other relatives who are caring for children. OCLC 49522637
A 1.2:G 754/2/SPAN. — Abuelos/as criando nietos en Illinois: la ayuda está disponible para los abuelos y otros parientes que cuiden de niños. OCLC 50396582
A 1.2:G 754/3 — Foster Grandparent Program: providing opportunities for seniors to work with children with exceptional needs. OCLC 50753140
A 1.2:G 754/4 — Grandparents and other relatives raising children. OCLC 433540766
A 1.2:H 765 — Preventing home repair fraud. OCLC 29043802
A 1.2:H 842/ — Housing facilities for the elderly in Illinois. OCLC 27966216
A 1.2:H 842/2 — Housing options for older adults. OCLC 35181345
A 1.2:H 842/2/2002 — Housing options for older adults. OCLC 50656241
A 1.2:H 842/2/2009 — Housing options for older adults / OCLC 456558760
A 1.2:I 29 — Illinois cares-- about its seniors. OCLC 16999268
A 1.2:I 61 — Intergenerate! tool kit : help your community celebrate intergenerational programs and activities throughout the years. OCLC 44500215
A 1.2:I 61/2 — Intergenerational programs : building a bridge across the generations : resources, training, and technical assistance from the Illinois Department on Aging. OCLC 44500066
A 1.2:L 287 — CLESE : breaking down barriers-- enabling language minority elderly to have access to the same kinds of programs and services as are available to English-speaking elderly. OCLC 32183022
A 1.2:L 849 — Long term care ombudsman program. OCLC 23070227
A 1.2:L 849/2 — Illinois partnership / OCLC 29172714
A 1.2:L 849/2001/CHINESE — Long Term Care Ombudsman Program : protecting, defending, advocating. OCLC 47351468
A 1.2:L 849/2001/KOREAN — Long Term Care Ombudsman Program : protecting, defending, advocating. OCLC 47351489
A 1.2:L 849/2002/RUSSIAN — Long Term Care Ombudsman Program : protecting, defending, advocating. OCLC 49523173
A 1.2:L 849/3 — The Illinois partnership policy for long term care insurance. OCLC 28516371
A 1.2:L 849/4 — The long term care constellation : recommendations of the Community-Based Long Term Care Reform Task Force to Governor Jim Edgar. OCLC 34288922
A 1.2:L 849/999 — Long Term Care Ombudsman Program : protecting, defending, advocating. OCLC 42904758
A 1.2:M 742 — The volunteer money management project. OCLC 28478649
A 1.2:N 476/ — The Aging network in Illinois. OCLC 48258835
A 1.2:N 974 — Reaching out to nursing home residents : nursing home ombudsman program. OCLC 17729759
A 1.2:NR 97 — Summary of the major findings of the long-term care study / OCLC 2381344
A 1.2:Nr 97/2 — Illinois nursing home ombudsman program. OCLC 4039629
A 1.2:O 44 — Growing older in Illinois : needs, challenges, opportunities. OCLC 25183524
A 1.2:O 44/3 — A final report on the Illinois older driver summit. OCLC 36420497
A 1.2:O 44/4 — Older people deserve honor and respect ... not abuse. OCLC 50396565
A 1.2:O 44/4/CHINESE — Older people deserve honor and respect ... not abuse. OCLC 50421511
A 1.2:O 44/4/KOREAN — Older people deserve honor and respect ... not abuse. OCLC 50421498
A 1.2:O 44/4/POLISH — Osoby starsze zasługują na nasz szacunek i powżanie ... nie na zniewżanie. OCLC 50420435
A 1.2:P 662 — Leading the way to pioneer practices : a brochure for facility staff. OCLC 50396597
A 1.2:P 699 — Plan to restructure the state of Illinois service delivery system for older adults / OCLC 671243434
A 1.2:P 964/ — Services and programs profile for Illinois senior citizens / OCLC 2902830
A 1.2:P 965 — Project 20-20 report : results of a grassroots study of the Illinois Aging Network ... accomplishments of the past 20 years and recommendations for the next 20 years / OCLC 32771321
A 1.2:P 976 — Publications & information available through the Illinois Department on Aging and other allied agencies. OCLC 13213657
A 1.2:P 976/2 — Illinois Department on Aging publications and information. OCLC 38869840
A 1.2:P 976/991 — Publications and information available through the Illinois Department on Aging and other agencies serving older people. OCLC 25140467
A 1.2:P 976/993 — Publications and information available through the Illinois Department on Aging and other agencies serving older people. OCLC 28317948
A 1.2:R 384 — Report of findings pursuant to Senate Resolution No. 135. OCLC 46460746
A 1.2:R 41 — Section 8, rent subsidies : finders-keepers program. OCLC 4039639
A 1.2:R 438 — Retired & Senior Volunteer Program : senior volunteers meeting critical community needs. OCLC 53016748
A 1.2:R 452/2001 — The reverse mortgage ... : what you need to know. OCLC 48246242
A 1.2:R 452/2009 — The reverse mortgage ... what you need to know / OCLC 438821381
A 1.2:R 571 — Residents' rights for people in intermediate care facilities for the developmentally disabled. OCLC 31354093
2 Program Planning Division
A 2.9:978 — Summary of 1978 state plan on aging. OCLC 3182362

3 Field Services Division
A 3.2:A 26 — Division of Field Services status report. OCLC 3950503

AD — Department of Audits

1 Main Office
AD 1.1 — Annual report for calendar year

2 Auditor General Office
AD 2.1/2: — Report to the General Assembly on status of State agency audits. OCLC 1795101
AD 2.1: — Annual report of the Auditor General / OCLC 12739646
AD 2.1: — Annual report for the calendar year / OCLC 1796030
AD 2.2:A 252 — Management audit : Department of Transportation’s Aeronautics Operations. OCLC 80765587
AD 2.2:B 934 — Management audit of the Department of Central Management Services’ 2008 joint procurements of bulk rock salt. OCLC 420260908
AD 2.2:C 338 — Management audit, caseworkers’ role in the administration of assistance programs, Illinois Dept. of Public Aid. OCLC 3031970
AD 2.2:C 397 — Management audit : Department of Central Management Services’ administration of the state’s space utilization program. OCLC 54483653
AD 2.2:C 397/2 — Management audit [of] Department of Central Management Services’ Business Enterprise Program and Illinois Department of Transportation’s Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program / OCLC 70546105
AD 2.2:C 397/3 — Performance audit of the Department of Central Management Services’ operation of the state vehicle fleet / OCLC 761700330
AD 2.2:C 652 — Performance audit : Coal Development Fund / OCLC 401371447
AD 2.2:C 764 — Report digest study State’s Construction Contracting Methods / OCLC 50036827
AD 2.2:E 24 — Management audit, Illinois State Board of Education and other state agencies providing funding to Illinois Regional Offices of Education. OCLC 48134534
AD 2.2:E 55 — State employee travel : modes of transportation between Chicago and Bloomington, Carbondale, Champaign-Urbana, Macomb, and Springfield : study. OCLC 64559994
AD 2.2:F 15 — Feasibility study, use of vacant state-owned mental health and developmental disabilities facilities, December 1978 / OCLC 6219276
AD 2.2:F 646 — Management audit of the flu vaccine procurement and the I-SaveRx Program / OCLC 77567317
AD 2.2:F 715 — Management and program audit of the Illinois State Police’s Division of Forensic Services. OCLC 378952170
AD 2.2:G 732 — Management audit of the expenditures from the Grade Crossing Protection Fund: Illinois Commerce Commission [and] Illinois Department of Transportation. OCLC 53996064
AD 2.2:G 743 — Management audit: regulation of grain dealers and warehousmen and the administration of the Grain Insurance Fund: Illinois Department of Agriculture and the Grain Insurance Corporation. OCLC 53996209
AD 2.2:H 434 — Program audit of the Illinois Health Facilities Planning Board. OCLC 48134490
AD 2.2:H 434/2 — Performance audit of the Department of Healthcare and Family Services Prompt Payment Act Compliance and Medicaid Payment Process / OCLC 228427488
AD 2.2:H 434/3 — Management audit of the states’ procurement of health insurance vendors for the state’s group health insurance program. OCLC 795572521
AD 2.2:H 436 — Performance audit: Funding provided by state agencies to Heartland Human Services / OCLC 378956525
AD 2.2:H 63 — Feasibility study of centralized purchasing for senior public universities, State of Illinois: a special report for the Auditor General / OCLC 1835135
AD 2.2:H 673 — Performance audit of payments to the Illinois Hispanic Chamber of Commerce by state agencies / OCLC 166344395
AD 2.2:H 918 — Report digest follow-up report Department of Human Services’ Early Intervention Program / OCLC 50036769
AD 2.2:I 61 — Management audit, Illinois state programs of internal auditing. OCLC 19502140
AD 2.2:K 46 — Program and management audit of the Illinois Department of Public Aid’s Kidcare Program. OCLC 50396525
AD 2.2:M 271 — Management audit of the policies, practices, and procedures adopted or utilized by the Department of Revenue in the procurement of instant lottery tickets. OCLC 2583211
AD 2.2:M 271/2 — Management audit, hiring and training custody and care staff in adult correctional centers, Illinois Dept. of Corrections. OCLC 2809733
AD 2.2:M 271/3 — Management audit, responsible relative requirements in programs of Illinois state agencies. OCLC 11541429
AD 2.2:M 489 — Performance audit of the Medical Assistance Program: long term care eligibility determination / OCLC 456428927
AD 2.2:P 964 — Program audit of the management of state long-term debt / OCLC 3853858
AD 2.2:R 449 — Review of documents related to the proposed sale of bonds for the Chicago Transit Authority Retirement Plan and Retiree Health Care Trust / OCLC 239629220
AD 2.2:S 797 — State audits. OCLC 32368901
AD 2.2:S 797/999 — State audits / OCLC 42789480
AD 2.2:T 651 — Management audit Illinois State Toll Highway Authority. OCLC 52639457
AD 2.2:U 58 — Performance audit of certain financial and business processes of the University of Illinois Board of Trustees / OCLC 772460259
AD 2.6:A 17 — Instructions to independent certified public accountants performing audits of State agencies. OCLC 70876
AD 2.6:A 91 — Rule 7, post audit instructions: audits of state agencies / OCLC 1801844
AD 2.6:A 91/2 — Instructions for post-audits of Illinois State agencies OCLC 1200849
AD 2.6:M 63 — Illinois Department of Public Health licensing of migrant labor camps: program audit. OCLC 11641160
AD 2.9: — Report of Department of Audits. OCLC 1795100
AD 2.10: — A Directory of state training courses, resources and facilities. OCLC 13435451
AD 2.11: — Annual Illinois audit advisory: emerging and potential audit issues. OCLC 38087920
AD 2.12: — Affirmative action plan / OCLC 51236425
AD 2.13: — Program audit / OCLC 52129463
AD 2.14: — Financial, compliance, and program audit, the Village of Robbins’ use of municipal economic development funds. OCLC 48259373
AD 2.15: — Management and program audit: Rend Lake Conservancy District. OCLC 63791250
AD 2.16: — Hispanic employment plan / OCLC 70294773
AD 2.17: — Annual review, information submitted by the Chicago Transit Authority’s Retiree Health Care Trust. OCLC 676693438
AD 2.18: — Annual review information submitted by the Chicago Transit Authority’s Employee Retirement Plan. OCLC 676694036
AD 2.19: — Report...pursuant to the Taxpayer Accountability and Budget Stabilization Act (P.A. 96-1496) / OCLC 756856832

Ae — Department of Aeronautics

1 Main Office
AE 1.1/2: — Annual statistical report. OCLC 2254210
AE 1.1: — Annual report. OCLC 15078533
2 Airport system plan

Ag — Department of Agriculture

1 Main Office

AG 1.1/2: — Regulatory supplement. OCLC 22156039
AG 1.1: — Annual report - Illinois Department of Agriculture. OCLC 3417965
AG 1.2:A 27 — A Look at agriculture in Illinois. OCLC 13866368
AG 1.2:A 27/2 — Eating with ... Illinois agricultural products. OCLC 3270052
AG 1.2:A 278/3/985 — Illinois agricultural facts. OCLC 12249348
AG 1.2:A 656 — The Illinois aquaculture industry : its status and potential / OCLC 13846999
AG 1.2:B 414 — Bee diseases : cause and treatment / OCLC 3642440
AG 1.2:B 817/ — Illinois livestock brand book. OCLC 4562567
AG 1.2:C 771 — Illinois products cookbook. OCLC 32102803
AG 1.2:C 771/2001 — Illinois products cookbook. OCLC 46822938
AG 1.2:C 772 — Favorite recipes of Illinois agricultural products. OCLC 2390343
AG 1.2:F 163/2 — Illinois State Fair : a 150 year history / OCLC 50306202
AG 1.2:F 23/4 — Handbook for the training seminar on farmland protection / OCLC 9552465
AG 1.2:F 68 FICHE — From our house to yours : a salute to Illinois agriculture / OCLC 9628777
AG 1.2:F 686 — Ask Illinois first : for food and agricultural products. OCLC 15100156
AG 1.2:F 686/2 — Final report of the Illinois Food Safety Task Force. OCLC 42979818
AG 1.2:G 768 — Native and introduced grasses in Illinois. OCLC 32677108
AG 1.2:G 884 — Grown from the heart in the heartland cookbook : a collection of Illinois product recipes / OCLC 69666277
AG 1.2:I 61 — International marketing / OCLC 9720833
AG 1.2:L 253 — Illinois agricultural land productivity formula / OCLC 15262086
AG 1.2:M 485 — Evolution of the Division of Meat, Poultry and Livestock Inspection. OCLC 8434409
AG 1.2:P 476 — Pesticide container recycling report. OCLC 25177313
AG 1.2:P 964 — Implementation of the Illinois agricultural land productivity formula and other state programs / OCLC 17001165
Ag 1.2:S 685/989 — Status of soil surveys, Illinois: October 1989 / OCLC 22657791
Ag 1.2:S 685/990 — Status of soil surveys, Illinois October 1990 / OCLC 22657907
Ag 1.2:S 685/991 — Status of soil surveys, Illinois October 1991 / OCLC 25389211
Ag 1.2:S 685/992 — Status of soil surveys, Illinois: October 1992 / OCLC 26928279
Ag 1.2:S 685/993 — Status of soil surveys, Illinois: October 1993 / OCLC 29613628
Ag 1.2:S 685/994 — Status of soil surveys, Illinois: October 1994 / OCLC 31699790
Ag 1.2:V 586 — The evolution of regulatory veterinary medicine in Illinois / OCLC 43801256
AG 1.2:W 324 — Report. OCLC 28360513
AG 1.5:A 27 — The agricultural co-operative act. OCLC 6527152
AG 1.5:A 59/ — Illinois Animal Control Act with regulations / OCLC 36037272
Ag 1.5:A 59/2/996 — Illinois Animal Welfare Act (with regulations) / OCLC 34877306
AG 1.5:A 59/3 — Animal Research and Production Facilities Protection Act / OCLC 23264361
Ag 1.5:A 59/4/ — Illinois Animal Disease Laboratories Act with regulations / OCLC 45594591
AG 1.5:B 783/ — Illinois Bovine Brucellosis Eradication Act / OCLC 14236810
AG 1.5:B 783/2/ — Illinois Bovine Tuberculosis Eradication Act. OCLC 28757249
Ag 1.5:B 783/3/ — Illinois Bovidae and Cervidae Tuberculosis Eradication Act, with regulations effective ... / OCLC 49060897
AG 1.5:D 182 — Illinois Dangerous Animals Act / OCLC 32095682
Ag 1.5:D 278/ — Illinois Dead Animal Disposal Act (with regulations) / OCLC 34587001
Ag 1.5:D 611/ — West Virginia public libraries: a report / OCLC 21108107
AG 1.5:D 668 — Illinois Domestic Animals Running At Large Act / OCLC 32113874
Ag 1.5:E 64/ — Illinois Equine Infectious Anemia Control Act / OCLC 30118477
Ag 1.5:F 294/ — Illinois Feeder Swine Dealer Licensing Act (with regulations) / OCLC 30092976
AG 1.5:F 295 — Illinois Feeding of Garbage to Animals Act / OCLC 32116584
AG 1.22: — Annual farmland conversion report. OCLC 13724525
AG 1.24: — Agricultural areas annual report / OCLC 17425505
AG 1.25: — Marketing perspectives : a publication of the Illinois Department of Agriculture, Division of Marketing. OCLC 19472024
AG 1.26: — Pseudorabies newsletter / OCLC 20365356
AG 1.28: — Illinois aquaculture. OCLC 26107790
AG 1.29: — Illinois commercial feed laboratory analysis report. OCLC 6505069
AG 1.30: — Title 8 Agriculture and animals. OCLC 30092586
Ag 1.31: — Animal health newsletter / OCLC 42189485
Ag 1.32: — Illinois agricultural legislative day ... sponsor directory. OCLC 44260881
Ag 1.33: — Illinois registered custom mixers / OCLC 46868076
Ag 1.34: — Affirmative action plan / OCLC 50037178
Ag 1.14 — Pick-your-own fruits & vegetables.
Ag 1.14/2 — Directory of Illinois fresh fruit and vegetable markets. OCLC 12794275
Ag 1.16/2 — List of certified Illinois nursery stock dealers. OCLC 8852468
Ag 1.27 — Registered custom mixers

3 Division of Feeds, Fertilizers and Standards

4 Division of County Fairs

Ag 4.2:C 557 — 2006 chronological listing of county fair events schedule / OCLC 70662522
AG 4.6:F 17 — Rules, regulations, and procedures governing State financial assistance to agricultural and industrial fairs administered by Bureau of County Fairs. OCLC 6090419
AG 4.10/2: — Recapitulation report of ... Illinois county fairs OCLC 54935252
AG 4.10: — Illinois county fairs. OCLC 6178810
Ag 4.13: — ... Illinois county fair dates. OCLC 54712520
Ag 4.14: — County fair entertainment schedule. OCLC 50413283
AG 4.15: — County fair events schedule. OCLC 52006128
Ag 4.11 — Illinois county fairs directory OCLC 8703836
Ag 4.12 — Fair and exposition dates OCLC 8703836

5 Division of Meat, Poultry and Livestock Inspection

AG 5.5:A 59/6/984 — Humane Care for Animals Act : (with regulations) / OCLC 11378594
AG 5.5:B 817/982 — Illinois Brand Act / OCLC 8572318
AG 5.5:B 935 — Illinois Bull Leasing Act / OCLC 8572250
AG 5.5:F 68/951 — Illinois food law relative to slaughter and use of horse meat, with regulations, 1951. OCLC 19785
AG 5.5:H 817 — Horse Meat Act / OCLC 16941719
Ag 5.9 — Newsletter OCLC 56433158

6 Division of Soil and Water Conservation

AG 6.1: — Annual progress report. OCLC 28947368
Protecting & improving our environment. OCLC 27837955
Water is life for these Illinois towns. OCLC 37292425
Handbook for directors of soil and water conservation districts. OCLC 197299
Handbook for soil and water conservation district clerks. OCLC 3950575
Monthly newsletter. OCLC 31389698

7 Division of Plant Industry
Insect pests and diseases of ornamental plants and their control, 1970 / OCLC 13817242
Noxious weeds in Illinois; description and control. Illinois noxious weed law 2, 4-D and related Herbicide act. OCLC 9074610
Pesticide use in Illinois; 2,4-D and related herbicide act, Custom or public application of pesticides act, Pesticide control act, DDT regulations, Interagency committee on pesticide act. OCLC 1246861
The insect pest and plant disease act / OCLC 12672867
Illinois seed law and rules and regulations. OCLC 6297745

8 Advisory Council on Consumer Affairs
Illinois wool production. OCLC 6192912
Illinois farm finances. OCLC 13337946
Illinois agricultural statistics / OCLC 3348216
Illinois agricultural statistics: corn for grain - harvesting, handling and drying methods. OCLC 6296705
Illinois agricultural statistics: corn and soybean - harvesting, handling and drying methods. OCLC 6306868
Illinois agricultural statistics: farm income and marketings, with comparisons. OCLC 6188541
Illinois agricultural statistics : field crops from planting to harvest / OCLC 22484986
Illinois agricultural statistics. marketing channels, 1974. Wheat : marketing channels and straw handling, 1974 / OCLC 32440136
Illinois agricultural statistics : livestock and poultry by counties, ten years ending January 1, 1975 / OCLC 6031435
Illinois agricultural statistics : field crops by counties, ten years, 1965-1974 / OCLC 6317221
Illinois agricultural statistics: assesors’ annual farm census. OCLC 3370914
Illinois' position in the nation’s agriculture. OCLC 8485949
Illinois weather & crops. OCLC 10834592
Illinois weekly weather and crop bulletin / OCLC 7316900
Illinois weather & crops. OCLC 7316977
Poultry. OCLC 13118265
Illinois poultry. OCLC 29536272
AG 9.8: — Illinois dairy. OCLC 29535978
AG 9.8: — Dairy. OCLC 29536084
AG 9.9: — Illinois prices. OCLC 29536467
AG 9.9: — Prices. OCLC 29536433
AG 9.10: — Illinois slaughter. OCLC 29536350
AG 9.10: — Slaughter. OCLC 29536396
Ag 9.11: — Illinois commercial fertilizer. OCLC 9141139
AG 9.12: — Commercial vegetables. OCLC 29529430
AG 9.13: — Illinois grain stocks / OCLC 43593721
AG 9.14/2: — Illinois county estimates, corn, soybeans, and wheat / OCLC 24611030
AG 9.14/2: — Revised and preliminary corn and soybean estimates, by counties. OCLC 7437279
AG 9.14: — Corn and soybeans, acreage, yield, and production, Illinois by counties / OCLC 38239054
AG 9.16: — Revised and preliminary wheat and oat estimates, by counties. OCLC 7437536
AG 9.16: — Illinois county estimates. OCLC 10210254
AG 9.17: — Honey. OCLC 4420433
AG 9.17: — Illinois honey. OCLC 4406890
AG 9.19: — Illinois timber prices. OCLC 8484673
AG 9.20: — Illinois farm report. OCLC 5256805
AG 9.21: — Illinois hogs and pigs. OCLC 6210556
AG 9.22: — Illinois popcorn. OCLC 6211333
AG 9.23: — Illinois red clover seed. OCLC 6215994
AG 9.24: — Illinois soybean varieties. OCLC 6211074
AG 9.25: — Illinois timothy seed. OCLC 6216050
AG 9.26: — Illinois white corn. OCLC 6218271
AG 9.27: — Crops: Illinois winter wheat and rye fall seedings. OCLC 6215939
AG 9.27: — Illinois crops. OCLC 6215973
AG 9.28: — Illinois farm facts. OCLC 7156344
AG 9.29: — Sheep inventory and lamb crop. OCLC 6208999
AG 9.32: — Cattle inventory and calf crop. OCLC 6210947
Ag 9.15 — Manufactured dairy products report OCLC 727806608
Ag 9.31 — Illinois lamb crop and wool production

10 Agricultural Industry Regulation Division
AG 10.6:A 596 — Rules and regulations relating to the handling of anhydrous ammonia and low pressure nitrogen solutions, equipment containers and storage facilities / OCLC 9129547
AG 10.6:G 743/ — Grain dealers act rules and regulations. OCLC 6163523
AG 10.6:G 743/2 — The public grain warehouse and warehouse receipts act : effective Jan. 1, 1979 : [and] rules and regulations. OCLC 7183397
AG 10.6:S 182 — Salvage warehouses and salvage warehouse stores for foods, alcoholic liquors, drugs and cosmetics / OCLC 8215292
Ag 10.9: — Illinois commercial fertilizer tonnage report / OCLC 3185113
AG 10.11: — Registered custom mixers / OCLC 9554660
Ag 10.10: — Illinois commercial feed laboratory analysis report. OCLC 6505069
Ag 10.10 — Illinois commercial feed laboratory analysis

11 Bureau of Warehouses
AG 11.5:G 743 — The Public grain warehouse and warehouse receipts act ; Rules and regulations. OCLC 7008369

12 Natural Resources Division
AG 12.1: — Annual progress report. OCLC 12351796
AG 12.2:A 278/987ADDENDUM — 1987 addendum to publication "Illinois Agricultural Land Productivity [formula]" by Lohse, Giordano, Williams, and Vogel given at 1985 meeting of ASSMR. OCLC 17422533
AG 12.2:C 755 — Conservation cost sharing : a new minimum, and zero till incentive program by the Illinois Department of Agriculture to help save soil and oil!. OCLC 8233554
AG 12.2:C 755/2 — Conservation tillage equipment survey. OCLC 9554569
AG 12.2:F 23 — The Illinois farmland protection policy. OCLC 9553045
AG 12.2:P 961 — Private funding opportunities in Illinois by county for soil and water conservation districts. OCLC 10286664
AG 12.2:S 68/2 — Soil and water conservation districts and implement dealers : working together on conservation tillage program. OCLC 9554632
AG 12.5:E 71 — State erosion & sediment control guidelines. OCLC 9552644
AG 12.5:S 68/982 — Illinois Soil and Water Conservation Districts Act. OCLC 9552608
AG 12.8:S 68 — State erosion & sediment control guidelines. OCLC 7299916
AG 12.9/2: — The Consurveyor. OCLC 7334266
AG 12.9: — Division of Natural Resources, Illinois Department of Agriculture. OCLC 7079118
AG 12.10: — Spring workshops. OCLC 9552673
AG 12.12: — Illinois soil and water conservation district directory / OCLC 9565389
AG 12.12: — Illinois SWCD directory / OCLC 16412045
Ag 12.12: — Illinois soil & water conservation districts directory. OCLC 52958860

13 Marketing and Agricultural Services Division
14 State Fair Division
15 Fairs and Horse Racing Division
AG 15.9: — Foal registrations, Illinois conceived & foaled standardbreds. OCLC 12175807
Ag 15.9: — Foal registrations of Illinois conceived and foaled standardbreds. OCLC 42825819
AG 15.10: — Foal registrations of Illinois conceived and foaled, and Illinois foaled thoroughbreds. OCLC 10733747

16 Illinois Agricultural Statistics Service
AG 16.1: — Illinois agricultural statistics / OCLC 3348216
AG 16.2:F 944 — Illinois fruit. OCLC 22770893
AG 16.9/2: — Illinois weather & crops. OCLC 10834592
AG 16.9: — Illinois weather & crops. OCLC 7316977
AG 16.10/2: — Illinois and Midwest farm finance report / OCLC 16972242
AG 16.10: — Illinois farm report / OCLC 6999208
AG 16.11: — Illinois farm facts. OCLC 7156344
AG 16.12/2: — Illinois timber prices. OCLC 8484673
AG 16.12: — Illinois timber prices. OCLC 8484673
AG 16.13: — Illinois county estimates, corn, soybeans, and wheat / OCLC 24611030
AG 16.14: — Illinois county statistics. supplement to bulletin / OCLC 44009979
Ag 16.5 — Illinois' position in the nation's agriculture. OCLC 8485949

AP — Air Pollution Control Board

1 Main Office
AP 1.1: — Report of the Air Pollution Control Board of Illinois. OCLC 1752566
AP 1.9: — Air sampling network: OCLC 2882628

AS — Administrative Services Department

1 Main Office
AS 1.1: — Annual report - Illinois Department of Administrative Services. OCLC 6392888
AS 1.9: — DAService update. OCLC 6063938

2 Office of Management Information and Communications
AS 2.2:C 738 — Illinois Data Processing Center : IDPC briefing. OCLC 4027159
AS 2.2:C 738/2 — Strategies for computer-oriented productivity and effectiveness in the 80's: a long-range plan for the EDP community of Illinois state government / OCLC 6364339
AS 2.11: — OMIC briefing. OCLC 5509238
AS 2.10 — OMIC up-date. OCLC 70743981
AS 2.12 — Telephone directory

3 Procurement Office
AS 3.2:A 29 — Analysis of the PassMaster, air-conditioner cut out / OCLC 7264384
AS 3.2:A 652 — Life cycle costing of major household appliances / OCLC 7466114
AS 3.2:A 792 — Energy analysis of emulsified asphalts / OCLC 6258305
AS 3.2:A 93 — Life cycle costing of automobiles / OCLC 6228778
AS 3.2:E 56 — Procedure for energy efficient procurement / OCLC 6258377
AS 3.2:E 56/2 — Energy conversion factors [and life cycle costing and cost analysis papers] / OCLC 6619702
AS 3.2:E 56/3 — Energy efficient window management / OCLC 7466103
AS 3.2:E 56/4 — Energy savings tips / OCLC 7256340
AS 3.2:L 376 — Energy savings at institutional laundry facilities / OCLC 6260627
AS 3.2:L 72 — Energy efficiency in lighting / OCLC 6228737
AS 3.2:L 72/2 — Energy analysis of fluorescent tube simulators / OCLC 7264306
AS 3.2:O 39 — Analysis of re-refined engine lubrication oils / OCLC 6292436
AS 3.2:R 299 — Preliminary study of recycled materials, markets, and products / OCLC 6319986
AS 3.2:T 596 — Analysis of retread automotive and truck tires / OCLC 6228895
AS 3.2:W 765 — Energy analysis of window insulation panels / OCLC 7264326

4 Purchasing Division

ASA — Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Department

1 Main Office
ASA 1.2:C 929 — Substance abuse and the criminal justice system: a comprehensive state plan for treatment and community reintegration. OCLC 36436276
ASA 1.2:D 781 — Social drinking: for people who drink and people who don't. OCLC 16678925
ASA 1.2:P 944 — PRC: AHTDS Prevention Resource Center / OCLC 14880702
ASA 1.2:R 433 — Illinois resource directory, December 1990. OCLC 23674438
ASA 1.2:Y 83 — DASA youth survey, 1990 / OCLC 24257105
ASA 1.2:Y 83/2 — DASA youth study on substance use : comparing the 1990, 1993, and 1995 studies / OCLC 36790319
ASA 1.6:R 935/992 — DASA rule revisions. OCLC 28083870
ASA 1.9/2: — A comprehensive state plan for alcohol & drug services. OCLC 35827343
ASA 1.9/2: — A comprehensive state plan and human services plan for the prevention/intervention/treatment of alcoholism and other drug dependency for fiscal years ... OCLC 18794498
ASA 1.9: — Comprehensive state plan for alcoholism and substance abuse services. OCLC 12433367
ASA 1.11/2: — Youth Drug Abuse Prevention Fund report to the General Assembly : fiscal year ... OCLC 26978586
ASA 1.11: — The Juvenile Drug Abuse Fund report to the Illinois General Assembly : fiscal year ... OCLC 18955589
ASA 1.12: — Prevention forum. OCLC 8934263
ASA 1.13: — Training resource catalog. OCLC 26712827
ASA 1.14:96-001 — Illinois indicators of alcohol, tobacco, and other drug abuse : comparisons, consequences, risk factors. OCLC 36436073
ASA 1.14:96-005 — Alcohol, tobacco, and other drug use by women in the Illinois child welfare system : prevalence - treatment need - impact on children. OCLC 36702766
ASA 1.10 — Directory of Illinois alcoholism and substance abuse treatment services OCLC 14879827
ASA 1.14 — DASA needs assessment series [monographic series]

At — Attorney General

1 Main Office

AT 1.1/2: — Biennial report / OCLC 37824985
AT 1.1: — Annual report of the Auditor of Public Accounts of the State of Illinois. OCLC 12739528
AT 1.1: — Annual report / OCLC 27900154
AT 1.2:A 278 — Agricultural Law Division. OCLC 11620453
AT 1.2:C 257 — Consumer tips : how to buy a used car. OCLC 19080386
AT 1.2:C 473 — Charitable giving tips. OCLC 7973937
AT 1.2:C 758 — Consumer tips -- for Illinois citizens. OCLC 12443998
AT 1.2:C 929 — Crime prevention -- children at home alone. OCLC 12443502
AT 1.2:C 929/2 — Crime victims -- financial aid in Illinois. OCLC 12443981
2 Consumer Fraud Division
AT 2.2:C 755 — Consumer tips for senior citizens. OCLC 11368753
AT 2.2:C 755/2 — We can help you! : an explanation of the services provided by the Consumer Protection Division of the Illinois Attorney General's Office. OCLC 11368768
At 2.9 — Consumer information

Au — Auditor of Public Accounts

1 Main Office

AU 1.1: — Auditor of Public Accounts annual report / OCLC 12739621
AU 1.2:H 67 — History of 23 Illinois auditors of public accounts, OCLC 20410
AU 1.5:F 49/965 — Illinois Statute laws relating to municipal finance. OCLC 11680025
AU 1.5:F 982/ — Funeral or Burial Funds Act. OCLC 28860580
AU 1.8:C 58 — Manual of suggested accounts and accounting procedures for municipalities. OCLC 609006
AU 1.10: — Statement of expenses of the Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 1793723
AU 1.11/2: — Statewide summary of municipal finance in Illinois for the fiscal years ended in ... OCLC 5378895
Au 1.11: — Statewide summary of county finance for the fiscal year ended in ... OCLC 5698123

B — Department of Business and Economic Development

1 Main Office

B 1.1: — Annual report. OCLC 1784692
B 1.2:B 979 — Illinois means business & economic development. OCLC 12704390
B 1.2:D 92 — Final report of the accelerator development impact study. OCLC 936634
B 1.2:Ec 18 — Long-range economic planning in Illinois: a progress report & recommendations. OCLC 468956
B 1.2:Ec 18/3/no.8 — Preliminary report VIII : suggested planning and action strategy / OCLC 8686191
3 Division of Water and Natural Resources

B 3.2:D 75/ — Inventory of Illinois drainage and levee districts, 1971. OCLC 669146

4 International Trade Division

B 4.9: — Chicago-overseas steamship services. OCLC 33945053
B 4.10 — International trade service directory

5 Division of Industrial Development and Division of Community Development

6 Division of Tourism

B 6.2:A 93 — 20 scenic motor tours to take in Illinois / OCLC 56883049
B 6.2:B 44 — National Shrine of Our Lady of the Snows. OCLC 12159201
B 6.2:B 583 — Illinois bike trails. OCLC 4158701
B 6.2:B 62 — Bishop Hill Svensk koloni på prärien. OCLC 26200520
B 6.2:B 62/2 — Bishop Hill, Illinois. OCLC 11425050
B 6.2:B 628/975 — Come on out to Black Hawk Hills country in northwest Illinois. OCLC 13652418
B 6.2:B 95 — Magic circle tour. OCLC 12242091
B 6.2:C 532 — Chicago visitor guide and map : go Chicagoing. OCLC 7012556
B 6.2:C 532/2 — Chicago : tour American in one great city!. OCLC 5844785
B 6.2:F 53 — Fishing guide : fishing in southwestern Illinois expeditionland. OCLC 12241962
B 6.2:G 15 — Visit historic Galena in northwestern Illinois : an exciting experience for young and old alike. OCLC 1600337
B 6.2:G 15/2 — Visit Galena in northwestern Illinois. OCLC 11300554
B 6.2:G 721 — The Illinois Executive Mansion / OCLC 4880370
B 6.2:H 38 — Illinois on the Hiawatha Pioneer Trail : the Four-state Trail, the Eastern Trail, the Blackhawk Trail. OCLC 13684546
B 6.2:I 29/10 — Southern Illinois. OCLC 12242099
B 6.2:I 29/11 — Western Illinois. OCLC 12242255
B 6.2:I 29/12 — Central Illinois. OCLC 12242265
B 6.2:I 29/13 — Illinois. OCLC 12157616
B 6.2:I 29/14 — Mister Lincoln's country : Central Illinois / OCLC 2054780
B 6.2:I 29/15 — Illinois : prairie heritage. OCLC 2129168
B 6.2:I 29/17 — Discover Illinois. OCLC 11404465
B 6.2:I 29/18 — Discover Illinois. OCLC 11404685
B 6.2:I 29/2 — 60 minutes to fun; year-round Northeastern Illinois travel guide. OCLC 1609253
B 6.2:I 29/21 — Discover Illinois. seniors, clubs and organizations. OCLC 11404175
B 6.2:I 29/3 — Vacationland, Illinois. OCLC 13688740
B 6.2:I 29/5 — Thirteen tall state tours. OCLC 51676765
B 6.2:I 29/6 — Southwestern Illinois expedition land. OCLC 12242007
B 6.2:I 29/7 — Illinois expedition land OCLC 18545126
B 6.2:I 29/9 — Northern Illinois. OCLC 12242242
B 6.2:J 14 — Visit historic Jacksonville, Illinois. OCLC 19560321
B 6.2:L 73/4 — Illinois on the Lincoln Heritage Trail. OCLC 12158130
B 6.2:L 73/5 — Mr. Lincoln's country. OCLC 12158460
B 6.2:M 67 — Route of the Great River Road, Canada to the Gulf OCLC 43428143
B 6.2:N 32 — Historic Nauvoo, Illinois. OCLC 12156681
B 6.2:P 419 — Visit Illinois heartland counties. OCLC 12242125
B 6.2:P 419/2 — Metropolitan Peoria, Peoria, Illinois. OCLC 57495492
B 6.2:R 68 — Remarkable Rockford: charming, refreshing, exciting. OCLC 12148603
B 6.2:R 682 — Rockford, Illinois. OCLC 11425079
B 6.2:R 684 — Rockome Gardens. OCLC 12148634
B 6.2:Re 311/975 — Recreation map of southern Illinois. OCLC 5449842
B 6.2:S 26 — Savanna, Illinois on the Mississippi. OCLC 12148658
B 6.2:S 76 — Springfield, Illinois guide. OCLC 13691175
B 6.2:T 59/972 — Tiny tours: an outing adventure for all. OCLC 12242111
B 6.2:T 779 — Illinois: expect the unexpected. OCLC 2993200
B 6.2:T 779/979 — Illinois travel industry update / OCLC 5807268
B 6.2:V 22 — Vandalia, city between the lakes OCLC 5570828
B 6.2:W 52 — Western Illinois scenic river region. OCLC 5348074
B 6.2:W 52/German — Westliches Illinois Land zwischen Fluss und Strom. OCLC 5348083
B 6.8:I 29 — Illinois on location: a guide to commercial, industrial and educational tours. OCLC 3532834
B 6.10: — Illinois private park & campground directory. OCLC 4180471
B 6.12:A 46 — The Great River Road: discover the Alton area scenic drive. OCLC 13692751
B 6.12:C 532 — Chicago map: go Chicagoing / OCLC 40891682
B 6.12:C 532/3 — Chicago restaurants. OCLC 4241298
B 6.12:I 29 — Central Illinois, land of Lincoln. OCLC 4249284
B 6.12:N 32 — Nauvoo, Illinois. OCLC 13688410
B 6.12:R 39 — Rend Lake: Southern Illinois’ Rend Lake visitor’s guide and facilities map. OCLC 13692342
B 6.12:S 72 — Mini trips 1 & 2 in beautiful, breathtaking southern Illinois. OCLC 13693003
B 6.9 — Illinois calendar of events. OCLC 6435768
B 6.11 — Directory of Illinois campgrounds OCLC 17002498
B 6.12 — Tourism materials [monographic series]
B 6.13 — Illinois hotel/motel directory. OCLC 12771452
B 6.12 — Tourism materials [monographic series]

7 Division of Local and Regional Planning
B 7.2:C 136 — A comprehensive community plan, Cairo, Illinois / OCLC 30346324
8 Division of Research and Development
B 8.2:B 92 — A system for program planning and coordination. OCLC 19137
B 8.9: — Economic profile[s of Illinois counties] ... : personal income, population, employment, agriculture, minerals, manufacturing, major public facilities / OCLC 2072693
B 8.9: — Economic base profiles of Illinois counties. OCLC 206663
B 8.10: — Statewide and area economic indicators. OCLC 70745441

9 International Transportation Office
B 9.9: — Seaport Chicago bulletin / OCLC 7564721

10 Industrial Development
B 10.2:I 42/ — Directory of industrial development organizations. OCLC 4707105
B 10.2:I 42/2 — Illinois facts : a prospectus for industry. OCLC 4244943
B 10.2:I 42/3 — Illinois / OCLC 5688502
B 10.2:I 42/3/GER. — Illinois / OCLC 5688502
B 10.2:I 42/3/JAP. — Illinois / OCLC 5688502
B 10.9: — Industrial site of the month / OCLC 8824808
B 10.10:A 646 — The apparel industry in Illinois / OCLC 2791867
B 10.10:C 51 — The chemical industry in Illinois / OCLC 4014947
B 10.10:E 38 — The electrical machinery industry in Illinois / OCLC 4010926
B 10.10:F 68 — The food products industry in Illinois / OCLC 4010778
B 10.10:F 98 — Furniture industry in Illinois / OCLC 3712275
B 10.10:In 591 — The instrument industry in Illinois / OCLC 4014971
B 10.10:L 95 — The lumber and wood industry in Illinois / OCLC 3741630
B 10.10:M 149 — The machinery (except electrical) industry in Illinois / OCLC 4016238
B 10.10:M 58 — The primary metal industry in Illinois / OCLC 4016170
B 10.10:M 58/2 — The fabricated metal industry in Illinois / OCLC 4014273
B 10.10:R 89 — The rubber and plastics industry in Illinois / OCLC 2791892
B 10.10:T 35 — The textile industry in Illinois / OCLC 3712244
B 10.10: — S.I.C. [monographic series]

11 Energy Division
B 11.2:A 27 — Agricultural energy requirements and land use patterns in Illinois / OCLC 2978906
B 11.2:C 65/2 — The Illinois coal digest / OCLC 3858173
B 11.2:C 65/3 — A statistical summary of the coal industry in Illinois / OCLC 4845697
B 11.2:E 56 — Directory of solar energy equipment manufacturers and solar energy architects and engineers. OCLC 1978725
B 11.2:E 56/3 — Illinois energy conservation feasibility report. OCLC 2583173
B 11.2:E 56/3/a — Energy conservation plan report. OCLC 4576506
B 11.2:E 56/3/b — Supplemental energy conservation plan report. OCLC 4849582
B 11.2:E 56/4 — Illinois energy conservation implementation plan: public hearings abstract / OCLC 22127853
B 11.2:E 56/7 — Home energy savers' program: a report on a demonstration project undertaken in 11 counties in Illinois / OCLC 3888633
B 11.2:E 56/8 — Illinois energy contingency plan: executive summary. OCLC 3930886
B 11.2:E 56/9 — Opportunities for energy conservation programs using community development block grant funds / OCLC 4675332
B 11.2:L 72 — Recommended lighting levels for State of Illinois buildings / OCLC 3464299
B 11.2:P 47 — Pesticide use by Illinois farmers, 1976 / OCLC 3548358
B 11.2:P 88 — A review of leading state efforts in energy data and modeling: final report to Illinois Division of Energy / OCLC 2777330
B 11.2:P 88/2 — Sources of energy data for Illinois: prepared for Illinois Division of Energy / OCLC 2777335
B 11.2:P 88/3 — Illinois energy production, 1960-1975 / OCLC 3788488
B 11.2:S 37 — Establishment of an energy conservation management program in Illinois schools / OCLC 3485964
B 11.2:S 684 — Proceedings of the solar energy development hearings / OCLC 2875988
B 11.2:S 684/3 — The Illinois program for comprehensive solar energy legislation / OCLC 4591908
Solar energy conservation for Illinois greenhouses / OCLC 4119426
Tillage and energy survey : report of the Agricultural Energy Advisory Committee. OCLC 2417601
Energy recovery from solid waste : a review of current technology / OCLC 5632784
Homeowner’s guide to solar energy. OCLC 3784603

12 Public Affairs Division
Income after taxes in Illinois. OCLC 2808071
Illinois horizons OCLC 4025619

13 Minority Business Enterprise Office
Illinois minority vendors directory. OCLC 33481190
Illinois minority vendors directory. OCLC 3939927
Minority business in Illinois : 3 basic relationships. OCLC 4148742
The Bottom line / OCLC 12027970

BA — Board of Administration

1 Main Office

BD — Ad Hoc Committee on Bibliographic Data for State Publications

1 Main Office
Recommended standard for title pages of Illinois state publications / OCLC 18958085

C — Comptroller

1 Main Office
General obligations and revenue bonded indebtedness: OCLC 2574213
Comprehensive annual financial report / OCLC 9095406
C 1.1/2-2: — Bonded indebtedness and long term obligations ... annual report / OCLC 10503023
C 1.1: — Illinois annual report. OCLC 2244592
C 1.2:C 736/2 — Competition for city services: has the time arrived? : privatization in Illinois municipalities / OCLC 36542535
C 1.2:C 738 — Office of the Comptroller, State of Illinois. OCLC 9991506
C 1.2:C 855 — Efficiency in county government: the role of intergovernmental agreements and privatization / OCLC 41249445
C 1.2:F 49 — The dynamics of Illinois state finance, a fiscal barometer / OCLC 1837598
C 1.2:F 491/ — Financial reports of Illinois municipalities, fiscal year ... OCLC 32067254
C 1.2:H 842 — 2001 application guidelines: Community Development Assistance Program: competitive housing rehabilitation. OCLC 46922322
C 1.2:M 74 — It's your money. OCLC 7717565
C 1.2:M 74/982 — It's your money. OCLC 10336102
C 1.5:C 39/ — Illinois cemetery care act. OCLC 8331265
C 1.5:F 982/ — Funeral or Burial Funds Act. OCLC 28860580
C 1.8:A 91 — Guide to auditing and reporting for Illinois counties / OCLC 3950430
C 1.8:F 49 — Statewide accounting management system: SAMS manual, procedure bulletin. OCLC 61388208
C 1.8:I 62/ — Investment guide for Illinois local governments. OCLC 26237206
C 1.8:I 62/2 — Managing your investments: a handbook for local government officials. OCLC 36436322
C 1.8:I 62/991 — Investment guide for Illinois local government: a report / OCLC 23672728
C 1.8:M 96 — Guide to auditing & reporting for Illinois municipalities. OCLC 2664884
C 1.9: — Illinois appropriations. OCLC 3181548
C 1.10: — Statement of expenses of the Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 1793723
C 1.11/2: — Statewide summary of municipal finance in Illinois for the fiscal years ended in ... OCLC 5378895
C 1.11/2:FICHE — Statewide summary of municipal finance in Illinois for the fiscal years ended in ... OCLC 23753476
C 1.11/3: — Statewide summary of drainage district finance in Illinois. OCLC 2441338
C 1.11/3:FICHE — Statewide summary of drainage district finance in Illinois. OCLC 11347652
CC — Constitutional Convention

1 Works on Con-Cons in general

2 1818 Convention
3 1848 Convention
4 1869-70 Convention
5 1922-23 Convention
CC 5.5:D 34 — Delegates' manual of the fifth Constitutional convention of the state of Illinois, 1920. Including data relative to the calling and assembling of the convention, together with a list of delegates, rules, committees, portraits, biographies and other information concerning the organization and work of the convention. OCLC 5431455
CC 5.5:J 86 — Journal of the Committee of the Whole of the Constitutional Convention, 1920-1922, of the state of Illinois. OCLC 6779013
CC 5.5:P 96/ — Proceedings of the Constitutional Convention of the state of Illinois convened January 6, 1920 / OCLC 3805825

6 1967-70 Convention
CC 6.2:B 582/pt.1 — A selected bibliography on constitutional conventions, OCLC 660249
CC 6.2:C 75/2 — Inaugural address of Samuel W. Witwer, President, sixth Illinois Constitutional Convention; December 9, 1969, State Capitol, Springfield, Illinois. OCLC 8894508
CC 6.2:C 75/3 — What in the world is "Con-Con" / OCLC 37551418
CC 6.2:C 75/4 — [President's interim report] OCLC 78393155
CC 6.2:I 593 — Sixth Illinois Constitutional Convention : a portrait of change : teachers guide. OCLC 45072327
CC 6.2:I 593/ — A portrait of change. OCLC 17317778
CC 6.2:S 797 — Statistical data on the convention. OCLC 25052712
CC 6.4:G 72 — Proposed article on local government / OCLC 22124770
CC 6.4:L 51 — Sixth Illinois Constitutional Convention Committee on Legislative Article majority report / OCLC 42990488
CC 6.4:L 51/2 — Dissent to Legislative Article majority report, and proposed substitute of entire majority report of the Committee on the Legislative Article, Sixth Illinois Constitutional Convention / OCLC 30712112
CC 6.4:L 51/3 — Dissent to Committee on Legislative Article majority report / OCLC 2335976
CC 6.5:J 86/index/ — Index to the transcripts of the proceedings of the sixth Illinois Constitutional Convention. OCLC 1235352
CC 6.6:E 21/no.1 — Committee on Education proposal. OCLC 52291091
CC 6.6:E 21/no.2 — Committee on Education proposal. OCLC 53045570
CC 6.6:E 962/no.1 — Committee on the Executive proposal. OCLC 42990511
CC 6.6:G 72/2/ — Sixth Illinois Constitutional Convention Committee on Local Government minority proposals / OCLC 42990643
CC 6.6:G 72/no.10 — Proposal No. 10 / OCLC 30675003
CC 6.6:G 72/no.11 — Proposal No. 11 / OCLC 30675070
CC 6.6:G 72/no.12 — Proposal No.12 / OCLC 30675089
CC 6.6:G 72/no.13 — Proposal Number 13 / OCLC 30691802
CC 6.6:G 72/no.14 — Proposal No. 14 / OCLC 30691785
CC 6.6:G 72/no.16 — Proposal No. 16 / OCLC 30691750
CC 6.6:G 72/no.17 — Proposal No. 17 / OCLC 30691729
CC 6.6:G 72/no.18 — Proposal No. 18 / OCLC 30691698
CC 6.6:G 72/no.8 — Proposal No. 8 / OCLC 30675111
CC 6.6:J 92/no.2 — Committee on Judiciary proposal. OCLC 53033384
CC 6.6:J 92/no.3 — Proposal Number 3 / OCLC 35855901
CC 6.6:L 51/nos.1A-1I — Committee on Legislative Article minority proposals. OCLC 42991862
CC 6.6:R 45/no.2 — Committee on Revenue and Finance proposal. report of the Committee on Revenue and Finance supporting recommended Revenue Article including dissenting statements and minority proposals / OCLC 42990593
CC 6.6:R 45/no.2C — Committee on Revenue and Finance minority proposal. OCLC 42990561
CC 6.6:R 57/no.1 — Proposal no. 1. OCLC 8887171
CC 6.6:S 938/no. 8 — Style, Drafting and Submission Committee proposal. OCLC 52372853
CC 6.6:S 938/no.1 — Style, Drafting and Submission Committee proposal. OCLC 52373015
CC 6.6:S 938/no.10 — Style, Drafting and Submission Committee proposal. OCLC 52372796
CC 6.6:S 938/no.11 — Style, Drafting and Submission Committee proposal. OCLC 52372836
CC 6.6:S 938/no.12 — Style, Drafting and Submission Committee proposal. OCLC 52372800
CC 6.6:S 938/no.13 — Addendum to Style, Drafting and Submission Committee proposal. OCLC 52372811
CC 6.6:S 938/no.14 — Style, Drafting and Submission Committee proposal. OCLC 52372825
CC 6.6:S 938/no.15 — Style, Drafting and Submission Committee proposal. OCLC 52372828
CC 6.6:S 938/no.2 — Style, Drafting and Submission Committee proposal. OCLC 52372761
CC 6.6:S 938/no.6 — Style, Drafting and Submission Committee proposal. OCLC 52372779
CC 6.6:S 938/no.7 — Style, Drafting and Submission Committee proposal. OCLC 52413825
CC 6.6:S 938/no.9 — Style, Drafting and Submission Committee proposal. OCLC 52372786
CC 6.6:S 94/no.1 — Proposal Number 1 / OCLC 30712174
CC 6.6:S 94/no.1(a) — Proposal Number 1(a) / OCLC 30712190
CC 6.7:C 75 — Illinois Constitutional Convention, September 3, 1970 : Closing address by Samuel W. Witwer, President, Sixth Illinois Constitutional Convention. OCLC 14092903
CC 6.7:C 75/2 — Sixth Illinois Constitutional Convention. Address to the people adopted by the convention on September 2, 1970. OCLC 14092747
CC 6.9:A 51 — The amending process / OCLC 15034733
CC 6.9:B 21 — Business regulation : banks and warehouses / OCLC 15051420
CC 6.9:B 582 — Illinois constitutional revision : a bibliography, prepared for the Illinois Constitution Study Commission / OCLC 3994127
CC 6.9:C 75 — The state constitution : its nature and purpose / OCLC 15034827
CC 6.9:C 75/2 — Preparing for the Illinois Constitutional Convention, June, 1969; report of the Constitution Study Commission. OCLC 2330263
CC 6.9:C 75/3 — Launching the sixth Illinois Constitutional Convention: the last giant step! Report of the Constitution Study Commission created by the 76th General Assembly. OCLC 915547
CC 6.9:C 75/4 — State constitution revision: the Illinois opportunity OCLC 298599
CC 6.9:C 82 — Business regulation : corporations / OCLC 15051513
CC 6.9:E 962 — The executive / OCLC 15034764
CC 6.9:G 72 — Local government outside of Cook County / OCLC 15051776
CC 6.9:G 72/no.9 — Proposal No. 9 / OCLC 30675022
CC 6.9:G 942 — A guide to Illinois constitutional revision: the 1969 Constitutional Convention, OCLC 669187
CC 6.9:H 67 — A history of constitution making in Illinois. OCLC 64867
CC 6.9:J 92 — The judiciary / OCLC 15034572
CC 6.9:L 51 — The legislature / OCLC 15034682
CC 6.9:L 51/2 — Representation in the General Assembly / OCLC 15051843
CC 6.9:L 51/3 — Legislative article: comparative information. Legislative Committee report: an appendix. OCLC 8894522
CC 6.9:R 57 — The state bill of rights / OCLC 15034797
CC 6.9:S 94 — Suffrage / OCLC 14638280
CC 6.9:T 77 — Business regulation : transportation / OCLC 15051581
CC 6.10: — The Weekly Illinois Constitutional Convention summary. OCLC 16854220
CC 6.9 — Issues for the Illinois Constitutional Convention [monographic series]

CCS — Coalition for Community Services

1 Main Office
CCS 1.2:P 273 — Illinois Coalition for Community Services : partnerships uniting communities for youth and families. OCLC 34280941

CD — Civil Defense Agency

1 Main Office
CD 1.1: — Biennial report. OCLC 15724565
CD 1.2:D 614 — Illinois disaster plan / OCLC 13818747

CDB — Capital Development Board

1 Main Office
CDB 1.2:B 93 — Building for Illinois. OCLC 3532885
CDB 1.2:B 93/2 — Building for Illinois : the Capital Development Board. OCLC 3532823
CDB 1.2:B 93/979 — Building for Illinois / OCLC 5990844
CDB 1.2:C 24/3 — Administration of capital improvement programs in Illinois and several other selected states: report / OCLC 3931037
CDB 1.2:C 24/3/summ. — Administration of capital improvement programs in Illinois and several other selected states: report / OCLC 3931037
CDB 1.2:D 48 — State of Illinois Capital Development Board. OCLC 20811378
CDB 1.2:E 13 — The East St. Louis area: an overview of state capital projects and policies / OCLC 3299292
CDB 1.2:E 56 — Energy crisis: conference transcript; the regional conference / OCLC 2799680
CDB 1.2:H 23 — Accessibility standards, illustrated / OCLC 5990243
CDB 1.2:S 793 — Facilities evaluation and multi-year rehabilitation plan for the state fairgrounds, Springfield, Illinois / OCLC 3735925
CDB 1.5:A 169 — Illinois accessibility code. OCLC 37675463
CDB 1.6:C 536 — Policy statement. OCLC 27807561
CDB 1.6:H 23 — Draft-accessibility standards, illustrated / OCLC 3507492
CDB 1.9: — Construction newsletter. OCLC 7548953
CDB 1.11: — Bid information / OCLC 16903093
CDB 1.11: — Bid information newsletter. OCLC 25120129
CDB 1.12: — Affirmative action plan. OCLC 9047271
CDB 1.13: — Capital needs assessment survey / OCLC 704420649

CEO — Commerce and Economic Opportunity Department

1 Main Office
CEO 1.2:A 156 — About the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity. OCLC 128119116
CEO 1.2:A 156/2008 — About the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity. OCLC 244394028
CEO 1.2:A 244 — Illinois’ advanced science and technology zone study. OCLC 443502787
CEO 1.2:A 964 — Awards banquet, 2006: Governor’s Home Town Award. OCLC 71813582
CEO 1.2:A 964/2/2007 — Governor’s Home Town Award, 2007. OCLC 123310720
CEO 1.2:A 964/2/2008 — Governor’s Home Town Award, 2008. OCLC 225044913
CEO 1.2:A 964/2007 — Awards banquet, 2007: Governor’s Home Town Award. OCLC 181368573
CEO 1.2:A 964/2008 — Awards banquet, 2008: Governor’s Home Town Award. OCLC 276771433
CEO 1.2:A 964/2009 — 2009 awards reception: Governor’s Home Town Award. OCLC 460956617
CEO 1.2:B 979 — Business financing programs / OCLC 52413049
CEO 1.2:B 992 — Buy Illinois.net: helping Illinois businesses market products and services to Illinois businesses for a stronger economy. OCLC 171136931
CEO 1.2:C 733 — [Reorganization and consolidation of workforce development and job training programs to the Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) resulting from Executive Order 11 (2003)]. OCLC 61850435
CEO 1.2:C 733/2006 — [Reorganization and consolidation of workforce development and job training programs to the Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) resulting from Executive Order 11 (2003)]. OCLC 64668156
CEO 1.2:C 733/2007 — [Reorganization and consolidation of workforce development and job training programs to the Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) resulting from Executive Order 11 (2003)]. OCLC 82477189
CEO 1.2:C 734 — Community Development Assistance Program / OCLC 52716138
CEO 1.2:C 734/2 — What is the Community Services Block Grant Program?. OCLC 52802331
CEO 1.2:C 734/2/2008 — What is the Community Services Block Grant Program?. OCLC 212372563
CEO 1.2:C 734/2004 — Community Development Assistance Program: CDAP / OCLC 53875054
CEO 1.2:C 737 — Competitive Communities Initiative: building better communities. OCLC 53011739
CEO 1.2:C 737/2007 — Competitive Communities Initiative: building better communities. OCLC 180191517
CEO 1.2:C 874 — Cow power fact sheet: USDA farm bill 9006. OCLC 63538447
Small Business $mart Energy Program: helping Illinois businesses improve their bottom line and increase energy efficiency. OCLC 61446218

Small Business $mart Energy Program: working towards smarter buildings with the Smart Energy Design Assistance Center. OCLC 74846109


Illinois sustainable education project / OCLC 62253715

Illinois Sustainable Education Project (ISTEP). OCLC 60586316

Tourism programs and services guide. OCLC 53282079

[Urban Weatherization Initiative Act report] / OCLC 608297607

UWI, Urban Weatherization Initiative: create jobs in your community with the help from the State of Illinois! / OCLC 708580935

Eeek!!: there's a worm in my room: vermicomposting / OCLC 229343107

Want to create new jobs and spur economic growth in your community?: you're only a mouse-click away. OCLC 54482253

Starting a winery in Illinois: profile and business plan workbook / OCLC 244393809

Worker Adjustment Retraining Notification Act. OCLC 54028553

Workforce Investment Act: Dislocated Worker Program: providing dislocated workers with the services needed to obtain employment that allows for self-sufficiency. OCLC 54028536

Illinois agricultural & technological guide. OCLC 63536745

Governor's home town awards program: application guidebook 2007. OCLC 123173029

Governor's home town awards program: application guidebook 2004. OCLC 225053224

2007 application guidelines: Community Development Assistance Program: economic development. OCLC 138671971

2008 application guidelines: Community Development Assistance Program: economic development. OCLC 261134779

Employee policy manual / OCLC 124093678

Governor's home town awards program: application guidebook 2004. OCLC 63655419

2008 application guidelines: Community Development Assistance Program: competitive housing rehabilitation. OCLC 138674024
CEO 1.8:H 842/2009 — 2009 application guidelines: Community Development Assistance Program: competitive housing rehabilitation. OCLC 261216867
CEO 1.8:L 795 — Illinois business financing matrix: a guide for loan incentive and grant programs. OCLC 244393344
CEO 1.8:P 964 — DCEO programs & services guide. OCLC 61104481
CEO 1.8:P 965/ — Illinois property tax rate & levy manual. OCLC 27175401
CEO 1.8:S 796 — Starting a business in Illinois: handbook. OCLC 71950973
CEO 1.9: — The grant manager: a newsletter for CDAP grantees from the Illinois Department of Commerce and Community Affairs. OCLC 34608693
CEO 1.10: — Governor's home town awards project summaries. OCLC 45650382
CEO 1.11: — CCI news. OCLC 36497615
CEO 1.12: — Illinois economic bulletin. OCLC 27395499
CEO 1.13: — ISTEP newsletter. OCLC 55024221
CEO 1.14: — Affirmative action plan for Illinois Department of Human Rights. OCLC 56713972
CEO 1.15: — Tax credit program ... annual report: presented to the General Assembly. OCLC 56918367
CEO 1.16: — Illinois' report on workforce development. OCLC 57479264
CEO 1.17: — Illinois state building energy expense study FY ... and projected FY ... OCLC 36468381
CEO 1.18: — The RIA report. OCLC 61279282
CEO 1.19: — WIA annual report on services to individuals with disabilities. OCLC 63261321
CEO 1.20: — Illinois Entrepreneurship Network annual report. OCLC 71126949
CEO 1.21: — State mandates catalog update ... executive summary. OCLC 77522110
CEO 1.22: — Illinois Entrepreneurship Network Business Information Center ... annual report. OCLC 70662545
CEO 1.23: — Illinois PTAC ... annual report. OCLC 71229527
CEO 1.25: — Illinois workforce development annual report. OCLC 233974831
CEO 1.26: — [Employment Opportunities Grant Program annual report to Governor Rod R. Blagojevich and the Illinois General Assembly]. OCLC 427417287
CEO 1.27: — Illinois River Edge Redevelopment Zone Program: ... annual report [to the Illinois General Assembly]. OCLC 458311265
CEO 1.28: — ILLINOIS hotel & lodging directory. OCLC 163194313
CEO 1.29: — Six month and annual required report issued to address the transfer and consolidation of the Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) and the Illinois Home Weatherization Assistance Program (IHWA) to
the Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO), resulting from Executive Order Number 2009-2 / OCLC 637043771
CEO 1.30: — Annual report / OCLC 13433182
CEO 1.31: — Illinois Angel Investment Tax Credit Program ... annual report. OCLC 785394825

2 Tourism Bureau
CEO 2.2:S 623 — Illinois sister cities. OCLC 54433312
CEO 2.9: — Illinois now : your travel magazine. OCLC 47813492

3 Energy and Recycling Bureau
CEO 3.2:L 322 — Large-customer Energy Analysis Program. OCLC 233698252
CEO 3.2:L 651 — Letter to the Governor and General Assembly regarding assessments of opportunities for energy cost reductions, and recommendations regarding those opportunities as required by the Government Buildings Energy Cost Reduction Act of 1991. OCLC 71834138
CEO 3.2:M 266 — Managing used computers & electronic equipment. OCLC 52639607
CEO 3.2:M 294 — Manufacturing Energy Efficiency Program. OCLC 61820833
CEO 3.2:R 311/2 — The Recycling Industry Modernization Program. OCLC 52802343
CEO 3.2:R 311/3 — The Recycling Expansion and Modernization (REM) Program / OCLC 58481798
CEO 3.2:S 636 — Smart Energy Design Assistance Program : working towards smarter buildings with the Smart Energy Design Assistance Center. OCLC 233573614
CEO 3.2:T 736 — Traditional recycling collection and processing : Illinois Recycling Grants Program : FY08 request for application. OCLC 180765867
CEO 3.2:V 525 — What is vermicomposting?. OCLC 57671629
CEO 3.8:M 966 — Municipal solid waste ... and the 4Rs : an Illinois middle school teacher's guide / OCLC 52446909
CEO 3.8:M 966/2 — Municipal solid waste ... and the 4Rs : an Illinois elementary school teacher's guide / OCLC 52446936
CEO 3.8:R 311 — 4Rs : recycling lessons & projects with an index to the Illinois Learning Standards : reduce, reuse, recycle, rebuy / OCLC 52639487
CEO 3.8:R 311/2 — Illinois America Recycles Day : planning guide. OCLC 52639539
CEO 3.9: — 4Rs newsletter. OCLC 52499172
CEO 3.10: — State buildings energy program news / OCLC 33998766
CEO 3.11: — Energy Efficiency Trust Fund Program report. OCLC 61116952
CEO 3.12: — Energy conservation technical assistance update. OCLC 61344752
4 Small Business Development Center Network
CEO 4.2:B 592 — Big solutions for your small business: Illinois Small Business Office, SBDC. OCLC 52846969
CEO 4.2:B 592/2 — Big solutions for your small business: Illinois Small Business Office, SBDC. OCLC 52833822
CEO 4.2:B 592/3 — Big solutions for your small business: Illinois Small Business Office, SBDC. OCLC 52846976
CEO 4.2:B 858 — Bringing business & government together. OCLC 53874972
CEO 4.2:C 536 — Child care business start up profile. OCLC 52889138
CEO 4.2:P 965 — Proposal writing: the basic steps in planning and writing a successful grant application / OCLC 53280123
CEO 4.2:P 965/2006 — Proposal writing: the basic steps in planning and writing a successful grant application / OCLC 77561543
CEO 4.2:P 965/2008 — Proposal writing: the basic steps in planning and writing a successful grant application. OCLC 298234255
CEO 4.2:R 436/2003 — Restaurant start-up profile / OCLC 53399339
CEO 4.2:R 436/2007 — Restaurant start-up profile. OCLC 166881603
CEO 4.9: — Calendar year...annual report: Illinois Small Business Office, SBDC / OCLC 52446985

5 Business Finance Division
CEO 5.2:C 244 — Capital Access Program. OCLC 52639549
CEO 5.2:C 244/2 — Illinois Capital Access Program: lender agreement. OCLC 53458228

6 Industrial Services Division
CEO 6.2:E 56 — The Illinois energy bike project / OCLC 154206640
CEO 6.2:O 58 — Illinois On-Site Safety and Health Consultation Program. OCLC 52931021
CEO 6.2:O 58/2006 — Illinois On-Site Safety and Health Consultation Program. OCLC 70279348
CEO 6.2:S 531 — Are you a SHARP business? : Safety and Health Achievement Recognition Program. OCLC 52931076

7 First Stop Business Information Center
CEO 7.1: — [Annual report on the First Stop Business Information Center].
OCLC 42189908
CEO 7.2:B 979/Span. — Comenzando un negocio en Illinois. OCLC 53315617
CEO 7.2:C 536/Span/2003 — Guia para comenzar un negocio de cuidado infantil. OCLC 52931777
CEO 7.2:C 536/Span/2007 — Guia para comenzar un negocio [sic] de cuidado infantil. OCLC 191050148
CEO 7.8:B 979/2010 — Starting your business in Illinois handbook / OCLC 839297137
CEO 7.8:B 979/SPAN/2008 — Comenzando su negocio en Illinois manual. OCLC 231625252

8 Economic Development Board
CEO 8.2:S 797 — Report on the state and regional development strategy / OCLC 52931099

9 Small Business Environmental Assistance Program
CEO 9.2:E 61 — Environmental assistance for regulatory compliance : Small Business Environmental Assistance Program. OCLC 53881661
CEO 9.2:E 61/2007 — Environmental assistance for regulatory compliance. OCLC 173659902
CEO 9.2:E 61/2010 — Environmental assistance for regulatory compliance / OCLC 608293339
CEO 9.2:F 491 — Financing options for environmental compliance. OCLC 53881688
CEO 9.9: — Clean air clips / OCLC 57712275

10 Local Government Management Services
CEO 10.2:M 964 — Municipal finance series / OCLC 52938496
CEO 10.2:S 797 — State and federal loan and grant programs which may be of benefit or interest to local government. OCLC 60502200

11 Business Development Bureau
CEO 11.9: — Enterprise zone annual report. OCLC 48198676

12 Coal Development Office
CEO 12.1: — Office of Coal Development fiscal year ... annual report OCLC 180990057
CEO 12.2:C 652 — Coal mining in Illinois 2010 / OCLC 568401877
CEO 12.2:F 931 — From the coal mines ... to the power lines : energy for Illinois. OCLC 53883684
CEO 12.2:I 29 — Illinois coal facts. OCLC 173843752
CEO 12.2:R 425 — Final report to Governor Pat Quinn and the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 773831073
CEO 12.9: — The Illinois coal industry. OCLC 38575842

13 Illinois Trade Office
15 Illinois Workforce Investment Board

CEO 15.1: — ... annual report / OCLC 69111590

16 Energy Assistance Office

CEO 16.2:P 428 — [Percentage of income payment plan (PIPP) report] : submitted pursuant to the Illinois Energy Assistance Act (305 ILCS 20) as amended by SB 1918 and passed by the 96th General Assembly / OCLC 460601354

Ch — Department of Children and Family Services

1 Main Office

Ch 1.1/2: — Division of Child Welfare annual reports. OCLC 3231058
Ch 1.1/3:963 — Children and family services institutions and community services to the visually handicapped, fiscal year ending June 30, 1963 / OCLC 2882236
CH 1.1/4: — Child abuse and neglect reports. OCLC 5133320
Ch 1.1/4-2: — Child abuse and neglect statistics. OCLC 9524706
CH 1.1: — Annual report / OCLC 4787795
CH 1.1: — Biennial report / OCLC 7218956
CH 1.1: — Report of activities / OCLC 4787817
CH 1.1: — Annual report / OCLC 7225372
Ch 1.2:A 239 — Adoption outlook, Illinois, 1966; papers presented at a statewide conference on adoption, April 15, 1966, in Chicago. OCLC 3133541
Ch 1.2:A 239/3 — How would you rate as a foster parent : answer these ten questions and find out. OCLC 6503298
CH 1.2:A 239/5 — Licensed adoption agencies. OCLC 2586381
CH 1.2:A 239/6 — After adoption parent survey : analyzing the risks in special needs adoptions / OCLC 25290132
CH 1.2:A 239/7 — Delivering post adoption services : the role of the public agency / OCLC 25290140
Ch 1.2:B 64/2 — Illinois Visually Handicapped Institute. OCLC 31037695
CH 1.2:C 437/990 — Challenges : a catalog of professional development opportunities for child welfare practitioners. OCLC 22949730
CH 1.2:C 437/991 — Challenges : a catalog of professional development opportunities for child welfare practitioners. OCLC 24386545
Ch 1.2:C 53 — Herrick House Children’s Center. OCLC 13819187
Ch 1.2:C 53/2 — A directory of children’s services. OCLC 20401
Ch 1.2:C 53/3 — Child welfare services. OCLC 2096392
CH 1.2:C 53/4 — Program plans for children and their families. OCLC 4185474
Ch 1.2:C 53/4/978 — Program plans for children and their families, on file with the Illinois Department of Children and Family Services, fiscal year 1977. OCLC 5147274
Abuse, malnutrition, neglect: what you should know about the Illinois Child Abuse Law. OCLC 12718392

If you're thinking about reporting child abuse... OCLC 2098851

If usted está pensando en hacer algún reporte de abuso infantil... OCLC 2099051

Understanding child abuse / OCLC 2270346

Child care choices from the Illinois Department of Children and Family Services. OCLC 29696220

Child and family services plan. OCLC 37596105

Alternativas para el cuidado de ninõs del Departamento De Servicios para Ninõs y Familias. OCLC 29696317

Menus for day care centers for children. OCLC 8954991

Who cares? Day care. OCLC 1231578

Day care services for children in Illinois: special report to the Governor. OCLC 13069438

Day care for children in Illinois: ... annual report / OCLC 20107002

A Message to parents of children in day care centers: from the Illinois Department of Children and Family Services. OCLC 19406857

Special investigations of child deaths. OCLC 35852805

Empowerment of America's underclass: a serious professional goal? or just another "buzz word?": actualizing the empowerment of the underclass / OCLC 23658476

Illinois Child Endangerment Risk Assessment Protocol: a report to the General Assembly concerning the development and testing of the protocol. OCLC 34830159

The plight of America's children: a plea for entitlement / OCLC 23658506

People of faith for foster care: a spirit of sharing hearts & homes. OCLC 20342560

Helping children: saving families. OCLC 20339744

Report to the General Assembly: family preservation services. OCLC 23676321

Illinois child fatalities: a three-year statistical profile / OCLC 22627014

The food program in children's institutions; a handbook. OCLC 9638998

"40 years of stewardship ... where are we headed?": a report on the 40th Anniversary Symposium of the Illinois Department of Children and Family Services, December 2004. OCLC 62501167

I want my mommy: an introduction to foster care / OCLC 1971267
Necesito a mi mamita: introducción al servicio de crianza

The three schools for handicapped children operated by the Illinois Department of Children and Family Services

Report to the General Assembly pursuant to Public Act 88-0007

Liability insurance and day care operations: results of a survey

Parents Too Soon: the Illinois initiative: a program of the State of Illinois

Interim report to the majority leader, Illinois House of Representatives: DCFS Pilot Program: permanency and stability for children in the care of elderly/frail adoptive parents and subsidized guardians


Is an integrated "child-centered, family-focused, community-based" prevention system possible? or are we just "pipe-dreaming?"

A Directory of Illinois residential resources for children and adolescents

Secure child care facility report

Be a volunteer: join the CHIEFS

Mobility training for the visually handicapped: a guide for teachers

Orientation and mobility for the visually handicapped: a guide for parents
Ch 1.8:B 64/3 — Questions asked by parents of visually handicapped children, a guide for physicians. OCLC 15313
CH 1.8:C 531 — Child abuse and neglect: a guide to recognition and prevention. OCLC 2270333
CH 1.8:D 27 — Program guides for day care centers: ways of developing well-rounded programs for young children in group care / OCLC 2670204
CH 1.8:F 754 — All about foster care. OCLC 20341688
Ch 1.8:H 43 — Guidelines and resources for young hearing-impaired children / OCLC 5024674
CH 1.8:P 22 — We care for kids: a handbook for foster parents. OCLC 7374015
CH 1.8:T 258 — How to be a good listener for your teen: a guide for parents from Parents Too Soon. OCLC 20342819
Ch 1.8:V 943/2 — The Positive approach: a guide for volunteers. OCLC 30784781
CH 1.9: — Perspective. OCLC 2878480
CH 1.10: — Sparks. OCLC 8173584
Ch 1.14/2: — Annual statistical report, Southern Illinois Children's Service Center. OCLC 19413728
Ch 1.14/3: — Annual statistical report, Illinois School for the Deaf. OCLC 4396532
Ch 1.14/4: — Annual statistical reports / OCLC 12705306
Ch 1.14/5: — Annual statistical reports, Illinois Soldiers' and Sailors' Home. OCLC 3555755
Ch 1.14/6: — Annual statistical report / OCLC 25638805
Ch 1.14: — Annual statistical reports. OCLC 12705387
CH 1.16/5: — Hotline / OCLC 7479399
CH 1.16: — Together. OCLC 3760914
Ch 1.17/2:1981: — Human services data report / OCLC 12566458
Ch 1.17:1999: — Human services plan / OCLC 41483938
Ch 1.18:F 198 — Illinois cares! OCLC 13446965
Ch 1.18:H 832 — Illinois cares! OCLC 13447023
Ch 1.18:L 62 — Illinois cares! OCLC 13447061
Ch 1.18:L 514 — Illinois cares! OCLC 13447075
Ch 1.18:P 944 — Illinois cares! OCLC 13447158
Ch 1.19: — Report to the Governor and the General Assembly / OCLC 34349536
CH 1.20: — Illinois Child Endangerment Risk Assessment Protocol / OCLC 37717045
CH 1.21: — Annual progress and services report. OCLC 37738511
Ch 1.22: — Program & budget briefing. OCLC 41566383
Ch 1.23: — Fostering Illinois: linking families together for children's futures. OCLC 42264229
Ch 1.24: — Annual report to the General Assembly / OCLC 43286336
Ch 1.25: — Child and Family Services plan / OCLC 43565803
Ch 1.26: — Dialogue / OCLC 48747302
Ch 1.27: — Annual report to the General Assembly / OCLC 49045938
Ch 1.28: — Illinois child death review teams : a partnership for child protection annual report / OCLC 50095423
CH 1.29: — Illinois families now and forever : families by foster care, adoption and guardianship / OCLC 52479498
CH 1.30: — Noticias. OCLC 57479276
Ch 1.8 — Illinois cares! [monographic series]

2 Community Relations Office

3 Child Development Office

CH 3.2:D 27/2/75 — Day care in Illinois, 1975 : progress and promise. OCLC 2805662
CH 3.6:D 27/2/78 — Licensing standards for infant and toddler day care centers : effective January 1, 1978. OCLC 4993508
CH 3.6:D 27/3/76 — Licensing standards for day and night care homes. OCLC 2583136
CH 3.6:D 27/3/77 — Licensing standards [for] day and night care homes. OCLC 5023881
CH 3.6:D 27/76 — Licensing standards for day and night care centers. OCLC 2590679

4 African-American Advisory Council

Ch 4.9: — AAAC newsletter / OCLC 94390660

CM — Commerce and Community Affairs Department

1 Main Office

CM 1.1/2: — Corridors of opportunity : annual report / OCLC 16259476
CM 1.1/3: — Illinois Enterprise Zone Program annual report. OCLC 48653329
CM 1.1/3: — Enterprise zone annual report. OCLC 19336385
CM 1.1/3:998- — Enterprise zone annual report. OCLC 48198676
CM 1.1: — Annual report. OCLC 7973324
CM 1.2:A 172 — The Accreditation of training experiences : implications for employment training programs : literature review with annotated bibliography. OCLC 10516456
CM 1.2:A 256/2 — State tourism program affirmative action plan, FY 1986. OCLC 13441562
CM 1.2:A 256/part 5 — Affirmative action plan for Illinois Department of Human Rights / OCLC 13441536
CM 1.2:A 35 — Alcohol fuels in Illinois : prospects and implications / OCLC 8038842
CM 1.2:A 512 — Illinois AmeriCorps : transforming communities through service. OCLC 37844898
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>OCLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:A 646</td>
<td>The Apparel Industry Board, Inc. presents directory of Illinois apparel and sewn product manufacturers.</td>
<td>OCLC 34072893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:B 218</td>
<td>Bank community development corporations.</td>
<td>OCLC 21219290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:B 932</td>
<td>Building Illinois: a five-year plan.</td>
<td>OCLC 13586154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:B 932/2</td>
<td>Building Illinois: a five-year plan: component area strategies.</td>
<td>OCLC 13585990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:B 932/988</td>
<td>State of Illinois five-year economic development strategy, March 1988</td>
<td>OCLC 18234739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:B 979/2</td>
<td>Business financing programs.</td>
<td>OCLC 16802585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:B 979/2/2001</td>
<td>Business financing programs.</td>
<td>OCLC 48087587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:B 979/4</td>
<td>Starting a business in Illinois.</td>
<td>OCLC 25815497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:B 979/5</td>
<td>Making government accessible to business: First Stop Business Information Center.</td>
<td>OCLC 34916488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:B 979/6</td>
<td>Business and Industry Data Center Network.</td>
<td>OCLC 37958767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:B 979/8</td>
<td>First Stop Business Information Center: Illinois' most comprehensive resource for business information and assistance</td>
<td>OCLC 47145577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:B 979/93</td>
<td>Starting and operating an Illinois business.</td>
<td>OCLC 10064445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:C 244</td>
<td>Capital access program.</td>
<td>OCLC 35368767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:C 357</td>
<td>A Catalog of municipal cost-cutting techniques.</td>
<td>OCLC 7699513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:C 536</td>
<td>Child care start-up profile.</td>
<td>OCLC 48034827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:C 536/SPAN</td>
<td>Guia para comenzar un negocio de cuidado infantil.</td>
<td>OCLC 48064883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:C 652</td>
<td>Coal and clean coal technology publications.</td>
<td>OCLC 33188694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:C 734/2</td>
<td>Community development assistance program.</td>
<td>OCLC 16999392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:C 734/3</td>
<td>The competitive communities challenge: is your community ready for its next challenge?</td>
<td>OCLC 30684721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:C 734/4</td>
<td>Timely implementation of CDAP public facilities grants.</td>
<td>OCLC 32679572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:C 734/5</td>
<td>State of Illinois, community services block grant program.</td>
<td>OCLC 32770182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:C 737</td>
<td>Illinois competency based education programs and the employment and training community.</td>
<td>OCLC 10516411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:C 737/3</td>
<td>Computers in local government: a guide to computerizing.</td>
<td>OCLC 32679898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:C 737/4</td>
<td>Competitive Communities Initiative.</td>
<td>OCLC 38294023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1.2:C 776</td>
<td>Cooperative labor-management programs in Illinois.</td>
<td>OCLC 27674095</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Corridors of opportunity. OCLC 14472235
Development financing programs. OCLC 23892989
Development financing programs. OCLC 25683862
Dislocated worker program performance: July 1, 1987-June 30, 1993. OCLC 30999285
E-commerce business profile. OCLC 48095789
Assessing Illinois' strengths and weaknesses in a changing national economy / OCLC 16803127
The economic development resource catalog: loans, grants, and technical assistance available to Illinois communities / OCLC 13943764
Five-year economic development strategy, OCLC 20005109
Economic development five year plan, 1990-1995 / OCLC 25834315
Economic Dislocation and Worker Adjustment Assistance Act. OCLC 37669423
Economic leadership in Illinois: new approaches for the 1990's / OCLC 27022444
Economic leadership in Illinois: new approaches for the 1990's / OCLC 30686086
Recommendations for economic progress: report of the Illinois Economic Development Board. OCLC 32677025
Economic Dislocation and Worker Adjustment Assistance Act. OCLC 32524851
Economic Dislocation and Worker Adjustment Assistance Act. OCLC 43110831
2001 application guidelines: Community Development Assistance Program: economic development. OCLC 46954064
2002 application guidelines: Community Development Assistance Program: economic development. OCLC 49290881
Emergency shelter grants program. OCLC 33982077
Illinois Employee Ownership Assistance Act: an overview. OCLC 9411082
Employee ownership: ESOPs / OCLC 28901412
EnergyWise Homes of Illinois: a service to benefit homeowners, home buyers, builders and lenders. OCLC 34932016
EnergyWise Homes of Illinois. OCLC 40750542
Illinois enterprise zones. OCLC 13337903
Illinois enterprise zones. OCLC 13337882
Illinois enterprise zones: jobs tax credit. OCLC 13338514
Entrepreneurship education materials / OCLC 16897741
Illinois Small Business Environmental Assistance Program. OCLC 31876763
Illinois Small Business Environmental Assistance Program. OCLC 37825862
How to select an environmental consultant / OCLC 32679276
Enterprise zones, 1987. OCLC 17315495
Directory of Illinois exporters. OCLC 11844578
Illinois Export Alliance / OCLC 34893168
Illinois facts. OCLC 23675434
A survey of family resource programs. OCLC 19358778
A survey of family resource programs / OCLC 24535999
Explanation of Fantus' recommendation matrix. OCLC 14268685
Illinois film and video production companies / OCLC 32680118
Finance information / OCLC 10035225
Special service area financing / OCLC 18452538
A five year plan, 1989 / OCLC 20330648
Foreign trade zones : another Illinois advantage. OCLC 20484845
Foundation financing for economic and social investments. OCLC 20349766
Franchising : finding the right business need not be puzzling. OCLC 30965562
State of Illinois E-85 fueling facilities : a list of facilities carrying E-85 fuel. OCLC 34654127
Hispanic-owned businesses in Illinois. OCLC 34876461
Home rule for small municipalities in Illinois. OCLC 7308750
IHWAP Illinois Weatherization Assistance Program. OCLC 32529672
1997 programa de ayuda para aclimatizar el hogar en Illinois / OCLC 37964637
IHWAP programa de ayuda para aclimatizar el hogar en Illinois. OCLC 32529753
2002 application guidelines : Community Development Assistance Program : competitive housing rehabilitation. OCLC 49290851
The impact of immigration act on Illinois employers / OCLC 16733950
Illinois incubator resource directory : a guide to incubator facilities in Illinois. OCLC 16913798
Public infrastructure program. OCLC 16915207
The way you used to gather State of Illinois information is history ... OCLC 32415059
Interagency coordination in the Illinois employment and training system : a blueprint / OCLC 8870191
Has your company explored the international marketplace? If not, you could be missing out on a world of opportunities. Think about this...

OCLC 27464909

International Trade Centers: NAFTA Opportunity Centers.
OCLC 31399676

Illinois in the International Marketplace.
OCLC 32179204

Illinois in the International Marketplace. OCLC 32806263

Jobs for the future: five-year economic development strategy.
OCLC 11853472

Illinois JTPA: great beginnings: the Job Training Partnership Act. OCLC 25533896

Illinois JTPA: Job Training Partnership Act. OCLC 32183774

Illinois Labor-Management Cooperation Committee: interim report. OCLC 17308568

Illinois large business development program. OCLC 16307381

Protect your family from the hazards of lead poisoning: provide a better environment for your children: a pilot project. OCLC 38528804

Lenders forum: new debt collection requirements. OCLC 38540662

Planning a community revolving loan fund. OCLC 21219378

Introduction to Illinois Department of Commerce and Community Affairs Participation Loan Programs. OCLC 40831488

Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program: IHEAP. OCLC 33487120

Programa de Ayuda de Energia para el Hogar de Ingresos Bajos: IHEAP. OCLC 33487134

Manufacturer networks as a competitive strategy. OCLC 24858790

DCCA marketing strategies: commitments and directions for the future, and foundations for planned effectiveness / OCLC 11613919

Illinois minority network for entrepreneurial training: mentor program. OCLC 30679567

Municipal use of tax incentives for economic development.
OCLC 18451185

Network directory. OCLC 32126323

Network directory. OCLC 32126534

Business spin-off techniques for nonprofits. OCLC 20329355

Olmsted Locks and Dam project. OCLC 34638664

Introduction to Participation Loan Programs. OCLC 32986590

Personal protective equipment. OCLC 33886328

2001 application guidelines: Community Development Assistance Program: competitive planning assistance. OCLC 46954091

2002 application guidelines: Community Development Assistance Program: competitive planning assistance. OCLC 49290815
Getting started in community preservation / OCLC 19731558
Programs and services. OCLC 34470566
Proposal writing : a basic primer. OCLC 22526233
2002 application guidelines : Community Development Assistance Program : competitive public facilities construction and design engineering : emergency public facilities. OCLC 46953364
2003 application guidelines : Community Development Assistance Program : competitive public facilities construction and design engineering : emergency public facilities. OCLC 49290989
Recycling publications. OCLC 32986465
How to buy recycled in Illinois / OCLC 42735845
2001 application guidelines : Community Development Assistance Program : Removal of architectural barriers. OCLC 46953389
Restaurant start-up profile / OCLC 42583696
Safety & health consultation : a free program for Illinois employers. OCLC 23824662
Self-employment training programs : case studies / OCLC 16897785
Sell Illinois : a strategy for the present : a commitment to the future. OCLC 15525506
There's no business like small business-- in Illinois. OCLC 16563634
Small business information bibliography. OCLC 21296161
Chicago Area Small Business Development Center Network. OCLC 32526749
Big help for small business : North Central Area. OCLC 35952631
Big help for small business : South Central area. OCLC 35952617
Big help for small business : Illinois Small Business Development Center Network. OCLC 33293851
Big help for small business. OCLC 33293807
Big help for small business. OCLC 33293630
Illinois Small Business Development Center Network : Chicago area : your key to small business success. OCLC 43437363
Small business financing options for environmental compliance. OCLC 40666290
Starting a business in Illinois / OCLC 33453922
Comenzando un negocio en Illinois. OCLC 48189918
State of Illinois five year economic development strategy. OCLC 12051606
State development credit corporations. OCLC 21219034
State of Illinois Center. OCLC 12842763
Guía detallada para el establecimiento de un negocio en Illinois / OCLC 49525465
Illinois taxes / OCLC 7237119
Tax abatement / OCLC 14508899
Tax increment financing / OCLC 14508851
Tax increment financing / Illinois case studies. OCLC 15080380
Illinois sales and property tax increment districts. OCLC 17630148
Developer incentives in Illinois tax increment districts. OCLC 18077758
Technical assistance to small business: resources and recommendations / OCLC 9525782
Illinois Technology Extension Plan. OCLC 30998170
Illinois Technology Extension Plan: Executive Summary. OCLC 30998223
Technology resources for modernization. OCLC 30998371
97 Trade show and mission schedule. OCLC 34638745
JPTA: Job Training Partnership Act: training calendar: January thru June, 1995. OCLC 31991495
A staff report to the Illinois Commerce Commission. OCLC 35852766
Window repair handbook / OCLC 9411103
Illinois Small Business Development Center: Office of Women's Business Development. OCLC 32125333
Illinois Women's Business Ownership Council / OCLC 32526156
Get workers and more: when you hire Welfare to Work employees, you get... OCLC 42903222
Illinois generations: a traveler's guide to African American Heritage. OCLC 29893469
Starting a small business in Illinois handbook. OCLC 12282562
Guide to starting a business in Illinois. OCLC 33469855
Capital improvement planning and budgeting: a guide for Illinois local governments / OCLC 13200812
Selecting a consultant: a guide for finding, selecting and working with qualified consultants / OCLC 24292741
County financial management manual / OCLC 8847903
Recruiting, evaluating and selecting project developers through a request for proposals: a guide for local governments / OCLC 19702147
CM 1.28: — Report to the governor and members of the General Assembly / OCLC 22748866
CM 1.29: — ITP annual report / OCLC 23671649
CM 1.30:A 629 — Antique shops business and industry profile / OCLC 24498354
CM 1.30:A 646 — Apparel manufacturers/sewing centers business and industry profile / OCLC 24528928
CM 1.30:A 784 — Art dealers business and industry profile / OCLC 24492580
CM 1.30:A 939 — Automotive repair shops business and industry profile / OCLC 24492233
CM 1.30:B 384 — Beauty salons business and industry profile / OCLC 24528975
CM 1.30:B 583 — Bicycle shops business and industry profile / OCLC 24497653
CM 1.30:B 932 — Building cleaning and maintenance services business and industry profile / OCLC 24497681
CM 1.30:B 979 — Business consultants business and industry profile / OCLC 24497006
CM 1.30:C 359 — Caterers business and industry profile / OCLC 24497636
CM 1.30:C 536 — Child day care services business and industry profile / OCLC 24497053
CM 1.30:C 738 — Computer maintenance and repair firms business and industry profile / OCLC 24496986
CM 1.30:D 794 — Drug store business and industry profile / OCLC 24494455
CM 1.30:E 96 — Exercise salons and health clubs business and industry profile / OCLC 24497029
CM 1.30:F 944 — Fruit farms business and industry profile / OCLC 24492405
CM 1.30:G 218 — Garden supply stores and retail nurseries business and industry profile / OCLC 24528875
CM 1.30:G 458 — Gift shops business and industry profile / OCLC 24529330
CM 1.30:H 441 — Heating, ventilating and air conditioning contractors business and industry profile / OCLC 24492525
CM 1.30:H 765 — Home repair and improvement contractors business and industry profile / OCLC 24498320
CM 1.30:H 832 — Hotels and motels business and industry profile / OCLC 24496601
CM 1.30:H 842 — Household furniture manufacturers business and industry profile / OCLC 24498298
CM 1.30:M 337 — Marinas business and industry profile / OCLC 24497609
CM 1.30:R 288 — Real estate agencies business and industry profile / OCLC 24496569
CM 1.30:S 764 — Sporting goods stores business and industry profile / OCLC 24529287
CM 1.30:S 915 — Street vendors business and industry profile / OCLC 24496394
CM 1.30:T 288 — Temporary help services and industry profile / OCLC 24498337
CM 1.24 — *Illinois*
CM 1.25 — *Illinois business training resource catalog*. OCLC 25823195
CM 1.31 — *Economic impact: the Illinois development magazine*. OCLC 25649168
CM 1.35 — *CDAP newsletter* OCLC 29264851
CM 1.37 — *Calendar of events* OCLC 31040134
CM 1.38 — *Illinois activity guide* OCLC 30211604
CM 1.40 — *JTPA training calendar* OCLC 32257800
CM 1.41 — *Network directory*
CM 1.43 — *Money matters* OCLC 33984696
CM 1.30 — *Basic business and industry profile* [monographic series]

2 Government and Community Services Division
CM 2.2:I 37 — *The Illinois mobile incineration program*. OCLC 16940930
CM 2.9: — *Illinois regional planning agency directory*. OCLC 6516541
CM 2.10 — *Local government report* OCLC 7548397
CM 2.11 — *Illinois Home Energy Assistance Program FY ... annual report*. OCLC 10037512

3 Statewide Employment and Training Section
CM 3.11:981 — *Older workers in Illinois*. OCLC 8178525
CM 3.9 — *CETA performance overview*. OCLC 6163053
CM 3.10 — *Annual CETA report* OCLC 8173411

4 International Business Division
CM 4.2:D 598 — *International business resource directory* / OCLC 16894192
CM 4.2:E 96 — *Illinois Export Assistance Programs* / OCLC 34073090
CM 4.10: — *Illinois in the International Marketplace* / OCLC 43189112
CM 4.9 — *Seaport Chicago bulletin* OCLC 7564721

5 Local Management Services Office
CM 5.2:G 873 — *Grocery/convenience store start-up profile* / OCLC 38906314
CM 5.2:M 271 — *State mandates catalog* / OCLC 26859657
CM 5.9/2: — *Illinois property tax rate & levy manual* / OCLC 27175401
CM 5.9: — *Illinois tax rate and levy manual*. OCLC 6989558
CM 5.10: — *Local government annual legislative report ... General Assembly ... session*. OCLC 23706197

6 Tourism Office
CM 6.2:C 397/982 — *The First official goodtimes guide to central Illinois*. OCLC 8759934
CM 6.2:C 532/982 — *The First official goodtimes guide to Chicago*. OCLC 8759918
CM 6.2:I 29 — *Illinois: travelers guide to the prairie state* / OCLC 9802540
CM 6.2:I 29/2 — *Illinois: discover the pride inside* / OCLC 40491029
CM 6.2:M 678 — Illinois Mississippi River Corridor. OCLC 26683733
CM 6.2:N 874/982 — The First official goodtimes guide to northern Illinois. OCLC 8759911
CM 6.2:S 727/982 — The First official goodtimes guide to southern Illinois. OCLC 8759837
CM 6.2:S 764 — Spoon River Country Fall Festival: first two weekends in October, Saturday-Sunday, Fulton County, Illinois. OCLC 16752225
CM 6.2:S 887 — Illinois storylines. OCLC 33487141
CM 6.2:W 394 — Illinois weekend getaway guide: get a million miles from Monday. OCLC 38540851
CM 6.2:W 527/982 — The First official goodtimes guide to western Illinois. OCLC 8759829
CM 6.3:C 212 — The Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor / OCLC 13410198
CM 6.8:T 779/ — Illinois travel guide. OCLC 42267463
CM 6.8:W 394 — Illinois weekend adventure guide. OCLC 44132572
CM 6.22: — Illinois now: your travel magazine. OCLC 47813492
CM 6.9 — Illinois calendar of events. OCLC 6435768
CM 6.13 — Illinois hotel/motel directory. OCLC 12771452
CM 6.9/2 — Illinois calendar of events and seasonal activity guide. OCLC 25213968
CM 6.10 — Official goodtimes guide to central Illinois
CM 6.10/2 — Official goodtimes guide to Chicago
CM 6.10/3 — Official goodtimes guide to northern Illinois
CM 6.10/4 — Official goodtimes guide to southern Illinois
CM 6.10/5 — Official goodtimes guide to western Illinois
CM 6.11 — "Life--be in it." OCLC 11104859
CM 6.16 — A guide to Illinois bed & breakfasts & country inns. OCLC 18248161
CM 6.16/2 — Guide to Illinois bed & breakfasts OCLC 35101359
CM 6.17 — Northern Illinois festivals and special events. OCLC 20990015
CM 6.17/2 — Southern Illinois festivals and special events. OCLC 20989536
CM 6.17/3 — Western Illinois festivals and special events. OCLC 20989616
CM 6.17/4 — Central Illinois festivals and special events. OCLC 21217937
CM 6.18 — Illinois tourism news OCLC 32451803
CM 6.19 — Northern Illinois: official visitors guide. OCLC 30529160
CM 6.19/2 — Central Illinois: official visitors guide. OCLC 30527808
CM 6.19/3 — Southern Illinois: official visitors guide. OCLC 30528686
CM 6.19/4 — Western Illinois OCLC 30529363
CM 6.20 — Illinois fairs and festivals. OCLC 40936311
7 Resources Conservation Office
   CM 7.9 — Resource conservation announcements OCLC 8726293

8 Main Street Program

9 Job Training Coordinating Council
   CM 9.1: — Annual report to the Governor of Illinois and the Illinois General
    Assembly for the period October 1 ...-June 30 ... / OCLC 12570458
   CM 9.2:C 737 — Competitiveness as a first priority : Illinois benchmark report,
    1995. OCLC 34305377
   CM 9.2:J 62/ — Doorways to jobs / OCLC 20347385
   CM 9.9: — Governor's coordination and special services plan for the period of ...
    / OCLC 9781845

10 Office of the Small Business Utility Advocate
   CM 10.1: — Annual report / OCLC 17635288

11 Energy and Recycling Bureau
   CM 11.2:C 697 — Illinois College Assistance Program for recycling and waste
    reduction. OCLC 38521083
   CM 11.2:C 737 — What to do with old computers. OCLC 37845025
   CM 11.2:P 964 — Programs and services / OCLC 41579077
   CM 11.2:R 311 — Illinois recycling grants programs. OCLC 38298142
   CM 11.2:R 311/2 — Why buy recycled?. OCLC 40794693
   CM 11.2:R 311/3 — The Recycling Industry Modernization Program. OCLC
    41539735
    OCLC 43952512
   CM 11.2:R 311/998 — Illinois Recycling Grants Programs. OCLC 38906252
    35648929
   CM 11.2:T 255 — Technology & Practices Demonstration Program. OCLC
    39129570
   CM 11.2:T 255/2 — Program guidelines for the Technologies and Practices
    Demonstration Program / OCLC 41619213
   CM 11.2:T 355 — Textbook reuse and recycling. OCLC 40941076
    OCLC 47662283
   CM 11.2:V 525 — Vermi composting. OCLC 37812603
   CM 11.2:W 323 — Waste-to-energy combustion facilities and materials recycling
    / OCLC 34877094
   CM 11.8:I 42 — Recycling Industry Modernization (RIM) Program : technical
    assistance guide. OCLC 37886820
   CM 11.8:R 311 — Illinois recycled products guide, 1997. OCLC 37872389
   CM 11.8:R 311/2 — Technical assistance guide for the Recycling Industry
    Modernization (RIM) Program. OCLC 41539711
CM 11.8:T 253 — Mission possible! : a teacher’s guide for grades 9 to 12 : students building solutions for their community’s recycling needs / OCLC 50093682
CM 11.9: — State buildings energy program news / OCLC 33998766
CM 11.13: — The 3 R’s newsletter. OCLC 36875276
CM 11.14: — Used tire recovery activities / OCLC 44009686
CM 11.15 — Local solid waste and recycling officials directory

12 Coal Development and Marketing Office
CM 12.2:C 652 — Illinois coal : environmentally and economically viable. OCLC 33287911
CM 12.2:C 652/2 — Illinois coal : the reality. OCLC 35309211
CM 12.2:C 652/4 — Coal facts : did you know?. OCLC 38527410
CM 12.2:E 96 — Export markets for Illinois coal / OCLC 37232110
CM 12.10: — The Illinois coal industry. OCLC 38575842

14 Small Business Division
CM 14.1: — Annual report / OCLC 35655754
CM 14.2:H 483 — Big help for Illinois small business. OCLC 35580851
CM 14.2:W 445 — Welfare reform : what does it mean to small business?. OCLC 40673232

CMS — Central Management Services Department

1 Main Office
CMS 1.1/2: — Annual report ... the usage of flexible working hours by employees under the Personnel Code in the various state agencies as required by Chapter 127, Paragraph 63b109(13), Illinois Revised Statu[t]jes. OCLC 13212272
CMS 1.1/3: — The State Use Program : providing dignity and opportunity for disabled citizens of Illinois ... annual report. OCLC 19746543
CMS 1.1/4: — Annual report on state employee child care centers. OCLC 29022107
CMS 1.1/5: — Annual report of the Supported Employment Program. OCLC 53881694
CMS 1.1: — Annual report. OCLC 12955220
CMS 1.2:A 154 — [Abolished entities] / OCLC 63674272
CMS 1.2:A 278 — Report to the eighty-sixth General Assembly on the Agricultural Commodity-Based Plastics Development Act: presented to the Illinois General Assembly pursuant to Public Act 86-778, Section 5 (d) / OCLC 22165275

CMS 1.2:A 278/991 — Report to the eighty-seventh General Assembly on the Agricultural Commodity-Based Plastics Development Act: presented to the Illinois General Assembly pursuant to Public Act 86-778, Section 5 (d) / OCLC 25128209

CMS 1.2:A 613 — State of Illinois annual report summary. OCLC 32517628

CMS 1.2:A 652 — Apraisal of 234 East Chicago Avenue, Chicago Avenue Armory for: the Department of Central Management Services / OCLC 18076113

CMS 1.2:B 979 — How to do business with the state of Illinois for commodities, equipment, and supplies. OCLC 17409618

CMS 1.2:C 536 — Report on employee child care / OCLC 19233229

CMS 1.2:C 755/3 — [Consolidation and reorganization activities, status and results of internal audit services pursuant to Executive Order 10 (2003)] / OCLC 62099904

CMS 1.2:C 755/4 — [Summary of consolidation and reorganization activities, status and results of internal audit services pursuant to Executive Order 10 (2003)] / OCLC 62099947

CMS 1.2:C 755/5 — [Summary of consolidation and reorganization activities, status and results of legal services pursuant to Executive Order 2003-10] / OCLC 62099882


CMS 1.2:C 755/6 — [Consolidation and reorganization activities, status and results of media relations functions pursuant to Executive Order 2004-2] / OCLC 62099954

CMS 1.2:C 755/7 — [Summary of the consolidation and reorganization activities, status and results of the transfer of certain media functions to the Department of Central Management Services pursuant to Executive Order 2004-2] / OCLC 62099989

CMS 1.2:C 755/7/2006 — [Summary of the consolidation and reorganization activities, status and results of the transfer of certain media functions to the Department of Central Management Services pursuant to Executive Order 2004-2] / OCLC 71957107

CMS 1.2:C 755/8 — [Summary of consolidation and reorganization activities, status and results of internal audit services pursuant to Executive Order 10 (2003)] / OCLC 77514419

CMS 1.2:E 96 — How will you finance your next export sale?. OCLC 30679364

CMS 1.2:F 619 — Flexible work schedule plan (in accordance with Public Act 87-552). OCLC 27824771

CMS 1.2:G 246 — Report to the members of the eighty-fifth General Assembly: feasibility of using gasohol in state vehicles. OCLC 17593004
CMS 1.32: — Affirmative action program plan for fiscal year. OCLC 27378546
CMS 1.33: — Progress report on Supported Employment Program : to Honorable Member of General Assembly. OCLC 43315968
CMS 1.34: — Bilingual needs and bilingual pay survey. OCLC 44010220
CMS 1.35: — Report to ... General Assembly : State owned and surplus real property / OCLC 44010089
CMS 1.36: — Illinois Rx Buying Club ... annual report. OCLC 58551709
CMS 1.37: — Hispanic employment plan / OCLC 63536573
CMS 1.39: — [Summary of the consolidation and reorganization activities, status and results of the transfer of certain media functions to the Department of Central Management Services pursuant to Executive Order 2004-2] : OCLC 77514416
CMS 1.40: — [Report of the staffing level of bilingual employees currently employed at Central management Services] / OCLC 624322072
CMS 1.2:O 39 — Re-refined motor oil study : report to the members of the Eighty-sixth General Assembly. OCLC 21012603
CMS 1.10 — State of Illinois telephone directory. OCLC 34069537
CMS 1.10/2 — Chicago directory. OCLC 34082853
CMS 1.11 — Alphabetic index of position titles : effective July 1. OCLC 9226516
CMS 1.12 — Update. OCLC 70745506
CMS 1.13 — Notification of revisions in classification and pay plan. OCLC 9095765
CMS 1.15 — Open competitive continuous examination program
CMS 1.18 — Sharing. OCLC 12955174
CMS 1.21 — CMS telephone directory. OCLC 13200848
CMS 1.22 — Update : bureau of benefits. OCLC 13047915
CMS 1.23 — Report on merit appointments to position subject to the Illinois Personnel Code
CMS 1.25 — Prevailing rate changes OCLC 25181372
CMS 1.26 — Press releases from the Governor's Agencies [microfiche]

2 Minority and Female Business Enterprise Council
CMS 2.1: — Annual report / OCLC 13787539
CMS 2.9:994 — Fiscal year 1994 report. OCLC 32753862

3 Illinois Century Network
CMS 3.2:B 126 — Backbone points of presence / OCLC 45009590

Co — Department of Conservation

1 Main Office
CO 1.1: — Annual report - Illinois, Department of conservation. OCLC 1172778
CO 1.2:A 27 — Agricultural land protection policy. OCLC 8178242
Banner Marsh State Fish and Wildlife Area: Rice Lake State Fish and Wildlife Area: natural resource management plan. OCLC 17302743

Illinois Beach State Park master management plan. OCLC 13801772

Effigy tumuli sculpture: Buffalo Rock State Park, Ottawa, Illinois. OCLC 16306868

Castle Rock State Park. OCLC 16929129

Cave-in-Rock State Park. OCLC 16926823

Chain O'Lakes State Park. OCLC 16926436

Conservation C.O.N.G.R.E.S.S.: Department of Conservation analysis of recommendations. OCLC 32692709

Crawford County State Fish and Wildlife Area. OCLC 16928989

Eldon Hazlet State Recreational Area. OCLC 16926776

Ferne Clyffe State Park. OCLC 16928213

Kids fishing: it's catching on. OCLC 14247876

Illinois Forest Legacy Program: Draft assessment of need for public review and comment. OCLC 30685932

An assessment of need for the Illinois Forest Legacy Program. OCLC 32416823

Giant City State Park. OCLC 16928367

Green River State Wildlife Area. OCLC 16947364

Henderson County Conservation Area. OCLC 16932528

Horseshoe Lake State Park (Madison County). OCLC 16928917

Horseshoe Lake Conservation Area. OCLC 16928628

Illini State Park. OCLC 16928720

Lake Le-Aqua-Na State Park. OCLC 16927926

Little Grassy Fish Hatchery. OCLC 9597492

Matthiessen State Park. OCLC 16928765

Mazonia-Braidwood State Fish and Wildlife Area: site planning brief. OCLC 22780866

Memmet Lake Conservation Area. OCLC 16929033

Illinois national scenic river: the Middle Fork River. OCLC 20575963

Technical report: Illinois natural areas inventory / OCLC 5375076

The Illinois natural areas plan to preserve and protect our heritage. OCLC 6997537

Summary report, Illinois natural areas inventory / OCLC 6339609

Pere Marquette State Park. OCLC 16928324

Illinois plants for habitat restoration: commercial availability, characteristics and fish & wildlife utilization. OCLC 7848961

Prophetstown State Recreation Area. OCLC 16932466
Co 1.2:R 192/987 — Randolph County Fish and Wildlife Area. OCLC 16919931
CO 1.2:RE 311/3/978 — Outdoor recreation in Illinois / OCLC 4823489
CO 1.2:RE 311/4/ — Outdoor recreation in Illinois, action plan / OCLC 6082271
CO 1.2:RE 311/4/981- — Outdoor recreation in Illinois ... action program. OCLC 7711106
CO 1.2:RE 311/5/ — Outdoor recreation in Illinois, the ... policy plan. OCLC 9817613
CO 1.2:RE 311/7 — Illinois outdoor recreation. OCLC 22949816
CO 1.2:S 128 — Be safe: boat without the bottle. OCLC 14278161
Co 1.2:S 18 — Sam Dale Lake Conservation Area. OCLC 16928800
Co 1.2:S 559 — Standard shooting time table / OCLC 9086489
Co 1.2:S 628/978 — Cross country ski guide. OCLC 5266100
Co 1.2:S 674/2 — Snowmobiling in Illinois: state trails and regulations. OCLC 10439220
Co 1.2:S 72 — Southern Illinois Conservation Service Center. OCLC 2153455
Co 1.2:S 726/987 — South Shore State Park. OCLC 16928845
Co 1.2:S 79/2/986 — Trail map of Starved Rock OCLC 14121845
Co 1.2:S 914/986 — Illinois Streams Information System OCLC 19000664
Co 1.2:S 914/988 — The streams of Illinois: Illinois Streams Information System. OCLC 19000684
Co 1.2:S539/ — Shawnee National Forest: [western region, divided by township and range] / OCLC 1053626399
CO 1.2:T 767/2 — Illinois State Trails Plan. OCLC 29942371
Co 1.2:W 58/987 — White Pines Forest State Park. OCLC 16919787
CO 1.6:H 948 — Illinois digest of hunting regulations. OCLC 14277689
CO 1.6:H948/2 — Illinois digest of hunting and trapping regulations, 1992. OCLC 26508153
CO 1.6:S674 — Illinois snowmobile registration & safety act digest. OCLC 14277837
CO 1.8:B 583 — Bicycling: open spaces—family places: Illinois bicycling guide. OCLC 23950923
CO 1.8:B 662 — Illinois recreational boating access guide. OCLC 18078847
Co 1.8:C 196/991 — Camping: open spaces—family places: Illinois camping guide. OCLC 23950996
Co 1.8:C 22/987 — Illinois canoeing guide OCLC 16184235
Co 1.8:C 22/991 — Canoeing: open spaces...family places. OCLC 25568484
CO 1.8:C 734 — A guide to community park and recreation planning: a guide for Illinois communities / OCLC 31162226
CO 1.8:H 674 — Preservation Illinois: a guide to State & local resources / OCLC 4858244
3 Division of Law Enforcement
   CO 3.8:C 22 — Illinois canoeing guide. OCLC 2823989

4 Division of Forest Resources and Natural Heritage
   CO 4.2:A 665 — Arbor day. OCLC 6568285
   CO 4.2:C 555 — Illinois-grown Christmas trees. OCLC 15059657
   CO 4.2:F 645 — A hunter's guide to Illinois flowering plants / OCLC 6183976
Elements of forestry, with special reference to Illinois. OCLC 30502462
Forest trees of Illinois / OCLC 18817556
Biology of ginseng (Panax quinquefolium in Illinois / OCLC 11367555
Kaskaskia River Fish and Wildlife Area. OCLC 11618118
Illinois natural heritage conservation/education kit III. OCLC 9720882
Prairie plants of Illinois / OCLC 5823642
A guide to prairie restoration / OCLC 9411071
Prairie plants of Illinois / OCLC 18106125
Illinois big tree program. OCLC 9268492
Spring woodland wildflowers of Illinois / OCLC 6749187
Forest trees of Illinois ; how to know them. OCLC 5578097
State forests [monographic series]
Sources of Illinois grown Christmas trees : central area.
Sources of Illinois grown Christmas trees : southern area.
Sources of Illinois grown Christmas trees : Chicago area
Sources of Illinois grown Christmas trees : northern area.
Sources of Illinois grown Christmas trees : Quint-city area
Sources of Illinois grown Christmas trees : Peoria-Pekin area.
Sources of Illinois grown Christmas trees : East St. Louis area.
Illinois-grown Christmas trees

5 Information and Education Division
Recreation areas & historic sites / OCLC 2429121
Outdoor Illinois. OCLC 29191167
Outdoor highlights. OCLC 6614450
Anderson Lake conservation area. OCLC 13688586
Des Plaines Conservation Area. OCLC 13685667
Hamilton County Conservation Area. OCLC 13694861
Henderson County Conservation Area. OCLC 13686666
Horseshoe Lake Conservation Area. OCLC 13695236
Marshall County Conservation Area. OCLC 13688974
Mermet Lake Conservation Area. OCLC 13695180
Randolph County Conservation Area. OCLC 13693176
Saline County Conservation Area. OCLC 13694902
Sam Dale Lake Conservation Area. OCLC 13692282
Sanganois Conservation Area. OCLC 13688470
Spring Lake Conservation Area. OCLC 13689237
Union County Conservation Area. OCLC 13695079
Washington County Conservation Area. OCLC 13692924
Wm. W. Powers Conservation Area. OCLC 13684597
Woodford County Conservation Area. OCLC 13689328
Co 5.11/3:D 331 — Delabar State Park. OCLC 13657008
Co 5.11/3:E 11 — Eagle Creek & Wolf Creek State Parks at Lake Shelbyville. OCLC 13650216
Co 5.11/3:E 37 — Eldon Hazlet State Park. OCLC 13649931
Co 5.11/3:F 77 M — Fort Massac State Park. OCLC 13646399
Co 5.11/3:F 77D/974 — Ft. Defiance State Park. OCLC 13656695
Co 5.11/3:G 29 — Gebhard Woods & Wm. G. Stratton State Parks. OCLC 13657045
Co 5.11/3:H 515/975 — Hennepin Canal Parkway State Park / OCLC 1117715664
Co 5.11/3:J 91 — Jubilee College State Park. OCLC 13652252
Co 5.11/3:L 67/975 — Lewis & Clark State Park. OCLC 13649989
Co 5.11/3:L 73/3/975 — Lincoln Trail Homestead State Park. OCLC 13651577
Co 5.11/3:P 767/974 — Prophetstown State Park. OCLC 13656961
Co 5.11/3:P998/975 — Pyramid State Park. OCLC 13517390
Co 5.11/3:R 15/974 — Railsplitter State Park. OCLC 13651596
Co 5.11/3:R 31/974 — Red Hills State Park. OCLC 13650236
Co 5.11/3:S 19/975 — Sam Parr State Park. OCLC 13650271
Co 5.11/3:S 225/975 — Sangchris State Park. OCLC 13651671
Co 5.11/3:S 726/974 — South Shore State Park. OCLC 13649891
Co 5.11/3:W 423/975 — Weinberg-King State Park. OCLC 13652336
Co 5.11/4:B 353 — Baldwin Lake Fish and Wildlife Area. OCLC 13693069
Co 5.11/4:S 544 — Shelbyville Wildlife Management Area. OCLC 13692704
Co 5.11:D 735 — Douglas Tomb State Memorial. OCLC 13684702
Co 5.11:G 73/974 — Grant’s Home State Memorial. OCLC 13686096
Co 5.9 — News - Illinois Dept. of Conservation OCLC 6611743
Co 5.11/2 — Conservation area brochures [monographic series]
Co 5.11/3 — State park brochures [monographic series]
Co 5.11/4 — Wildlife area brochures [monographic series]
Co 5.11 — State memorial brochures [monographic series]

6 Division of Public Lands and Historic Sites
Co 6.2:B 583/982 — Illinois bicycle trails / OCLC 9100655
CO 6.2:C 271 — Career guide : forestry, wildlife management, fisheries, outdoor recreation. OCLC 7341728
CO 6.2:C 77 — Inventory of historic landmarks in Cook County : interim report / OCLC 2054433
Co 6.2:E 64 — Equestrian trail guide / OCLC 9101480
Co 6.2:I 29/2 — Illinois state park recreational areas, conservation areas, historical memorials and state forests / OCLC 1112072647
Co 6.2:Re 311/976 — Illinois Department of Conservation recreational areas. OCLC 1124685072
Co 6.2:Re 311/978 — Recreational areas. OCLC 3981021
Frank Holten State Park. OCLC 13649745
Co 6.11/3:H 75/982 — Frank Holten State Park. OCLC 11617737
Co 6.11/3:H 75/990 — Frank Holten State Park. OCLC 22328563
Co 6.11/3:J 91/985 — Jubilee College State Park. OCLC 12952778
Co 6.11/3:K 16/974 — Kankakee River State Park. OCLC 13650325
Co 6.11/3:K 16/988 — Kankakee River State Park. OCLC 18653515
Co 6.11/3:K 46/982 — Kickapoo State Park. OCLC 11618138
Co 6.11/3:L 19 L/973 — Lake Le-Aqua-Na State Park. OCLC 13656882
Co 6.11/3:L 19 L/982 — Lake Le-Aqua-Na State Park. OCLC 11618192
Co 6.11/3:L 19 M/973 — Lake Murphysboro State Park. OCLC 13647601
Co 6.11/3:L 73/973 — Lincoln Trail State Park. OCLC 13650404
Co 6.11/3:L 73/973 — Lincoln Log Cabin State Park. OCLC 13650302
Co 6.11/3:L 91 — Lowden State Park. OCLC 13657643
Co 6.11/3:L 91/984 — Lowden State Park. OCLC 11618588
Co 6.11/3:M 44/974 — Matthiessen State Park. OCLC 13652452
Co 6.11/3:M 44/984 — Matthiessen State Park. OCLC 1112095464
Co 6.11/3:M 44/988 — Matthiessen State Park. OCLC 18667331
Co 6.11/3:M 678/973 — Mississippi Palisades State Park. OCLC 13435821
Co 6.11/3:M 678/989 — Mississippi Palisades State Park. OCLC 20107803
Co 6.11/3:M 82/984 — Moraine View State Park. OCLC 11618618
Co 6.11/3:M 881/972 — Morrison-Rockwood State Park. OCLC 13656919
Co 6.11/3:M 881/984 — Morrison-Rockwood State Park. OCLC 11514766
Co 6.11/3:M 881/988 — Morrison-Rockwood State Park. OCLC 18654576
Co 6.11/3:N 32/973 — Nauvoo State Park. OCLC 13652399
Co 6.11/3:P 47/972 — Pere Marquette State Park. OCLC 13650053
Co 6.11/3:P 47/984 — Pere Marquette State Park. OCLC 11514708
Co 6.11/3:P 998/985 — Pyramid State Park. OCLC 13087876
Co 6.11/3:R 15/982 — Railsplitter State Park. OCLC 11618783
Co 6.11/3:R 18/972 — Ramsey Lake State Park. OCLC 13650106
Co 6.11/3:R 18/988 — Ramsey Lake State Park. OCLC 18654440
Co 6.11/3:R 31/973 — Red Hills State Park. OCLC 13650259
Co 6.11/3:R 31/987 — Red Hills State Park. OCLC 16927803
Co 6.11/3:R 685/973 — Rock Cut State Park. OCLC 13657780
Co 6.11/3:R 685/983 — Rock Cut State Park. OCLC 11618866
Co 6.11/3:S 58/973 — Siloam Springs State Park. OCLC 13652375
Co 6.11/3:S 761 — Spitler Woods State Park. OCLC 13651562
Co 6.11/3:W 44 — Weldon Springs State Park. OCLC 13650551
CO 6.11/4:B 592/987 — Big River State Forest. OCLC 16927883
Co 6.11/4:B 592/990 — Big River State Forest. OCLC 22328604
| Co 6.11/4:H 623/990 | Hidden Springs State Forest. OCLC 22759935 |
| Co 6.11/4:T 766/973 | Trail of Tears State Forest. OCLC 12952453 |
| Co 6.11/4:T 766/988 | Trail of Tears State Forest. OCLC 18946587 |
| Co 6.11/5:C 674/989 | Coffeen Lake State Fish & Wildlife Area. OCLC 103236096 |
| Co 6.11/5:D 469/982 | Des Plaines Fish and Wildlife Area. OCLC 11615669 |
| Co 6.11/5:D 469/987 | Des Plaines Fish and Wildlife Area. OCLC 16932606 |
| Co 6.11/5:H 217/985 | Hamilton County State Fish & Wildlife Area. OCLC 13088369 |
| Co 6.11/5:H 465/985 | Heidecke State Fish and Wildlife Area. OCLC 12952787 |
| Co 6.11/5:H 465/988 | Heidecke State Fish and Wildlife Area. OCLC 18946587 |
| Co 6.11/5:H 465/990 | Heidecke State Fish and Wildlife Area. OCLC 22759038 |
| Co 6.11/5:K 19/990 | Kaskaskia River State Fish and Wildlife Area. OCLC 22759076 |
| Co 6.11/5:M 36/985 | Marshall State Fish & Wildlife Area. OCLC 13085358 |
| Co 6.11/5:M 627 | Middle Fork State Fish & Wildlife Area. OCLC 11515333 |
| Co 6.11/5:N 564/985 | Newton Lake State Fish and Wildlife Area. OCLC 12952795 |
| Co 6.11/5:R 18/985 | Ramsey Lake State Fish and Wildlife Area. OCLC 12952539 |
| Co 6.11/5:S 19/984 | Sam Parr State Fish and Wildlife Area. OCLC 12952815 |
| Co 6.11/5:S 225/986 | Sangchris Lake State Fish & Wildlife Area. OCLC 13790265 |
| Co 6.11/5:S 544/979 | Shelbyville Fish & Wildlife Area. OCLC 12951991 |
| Co 6.11/5:U 21/984 | Union County Fish and Wildlife Area. OCLC 20365033 |
| Co 6.11/5:U 217/984 | Walnut Point State Fish and Wildlife Area. OCLC 11514659 |
| Co 6.11/5:W 217/988 | Walnut Point State Fish and Wildlife Area. OCLC 18653466 |
| Co 6.11/6:B 62/983 | Bishop Hill state historic site. OCLC 11515364 |
| Co 6.11/6:B 915/985 | Bryant Cottage state historic site. OCLC 12956258 |
| Co 6.11/6:C 13/985 | Cahokia Mounds state historic site. OCLC 12956244 |
| Co 6.11/6:D 261/985 | David Davis Mansion state historic site. OCLC 12956289 |
| Co 6.11/6:G 73/983 | Grant's home state historic site. OCLC 11512193 |
| Co 6.11/6:L 73/5/980 | Lincoln's Tomb state historic site. OCLC 11618243 |
| Co 6.11/6:L 73/5/985 | Lincoln's Tomb state historic site. OCLC 12956238 |
| Co 6.11/6:L 73/985 | Lincoln Log Cabin state historic site. OCLC 12956267 |
| Co 6.11/6:P 85/983 | Postville Courthouse state historic site. OCLC 11512164 |
| Co 6.11/6:V 21/978 | Vandalia Statehouse state historic site. OCLC 12956224 |
| Co 6.11/7:C 381 | Illinois Caverns State Natural Area. OCLC 22770429 |
| Co 6.11/7:F 831 | Franklin Caverns Natural Area. OCLC 16306997 |
| Co 6.11/7:F 831/990 | Franklin Creek. OCLC 22759994 |
| Co 6.11/7:L 588 | Little Black Slough State Natural Area. OCLC 11619473 |
| Co 6.11/7:S 761/985 | Spitler Woods state natural area. OCLC 12953537 |
Co 6.11/5 — *Wildlife area brochures* [monographic series]
Co 6.11/6 — *Historic site brochures* [monographic series]
Co 6.11/7 — *Natural area brochures* [monographic series]
Co 6.11/8 — *Nature preserve and state park brochures* [monographic series]
Co 6.11/9 — *Recreation area brochures* [monographic series]
Co 6.11/10 — *Trail brochures* [monographic series]
Co 6.11/11 — *Parkway brochures* [monographic series]
Co 6.15 — *Illinois preservation series* [monographic series]

7 Division of Fisheries

**CO 7.2:F 53/5** — *Fishing the Rock* / OCLC 2413243
Co 7.2:F 53/6 — *Rare and endangered fish of Illinois* / OCLC 2513182
Co 7.2:F 791 — *Fox Chain O'Lakes access areas and fishing guide* / OCLC 14247766
Co 7.2:F 791/4 — *Fishing the Illinois* / OCLC 2413253
Co 7.2:K 16 — *Fishing the Kankakee and the Iroquois* / OCLC 16241597
Co 7.2:M 624 — *Fishing Lake Michigan* / OCLC 16151424
Co 7.2:M 67 — *Fishing the Mississippi* / OCLC 5509484
Co 7.2:M 67/2 — *Fishing the middle Mississippi* / OCLC 9841847
Co 7.2:M 67/3 — *Fishing the upper Mississippi* / OCLC 9841858
Co 7.2:P 796 — *Management of small lakes and ponds in Illinois*. OCLC 20108779
Co 7.2:S 213 — *Sand Ridge Fish Hatchery*. OCLC 9597486
Co 7.3:1 — *Illinois fishing guide* / OCLC 5386036
Co 7.3:3 — *Small lakes and ponds: their construction and care* / OCLC 5386068
Co 7.3:4 — *Aquatic weeds: their identification and methods of control*, OCLC 212770
Co 7.3:4/979 — *Aquatic weeds: their identification and control* / OCLC 7605052
Co 7.3:4/983 — *Aquatic weeds: their identification and methods of control* / OCLC 9641266
Co 7.3:5 — *Pond fish and fishing in Illinois*, OCLC 19117
Co 7.3:6 — *A key to the fishes of Illinois* / OCLC 2343454
Co 7.6: — *Guide to Illinois fishing regulations*. OCLC 15509659
Co 7.8:C 286 — *Carlyle Lake fishing guide* / OCLC 16258429
Co 7.8:F 537/* — *Illinois fishing guide*. OCLC 11626710
Co 7.8:F 791 — *Fox River access areas and fishing guide* / OCLC 14239067
Co 7.8:P 39/986 — *Rend Lake fishing guide* / OCLC 16563454
Co 7.8:S 54 — *Lake Shelbyville fishing guide* / OCLC 16259347
Co 7.9:54 — *1989 Illinois sport fishing survey: a mail survey of anglers who sport fished in Illinois between April 1, 1989 and March 31, 1990* / OCLC 23828535
CO 7.10/2: — Inventory of Illinois surface water resources / OCLC 12791203
CO 7.10/83 — Sangamon County surface water resources. OCLC 12874540
CO 7.11: — Illinois fishing prospects. OCLC 3773182
Co 7.12 — Illinois fishing information OCLC 7299581
CO 7.13 — Periodic report OCLC 10241711
Co 7.14 — Illinois fish [monographic series]
Co 7.9 — Special fisheries report [monographic series]
Co 7.10 — Surface water resources [monographic series]

8 Division of Wildlife Resources
CO 8.2:C 533 — The last chance [for the prairie chicken] / OCLC 9664249
CO 8.2:T 939 — The wild turkey in Illinois / OCLC 17636343

9 Tourism Division

10 Long Range Planning

11 Conservation Services Office

12 Natural Resources Management
Co 12.9 — Management notes

13 Young Adult Conservation Corps

14 Grant Administration Division

15 Natural Heritage Division
CO 15.2:N 285 — A Directory of Illinois nature preserves / OCLC 26761773
CO 15.2:R 221 — Identification pamphlet to Illinois raptors / OCLC 14909700
CO 15.8:L 263 — Landscaping for wildlife: a guide to inviting wildlife to your backyard. OCLC 14877742
CO 15.8:P 898 — Illinois prairie: past and future: a restoration guide / OCLC 16146588
Co 15.9 — Natural heritage technical report [monographic series]

16 Endangered Species Protection Board
CO 16.1: — Biennial report / OCLC 56189784
CO 16.2:E 56/ — Endangered and threatened species of Illinois: status and distribution / OCLC 24474157
CO 16.2:E 56/2 — Checklist of endangered and threatened animals and plants of Illinois / OCLC 24395680
Co 16.2:E 56/2/999 — Checklist of endangered and threatened animals and plants of Illinois / OCLC 43534981
CO 16.2:E 56/3 — Endangered species of Illinois / OCLC 52743834
CS — Civil Service Commission

1 Main Office
CS 1.1/2: — Annual report for fiscal year ... / OCLC 656285594
CS 1.1: — Report for fiscal year ... / OCLC 38214558
CS 1.1: — Report for fiscal years ... / OCLC 5533909
CS 1.9: — Affirmative action plan, fiscal year ... / OCLC 76819093

CZ — Illinois Coastal Zone Management Program

1 Main Office
CZ 1.2:B 365 — Beach erosion analysis and protection plans for Illinois Beach State Park / OCLC 6700799
CZ 1.2:B 365 — Beach erosion analysis and protection plans for Illinois Beach State Park / OCLC 6700799
CZ 1.2:B 615 — Illinois Coastal Zone Management Program : component study of biological communities / OCLC 3435974
CZ 1.2:M 29 — Map atlas : Lake Michigan shore in Illinois : protective structures of the shore : submerged and hazardous structures of the nearshore shoreline and bluffline for April, 1975 : anticipated 100-year recession bluffline, 2075 AD : areas of active bluff erosion : shore ownership / OCLC 3436030
CZ 1.2:S 559 — Harmony with the lake : guide to bluff stabilization, Lake Michigan, Illinois. OCLC 4172211
CZ 1.10/2: — Second year work product / OCLC 4403185
CZ 1.10/3:C 581 — Public participation in the Illinois Coastal Zone Management Program development / OCLC 3931111
CZ 1.10/3:C 652 — Living with the lake : an intrepretive [sic] tour of the Illinois coastal zone / OCLC 4605015
CZ 1.10/3:C 652 — Living with the lake : an intrepretive [sic] tour of the Illinois coastal zone / OCLC 4605015
CZ 1.10/3:G 345 — Third year work product, coastal geological studies : preliminary evaluation, offshore reefs recreational capacity, beaches and bluffs, effect of coastal processes, Waukegan and Great Lakes harbors, bluff recession and denudation / OCLC 5535555
CZ 1.10/3:G 345 — Third year work product, coastal geological studies : preliminary evaluation, offshore reefs recreational capacity, beaches and bluffs, effect of coastal processes, Waukegan and Great Lakes harbors, bluff recession and denudation / OCLC 5535555
CZ 1.10/3:H 995 OVERSIZE — Hydrographic maps of the Illinois shore / OCLC 5946780
DC — Department of Corrections

1 Main Office
DC 1.1/2: — Annual report / OCLC 39960314
DC 1.1: — Annual report / OCLC 6491134
DC 1.2:C 236 — Adult correctional center capacity survey / OCLC 13440402
DC 1.2:C 236/2 — Adult correctional center capacity survey II / OCLC 19731589
DC 1.2:F 329 — Five-year plan for, female inmates / OCLC 22158130
DC 1.2:F 329/991 — Five-year plan for female inmates : fiscal year 1991 update / OCLC 23892930
DC 1.2:P 438 — A performance review / OCLC 37431305
DC 1.2:P 831 — Adult prison population projections : fiscal years 1985 through 1994 / OCLC 12570546
DC 1.2:P 831/2 — FY89 - FY98 adult prison population projection / OCLC 19452725
DC 1.2:P 831/3 — Population projections : special report / OCLC 21901481
DC 1.2:P 923 — [Response to Senate Resolution 1250 directing an investigation of inmate pregnancies at the Logan Correctional Center]. OCLC 19408602
DC 1.2:W 872 — Women and children residential program feasibility study / OCLC 21224894
DC 1.6/2: — Title 20, corrections, criminal justice, law enforcement. OCLC 11126317
DC 1.6:M 966/ — Illinois municipal jail and lockup standards effective ... OCLC 21916303
DC 1.9/2: — Perspectives. OCLC 6433997
DC 1.9: — Corrections in Illinois. OCLC 5761656
DC 1.10: — Dimensions in corrections. OCLC 4687812
DC 1.13:19798 — Plan for correction services / OCLC 28838161
DC 1.13:1989 — Illinois Department of Corrections human services plan. OCLC 28841686
DC 1.13:1989/90 — Human services plan / OCLC 28841727
DC 1.14/2: — Quarterly report to the legislature : Adult and juvenile facilities. OCLC 37358992
DC 1.14/3: — Quarterly report / OCLC 677926104
DC 1.14: — Quarterly report. OCLC 10715492
DC 1.15: — Illinois Correctional Industries annual report to the General Assembly / OCLC 12076370
DC 1.15:1990 — Industries. OCLC 23249855
DC 1.15:1991 — Illinois correctional industries annual report. OCLC 25162347
DC 1.17: — Statistical presentation. OCLC 7357648
DC 1.17: — Statistical presentation / OCLC 15172195
DC 1.18: — Insight into corrections. OCLC 21436564
DC 1.19: — Impact incarceration program : annual report to the Governor and the General Assembly / OCLC 25171213
DC 1.20: — Five-year plan for female inmates / OCLC 44456865
DC 1.20:UPDATE — Five-year plan for female inmates : fiscal year update. OCLC 28934204
DC 1.21: — Earned time program : annual report to the Governor and the General Assembly / OCLC 36497629
DC 1.22: — Financial impact statement. OCLC 36047143
DC 1.23: — DOC report / OCLC 45255396
DC 1.6:C 824/ — Administrative regulations OCLC 496742
DC 1.6:C 824/2 — Administrative regulations OCLC 4457213
DC 1.11 — New horizons in detention OCLC 25610883
DC 1.12 — Telephone directory
DC 1.16 — Conference and seminar bulletin OCLC 13200665

2 Research and Long Range Planning
DC 2.2:P 95 — Adult Division, population statistics : institutions and parole supervision services, 1956 thru 1972 / OCLC 2436900
DC 2.15: — Pre-release program / OCLC 25638834
DC 2.9: — DART : Drug abuse rehabilitation treatment. OCLC 16351025
DC 2.10: — The juvenile journal OCLC 70743794
DC 2.11 — Monthly population movement report : juvenile & adult OCLC 25638882
DC 2.12 — Monthly report, adult community centers. OCLC 29830846
DC 2.13: — Parole violation rates OCLC 1786518
DC 2.14: — Population analysis of the Illinois adult prison system. OCLC 1784618
DC 2.12/2 — New admissions from courts to the Illinois adult prison system : monthly report OCLC 25638538
DC 2.16 — Quarterly report
DC 2.17 — Semi-annual report-Adult community centers. OCLC 16350996
DC 2.18 — Semi-annual statistical summary OCLC 25638581
DC 2.19 — Parole prediction study ... OCLC 191714659
DC 2.20 — Corrections information system [monographic series]
DC 2.21 — Academic achievement

3 Bureau of Detention Standards and Services
DC 3.1: — Annual report - Bureau of Detention Standards & Services. OCLC 4205833
DC 3.6:J 97 — Standards and guides for juvenile detention centers. OCLC 6836020
DC 3.6:J 97/980 — Illinois county juvenile detention standards. OCLC 7312775
DC 3.9: — Jail and detention statistics and information / OCLC 10295627

4 State Penitentiary
DC 4.9 — Menard time OCLC 15996946
DC 4.10 — Pontiac flag news OCLC 70743768
DC 4.11 — Joliet-Stateville time. OCLC 4841849

5 Policy Development Division
DC 5.10: — Prison population projections ... / OCLC 7331850

DD — Directors of Departments

1 Main Office

De — Decatur Public Library

Funded by LSCA Grant
1 Main Office

DHS — Department of Human Services

1 Main Office
DHS 1.2:A 639 — Appeals & fair hearings for public assistance clients. OCLC 40924954
DHS 1.2:A 939/2 — The Autism Program : your Illinois resource : The Autism Program : three years of system development / OCLC 71959529
DHS 1.2:B 828 — Breastfeeding-- : baby's best start. OCLC 40596219
DHS 1.2:C 536 — Illinois child care rates report. OCLC 57827371
DHS 1.2:C 734 — The Community Mental Health Medicaid Trust Fund : background, analyses and recommendations. OCLC 63170723
DHS 1.2:C 734/2 — Report of the Community Integrated Living Arrangement Nursing Services Reimbursement Work Group to the Secretary of the Department of Human Services, the Illinois General Assembly, and the Honorable Rod R. Blagojevich, Governor : in response to Senate Resolution 514 / OCLC 75961560
DHS 1.2:C 932 — Crisis Assistance Program & expedited service for food stamps. OCLC 40531761
DHS 1.2:D 489 — Programs for individuals with developmental disabilities. OCLC 43108325
DHS 1.2:D 536 — The burden of diabetes in Illinois : medicaid, medicare, general population / OCLC 51874663
DHS 1.2:E 12 — Final legislative report : 97th General Assembly House Joint Resolution 50 / OCLC 654381787
DHS 1.2:E 55 — The Employer Clearinghouse. OCLC 40666035
DHS 1.2:E 64 — Equal employment opportunity, affirmative action : it's a right, it's the law, it's the right thing to do. OCLC 40562159
DHS 1.2:F 198 — Family support programs. OCLC 40674552
DHS 1.2:F 198/2 — Illinois' Family Assistance and Home-Based Support Services Programs : helping people with severe mental disabilities. OCLC 44017355
DHS 1.2:F 198/2002 — Illinois' Family Assistance and Home-Based Support Services Programs : helping people with severe mental disabilities. OCLC 48914936
DHS 1.2:F 198/3 — A family's introduction to early intervention. OCLC 51330848
DHS 1.2:F 419 — Fetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASD) report : findings and recommendations as required by Senate Joint Resolution 0007 / OCLC 613626323
DHS 1.2:F 715 — Forensic handbook / OCLC 37959626
DHS 1.2:F 831/2007 — Franklin County Methamphetamine Treatment Program / OCLC 298234308
DHS 1.2:F 831/2008 — Franklin County Methamphetamine Treatment Program / OCLC 310422393
DHS 1.2:G 326 — General assistance in the city of Chicago : Family and Children Assistance, Transitional Assistance. OCLC 40600952
DHS 1.2:H 842 — House Resolution 201 Work Group : final legislative report, 96th General Assembly / OCLC 709777429
DHS 1.2:M 266 — The management improvement initiative : progress report to the General Assembly, Public Act 97-0558 / OCLC 772151189
DHS 1.17:4452/2000 — Home care options for people with HIV/AIDS: if you had a choice between living in an institution or at home, which would you choose?.

OCLC 45196675

DHS 1.17:4453/2000 — Tobacco, alcohol, & other drugs: how they can harm.

OCLC 45090635

DHS 1.17:4474/2000 — Guide to services = Guía de servicios / OCLC 45652514

DHS 1.17:4485/2000 — Teen parents ... do you want to leave welfare? = Padres jóvenes ... Quieres dejar el bienestar social?. OCLC 46478953

DHS 1.17:4489/2000 — Control your diabetes for life: tips for feeling better and staying healthy / OCLC 45652622

DHS 1.17:4490/2004 — Facts you should know about speed (amphetamines).

OCLC 58523483

DHS 1.17:4490S/2004 — Datos que usted debe saber speed (amfetaminas).

OCLC 58523493

DHS 1.17:4491/2004 — Facts you should know about cocaine (benzylecognine). OCLC 58523453

DHS 1.17:4491S/2004 — Datos que usted debe saber cocaina (benzoilmetilecognina). OCLC 58523442

DHS 1.17:4493/2004 — Facts you should know about downers: (barbituates & benzodiazipines). OCLC 60586337

DHS 1.17:4493S/2004 — Datos que usted debe saber tranquilizantes (Barbitúricos & benzodiacepinas). OCLC 60859031

DHS 1.17:4494/2004 — Facts you should know about marijuana (cannabinoid). OCLC 60586330

DHS 1.17:4494S/2004 — Datos que usted debe saber marihuana (Cannabinoide). OCLC 61104485

DHS 1.17:4496/2004 — Facts you should know about opiates. OCLC 60859025

DHS 1.17:4496S/2004 — Datos que usted debe saber opium. OCLC 58523510

DHS 1.17:4497/2004 — Facts you should know about PCP (phencyclidine). OCLC 60859042

DHS 1.17:4497S/2004 — Datos que usted debe saber PCP (Fenciclidina). OCLC 60859035

DHS 1.17:4500/2000 — Helpful hints for referring students to DHS/ORS. OCLC 45340413

DHS 1.17:4538/2001 — Food Stamp Employment & Training Program: helping you find and keep the right job. OCLC 46911478

DHS 1.17:4538/2005 — Food Stamp Employment and Training Program: helping you find and keep the right job. OCLC 61820817

DHS 1.17:4538S/2005 — Programa de Empleo y Etrenamiento de Estampillas de Comida: ayudándole a encontrar y conservar el empleo aproplado. OCLC 61820813

DHS 1.17:4584/2002 — Guidelines for meeting the communication needs of individuals with hearing loss. OCLC 49320733

DHS 1.17:4589/2001 — After you deliver: health tips for moms. OCLC 46911857
DHS 1.17:4609/2002 — Healthy Child Care Illinois / OCLC 49320824
DHS 1.17:4630/2001 — Give your baby the best start with prenatal care. OCLC 48454920
DHS 1.17:4635/2002 — Achieve your dreams through the class: your money & your life. OCLC 51874603
DHS 1.17:4637/2001 — Alcohol and prescription drug misuse among older adults: understanding the risks of combining alcohol with prescription and over-the-counter medications. OCLC 48094167
DHS 1.17:4639/2001 — Partnering with business to build a stronger workforce. OCLC 51870111
DHS 1.17:4639/2002 — Discover a new employment source. OCLC 51320455
DHS 1.17:4650/2001 — Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse. OCLC 48011440
DHS 1.17:4670/2002 — Fetal & infant mortality review. OCLC 49304344
DHS 1.17:4678/2006 — Specialized services for persons who are blind or visually impaired. OCLC 64399071
DHS 1.17:4678S/2005 — Servicios especializados para personas ciegas o con impedimentos de visión. OCLC 64399064
DHS 1.17:4679S/2002 — Revisión de la mortalidad fetal e infantil. OCLC 49306166
DHS 1.17:4683/2002 — Benefits Planning Project: Puzzled about how your benefits will be affected by working? we can help! OCLC 50139797
DHS 1.17:4685S/2002 — Programa de Ayuda y Prevención de Abuso Sexual / OCLC 50743924
DHS 1.17:47011/2005 — Domestic violence: prevention and intervention programs: all people should be safe from harm. OCLC 64399051
DHS 1.17:4704/2004 — Facts you should know about inhalants. OCLC 58523466
DHS 1.17:4706/2002 — Facts you should know about crack. OCLC 50489834
DHS 1.17:4706S/2004 — Datos que usted debe saber crack. OCLC 58523420
DHS 1.17:4707/2002 — Facts you should know about inhalants. OCLC 50491880
DHS 1.17:4707S/2005 — Datos que usted debe saber inhalantes. OCLC 58523461
DHS 1.17:4708/2002 — Know your opportunities for basic education and vocational training: TANF single parent families. OCLC 50420195
DHS 1.17:4708S/2002 — Conozca sus oportunidades par educación básica y entrenamiento vocational: TANF para familias de madres/padres solteros. OCLC 50813376
DHS 1.17:4709/2002 — Know your opportunities for going to college: TANF single parent families. OCLC 50419242
DHS 1.17:4709S/2002 — Conozca sus oportunidades para asistir a la universidad: TANF familias de madres/padres solteros. OCLC 50792417
DHS 1.17:4710/2002 — Domestic violence exclusion. OCLC 50753053
DHS 1.17:4710S/2002 — Exclusión por violencia domestica. OCLC 50753028
DHS 1.17:4711S/2005 — Violencia domestica: programas de prevención e intervención: todas las personas deben mantenerse fuera de peligro. OCLC 64573590
DHS 1.17:53/998 — Responsible relatives. OCLC 40795571
DHS 1.17:53S/998 — Familiares responsables. OCLC 40795745
DHS 1.17:586/2000 — TANF: temporary assistance for needy families. OCLC 45061739
DHS 1.17:586S/999 — TANF: Asistencia Temporal para Familias Necesitadas. OCLC 41209938
DHS 1.17:587/999 — Aid to the aged, blind and disabled. OCLC 43565230
DHS 1.17:587S/999 — AABD: Asistencia para los Ancianos, Ciegos o Deshabilitados. OCLC 42816820
DHS 1.17:591 — Medicaid. OCLC 41209968
DHS 1.17:591SP — Medicaid spend-down. OCLC 41209995
DHS 1.17:592/2002 — Your civil rights. OCLC 50489848
DHS 1.17:592/2004 — Your civil rights: no discrimination... no harassment... no excuses. OCLC 60687558
DHS 1.17:592S/2005 — Sus derechos civiles: sin discriminación... sin hostigamiento... sin excusas. OCLC 60687549
DHS 1.17:8101/999 — The Emergency Food Program: income eligibility guidelines = El Programa de Emergencia de Comida: normas de ingresos para la elegibilidad. OCLC 41456798
DHS 1.17:8263A/2001 — It pays to take a minimum wage job: WORK PAYS. OCLC 46486288
DHS 1.17:8263B/2001 — It pays to take a minimum wage job: WORK PAYS. OCLC 46459771
DHS 1.18/2: — Annual report / OCLC 63931922
DHS 1.18: — Illinois Emergency Food and Shelter Program: report to the General Assembly / OCLC 41034338
DHS 1.20: — Domestic abuse of adults with disabilities: report to the Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 41034364
DHS 1.21: — Home services program. OCLC 41034385
DHS 1.22: — Employment and training annual report. OCLC 41535589
DHS 1.23: — The 24-month report. OCLC 43351652
DHS 1.24: — Target Chicago. OCLC 43351388
DHS 1.25: — Annual revenue report / OCLC 45709288
DHS 1.26: — Fiscal year ... Illinois salary and staffing survey : child care centers and family child care home providers / OCLC 51166917
DHS 1.27: — The Homeless Prevention Program. OCLC 52338103
DHS 1.28: — The reduction of infant mortality in Illinois : the family case management program and special supplemental nutrition program for women, infants and children : annual report for SFY ... OCLC 61241039
DHS 1.29: — Redeploy Illinois legislative report : implementation and impact. OCLC 63791304
DHS 1.30: — Illinois Disabilities Services plan update. OCLC 70688965
DHS 1.31: — Annual progress report : service for persons with autism spectrum disorder : report to the Governor and General Assembly / OCLC 77535520
DHS 1.32: — Social services block grant pre-expenditure report state fiscal year ... / OCLC 185059999
DHS 1.33: — Institutional services for children with developmental disabilities, severe mental illnesses and severe emotional disorders / OCLC 226394508
DHS 1.34: — Staffing level of bi-lingual employees / OCLC 226394729
DHS 1.35: — Youthbuild ... annual report / OCLC 234177583
DHS 1.36: — Report of Social Services Block Grant Fund and Local Initiative Fund receipts and transfers, state fiscal year ... OCLC 426038745
DHS 1.37: — Community Services Act report. OCLC 426927422
DHS 1.38/2: — Illinois annual performance report : Early Intervention Program / OCLC 460220724
DHS 1.38: — Annual performance report. OCLC 431463990
DHS 1.39: — Annual progress report / OCLC 460219962
DHS 1.40: — Summary of program evaluation findings : DHS Office of Grants Administration FY ... report / OCLC 476741910
DHS 1.41: — Illinois Emergency & Transitional Housing Program : report to the General Assembly / OCLC 772240849
DHS 1.42: — Williams Consent Decree : annual report to the General Assembly / OCLC 772154209
DHS 1.44: — The opioid crisis in Illinois : data and the state’s response / OCLC 1109956657
DHS 1.17 — DHS [monographic series]

10 Disability and Behavioral Health Services
DHS 10.9: — Illinois monthly statistics / OCLC 37999727
DHS 10.10: — Annual statistics / OCLC 38037220
DHS 10.10: — Illinois statistics / OCLC 40552097

11 Office of the Inspector General
DHS 11.1: — OIG Annual report for ... / OCLC 39097581
DHS 11.2:A 243 — Adults with Disabilities Domestic Abuse Program / OCLC 48205785
DHS 11.2:A 422 — Exploring an increase in allegations, FY96-FY97 : a study by the Office of the Inspector General exploring the increase in allegations of abuse
and neglect reported from the Department-operated mental health and developmental disability facilities / OCLC 41599562
DHS 11.2:C 374 — The causes of abuse and neglect : a study of substantiated cases of abuse or neglect at Illinois’ state-operated psychiatric hospitals and developmental centers, July 1995 - December 1996 / OCLC 38938053
DHS 11.9: — Adults With Disabilities Domestic Abuse Program : [annual report].
OCLC 51142903
DHS 11.10: — Abuse and neglect in state facilities and community agencies and Adults with Disabilities Domestic Abuse Program FY ... annual report. OCLC 63668392
DHS 11.11: — Abuse and neglect of adults with disabilities : DHS Office of the Inspector General FY ... annual report. OCLC 63668318

12 Office of Rehabilitation Services
DHS 12.1/2: — ... Annual report ... calendar. OCLC 427415990
DHS 12.1: — Annual report / OCLC 43189229
DHS 12.2:C 397 — Centers for independent living : dedicated to the empowerment of persons with disabilities and equal access in society. OCLC 49323816
DHS 12.2:I 38 — Illinois Department of Human Services, Office of Rehabilitation Services : providing opportunities for independence and equality. OCLC 40665931
DHS 12.2:S 765 — Spousal Caregiver Demonstration Project : presented pursuant to Public Act 96-0351 / OCLC 613614454
DHS 12.2:S 765/2 — Division of Rehabilitation Services, Home Services Program, Spousal Caregiver Pilot Project : presented pursuant to Public Act 96-0351. OCLC 767519351
DHS 12.9: — Centers for Independent Living : annual report. OCLC 43351474
DHS 12.10 — Home services program. OCLC 41034385

13 Office of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities
DHS 13.9: — Annual revenue report / OCLC 41034298

14 Human Capital Development Division
DHS 14.9: — Public Act 093-0611 data. OCLC 54109396

15 Alcoholism and Substance Abuse
DHS 15.2:A 244 — Advancing the agenda for recovery : specialized alcohol and drug treatment services for women. OCLC 68185225
DHS 15.2:A 244/2007-2011 — Advancing the agenda for recovery : specialized alcohol and drug treatment services for women : plan years 2007-2011. OCLC 154218050
DHS 15.2:S 741/2011-2013 — Women’s treatment services -- reshaping the landscape : specialized alcohol and drug treatment services for women, plan years 2011-2013 / OCLC 608304240

16 Family Health Office
DHS 16.9: — *Women, Infants and Children (WIC) Special Supplemental Nutrition Program.* OCLC 68044801

**DNR — Department of Natural Resources**

1 Main Office

DNR 1.2:A 656/2 — *Aquatic plants: their identification and management* / OCLC 150444356

DNR 1.2:B 583 — *Illinois bicycling trails* OCLC 57589917

DNR 1.2:B 592/ — *Big Rivers area assessment* / OCLC 38841826

DNR 1.2:B 592/2 — *Big Muddy River area assessment* / OCLC 48034923

DNR 1.2:B 615/2010 CD-ROM — *Illinois biodiversity* / OCLC 671248774

DNR 1.2:B 615/2010/ — *Biodiversity of Illinois* OCLC 664880139

DNR 1.2:B 618 — *Illinois common birds* OCLC 52847850

DNR 1.2:B 618/2 — *Illinois threatened & endangered birds* OCLC 52872546

DNR 1.2:B 662 — *Illinois boat registration, titling & safety act digest* / OCLC 71126960

DNR 1.2:B 916 — *Illinois bryophytes* OCLC 70911276

DNR 1.2:C 119 — *The Cache River Basin: an inventory of the region’s resources* / OCLC 37590891

DNR 1.2:C 119/2 — *Cache River Area Assessment.* OCLC 38212134

DNR 1.2:C 166/ — *Calumet area assessment.* OCLC 44844415

DNR 1.2:C 271 CD-ROM — *Career opportunities in the Illinois Department of Natural Resources* / OCLC 52550966

DNR 1.2:C 532/ — *Chicago River/Lake Shore area assessment* / OCLC 45855277

DNR 1.2:C 639 — *The Illinois response to climate change: report of the Task Force on Global Climate Change.* OCLC 34140963


DNR 1.2:C 829 — *Drainage improvements, town of Cortland, De Kalb County, Illinois: a project* / OCLC 44046192

DNR 1.2:C 934 — *Critical trends in Illinois ecosystems* / OCLC 48645223

DNR 1.2:C 934/2 — *Critical Trends Assessment Program: 2001 report.* OCLC 50450036

DNR 1.2:D 188 — *Danger dam: keep your distance: keep your life.* OCLC 156513336

DNR 1.2:D 554 — *A site planning brief for Dickson Mounds Museum.* OCLC 45037153

DNR 1.2:D 779/ — *Driftless area assessment.* OCLC 40327361

DNR 1.2:D 929/ — *Du Page River area assessment.* OCLC 43035886

DNR 1.2:E 11/2006 — *Eagle Creek State Park* OCLC 82543607
DNR 1.2:E 19 — Strategic plan for the ecological resources of Illinois. OCLC 35303276
DNR 1.2:E 53/ — Embarras River area assessment. OCLC 38226073
DNR 1.2:F 194 — Illinois fall colors OCLC 52710652
DNR 1.2:F 533 — Illinois urban fishing program. OCLC 39055011
DNR 1.2:F 716 — Forest resources of Illinois, 2002 / OCLC 51176267
DNR 1.2:F 716/2 — Illinois forest facts : grades K - 3. OCLC 70867124
DNR 1.2:F 716/SUM — Illinois report on sustainable forest management : criteria and indicators. OCLC 56554803
DNR 1.2:F 718 — Illinois Forests. OCLC 53947018
DNR 1.2:F 77 MI/2006 — Fort Massac State Park OCLC 82544893
DNR 1.2:F793/ — Fox River area assessment / OCLC 38841802
DNR 1.2:H 116 — Creating habitats and homes for Illinois wildlife / OCLC 53210387
DNR 1.2:H 433/ — Headwaters area assessment. OCLC 38225986
DNR 1.2:H 434 — The relationship of socioeconomic and environmental factors with health trends in Illinois / OCLC 37835250
DNR 1.2:H 515 — The continuing journey of the Hennepin Canal. OCLC 156511904
DNR 1.2:H 765 — Home energy costs and assistance in Illinois : 2001 annual report. OCLC 47081676
DNR 1.2:H 817/2006 — Horseshoe Lake Conservation Area OCLC 72463751
DNR 1.2:I 29/2001/ — Illinois River Bluffs area assessment / OCLC 46610669
DNR 1.2:I 39 — Illinois Indians OCLC 71010183
DNR 1.2:I29/ — Illinois River Bluffs area assessment / OCLC 39165585
DNR 1.2:J 69 — Johnson Sauk Trail State Recreation Area. OCLC 154230075
DNR 1.2:J 91/2006 — Jubilee College State Park OCLC 72465119
DNR 1.2:K 16/ — Kankakee River area assessment / OCLC 38841820
DNR 1.2:K 19/ — Kaskaskia River area assessment. OCLC 43470277
DNR 1.2:K 51/ — Kinkaid area assessment / OCLC 45855352
DNR 1.2:K 61/ — Kishwaukee River area assessment / OCLC 38978069
DNR 1.2:L 233/ — La Moine River area assessment. OCLC 49302365
DNR 1.2:L 253 — Illinois land cover : an atlas / OCLC 36759336
DNR 1.2:L 917/ — Lower Rock River area assessment. OCLC 40327491
DNR 1.2:L 917/2/ — Lower Des Plaines River area assessment. OCLC 43871897
DNR 1.2:M 158/ — Mackinaw River area assessment. OCLC 38212215
DNR 1.2:M 423 — A master plan for Site M State Fish and Wildlife Area. OCLC 34646231
DNR 1.2:M 678/ — Mississippi Western Five area assessment / OCLC 50700096
DNR 1.2:M 678/2006 — Mississippi Palisades State Park OCLC 133124070
DNR 1.2:M 82/2006 — Moraine View State Recreation Area OCLC 72462863
DNR 1.2:M 923 — Illinois mussels / OCLC 36920923
DNR 1.2:O 61 — A report to the Governor and General Assembly on the Open Space Lands Acquisition & Development (OSLAD) grant program / OCLC 40504392
DNR 1.2:O 61/2 — Open Land Trust Program : a report to the Governor and the Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 49508000
DNR 1.2:P 899 — Illinois prairie wildflowers OCLC 64557268
DNR 1.2:P 998 — Pyramid State Park OCLC 153290207
DNR 1.2:R 31/2007 — Red Hills State Park OCLC 133106522
DNR 1.2:R 311 — Recovery of the alligator snapping turtle in Illinois : restoring a rare and valuable aquatic resource / OCLC 63170771
DNR 1.2:R 434 — Inventory of resource rich areas in Illinois : an evaluation of ecological resources / OCLC 36843647
DNR 1.2:R 682/ — Rock River area assessment / OCLC 36419900
DNR 1.2:R 682/2 — Route 66 Trail user’s guide. OCLC 156935221
DNR 1.2:R 682/2 — The Rock River Country : an inventory of the region’s resources. OCLC 36436198
DNR 1.2:R 683 — Illinois rocks and minerals OCLC 57685509
DNR 1.2:R 685/2007 — Rock Cut State Park OCLC 133121319
DNR 1.2:R 862 — Route 66 trail OCLC 156978123
DNR 1.2:S 128 — Illinois mandatory safety education programs. OCLC 70910835
DNR 1.2:S 159 — Illinois salamanders OCLC 49343448
DNR 1.2:S 19/2007 — Sam Parr State Fish & Wildlife Area. OCLC 145559857
DNR 1.2:S 225/ — Lower Sangamon River area assessment. OCLC 44844463
DNR 1.2:S 479 — Septic systems and their impacts on wetland environments. OCLC 41458443
DNR 1.2:S 534/ — Shawnee area assessment / OCLC 51199300
DNR 1.2:S 617/ — Sinkhole Plain area assessment. OCLC 40327230
DNR 1.2:S 713 — SORPP : Statewide Outdoor Recreation Partnership Plan. OCLC 41458494
DNR 1.2:S 754 — Illinois spiders OCLC 70911233
DNR 1.2:S 764/ — Spoon River area assessment / OCLC 40145044
DNR 1.2:S 796 — Starved Rock State Park trail map OCLC 72466617
DNR 1.2:S 947/ — Sugar-Pecatonica area assessment. OCLC 40327947
DNR 1.2:T 496/ — Thorn Creek area assessment / OCLC 42782559
DNR 1.2:T 531 — Illinois threatened & endangered species OCLC 151067515
DNR 1.2:T 786/2 — Illinois Tree City USA : conference/awards ceremony : Managing the urban forest from inner city to outer edge. OCLC 61104544
DNR 1.2:T 786/3 — Illinois trees OCLC 50276991
DNR 1.2:T 786/4 — Illinois Tree City USA conference/awards ceremony: trees count. OCLC 65184598
DNR 1.2:T 786/5 — Illinois Tree City USA conference/awards ceremony: emerald ash borer exclusive. OCLC 86074649
DNR 1.2:T 786/6 — Illinois Tree City USA conference/awards ceremony. OCLC 423373130
DNR 1.2:T 926 — Tunnel Hill State Trail OCLC 133122674
DNR 1.2:T 962 — Illinois turtles OCLC 43685704
DNR 1.2:U 68/ — Upper Des Plaines River area assessment / OCLC 38978063
DNR 1.2:U 681/ — Upper Sangamon River area assessment. OCLC 42782539
DNR 1.2:U 681/2/ — Upper Rock River area assessment / OCLC 47029005
DNR 1.2:V 526/ — Vermilion River area assessment. OCLC 41360981
DNR 1.2:V 526/2/ — Vermilion River (Illinois River Basin) area assessment. OCLC 44966789
DNR 1.2:V 526/3 — Early accounts of the ecology of the Vermilion River Area / OCLC 50700027
DNR 1.2:V 536 — Little Vermilion River: state natural area. OCLC 37231673
DNR 1.2:V 671 — Illinois wildlife and nature viewing guide / OCLC 37355034
DNR 1.2:W 44/2007 — Weldon Springs State Park OCLC 133105097
DNR 1.2:W 539 — Illinois wetlands: distribution of maps and automated data. OCLC 32291205
DNR 1.2:W 853/2006 — Wolf Creek State Park OCLC 72463332
DNR 1.6:H 948/ — Illinois digest of hunting and trapping regulations. OCLC 35998295
DNR 1.6:W 325/ — Digest of waterfowl hunting regulations / OCLC 56565182
DNR 1.8:B 662 — A guide to boating and canoe access development in Illinois. OCLC 40521022
DNR 1.8:L 261 — Landowners guide to natural resources management incentives / OCLC 38526034
DNR 1.8:O 61 — Open Space Lands Acquisition & Development (OSLAD): outdoor recreation grant program: local participation manual / OCLC 40504349
DNR 1.8:P 252/ — Illinois state parks magazine. OCLC 26434477
DNR 1.9/2: — Meanderings. OCLC 41130028
DNR 1.9/3: — Meanderings ... OCLC 41354888
DNR 1.9/I 29 — Meanderings '95: Illinois/Mississippi River. OCLC 33810026
DNR 1.9/I 29/2 — Meanderings '95: rivers of Illinois. OCLC 33810035
DNR 1.9:U 58 — Meanderings '95: rivers of the United States. OCLC 33810045
DNR 1.10: — Kids for conservation: today & tomorrow. OCLC 19735875
DNR 1.11: — Land and water report / OCLC 6190568
DNR 1.12:3 — Land cover of Illinois OCLC 37470648
DNR 1.13: — Illinois fishing information. OCLC 35998390
DNR 1.14: — Affirmative action: equal employment opportunities. OCLC 40225961
DNR 1.15: — Open Space Lands Acquisition and Development Grant Program: annual report. OCLC 49541972
DNR 1.9 — Meanderings `95 [monographic series]
DNR 1.12 — Illinois scientific surveys joint report [monographic series]

10 Office of Natural Resources

11 Division of Fisheries
DNR 11.2:F 532 — What fish is this?. OCLC 41555376
DNR 11.2:F 532/2007 — What fish is this?. OCLC 150445774
DNR 11.2:P 699 — A plan for Illinois fisheries resources, FY’99-FY’03 / OCLC 40989256
DNR 11.2:R 434 — Illinois fisheries resources: trends, problems, solutions, FY ’96 - FY ’00. OCLC 34877294
DNR 11.8:F 533 — A beginner’s fishing guide. OCLC 41558286
DNR 11.8:F 885 — Common freshwater fish of Illinois. OCLC 41557863
DNR 11.8:I 15 — Handbook of ice fishing. OCLC 42905302
DNR 11.8:K 72 — Knot guide. OCLC 41554828
DNR 11.9: — Inventory of Illinois surface water resources / OCLC 12791203
DNR 11.11: — Illinois sport fishing survey. OCLC 31212980
DNR 11.10 — Special fisheries report OCLC 1331498

12 Division of Wildlife Resources

13 Division of Forest Resources

14 Natural Heritage Division
DNR 14.2:D 598/ — A directory of Illinois nature preserves / OCLC 33180682
DNR 14.9:2 — Prairie establishment and landscaping / OCLC 52501466
DNR 14.9 — Natural Heritage technical publication [monographic series]

20 Office of Water Resources
DNR 20.2:A 512 — American Bottoms regional ground-water flow model / OCLC 40325036
DNR 20.2:A 826 — Ashland Flood Control Project: Village of Ashland, IL, Cass County / OCLC 467402003
DNR 20.2:A 888 — Strategic planning study for flood control: Village of Auburn, Sangamon County, Illinois. OCLC 41613625
DNR 20.2:B 929 — Buffalo Creek Tributary A flood control project in Palatine Township, Cook County, Illinois: executive summary / OCLC 41613560
DNR 20.2:B 981 — Busse Woods Reservoir: analysis of proposed principal spillway modifications: executive summary / OCLC 56400269
DNR 20.2:C 397 — Centreville culvert replacement project: city of Centreville, St. Clair County, Illinois: small projects program. OCLC 37886745
DNR 20.2:C 532 — Report on Chicago Shoreline Erosion Control Project, Cook County / OCLC 45059873
DNR 20.2:S 885 — Storm drainage system improvement plan, Montrose, Illinois (Effingham County, Illinois) : executive summary. OCLC 63170735
DNR 20.2:S 981 — City of Sycamore flood control project (Martin's Ditch Reservoir) : Small Projects Program : city of Sycamore, DeKalb County, Illinois. OCLC 38763989
DNR 20.2:S 981/2 — City of Sycamore flood control project (Bethany Road Detention Pond) : Small Projects Program : city of Sycamore, DeKalb County, Illinois. OCLC 49302223
DNR 20.2:U 68 — Excerpts from Corps of Engineers' Upper Des Plaines River flood damage reduction study interim feasibility report and environmental impact statement, June 1999 / OCLC 56190640
DNR 20.2:W 448 — Report on Weller Creek at Mount Prospect flood damage reduction and streambank stabilization / OCLC 38529291
DNR 20.2:W 594 — Report on Whiteside County hazard mitigation project / OCLC 41032945
DNR 20.2:W 776 — Report on Winnebago County : Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 55850501
DNR 20.2:W 874 — Design report for the proposed Wood Dale-Itasca flood control project / OCLC 35309138
DNR 20.2:Y 65 — Yorkville/Glen Palmer Dam alternative analysis and preliminary design project OWR-02-003 : Yorkville, Illinois, Kendall County. OCLC 56189538
DNR 20.8:H 811 — Manual of horizontal and vertical control monuments : MNC Midlothian - Natalie Creeks, Cook County, Illinois. OCLC 40566645
DNR 20.9:B442 — Report on city of Belleville hazard mitigation project / OCLC 36654646
DNR 20.9:B885 — Report on village of Browning : Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 34696597
DNR 20.9:C 287 — Report on city of Carmi hazard mitigation project / OCLC 36653971
DNR 20.9:C 287/999 — Report on City of Carmi hazard mitigation project. OCLC 42979528
DNR 20.9:C 635 — Report on village of Cleveland, phase II, hazard mitigation project / OCLC 45459010
DNR 20.9:C 641 — Report on city of Clinton Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 33500143
DNR 20.9:D 197 — Report on city of Danville: Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 34696653
DNR 20.9:D 618 — Report on Village of Divernon: Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 51870702
DNR 20.9:E 13 — Report on city of East St. Louis (Wedgewood Neighborhood) hazard mitigation project / OCLC 36113502
DNR 20.9:E 13/2 — Report on City of East Dubuque Hazard Mitigation Project / OCLC 46486336
DNR 20.9:E 43 — Report on Village of Elizabethtown hazard mitigation project. OCLC 43396083
DNR 20.9:J 62 — Report on Jo Daviess County hazard mitigation project. OCLC 43763903
DNR 20.9:L 192 — Report on the Lake County Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 48067110
DNR 20.9:L 419 — Report on City of Lawrenceville: Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 51870813
DNR 20.9:L 816 — Report on city of Lockport: Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 48067039
DNR 20.9:N 874 — Report on the city of Northlake: Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 48067075
DNR 20.9:O 89 — Report on city of Ottawa hazard mitigation project / OCLC 45855429
DNR 20.9:P 339 — Report on Village of Pawnee hazard mitigation project / OCLC 36653957
DNR 20.9:P 359 — Report on Village of Pearl: Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 64036504
DNR 20.9:P 419 — Report on Peoria County (Kickapoo Creek) flood hazard mitigation project. OCLC 44024819
DNR 20.9:P 481 — Report on city of the Petersburg Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 33601441
DNR 20.9:P 898 — Report on Prairie du Rocher flood control project, Randolph County / OCLC 41613581
DNR 20.9:R 682 — Report on Rock Island County - Doyle’s Addition/Andalusia: Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 50038013
DNR 20.9:R 682/2 — Report on Rock Island County - Phase II: Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 52710582
DNR 20.9:R 859 — Report on the village of Round Lake Heights: Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 48066927
DNR 20.9:S 136 — Report on St. Clair County: Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 34876377
DNR 20.9:S 136/2 — Report on county of St. Clair (St. Clair Farms) hazard mitigation project / OCLC 36113471
DNR 20.9:S 136/3 — Report on St. Clair County (State Park Place, Phase I) hazard mitigation project. OCLC 42998409
DNR 20.9:S 225 — Report on County of Sangamon (Driftwood Acres) flood hazard mitigation project / OCLC 36113528
DNR 20.9:S 225/2 — Report on Sangamon County : Flood Hazard Mitigation Project / OCLC 51870473
DNR 20.9:S 569 — Report on Village of Sidney hazard mitigation project. OCLC 42979827
DNR 20.9:S 569/2 — Report on the Village of Sidney - Phase II : Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 52715984
DNR 20.9:V 712 — Report on city of Villa Grove : Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 34876413
DNR 20.9:W 517 — Report on city of West Frankfort hazard mitigation project / OCLC 36653981
DNR 20.9:W 564 — Report on the village of Wheeling : Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 48067086
DNR 20.9:W 564/2 — Report on the Wheeling Township Road District : flood hazard mitigation project / OCLC 64036457
DNR 20.9:W 689 — Report on the Will County Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 48067132
DNR 20.9:W 689/2 — Report on Will County - Phase II : Flood Hazard Mitigation Project. OCLC 56935597
DNR 20.9:W 874 — Report on City of Wood Dale hazard mitigation project. OCLC 43661869
DNR 20.10:B 748 — Report on Chicago Botanic Garden Lagoon shoreline restoration / OCLC 40829596
DNR 20.10:G 351 — Report on Georgetown Lake water supply project. OCLC 36653988
DNR 20.10:L 192 — Report on Lake Michigan shoreline protection, Cook County / OCLC 40751776
DNR 20.10:N 865 — Report on North Libertyville Estates, Lake County : filed pursuant to section 5 of the Flood Control Act of 1945, 615 ILCS 15/5. OCLC 36654000
DNR 20.9 — [Flood] hazard mitigation project [monographic series]
DNR 20.10 — Report on ... filed pursuant to Section 5 of the Flood Control Act of 1945, 615 ILCS 15/5 [monographic series]

21 Division of Administrative Services
22 Division of Planning and Evaluation
23 Division of Program Development
24 Division of Project Implementation
25 Division of Water Resource Management
   DNR 25.2:B 712 — Report on Boneyard Creek improvement plan, Champaign-Urbana / OCLC 40506699
30 Office of Administration
31 Division of Administrative Support
32 Employee Services Division
33 Systems and Licensing Division
40 Office of Mines and Minerals
41 Abandoned Mined Lands Division
42 Mine Safety and Training Division
43 Oil and Gas Division
44 Land Reclamation Division
50 Office of Scientific Research and Analysis
51 State Geological Survey
   DNR 51.1: — Annual report. OCLC 37665550
   DNR 51.2:N 285 — Natural Resources Building : geology of the building stone. OCLC 37845023
   DNR 51.2:T 675/986 — Index to topographic maps of Illinois / OCLC 798341287
   DNR 51.2:T 675/996 — Index to topographic maps of Illinois. OCLC 37744582
   DNR 51.3:100 — Structural features in Illinois / OCLC 34163902
   DNR 51.3:100/plates — Structural features in Illinois / OCLC 34163902
   DNR 51.3:101 — Geology of the Jonesboro 15-minute quadrangle, southwestern Illinois : Jonesboro, Mill Creek, Ware, and McClure 7.5-minute quadrangles / OCLC 35516017
   DNR 51.3:102 — Bedrock geology of the Paducah 1 x 2 Quadrangle, Illinois, Kentucky, and Missouri / OCLC 35173762
   DNR 51.3:102 — Bedrock geology of the Paducah 1 x 2 Quadrangle, Illinois, Kentucky, and Missouri / OCLC 35173762
   DNR 51.3:103 — Geology of the Lick Creek Quadrangle, Johnson, Union, and Williamson Counties, Southern Illinois / OCLC 35655745
   DNR 51.3:104 — Wedron and Mason groups : lithostratigraphic reclassification of deposits of the Wisconsin Episode, Lake Michigan Lobe area / OCLC 36278990
   DNR 51.3:105 — Bibliography and index of Illinois geology 1966-1996 / Lynne Raymond Martin. OCLC 47351643
   DNR 51.3:106 — Three-dimensional geologic mapping : a pilot program for resource and environmental assessment in the Villa Grove Quadrangle, Douglas County, Illinois / OCLC 49347324
   DNR 51.4:557 — Geochemistry of black shales of the New Albany Group (Devonian-Mississippian) in the Illinois Basin : relationships between lithofacies and the carbon, sulfur, and iron contents / OCLC 35454882
DNR 51.4:558 — Distribution of boghead algae in Illinois Basin coal beds / OCLC 38209858
DNR 51.4:559 — Geologic mapping for environmental planning, McHenry County, Illinois / OCLC 39397211
DNR 51.4:560 — Aquifer sensitivity classification for Illinois using depth to uppermost aquifer material and aquifer thickness / OCLC 47627716
DNR 51.4:561 — Mineralogy and diagenesis of the Pennsylvanian Browning Sandstone on the western shelf of the Illinois Basin / OCLC 52710456
DNR 51.8:K 16 — Guide to the geology of the Kankakee River State Park area, Kankakee County, Illinois / OCLC 37881691
DNR 51.10:10 — Final report of subsidence investigations at the Rend Lake Site, Jefferson County, Illinois / OCLC 37968758
DNR 51.10:11 — Final report of subsidence investigations at the Galatia Site, Saline County, Illinois / OCLC 37968615
DNR 51.10:6 — Bibliography of selected references related to subsidence : an update / OCLC 32259761
DNR 51.10:7 — Planned coal mine subsidence in Illinois : a public information booklet / OCLC 32244843
DNR 51.10:8 — Application of surface geophysics to detection and mapping of mine subsidence fractures in drift and bedrock / OCLC 32244862
DNR 51.10:9 — Subsidence investigations over a high-extraction retreat mine in Williamson County, Illinois : final report / OCLC 32231505
DNR 51.11:126 — Water resources in Illinois : demand, prices, and scarcity rents / OCLC 52635926
DNR 51.11:149 — Hydrogeology of the Green River Lowland and associated bedrock valleys in northwestern Illinois / OCLC 34291722
DNR 51.11:150 — Laboratory studies on the codisposal of fluidized-bed combustion residue and coal slurry solid / OCLC 37177617
DNR 51.11:151 — Groundwater contamination in karst terrain of southwestern Illinois / OCLC 36931353
DNR 51.11:152 — Assessing the removal of air toxics in marketed Illinois coals by gravity-based cleaning / OCLC 44507443
DNR 51.11:153 — The earthquake of September 2, 1999, in Northern Illinois : big lessons from a small earthquake / OCLC 49346230
DNR 51.11:155 — Groundwater geology of DeWitt, Platt, and northern Macon Counties, Illinois / OCLC 52635958
DNR 51.11:156 — Water quality and agrichemical loading in two groundwater basins of Illinois' sinkhole plain / OCLC 52635942
DNR 51.12:113 — Availability of coal resources for mining in Illinois : Galatia Quadrangle, Saline County, Southern Illinois / OCLC 34647388
DNR 51.12:114 — Availability of coal resources in Illinois : Mt. Carmel quadrangle, southeastern Illinois / OCLC 35839545
DNR 51.12:115 — Low oil prices and the Illinois oil industry : effects, outlook, and policy recommendations / OCLC 34274109
DNR 51.12:116 — Dynamics of the U.S. coal markets 1995 to 2010: how they will affect Illinois / OCLC 38282124
DNR 51.12:116 — Dynamics of the U.S. coal markets 1995 to 2010: how they will affect Illinois / OCLC 38282124
DNR 51.12:118 — Availability of the Springfield Coal for mining in Illinois / OCLC 42638178
DNR 51.12:120 — Availability of the Herrin coal for mining in Illinois / OCLC 46460116
DNR 51.12:121 — Mineralogical and chemical composition of inorganic matter from marketed Illinois coals / OCLC 48189942
DNR 51.12:123 — Effects of coal-bound chlorine on furnace-wall corrosion under low-NOx conditions / OCLC 50817911
DNR 51.12:124 — Availability of the Danville, Jamestown, Dekoven, Davis, and Seelyville coals for mining in selected areas of Illinois / OCLC 50818286
DNR 51.12:125 — Advanced characterization of forms of chlorine, organic sulfur, and selected trace elements in available coals from operating Illinois mines / OCLC 52635983
DNR 51.12:127 — Availability of the Colchester coal for mining in northern and western Illinois / OCLC 52635970
DNR 51.13:10 — Geologic map of the Bloomfield quadrangle, Johnson County, Illinois / OCLC 34342499
DNR 51.13:14 — Geologic map of the Jonesboro and Ware quadrangles, Union County, Illinois / OCLC 34342412
DNR 51.13:15 — Geologic map of the Mill Creek and McClure quadrangles, Alexander and Union Counties, Illinois / OCLC 34342324
DNR 51.13:16 — Geologic map of the Cobden quadrangle, Jackson and Union Counties, Illinois / OCLC 34342577
DNR 51.13:17 — Geologic map of the Reevesville quadrangle, Johnson, Massac, and Pope Counties, Illinois / OCLC 36348054
DNR 51.14:17 — Hydrogeology and groundwater availability in southwest McLean and southeast Tazewell Counties / OCLC 34703599
DNR 51.14:18 — Geologic, geophysical and hydrologic investigations for a supplemental municipal groundwater supply, Danville, Illinois / OCLC 37524905
DNR 51.15 — Oil and gas: monthly report on drilling in Illinois. OCLC 34396957
DNR 51.17:6 — Shaded relief map of Illinois / OCLC 38182433
DNR 51.17:7 — Structural cross section of the Paleozoic rocks in Illinois, Wayne County to Stephenson County OCLC 42694344
DNR 51.17:8 — Karst terrains and carbonate rocks of Illinois OCLC 37886074
DNR 51.17:9/2000 — Coal industry in Illinois OCLC 45380322
DNR 51.17:9/2001 — Coal industry in Illinois OCLC 47628821
DNR 51.17:9/997 — Coal industry in Illinois / OCLC 40053169

146
Reservoir characteristics and oil production in the Cypress and Aux Vases Formations at Storms Consolidation Field in White County, Illinois / OCLC 36284932
Seismic stratigraphy, a technique for improved oil recovery planning at King Field, Jefferson County, Illinois / OCLC 37528149
Investigation of formation damage from mud cleanout acids and injection waters in Aux Vases sandstone reservoirs / OCLC 37436644
Geologic and engineering controls on Aux Vases sandstone reservoirs in Zeigler Field, Illinois: a comprehensive study of a well-managed oil field / OCLC 40592089
Oil and gas developments in Illinois, 1988 / OCLC 41189520
Reservoir characterization and its application to improved oil recovery from the Cypress Formation (Mississippian) at Richview Field, Washington County, Illinois / OCLC 40989190
Integrated geological and engineering study and reservoir simulation of the St. Peter Sandstone Gas Storage Reservoir at the Hillsboro Field, Montgomery County, Illinois / OCLC 46813733
Sedimentology, diagenesis and trapping style, Mississippian Tar Springs Sandstone, Inman East Consolidated Field, Gallatin County, Illinois / OCLC 46912198
Exotic rocks, or, Erratics are erratic. OCLC 38563857
End moraines: the end of the glacial ride. OCLC 38563871
Geodes: small treasure vaults in Illinois. OCLC 38563890
Illinois’ state fossil: tullimonstrum gregarium. OCLC 38563956
Illinois’ ice age legacy / OCLC 40411652
Guide to the geology of Siloam Springs State Park area, Adams and Brown Counties, Illinois / OCLC 45254013
Guide to the geology of Illinois Beach State Park and the Zion Beach-Ridge Plain, Lake County, Illinois / OCLC 45347757
Glacial sediments, landforms, paleosols, and a 20,000-year-old forest bed in East-Central Illinois/ OCLC 42361811
Geology, hydrogeology, and water quality of the karst regions of southwestern Illinois and Southeastern Missouri / OCLC 42285669
Quaternary geology, geomorphology, and climatic history of Kane County, Illinois/OCLC 42369532
The classic Silurian reefs of the Chicago area / OCLC 42596294
Neotectonics of the Northern Mississippi embayment/ OCLC 42369857
Middle Mississippian carbonates and siliciclastics in Western Illinois / OCLC 42412163
Paleozoic and quaternary geology of the St. Louis Metro East area of Western Illinois: 63rd Annual Tri-State Geological Field Conference, October 6-8, 2000 / OCLC 45850539
DNR 51.22:3 — Economic benefits of detailed geologic mapping to Kentucky / OCLC 45802073
DNR 51.24: — Directory of Illinois mineral producers ... OCLC 22991729
DNR 51.9 — Geonews OCLC 215330098
DNR 51.10 — Illinois Mine Subsidence Research Program (IMSRP) [monographic series]
DNR 51.11 — Environmental geology [monographic series]
DNR 51.12 — Illinois Minerals [monographic series]
DNR 51.13 — Geological map of... [monographic series]
DNR 51.14 — Cooperative groundwater report [monographic series]
DNR 51.16 — Additions to the Geological Samples Library. OCLC 18022303
DNR 51.17 — Illinois map [monographic series]
DNR 51.18 — Illinois petroleum [monographic series]
DNR 51.19 — Geobit [monographic series]
DNR 51.20 — Geoscience education series [monographic series]
DNR 51.21 — ISGS Guidebook [monographic series]
DNR 51.22 — Special report [monographic series]
DNR 51.23 — Field trip guidebook [monographic series]

52 State Water Survey
DNR 52.1: — Annual report / OCLC 32032572
DNR 52.2:W 329 — Major watersheds of Illinois. OCLC 51289835
DNR 52.4:180 — Ground-water levels and pumpage in the Metro-East Area, Illinois, 1986-1990 / OCLC 33062073
DNR 52.4:181 — Benchmark Sediment Monitoring Program for Illinois streams : program summary and site descriptions / OCLC 33987425
DNR 52.4:182 — Water-level trends and pumpage in the deep bedrock aquifers in the Chicago region, 1991-1995 / OCLC 36944763
DNR 52.4:183 — Benchmark Sediment Monitoring Program for Illinois streams : data report for water years 1992 and 1993 / OCLC 36902871
DNR 52.4:184 — An investigation of historical temperature and precipitation data at climate benchmark stations in Illinois / OCLC 38046235
DNR 52.10:125 — Hydrologic modeling of landscape functions of wetlands / OCLC 38434050
DNR 52.10:127 — Long-term variations in seasonal weather conditions and their impacts on crop production and water resources in Illinois / OCLC 41475689
DNR 52.10:128 — Impact of irrigation on the dynamics of nitrate movement in a shallow sand aquifer / OCLC 44693026
DNR 52.9 — Currents from the Illinois State Water Survey. OCLC 19674847
DNR 52.10 — Research report [monographic series]
DNR 52.10 — Research report [monographic series]

53 Natural History Survey
DNR 53.1: — Annual report / OCLC 24095763
DNR 53.2:B 132 — The bad guys! garden pests / OCLC 233573838
DNR 53.2:B 132/2 — The bad guys! landscape pests / OCLC 233573691
DNR 53.2:B 832 — The Illinois breeding bird atlas / OCLC 56396356
DNR 53.2:C 911 — The crayfishes of Kentucky / OCLC 58397202
DNR 53.2:I 59 — A selection of the common, unusual, and rare insects of Illinois / OCLC 181101065
DNR 53.2:L 253 — Land cover of Illinois in the early 1800s OCLC 60388615
DNR 53.2:L 698 — The chewing lice : world checklist and biological overview / OCLC 52807849
DNR 53.2:N 558 — News and activities, 2001-2003 / OCLC 61279274
DNR 53.2:R 859 — The round goby, Neogobius melanostomus (Pallas) : a review of European and North American literature / OCLC 38041117
DNR 53.2:T 473 — The Thompson Lake/Emiquon story : the biology, drainage, and restoration of an Illinois River bottomland lake / OCLC 53365585
DNR 53.2:U 26 — The ugly guys! : household pests / OCLC 232149399
DNR 53.2:W 325 — An abbreviated field guide : waterfowl of Illinois / OCLC 43112618
DNR 53.2:W 325/2 — Waterfowl of Illinois : status and management / OCLC 43084665
DNR 53.2:W 325/3 — Illinois landowner's guide to amphibian conservation / OCLC 49416814
DNR 53.2:W 539 — Status and functions of isolated wetlands in Illinois / OCLC 50823529
DNR 53.2:W 539/2 — Assessment of created wetland performance in Illinois / OCLC 54953653
DNR 53.3:35/2 — The fishes of Champaign County, Illinois : during a century of alterations of a prairie ecosystem / OCLC 37001971
DNR 53.3:35/5 — Annotated catalog of type specimens in the Illinois Natural History Survey Fish Collection / OCLC 38766551
DNR 53.3:36/1 — Acute toxicity of ingested zinc shot to game-farm mallards / OCLC 41986338
DNR 53.3:36/2 — Natural history of the bird-voiced treefrog (Hyla avivoca) and green treefrog (Hyla cinerea) in southern Illinois / OCLC 42709958
DNR 53.3:36/3 — Revision of the bees of the genus Tetraloniella in the New World, (Hymenoptera: Apidae) / OCLC 48762922
DNR 53.3:36/5 — The winter stoneflies of Illinois (Insecta:Plecoptera) : 100 years of change / OCLC 51541501
DNR 53.3:37/1-2 — A revision of the bees of the genus Andrena of the Western Hemisphere / OCLC 58481805
DNR 53.3:37/3-4 — Black-crowned night-herons of the Lake Calumet Region, Chicago, Illinois. OCLC 61821426
DNR 53.3:37/5 — Review of the New World Genera of leafhopper tribe Erythroneurini (Hemiptera ; Cicadellidae: Typhlocybinae) / OCLC 70853719
DNR 53.3:37/6 — Vegetation and flora of the sand deposits of the Mississippi River Valley in Northwestern Illinois / OCLC 76882038
DNR 53.3:38/1 — Distribution, abundance, and habitat associations of Franklin's ground squirrel (Spermophilus franklinii Sabine 1822) / OCLC 122335793
DNR 53.3:38/2 — Review of the New World Erythroneurini (Hemiptera; Cicadellidae: Typhlocybinae) : I. Genera Erythroneura, Erasmoneura, Rossmononeura, and Hymetta / OCLC 190811665
DNR 53.3:38/3 — Review of the species of New World Erythroneurini (Hemiptera; Cicadellidae: Typhlocybinae) : II. Genus Zyginama / OCLC 221693407
DNR 53.3:38/4 — Vascular flora of Middle Fork Woods Nature Preserve, Vermilion County, Illinois / OCLC 233221380
DNR 53.8:A 526 — Field guide to amphibians and reptiles of Illinois / OCLC 43526095
DNR 53.8:B 988 — Field guide to butterflies of Illinois / OCLC 46719423
DNR 53.8:S 583 — Field guide to silkmoths of Illinois / OCLC 51540793
DNR 53.8:S 628 — Field guide to the skipper butterflies of Illinois / OCLC 71813614
DNR 53.8:W 539 — Illinois wetland restoration and creation guide / OCLC 37449289
DNR 53.9: — The Illinois Natural History Survey reports. OCLC 34616088
DNR 53.10:140 — Natural history notes on nesting, nests, and hatchling emergence in the red-eared slider turtle, Trachemys scripta elegans, in west-central Illinois / OCLC 37256062
DNR 53.10:141 — The freshwater mussels (Bivalvia:Unionidae) of the Fox River Basin, Illinois and Wisconsin / OCLC 57566690
DNR 53.10:142 — The ground skink, scincella lateralis, in Illinois : range and possible recent history / OCLC 73493160
DNR 53.10 — Biological notes [monographic series]

54 Hazardous Waste Research and Information Center
DNR 54.2:T 784 — Treatment of spent chemical oxygen demand solutions for safe disposal / OCLC 35395815
DNR 54.8:S 635 — Illinois small quantity generators' (SQG) manual : how to comply effectively with state and federal regulations. OCLC 35309172

55 State Museum
DNR 55.2:A 187 — Across the divide : reconsidering the other / OCLC 369178880
DNR 55.2:B 618 — The birds of America : prints from the collection of the Illinois State museum / OCLC 50396985
DNR 55.2:C 456 — Changes : an all new natural history experience : join the staff of the Changes Institute to explore environmental change in Illinois. OCLC 56189616
DNR 55.2:C 532 — The Bridges Collection : Chicago painting, 1895 to 1945 / OCLC 43872462
DNR 55.2:C 686 — Jeff Colby / OCLC 34669258
DNR 55.13:28 — *Mounds, Modoc and Mesoamerica: papers in honor of Melvin L. Fowler* / OCLC 45416444
DNR 55.13:30 — *Aboriginal ritual and economy in the eastern Woodlands: essays in memory of Howard Dalton Winters* / OCLC 59224302
DNR 55.13:31 — *Records of early bison in Illinois* / OCLC 72584538
DNR 55.10 — *Reports of investigations* [monographic series]
DNR 55.13 — *Scientific papers* [monographic series]
DNR 55.10 — *Reports of investigations* [monographic series]
DNR 55.13 — *Scientific papers* [monographic series]

56 Waste Management and Research Center
DNR 56.2:C 517 — *Innovative chemical supply contracts: a source of competitive advantage* / OCLC 38212451
DNR 56.2:E 96 — *Development of a sensitive bioassay to detect exposure to environmental estrogens* / OCLC 43754625
DNR 56.10:98-064 — *Environmental activities for the classroom: product life-cycle analysis.* OCLC 45424036
DNR 56.10:99-031 — *Wet air oxidation.* OCLC 45424053
DNR 56.10 — *WMRC reports* [monographic series]

60 Office of Realty and Environmental Planning
DNR 60.2:L 263 — *The changing Illinois landscape* / OCLC 46315431
DNR 60.8:S 914 — *Stream monitoring manual* / OCLC 37237885
DNR 60.8:S 914/2001 — *Stream monitoring manual* / OCLC 47029162
DNR 60.8:S 914/2002 — *Stream monitoring manual* / OCLC 50037157
DNR 60.8:S 914/998 — *Stream monitoring manual* / OCLC 39138911
DNR 60.9: — *Annual report* / OCLC 41113225
DNR 60.10: — *Illinois inventory of greenhouse gas emissions.* OCLC 51173139

61 Division of Planning

62 Division of Energy and Environmental Assessment

63 Division of Impact Review and Coordination

64 Division of Realty

65 Division of Regional Operations

70 Office of Land Management and Education

71 Division of Land Management

72 Division of Education
DNR 72.2:A 656 — *Aquatic resources of Illinois* / OCLC 62219478
DNR 72.2:A 656/2 — *Illinois aquatic macroinvertebrates* OCLC 671749872
DNR 72.2:A 656/SPAN. — *Recursos acuáticos de Illinois* / OCLC 74817867
DNR 72.2:A 881 — *A to Z from a tree* OCLC 63199299
DNR 72.2:B 618 — *Illinois common birds* / OCLC 71013437
DNR 72.2:B 618/2/v.1 — *Illinois birds.* OCLC 704909372
80 Office of Law Enforcement
90 Office of Public Services
91 Marketing Services
92 Publication Services
93 Photographic Services
94 Constituency Services
  DNR 94.2:V 943 — Volunteer project directory / OCLC 37231312
  DNR 94.9/2: — DNR update. OCLC 33941564
  DNR 94.9 — Conservation update OCLC 32419446

100 Office of Capital Development
101 Division of Engineering
102 Division of Grant Administration
110 Illinois Geographic Information Council
  DNR 110.9: — ILGIC news : the newsletter of the Illinois Geographic Information Council. OCLC 44488861

EB — State Election Board

1 Main Office
  EB 1.2:A 164/2 — Absentee voting. OCLC 75388488
  EB 1.2:A 164/3 — Absentee voting in Illinois. OCLC 637032154
  EB 1.2:A 652 — Apportionment district locater / OCLC 37248006
  EB 1.2:C 734 — Committee treasurers duties and responsibilities under the Illinois Campaign Financing Act. OCLC 23660469
  EB 1.2:C 749/2/2002/ MAP — Congressional districts of Illinois OCLC 50121667
  EB 1.2:C 749/2/2012/ — Congressional districts of Illinois OCLC 785597268
  EB 1.2:C 749/3 — Congressional districts of northeastern Illinois / OCLC 35856958
  EB 1.2:D 425/2 — Deputy registrar guidelines / OCLC 37923878
  EB 1.2:D 425/2/2004 — Deputy registrar guidelines / OCLC 56190558
  EB 1.2:D 425/2/2005 — Deputy registrar guidelines / OCLC 58551697
  EB 1.2:D 425/2/2005 REV. — Deputy registrar guidelines / OCLC 62330159
  EB 1.2:D 425/2/2007 — Deputy registrar guidelines / OCLC 128117166
  EB 1.2:D 425/2/2010 — Deputy registrar guidelines / OCLC 608287280
  EB 1.2:D 425/2/999 — Deputy registrar guidelines / OCLC 42905617
  EB 1.2:D 425/3 — Illinois deputy registrars. OCLC 57672665
  EB 1.2:D 425/3/2007 — Illinois deputy registrars. OCLC 122335447
  EB 1.2:E 12 — Early voting : new option for Illinois voters in The 2006 Elections. OCLC 64399085
  EB 1.2:E 12/2 — Early voting : Illinois voters may vote earlier than ever. OCLC 181368697
  EB 1.2:E 12/3 — Early voting : no reason needed to vote early. OCLC 259408357
Early voting: early primary. OCLC 489265569
Grace period registration: deadline extended for one week. OCLC 502145460
Health care facility voting: (this includes hospitals, nursing homes and rehabilitation centers). OCLC 66274285
Health care facility voting: (this includes hospitals, nursing homes and rehabilitation centers). OCLC 310423720
In the hospital you can still vote. OCLC 57671814
Legislative districts of Illinois OCLC 50121746
Legislative districts of Illinois OCLC 785600964
Illinois pollwatchers: their rights and limitations. OCLC 57671834
Illinois pollwatchers: their rights and limitations. OCLC 63211363
Illinois pollwatchers: their rights and limitations. OCLC 191091346
Provisional voting in Illinois: rights and limitations. OCLC 57671720
Registering to vote in Illinois. OCLC 55849524
Registering to vote in Illinois. OCLC 64578148
Registering to vote in Illinois. OCLC 228637441
Representative districts of Illinois / OCLC 35856974
Representative districts of Illinois / OCLC 35856974
Illinois off-year primary election voter turnout / OCLC 4083205
Voter turnout in the first consolidated election, April 7, 1981 / OCLC 8187134
Voter turnout in the first nonpartisan election: November 3, 1981 / OCLC 8139449
Voter assistance on election day. OCLC 57672635
Election related legislation enacted by the ... General Assembly ... session. OCLC 13200932
Campaign disclosure: an act to regulate campaign financing, Article 9, Chapter 46, Illinois Revised Statutes, and rules and regulations. OCLC 11066366
Campaign disclosure: an act to regulate campaign financing, Article 9, Chapter 46, Illinois revised statutes, and rules and regulations. OCLC 23660386
The election code of Illinois / OCLC 8312832
The election code of Illinois annotated OCLC 30572010
A Guide to campaign disclosure. OCLC 23669985
A guide to an honest election / OCLC 2224386
State of Illinois handbook for electoral boards, 1994 / OCLC 31123385
EB 1.19: — Congressional-legislative-judicial apportionment maps and descriptions. OCLC 9085175
EB 1.20: — Money and elections in Illinois. OCLC 43351418
EB 1.22:YRS. — County elected officials. OCLC 3464256
EB 1.24: — A guide for pollwatchers. OCLC 6176916
EB 1.28: — Republican Party officials / OCLC 5025281
EB 1.29: — Municipalities. OCLC 3795985
EB 1.32:C 755/ — Punch card manual of instructions (for self-secured ballot applications) for Illinois election judges. OCLC 51870148
EB 1.32:C 755/ — Punch card manual of instructions (for self-secured ballot card applications) for Illinois election judges. OCLC 25704032
EB 1.32:C 755/2/ — Punch card manual of instructions for Illinois election judges. OCLC 45693978
EB 1.32:G 326/ — Punch card manual of instructions for Illinois election judges in the general primary election of ... OCLC 14399195
EB 1.32:G 326/2/ — Punch card manual of instructions (for self-secured ballot card applications) for Illinois election judges : general primary ... [and] the general election ... OCLC 20882148
EB 1.33:G 326/ — Paper ballot manual of instructions for judges of elections. OCLC 9629843
EB 1.35: — A candidate's guide. OCLC 9097396
EB 1.36: — Election judges. OCLC 36113056
EB 1.37/2: — State of Illinois local election officials handbook for the ... consolidated elections. OCLC 39966250
EB 1.37: — Election officials' handbook for the ... nonpartisan elections / OCLC 35573480
EB 1.38: — Judicial officers ... / OCLC 35370018
EB 1.39/2: — Optical scan manual of instructions for Illinois election judges. OCLC 51870234
EB 1.39/4: — Optical scan manual of instructions for Illinois election judges. OCLC 54799602
EB 1.39: — Optical scan manual of instructions for Illinois election judges. OCLC 51870223
EB 1.10 — Illinois state officers OCLC 5025439
EB 1.11 — State and county officers. OCLC 2762481
EB 1.16 — List of candidates for delegate and alternate delegate to the national nominating convention, for the primary election. OCLC 6338047
EB 1.18 — Official list of state officers
EB 1.21 — Election briefs
EB 1.23 — Election handbook for community college district secretaries. OCLC 6167997
EB 1.25 — Summary of election bills enacted ...
EB 1.26 — Illinois election news OCLC 5224095
EB 1.27 — Democratic Party officials OCLC 70744174
EB 1.30 — Extended, suspended and rescheduled elections. OCLC 7092068
EB 1.32 — Punch card manual of instructions for Illinois election judges [cutter by election type] [monographic series]
EB 1.33 — Paper ballot manual of instructions for Illinois election judges [cutter by election type] [monographic series]
EB 1.34 — Machine manual of instructions [cutter by election type] [monographic series]

EEO — Equal Employment Opportunity Department

1 Main Office
EEO 1.9 — D.E.E.O. news. OCLC 5456581

EI — Illinois Energy Coordinator

1 Main Office
EI 1.9 — Illinois energy issues OCLC 443311544

EL — Early Learning Council

1 Main Office
EL 1.1: — Annual report, fiscal year... OCLC 154218127

EM — Emergency Services and Disaster Agency

1 Main Office
EM 1.2:D 788 — Drought in Illinois : an assessment with recommendations / OCLC 4075804
EM 1.2:H 42 — Hazard analysis : Illinois / OCLC 2622050
EM 1.2:H 428 — Hazard mitigation survey report for Illinois. OCLC 26382362
EM 1.2:H 428/2 — Hazard mitigation strategy report and planning guidance : covering the counties of: Champaign, Henry, Lake, Macon and Marion. OCLC 34916562
2 Emergency Management Agency

Em 2.2:A 265 — Agency inspectors at nuclear power stations / OCLC 70689046
Em 2.2:A 532 — Transfer function of the Department of Nuclear Safety to the Illinois Emergency Management Agency. OCLC 58915965
Em 2.2:B 679 — How a boiling water reactor works / OCLC 70688987
Em 2.2:B 828 — Breast cancer : your right to know. OCLC 70279803
EM 2.2:B 828/SPAN. — El Cáncer del seno : su derecho a saber. OCLC 70279754
EM 2.2:C 532 — The April 13, 1992 Chicago Freight Tunnel Disaster : emergency management efforts by the State of Illinois / OCLC 26335365
EM 2.2:E 12 — Good buildings and bad : basics of earthquake vulnerability. OCLC 33487448
EM 2.2:E 12/2 — Earthquakes in Illinois. OCLC 33296902
EM 2.2:E 24 — 12 ways to earn continuing education credits / OCLC 70637488
EM 2.2:E 53 — Illinois emergency operations plan : non operational copy. OCLC 40550615
EM 2.2:E 53/3 — EOP plan development and review (PDR) / OCLC 70667409
EM 2.2:E 92 — An evaluation of the potential effects from the closure of available disposal capacity on the Central Midwest Compact region’s low-level radioactive waste generators : prepared at the request of the Central Midwst Interstate Low-Level Radioactive Waste Commission / OCLC 70637526
EM 2.2:H 236 — "Handling radon properly may enhance the real estate sale -- rather than being a deal killer." OCLC 70293836
EM 2.2:H 428 — Interagency Hazard Mitigation Team report : in response to the July 9, 1993 presidential disaster declaration for the State of Illinois. OCLC 29253387
EM 2.2:H 428/2 — Interagency Hazard Mitigation Team (IHMT) report : covering the counties of Alexander, Calhoun, Cass, Champaign, DeWitt, Douglas, Greene, Iroquois, Jersey, Mason, Menard, Monroe, Piatt, St. Clair, Sangamon, and Vermilion. OCLC 31414884
EM 2.2:H 428/3 — Interagency hazard mitigation team (IHMT) report. OCLC 33197558
EM 2.2:H 428/4 — Interagency hazard mitigation team (IHMT) report, supplement. OCLC 33197832
Em 2.2:H 428/5 — Hazard mitigation strategy : Illinois. OCLC 48167210
Em 2.2:H 428/6 — Hazard mitigation strategy : Illinois. OCLC 48190000
EM 2.2:H 428/7 — Hazard mitigation strategy : Illinois. OCLC 48189976
EM 2.2:H 428/8 — Hazard mitigation strategy : Illinois. OCLC 48190014
Post-event hazard mitigation strategy: declared April 23, 2004 for Kankakee, LaSalle, Putnam and Will Counties in Illinois. OCLC 70544070

KI tablets: important information on the use of potassium iodide (KI) tablets. OCLC 70689095

LEPC plan development and review (PDR). OCLC 70662512

Lightning safety awareness. OCLC 70581480

Orphan Source Recovery Program. OCLC 70581504

Passive radon reduction systems in new residential construction. OCLC 70279390

Planning guidance: guidance for municipal ESDA’s. OCLC 33470062

Post-event hazard mitigation strategy: Illinois. OCLC 70543695

Post-event hazard mitigation strategy. OCLC 70543979

Public Assistance Program applicant handbook. OCLC 60715808

Public Assistance Program applicant handbook. OCLC 221283160

Public Assistance Program applicant handbook. OCLC 236967918

Public Assistance Program applicant handbook. OCLC 368133714

Public Assistance Program applicant handbook / OCLC 671240687

Public Assistance Program applicant handbook / OCLC 708580943

Radon mitigation system checklist. OCLC 70293844

The ABC’s of radon in Illinois: what every family should know. OCLC 70279412

Radon testing guidelines for real estate transactions. OCLC 70293847

Does your home have a radon problem?: Guidelines for radon measurements in the home. OCLC 70293830

Guidelines for radon measurements in the home. OCLC 70293853

Radon Quality Assurance Program guidance / OCLC 70292965

Status report for radon in Illinois / OCLC 76964281

Remote monitoring of nuclear power plants in Illinois / OCLC 70689036

Severe weather preparedness. OCLC 38938055

Severe weather preparedness. OCLC 70544128

Hey girlfriend!: let me tell you about radon!. OCLC 70279381
Em 2.2:W 768 — Windstorm mitigation manual for light frame construction / OCLC 38943735
Em 2.2:W 768/2 — Companion manual to the windstorm mitigation manual for light frame construction: containing tables, charts and graphics to assist architects, contractors and owners in developing wind resistant systems for generic house construction / OCLC 48134963
EM 2.2:W 787 — Winter storm preparedness. OCLC 33453588
EM 2.2:W 787/2005 — Winter storm preparedness. OCLC 70279693
EM 2.2:W 787/997 — Winter storm preparedness / OCLC 37989868
EM 2.8:B 996 — Emergency worker training: participant manual: Byron Station Emergency Planning Zone / OCLC 37812858
EM 2.8:D611 — Are you ready for Illinois' next disaster?: a family preparedness guide. OCLC 33189338
EM 2.8:E 53/2 — Emergency Management Assistance (EMA) Grant Program: applicant handbook. OCLC 70662532
EM 2.8:P 273 — Emergency worker training: participant manual: Clinton Station Emergency Planning Zone / OCLC 34296214
EM 2.8:P 712 — Emergency planning guide: an action plan for state agencies. OCLC 33352199
Em 2.8:P 976/2005 Rev. — Public Assistance Program applicant handbook. OCLC 70637460
Em 2.8:P 976/2006 Rev. — Public Assistance Program applicant handbook. OCLC 77485574
EM 2.8:P 976/2007 — Public Assistance Program applicant handbook. OCLC 180191460
EM 2.8:P 976/2008-10Rev — Public Assistance Program applicant handbook. OCLC 264638065
EM 2.8:Q 1 — Emergency worker training: participant manual: Quad Cities Station Emergency Planning Zone / OCLC 35524828
EM 2.8:R 129 — Radiation accidents: guide for medical professionals on handling, transporting, evaluating and treating patients accidentally exposed to radiation or contaminated with radioactive materials / OCLC 70544293
EM 2.8:R 131 — Guide to radon mitigation / OCLC 70247151
EM 2.10: — News & views / OCLC 34062915
EM 2.11/2: — Emergency information for Illinois farmers, food processors and distributors near the Byron Nuclear Power Station / OCLC 37889412
EM 2.11/3: — Emergency information for Illinois farmers, food processors and distributors near the Clinton Nuclear Power Station / OCLC 37889420
EM 2.11/4: — Emergency information for Illinois farmers, food processors and distributors near the Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station / OCLC 37889436
EM 2.11/5: — Emergency information for Illinois farmers, food processors and distributors near the Zion Nuclear Power Station / OCLC 37889375
EM 2.11: — Emergency information for Illinois farmers, food processors and distributors near the Braidwood, Dresden and LaSalle Nuclear Power Stations / OCLC 37889400
EM 2.13: — Illinois Chemical safety report / OCLC 40225990
EM 2.14: — Emergency management news / OCLC 43839481
EM 2.15: — Low-level radioactive waste ... annual survey report. OCLC 61279307
EM 2.16: — Equal employment opportunity -- affirmative action plan, fiscal year ... / OCLC 76964266

EP — Environmental Protection Agency

1 Main Office
EP 1.1/2: — Annual toxic chemical report : a summary of information contained in the toxic chemical report forms for calendar [sic] year ... OCLC 19339645
EP 1.1/3: — Annual environmental conditions report ... / OCLC 36059249
EP 1.2:A 171 — Accidental release prevention checklist. OCLC 40751756
EP 1.2:A 181 — Strategies for reducing acid emissions from Illinois electric utilities : a preliminary assessment / OCLC 12840967
EP 1.2:A 188 — Active permitted municipal waste transfer stations. OCLC 40939825
EP 1.2:A 256 — Affirmative action plan FY98 / OCLC 37968965
EP 1.2:A 27/2 — Recommended criteria for evaluating implementation of agricultural non-point source pollution control strategies in the Illinois water quality management plan / OCLC 9973955
EP 1.2:A 278 — Agriculture and the water quality management plan : a mid-course review of the soil erosion and sediment control component. OCLC 14472838
EP 1.2:A 278/2 — A review of agrichemical programs and related water quality issues / OCLC 17312497
EP 1.2:A 278/3 — IEPA and the agricultural community. OCLC 26507687
EP 1.2:A 298/2/998-10 — Air quality monitoring. OCLC 41404048
EP 1.2:A 298/2/998-6 — Air quality monitoring. OCLC 41404045
EP 1.2:A 298/3/998-10 — AirTerms. OCLC 41396471
EP 1.2:A 298/3/998-6 — AirTerms. OCLC 41396449
EP 1.2:A 298/4 — Air pollution regulations for municipal solid waste landfills / OCLC 45216748
EP 1.2:A 799 — How do I manage asbestos in my house or apartment building?. OCLC 52716165
Illinois EPA Small Community On-Site Assistance Program: CWA section 104(G)(1), grant no. T005756-97: final report, FFY 1997. OCLC 40594929

Attention! All public water supply consumers! : Let's prevent contamination from entering our water supply distribution system. OCLC 51873005

Automotive repair industry : vehicle emissions outreach. OCLC 44411304

Regulatory compliance and pollution prevention tips for automotive repair and autobody shops / OCLC 45078129

— Cumplimiento de reglamentos y consejos de prevencion de polucion para talleres de reparacion de automóviles y latoneria. OCLC 53051567

Batavia Groundwater Contamination Site : Batavia, Illinois. OCLC 378865568

Beavers and muskrats. OCLC 46779522

Beaver Valley Road Area groundwater investigation : Boone County, Illinois. OCLC 180191472

2000 record of decision : MIG/DeWane Landfill, Belvidere, Illinois. OCLC 64036366

PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD : proposed consent decree : MIG/DeWane Landfill, Belvidere, Illinois. OCLC 64036324


Burn barrels : your questions answered. OCLC 71011532

What you can and cannot burn at your home or business under Illinois law / OCLC 56348832

Do you have a burning question? : the facts about open burning in Illinois. OCLC 298440539

Do you have a burning question? : the facts about open burning in Illinois / OCLC 449981448

¿Tiene una pregunta ardiente/urgente? : los hechos sobre fuegos al aire libre en Illinois / OCLC 449980201

Do you have a burning question? : the facts about open burning in Illinois / OCLC 728098543

TMDL development for Cahokia Canal--Horseshoe Lake watershed and Cahokia Creek--Holiday Shores Lake watershed. OCLC 69929401
EP 1.2:C 167 — Proposed plan for cleanup of the Lake Calumet Cluster Site : Chicago, Illinois. OCLC 70667252
EP 1.2:C 271 — A challenging career awaits you at the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. OCLC 42819369
EP 1.2:C 271/2002 — A challenging career awaits you at the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. OCLC 50140120
EP 1.2:C 295 — Fact sheet #2 : project update, Carpentersville Waste Site. OCLC 28703849
EP 1.2:C 357/2 — Catalytic oxidation. OCLC 46460704
EP 1.2:C 397 — Centralia Environmental Services, Inc. Landfill : Centralia, Illinois. OCLC 47630150
EP 1.2:C 517 — Chemical safety : an agenda for continued progress in the control of toxic pollutants. OCLC 10439749
EP 1.2:C 517/2 — Volatile organic chemicals, VOCs : monitoring and reporting requirements / OCLC 19380336
EP 1.2:C 532 — The Southeast Chicago study : an assessment of environmental pollution and public health impacts : final. OCLC 13707612
EP 1.2:C 532/2 — Paxton I and II Landfills : Southeast Chicago at Lake Calumet Remedial Project Update-- Spring, 2002. OCLC 50656515
EP 1.2:C 532/3 — Chicago Heights Refuse Depot Landfill Site : Chicago Heights, Illinois. OCLC 51515084
EP 1.2:C 623/2 — Clean break project : final report / OCLC 34470705
EP 1.2:C 623/5 — Clean Air Act, Section 112(R) : RMP, risk management plans. OCLC 40750777
EP 1.2:C 623/7 — Clean Air Act Permit Program / OCLC 51649536
EP 1.2:C 734/2 — Community outreach techniques. OCLC 35303258
Cómo manejo trapos usados y otros materiales absorbentes?

What to expect from an environmental compliance inspection.

The Illinois Conservation and Climate Initiative / OCLC 70709763

The Illinois Conservation and Climate Initiative: earn revenue through the sale of greenhouse gas emissions credits / OCLC 80014830

Consumer Confidence Report fact sheet. OCLC 44017305

Storm water management for construction activities / OCLC 45077104

Construction and demolition debris / OCLC 52716099

Construction permits. OCLC 41396402

Construction permits. OCLC 41396385

Existing and proposed regulated contaminant listing. OCLC 28895493

Crestwood groundwater: update #1, June 2009. OCLC 406518887

Update #3: Crestwood public water supply groundwater modeling -- bedrock well installation / OCLC 443495638

Update #4: Crestwood bedrock groundwater sample results / OCLC 466390482

Criteria pollutants. OCLC 41403477

Criteria pollutants. OCLC 41403572

Best management practices for dairy production. OCLC 65184604

DePue Wildlife Management Area: Illinois Department of Natural Resources: DePue, Illinois. OCLC 40831555

Determining resource quality and potential reasons for impairment of Illinois streams, inland lakes, and Lake Michigan: (Methods used for 2002 305(b) reporting). OCLC 49296630

Understanding on-board diagnostics (OBD). OCLC 48537436

Understanding OBD. OCLC 51101636

Understanding on-board diagnostics (OBD). OCLC 50396702

On-board diagnostics II: a new way to test vehicle emissions / OCLC 49324925

New law limits idling of diesel vehicles to reduce emissions and save fuel. OCLC 72819084

What you should know about diesel truck idling / OCLC 127113980

Ladies and gentlemen: turn off your engines! : what you should know about diesel truck idling. OCLC 173643389
Ladies and gentlemen: turn off your engines! what you should know about diesel truck idling.

The Illinois Clean Diesel Grant Program: reducing diesel emissions & improving public health

Diesel fuel release at Caterpillar Proving Grounds, East Peoria, Illinois: Tazewell and Woodford Counties

Illinois EPA's quick answer directory.

How to dispose of your residential e-waste

Illinois EPA's quick answer directory.

Former D & S gas station, Douglas County, Illinois

How to dispose of your residential e-waste

Former D & S gas station, Douglas County, Illinois

Illinois EPA's quick answer directory.

How to dispose of your residential e-waste

Illinois EPA's quick answer directory.

How to dispose of your residential e-waste

Former D & S gas station, Douglas County, Illinois
Governor Rod R. Blagojevich, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, [and] Partners for Clean Air invite YOU to take the Clean Air "Pledge": "Green pays on green days." OCLC 56536904

The Illinois EPA green gazette. OCLC 56190633

Governor George H. Ryan, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, [and] Partners for Clean Air invite YOU to make the Clean Air "Pledge": "Green pays on green days." OCLC 50140435

Take the Clean Air pledge: Green Pays on Green Days. OCLC 61751620

Mt. Greenwood No. 2 Site Investigation, St. Louis Avenue and 117th Street: Chicago and Merrionette Park, Cook County, Illinois. OCLC 56828212

A plan for protecting Illinois groundwater: submitted to the Governor, Illinois General Assembly, and the Pollution Control Board / OCLC 13190667

Groundwater protection field day: Waterloo Sportsman's Club, Waterloo, IL, May 25, 2006 / OCLC 69993437

Groundwater contamination issues in Wayne Township, DuPage County, Illinois / OCLC 70689051

Guarding against terrorist and security threats: suggested measures for drinking water and wastewater utilities (water utilities). OCLC 53079884

A Guide to the Illinois EPA. OCLC 17442967

Guide to eating Illinois sport fish. OCLC 16919140

Proceedings / OCLC 12679213

Hazardous waste enforcement in Illinois / OCLC 13969139

Hazardous waste enforcement in Illinois / OCLC 17303400

Hazardous waste enforcement in Illinois. OCLC 19507969

Post-event hazard mitigation strategy: Illinois. OCLC 50396887

How do I manage my hazardous waste?. OCLC 52871735

Household hazardous wastes: feasibility of operating a collection and disposal assistance program. OCLC 19701147

Cómo manejo mi desperdicio peligroso?. OCLC 53042826

Hazardous air pollutants. OCLC 41396424

Hazardous air pollutants. OCLC 41396416

Heating oil underground storage tanks. OCLC 25684227

[Environmental Helpline: Pollution Prevention Program: Green Communities Demonstration Program]. OCLC 50140133

Household hazardous wastes: feasibility of operating a collection and disposal assistance program. OCLC 19701147

What happens to your household hazardous waste?. OCLC 31043300

What happens to your household hazardous waste?. OCLC 46478742
What you need to know about disposing of household hazardous waste & pharmaceuticals. OCLC 271444874

Industrial Material Exchange Service / OCLC 60859016

Industrial Material Exchange Service / OCLC 69243250

Public access to information on historic environmental emergency incidents. OCLC 25812966

A summary of selected background conditions for inorganics in soil. OCLC 31619395

LPC-PA 19 instructions for a significant modification demonstrating compliance with 35 IAC, Subtitle G, Part 814, Subpart C (i.e., Standards for existing units accepting chemical and putrescible wastes, but not household waste, that may remain open for more than seven (7) years after September 18, 1990). OCLC 43455269

I-RID : Illinois removes illegal dumps / OCLC 77198355

J & R Landfill fact sheet. OCLC 40751686

Environmental justice : promoting public health and protecting the environment for all citizens. OCLC 225049628

Justicia ambiental : promoviendo la salud pública y protegiendo al ambiente para todos los ciudadanos. OCLC 225046339

IEPA mobile laboratory screening tests information sheet. OCLC 28895382

H2O : Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, Division of Laboratories. OCLC 38294022

Division of Laboratories. OCLC 26508421

The Illinois EPA laboratories want to be your laboratories of choice. OCLC 53875026


Determining your lake’s watershed. OCLC 44134654

Lake DePue & New Jersey Zinc/Mobil Chemical site : toward understanding the connection. OCLC 45090621

Lake DePue & New Jersey Zinc -- Mobil Chemical site : toward understanding the connection. OCLC 56523486

Lago DePue y el sitio New Jersey Zinc -- Mobil Chemical : hacia un entendimiento de la conexión. OCLC 56523473

Lago DePue y el Sitio New Jersey Zinc/Mobil Chemical : hacia un entendimiento de la conexión. OCLC 50781685

Lawnmower Buy-Back Program : keep your lawn green and the air clean. OCLC 56526246
EP 1.2:M 425 — Materials which require additional handling and materials which are banned from disposal at non-hazardous waste landfills. OCLC 32712439
EP 1.2:M 556 — Handling options for mercury containing products in the home: thermostats, thermometers, gauges: manometers, barometers, vacuum guages, mercury switches in children’s light up sneakers, elemental mercury collected by hobbyists / OCLC 45216819
EP 1.2:M 556/2 — Mercury: what every citizen should know. OCLC 51144985
EP 1.2:M 626 — Microbiological and fluoride sampling. OCLC 27464993
EP 1.2:M 662 — Former Milton School: Pike County, Illinois. OCLC 80014911
EP 1.2:M 687 — Mobile power washing ... keep it clean! OCLC 50405009
EP 1.2:M 793 — Former Raymond gas station, Montgomery County, Illinois / OCLC 45666451
EP 1.2:N 532 — Questions and answers: New Jersey Zinc/Mobil Chemical project, De Pue, Illinois. OCLC 40868428
EP 1.2:N 532/2 — New Jersey Zinc/Mobil Chemical Superfund Project update. OCLC 48106373
EP 1.2:N 532/3 — You are invited to comment on the proposed plan and other remedies considered for the South Ditch sediments: New Jersey Zinc/Mobil Chemical Superfund Site, DePue, Illinois. OCLC 50753090
EP 1.2:N 582/2/2002 — Update: New Jersey Zinc/Mobil Chemical Superfund Site, DePue, Illinois. OCLC 50700176
EP 1.2:N 582/2/2003 — Update: New Jersey Zinc/Mobil Chemical Superfund Site, DePue, Illinois. OCLC 53282220
EP 1.2:N 582/2/2004-12 — Update: New Jersey Zinc/Mobil Chemical Superfund Site, DePue, Illinois. OCLC 57671789
EP 1.2:N 812/998-10 — Nonattainment: falling short of air quality standards. OCLC 41403631
EP 1.2:N 812/998-6 — Nonattainment: falling short of air quality standards. OCLC 41403607
EP 1.2:O 39 — Oil sorbents. OCLC 29889224
EP 1.2:O 39/2 — Oil spill dispersants. OCLC 40674132
EP 1.2:O 39/3 — How do I manage my used oil and used oil filters? OCLC 52871483
EP 1.2:O 39/4 — Can I burn used oil in my space heater? OCLC 52871719
EP 1.2:O 61 — Open dumping what a mess! OCLC 43685846
EP 1.2:P 273/2/ — Partners for clean air: clearing the air together. OCLC 45876371
EP 1.2:P 273/998 — Partners for Clean Air. OCLC 40595015
EP 1.2:P 428 — Watch your perc! OCLC 41328938
EP 1.2:P 448 — How to obtain a state air permit for an incinerator OCLC 44254407
EP 1.2:P 451 — Does your business need an air pollution control permit? OCLC 33030782
EP 1.2:P 451/2 — Does your business need a land pollution control permit? OCLC 33189187
EP 1.2:P 451/3 — Does your business need a water pollution control permit? OCLC 33189262
EP 1.2:P 575 — Phosphorus: a summary of information regarding lake water quality OCLC 15046020
EP 1.2:P 766 — Policy forum on Regional Groundwater Protection Programs OCLC 31869869
EP 1.2:P 776 — Pollution prevention checklist: improving the environment and your bottom line. OCLC 38869729
EP 1.2:P 777 — Environmental pathways: youth investigating pollution issues in Illinois OCLC 46995572
EP 1.2:P 782 — Project plan for the sampling and analysis of polychlorinated biphenyls in Chicago: phase II. OCLC 13711037
EP 1.2:P 935 — Pressure-treated wood. OCLC 46804868
EP 1.2:P 944 — Prevention of illegal dumping in Illinois OCLC 671243377
EP 1.2:P 944/2 — Prevent illegal dumping OCLC 703632763
EP 1.2:P 944/SPAN. — Prevenci’on de basureros ilegales en Illinois OCLC 671245643
EP 1.2:P 954 — Purchasing great printing. OCLC 43114916
EP 1.2:P 958 — Priority Lake and Watershed Implementation Program OCLC 49337254
EP 1.2:P 965 — Property transfers: environmental concerns when buying or selling real estate OCLC 45076943
Public hearings on the draft NPDES permit for surface discharging private sewage disposal systems: Common Q & A.

Frequently asked questions (FAQs) about recycling.

Reducing and recycling mercury switch thermostats and vehicle components: a report to Governor Blagojevich and the Illinois General Assembly.

Repair Industry Outreach.

Results of survey included in the July mailing.

Right-to-Know Legislation better informs Illinois citizens.


Southeast Rockford Groundwater Contamination Superfund project: phase I remedial investigation results.

Record of decision: source control remedies Southeast Rockford Groundwater Contamination Superfund Site, Rockford, Illinois.

Responsiveness summary: source control feasibility study and proposed plan: Southeast Rockford Groundwater Contamination Superfund Site.

Southeast Rockford Groundwater Contamination Superfund Project: residential indoor air sampling.

Update: Source Area 4: Southeast Rockford Groundwater Contamination Superfund Project.

Contaminación del agua subterránea en el sudeste de Rockford - Proyecto Superfund: Área de Origen #4.

Update: Source Area 7: Southeast Rockford Groundwater Contamination Superfund Project.
EP 1.2:R 682/16 — Update: Source Areas 9/10 and 11: Southeast Rockford Groundwater Contamination Superfund Project. OCLC 56604472
EP 1.2:R 682/2 — Source Area 7: feasibility study and proposed plan: Southeast Rockford Groundwater Contamination Superfund Project. OCLC 46460793
EP 1.2:R 682/3 — Source Area 4: remedial investigation results: Southeast Rockford Groundwater Contamination Superfund Project. OCLC 46486659
EP 1.2:R 682/4 — Source Area 4: feasibility study and proposed plan: Southeast Rockford Groundwater Contamination Superfund Project. OCLC 46486545
EP 1.2:R 682/5 — Source Area 7: remedial investigation results: Southeast Rockford Groundwater Contamination Superfund Project. OCLC 46486517
EP 1.2:R 682/6 — Source Area 9/10: feasibility study and proposed plan: Southeast Rockford Groundwater Contamination Superfund Project. OCLC 46486687
EP 1.2:R 682/7 — Source Area 9/10: remedial investigation results: Southeast Rockford Groundwater Contamination Superfund Project. OCLC 46486478
EP 1.2:R 682/8 — Source Area 11: remedial investigation results: Southeast Rockford Groundwater Contamination Superfund Project. OCLC 46486572
EP 1.2:R 682/9 — Source Area 11: feasibility study and proposed plan: Southeast Rockford Groundwater Contamination Superfund Project. OCLC 46478798
EP 1.2:S 128 — Safe water well initiative 2009: re: common contaminants affecting drinking water sources in many areas of the state of Illinois / OCLC 443502552
EP 1.2:S 265 — Savanna Army Depot: public access restrictions and concerns. OCLC 46688473
EP 1.2:S 372 — Governor Blagojevich’s Safe and Healthy Schools Initiative. OCLC 56536910
EP 1.2:S 372/2006 — Governor Blagojevich’s Safe and Healthy Schools Initiative. OCLC 69993305
EP 1.2:S 512 — Do you need to upgrade your sewage treatment plant, extend sewer lines or hook up septic tank users? Do you need financial assistance?. OCLC 22919014
EP 1.2:S 559 — TMDL development for Shoal Creek watershed. OCLC 69929707
EP 1.2:S 635 — Governor’s Environmental Task Force report & recommendations. OCLC 30316219
EP 1.2:S 635/2 — Small business guide for getting a clean break / OCLC 34140773
EP 1.2:S 635/3 — Office of Small Business: small business is big business to us. OCLC 40925439
EP 1.2:S 645 — Smith-Douglass Site: South Streator, Illinois. OCLC 51884723
EP 1.2:S 686 — Guidelines for solid waste management planning grants / OCLC 20780449
EP 1.2:S 726 — Responsiveness summary: public comment on the Proposed Plan and Alternatives for the South Ditch of the New Jersey Zinc/Mobil Chemical Superfund Site, DePue, Illinois. OCLC 53298501
EP 1.2:S 726/2 — South Chicago Area: Outreach Initiative Regarding Testing of Private Wells: includes Chicago Heights, South Chicago Heights and Steger Area. OCLC 64197289
EP 1.2:S 726/2/SPAN. — Área Sur de Chicago: un iniciativo de alcanze para pruebas de pozos privados: Incluye las áreas de Chicago Heights, South Chicago Heights y Steger. OCLC 64197298
EP 1.2:S 726/3 — South Chicago Area pilot notification project: includes Chicago Heights, South Chicago Heights and Steger Area. OCLC 63681743
EP 1.2:S 741/SPAN. — Tengo yo un desperdicio especial?: OCLC 53042689
EP 1.2:S 795 — Former Stark County Junior High School: Stark County, Illinois. OCLC 378731532
EP 1.2:S 797/2 — State and local government roles in reviewing new facilities / OCLC 61916099
EP 1.2:S 849 — Be an environmental steward! / OCLC 45077001
EP 1.2:S 885/2 — What is Phase II of the NPDES storm water management program?: OCLC 50799324
EP 1.2:S 895/3 — Storm water ... keep it clean!: OCLC 50818094
EP 1.2:S 898 — Strategic plan: Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. OCLC 46953260
EP 1.2:S 898/2 — Strategic plan update. OCLC 51538762
EP 1.2:S 914 — SCALE: Streambank Cleanup and Lakeshore Enhancement. OCLC 181368587
EP 1.2:S 949 — Report on the methods, procedures, and problem resolution for compiling the non-utility sulfur dioxide emissions data base for the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency STAR project / OCLC 17312472
EP 1.2:S 959 — In the matter of La Salle Electrical Utilities Inc. Superfund PCB Abatement Project remedial investigation/feasibility study (IEPA to 87 81): responsiveness summary. OCLC 18076392
EP 1.2:S 961 — Surface discharging private sewage disposal systems (commonly referred to as septic systems) and their effects on communities in Illinois. OCLC 54481823
EP 1.2:T 344 — Testing your H2O: Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, Division of Laboratories. OCLC 45870880
| EP 1.2:T 344/2 — Testing private well water / OCLC 62253677 |
| EP 1.2:T 344/2/2009 — Testing private well water: "Don't just wish for safe water -- test for it!" / OCLC 438753913 |
| EP 1.2:T 375 — Former Thebes School: Alexander County, Illinois. OCLC 61821366 |
| EP 1.2:T 596 — How to manage your used tires. OCLC 39129562 |
| EP 1.2:T 596/2 — How do I manage my used tires?. OCLC 52931057 |
| EP 1.2:T 626 — TMDL development for Little Wabash River Watershed. OCLC 70853347 |
| EP 1.2:T 626/2 — TMDL development for South Fork Sangamon River/Lake Taylorville Watershed. OCLC 70853314 |
| EP 1.2:T 823 — Trichloroethylene (TCE) groundwater contamination investigation: eastern Lisle and nearby affected areas. OCLC 48190108 |
| EP 1.2:U 55 — What do you do?: response actions for petroleum leaks and spills from underground storage tanks in Illinois. OCLC 25140811 |
| EP 1.2:U 55/2 — Illinois underground storage tank program: a cooperative approach. OCLC 25140239 |
| EP 1.2:U 55/3 — LUST sampling and cleanup requirements for used oil USTS. OCLC 26860351 |
| EP 1.2:U 68 — Upper Mississippi River Source Water Protection Initiative. OCLC 61851551 |
| EP 1.2:V 425 — Pilot project for vehicle scrapping in Illinois / OCLC 32924418 |
| EP 1.2:V 425/2 — A tuned car has that air of quality: vehicle emissions testing in Illinois: enhanced inspection and maintenance. OCLC 30680123 |
| EP 1.2:V 425/3 — Vehicle fuel tank spills. OCLC 41605720 |
| EP 1.2:V 444 — Velsicol superfund project: fact sheet #1 and meeting notice. OCLC 17641447 |
| EP 1.2:V 459 — Former Venice School: Madison County, Illinois. OCLC 181157533 |
| EP 1.2:V 943 — Illinois Volunteer Lake Monitoring Program (VLMP) / OCLC 51645075 |
| EP 1.2:W 319 — Illinois waste facilities inventory / OCLC 7933943 |
| EP 1.2:W 32/12 — Protecting your water supply / OCLC 10958617 |
| EP 1.2:W 323/4 — Managing wastes at your small business: good housekeeping practices. OCLC 32715947 |
| EP 1.2:W 323/5 — How do I handle my professional car wash wastewater?. OCLC 50405029 |
| EP 1.2:W 323/6 — How do I manage my remediation waste?. OCLC 50818116 |
EP 1.29/2: — Final land pollution control program plan. OCLC 9421426
EP 1.29: — Preliminary land pollution control program plan. OCLC 8295449
EP 1.30:3 — Disinfecting drinking water. OCLC 8637394
EP 1.35:F 142/1 — Potentially infectious medical waste. OCLC 27178135
EP 1.35:F 142/10 — Potentially infectious medical waste: a summary of regulatory requirements: livestock producers special requirements. OCLC 30965058
EP 1.35:F 142/10/2001 — Potentially infectious medical waste: a summary of regulatory requirements: livestock producer requirements. OCLC 49309759
EP 1.35:F 142/11 — Potentially infectious medical waste: a summary of regulatory requirements. OCLC 30965090
EP 1.35:F 142/12/2001 — Potentially infectious medical waste: a summary of regulatory requirements: Hospital special requirements. OCLC 49309293
EP 1.35:F 142/2 — Potentially infectious medical waste. OCLC 27178293
EP 1.35:F 142/3 — Potentially infectious medical waste. OCLC 27178320
EP 1.35:F 142/3/994 — Potentially infectious medical waste: a summary of regulatory requirements: transporter special requirements. OCLC 30964986
EP 1.35:F 142/4 — Potentially infectious medical waste. OCLC 27178357
EP 1.35:F 142/6 — Potentially infectious medical waste. OCLC 28317608
EP 1.35:F 142/7 — Potentially infectious medical waste: a summary of regulatory requirements. OCLC 30965032
EP 1.35:F 142/7/2001 — Potentially infectious medical waste: a summary of regulatory requirements: general requirements. OCLC 49308334
EP 1.35:F 142/8 — Potentially infectious medical waste: a summary of regulatory requirements. OCLC 30965202
EP 1.35:F 142/9 — Potentially infectious medical waste : a summary of regulatory requirements. OCLC 30965162
EP 1.35:F 192/5 — Potentially infectious medical waste. OCLC 27899878
EP 1.36: — Watershed watch. OCLC 28087809
EP 1.37:B 328 — Batavia groundwater contamination study : fact sheet #4. OCLC 44134723
EP 1.37:B 331 — Controlled prairie burn, BATH, Inc. Landfill : Macon County, Illinois. OCLC 212372528
EP 1.37:C 397/2 — Centralia Landfill : Centralia Environmental Services, Inc., Prior-Blackwell and Prior 1,2,3 and 4, Centralia, Illinois. OCLC 50082701
EP 1.37:C 764 — Controlled prairie burn, Centralia Environmental Services, Inc. Landfill : Marion County, Illinois. OCLC 68444999
EP 1.37:E 93 — Evergreen Manor groundwater contamination. OCLC 29572264
EP 1.37:E 96 — Exelon Braidwood Nuclear Facility : update on tritium releases and groundwater impacts. OCLC 68567940

Formosa Plastics Corporation Site: Illiopolis, Illinois. OCLC 56803474

Formosa Plastics Corporation Site: Illiopolis, Illinois. OCLC 56803221

Formosa Plastics Corporation Site: Illiopolis, Illinois. OCLC 60582989

Gilberts/Kedzie Property: former battery recycling facility: Kane County - Gilberts, Illinois. OCLC 63537747

Groundwater contamination at former dry cleaner site: 3004 W. Elm St., McHenry, Illinois. OCLC 80765289

Groundwater contamination in McHenry, Illinois. OCLC 173659953

Groundwater contamination site near former dry cleaner site: McHenry, Illinois / OCLC 489468503

Harristown Terminal (pipeline site): Buckeye Partners LP: Harristown, Illinois - Macon County. OCLC 70833527

Harristown Terminal (pipeline site): Buckeye Partners LP: Harristown, Illinois - Macon County. OCLC 77198526

Hegeler Zinc: Hegeler, Vermilion County, Illinois. OCLC 52871545

Interstate Heat Treating, Inc. Site: Danville, Illinois. OCLC 52930963

Interstate Heat Treating, Inc. Site: Danville, Illinois. OCLC 55731595

IEPA requests public comments on Jennison-Wright Corporation site removal action under the SACM program, Granite City, Illinois. OCLC 30687443

Jennison-Wright Corporation site removal action update. OCLC 31808475

Residential investigation and site-wide remedial investigation: former Indian Refining Co.-Texaco Lawrenceville (site): superfund project, Lawrenceville, Illinois. OCLC 44418588

Start of remedial investigation process at Indian Refining/Texaco Superfund Site, Lawrenceville, Illinois. OCLC 50489885

Remedial investigation update: Indian Refining/Texaco Superfund Site, Lawrenceville, Illinois. OCLC 56356456

Natural resource damage assessment process at Indian Refining/Texaco Superfund Site: Lawrenceville, Illinois. OCLC 58749892

Results of the remedial investigation: Indian Refining -- Texaco Superfund site, Lawrenceville, Illinois. OCLC 76876331
EP 1.37:L 419/7 — Indian Refining/Texaco Superfund Site, Lawrenceville, Illinois. OCLC 156974529
EP 1.37:L 674/2 — Lewis Landfill: Beardstown, Illinois. OCLC 50484017
EP 1.37:L 674/3 — Lewis Landfill: Cass County, Illinois. OCLC 52871513
EP 1.37:M 345 — Investigation at Markham illegal dumping site: Markham, Cook County, Illinois. OCLC 637022539
EP 1.37:M 345/2 — Investigation at Markham illegal dumping site: Markham, Cook County, Illinois. OCLC 654379925
EP 1.37:M 629 — Middletown open burning factsheet / OCLC 646041827
EP 1.37:M 778 — Monterey Coal Mine #2 Site: Albers, Illinois. OCLC 50916401
EP 1.37:N 532 — New Jersey Zinc/Mobil Chemical, Bureau County, DePue, Illinois. OCLC 431988390
EP 1.37:N 532/2010 — New Jersey Zinc/Mobil Chemical, Bureau County, DePue, Illinois. OCLC 664557045
EP 1.37:N 532/SPAN — New Jersey Zinc/Mobil Chemical, Condado de Bureau, DePue, Illinois. OCLC 431998914
EP 1.37:N 532/SPAN./2011 — New Jersey Zinc/Mobil Chemical, Condado de Bureau, DePue, Illinois / OCLC 706136716
EP 1.37:O 61 — Open burning factsheet for municipalities / OCLC 664562255
EP 1.37:P 438 — Performing well surveys. OCLC 52871552
EP 1.37:P 958 — Controlled prairie burn: Prior-Blackwell Landfill: Marion County, Illinois. OCLC 122335565
EP 1.37:R 682 — Northwest Rockford Area of fuel contaminated groundwater / OCLC 761318215
EP 1.17/2 — Water pollution control construction grant priority index by community (construction grant priority list). OCLC 70745545
EP 1.18 — Public water supplies data book. OCLC 923376
EP 1.20 — 208 newsletter OCLC 1080312889
EP 1.21 — IEPA DNPC Technical report [monographic series]
EP 1.22 — Wastewater operators-certificate of competency exam schedule
EP 1.24 — Illinois environmental emergency contact directory. OCLC 8173291
EP 1.26 — Illinois EPA news
EP 1.27 — Major municipal discharges
EP 1.28 — Administrative questionnaire for...
EP 1.31 — Air team emissions newsletter. OCLC 15553710
EP 1.32 — Environmental protection act OCLC 8177702
EP 1.33 — Inside EPA
EP 1.39 — Clean Air Act news. OCLC 33836024
EP 1.25 — IEPA/OCR [monographic series]
EP 1.30 — Policy paper [monographic series]
EP 1.35 — Potentially infection medical waste [monographic series]
EP 1.37 — Fact sheet [monographic series]
EP 1.38 — Investigation results fact sheet [monographic series]

2 Air Pollution Control Division
EP 2.2:A 298 — Air Team : how is the new program different from the current one?. OCLC 40680923
EP 2.2:A 466 — A review of alternative fuels and emission control technologies for motor vehicles. OCLC 31621194
EP 2.2:A 466/2 — Illinois Alternate Fuels Rebate Program. OCLC 41456809
EP 2.2:B 679 — Facts about boilers / OCLC 44254093
EP 2.2:B 976 — Illinois Clean School Bus Program information. OCLC 53399143
EP 2.2:B 976/2 — Adopt a Bus Program information. OCLC 53399227
EP 2.2:C 263 — Clean Fuel Fleet Program. OCLC 41456837
EP 2.2:C 532 — Transportation plan for the Illinois portion of the Chicago metropolitan air quality control region : addendum A to the State of Illinois Air Pollution Control Implementation Plan / OCLC 5068537
EP 2.2:C 532/2 — Technical analysis of the State implementation plan for the attainment and maintenance of the suspended particulate ambient air quality standards in the Chicago air quality maintenance area. OCLC 8283225
EP 2.2:C 532/3 — Technical analysis of the adequacy of the State implementation plan for the attainment and maintenance of the suspended particulate ambient air quality standards in the Chicago air quality maintenance area : reference 11, emissions inventory. OCLC 6983601
EP 2.2:C 532/4 — Reanalysis of the effect of proposals to relax vehicle emission standards on Chicago air quality : three reports and a summary. OCLC 11186157
EP 2.2:C 623/7/998 — Clean Air Act Permit Program. OCLC 51649551
EP 2.2:C 649 — Cash for clunkers : pilot project. OCLC 28728877
EP 2.2:C 649/994 — Cash for clunkers : pilot project. OCLC 33987546
EP 2.2:C 744 — Concrete batch plants: lifetime general operating permits / OCLC 45049426
EP 2.2:D 536 — Effectiveness of on-board diagnostic (OBD) testing for vehicle inspection and maintenance (I/M): a report to the Illinois General Assembly, executive summary. OCLC 53315406
EP 2.2:D 798 — How to obtain a state air permit for petroleum dry cleaning / OCLC 45458874
EP 2.2:E 24 — Features and benefits of the Vehicle Emissions Inspection and Maintenance (I/M) Program. OCLC 53302241
EP 2.2:E 53 — An analysis of the low emission vehicle program in Illinois / OCLC 26341931
EP 2.2:E 53/2 — The vehicle emissions test and your driving privileges. OCLC 47627187
EP 2.2:E 58 — Air Team: enhanced Illinois vehicle emissions test. OCLC 41403673
EP 2.2:E 84 — Ethanol. OCLC 50949189
EP 2.2:E 84/2 — E-85: a better way to drive. OCLC 56189666
EP 2.2:G 562 — Global warming and stratospheric ozone depletion. OCLC 23661473
EP 2.2:L 263 — Landscape waste. OCLC 50949160
EP 2.2:M 919 — Evaluation of motor vehicle emissions inspection maintenance programs for the State of Illinois: Task 3, final report / OCLC 6338367
EP 2.2:O 77 — Responsiveness summary: in the matter of Ortek, Inc., to construct a lube oil hydrotreater and a thermal oxidizer at a site located in the village of McCook, Illinois / OCLC 40572216
EP 2.2:O 99/3 — Ozone, the pervasive pollutant. OCLC 19954526
EP 2.2:O 99/3/991 — Ozone, the pervasive pollutant. OCLC 24400795
EP 2.2:O 99/7 — Ozone-reducing activities / OCLC 37729147
EP 2.2:P 357 — Peaker power plant fact sheet. OCLC 44418710
EP 2.2:P 49 — Technical support document for RACT II petroleum liquid storage in external floating roof tanks / OCLC 6219919
EP 2.2:P 782 — Project plan for the sampling and analysis of polychlorinated biphenyls in the Lake Calumet area of southeast Chicago. OCLC 11859620
EP 2.2:R 128 — Illinois Environmental Protection Agency fact sheet for radionuclides in drinking water. OCLC 49321009
EP 2.2:R 129 — Radionuclide fact sheet for water supply officials. OCLC 48094053
EP 2.2:R 454 — Revisions to Illinois cold cleaning regulations. OCLC 48190139
EP 2.2:R 454/999 — Revisions to Illinois cold cleaning regulations. OCLC 51649559
EP 2.2:S 372 — Illinois school/school district funding application. OCLC 53399166
EP 2.2:S 726 — South ditch sediments: focused remedial investigation: New Jersey Zinc/Mobil Chemical Superfund Project, DePue, Illinois. OCLC 39150719
EP 2.2:S 779 — Stage I Vapor recovery System: air requirements for gasoline dispensing facilities. OCLC 51498246
EP 2.2:S 779/2 — Stage II Vapor Recovery System: air requirements for gasoline dispensing facilities. OCLC 51512780
EP 2.2:S 779/2/2003 — Stage II Vapor Recovery System: air requirements for gasoline dispensing facilities. OCLC 53995999
EP 2.2:S 779/2003 — Stage I Vapor Recovery System: air requirements for gasoline dispensing facilities. OCLC 55850495
EP 2.2:V 425 — Cleaning the air: vehicle emission testing in Illinois. OCLC 34488282
EP 2.2:V 425/2 — Air Team: enhanced Illinois vehicle emissions test. OCLC 38938043
EP 2.2:V 425/998 — Cleaning the air: vehicle emission testing in Illinois. OCLC 38268856
EP 2.2:V286 — Stage II vapor recovery. OCLC 27877638
EP 2.6:T 596 — Tire fire chemical emissions and state regulations regarding the storage of waste tires. OCLC 18446045
EP 2.8:V 425/ — A guide to the Illinois Vehicle Emissions Inspection Program. OCLC 46867382
EP 2.12: — Illinois air quality report. OCLC 2245055
EP 2.12: — Illinois annual air quality report. OCLC 12310099
EP 2.16/2: — Final Illinois air pollution control program plan for fiscal year. OCLC 8168553
EP 2.16/2: — Final Illinois air pollution control program plan for federal fiscal year. OCLC 22858466
EP 2.18:M 182 — Illinois state implementation plan for air pollution control: an air quality analysis and compliance plan for sulfur dioxide in the Wood River area of Madison County. OCLC 17592000
EP 2.18:S 136 — An evaluation of SO₂ air quality in Sauget, Illinois, and a recommended plan for achieving compliance with the national ambient air quality standards. OCLC 19409746
3 Division of Water Pollution Control

EP 3.2:A 521 — Ammonia limits on lagoon effluents. OCLC 51457415
EP 3.2:A 781 — Arsenic in Drinking Water Rule. OCLC 51443479
EP 3.2:B 368 — An intensive survey of Bear Creek in West-Central Illinois, August-September, 1992 / OCLC 33029372
EP 3.2:B 592 — An intensive survey of the Big Muddy main stem from Rend Lake to the Mississippi River / OCLC 23993269
EP 3.2:B 592/3 — An intensive survey of the Big Bureau Creek watershed : 1990 / OCLC 37274446
EP 3.2:B 615/2/993 — Biological stream characterization (BSC) : biological assessment of Illinois stream quality through 1993 / OCLC 36482572
EP 3.2:B 615/3 — Biological and water quality survey of three tributaries to the Sangamon River: South Fork basin, Mosquito Creek and Long Point Slough, September thru November, 1989: Staff Report / OCLC 29760547
EP 3.2:C 357 — Summaries of categorical pretreatment standards / OCLC 19700733
EP 3.2:C 389 — Cedar Creek TMDL report / OCLC 50818186
EP 3.2:C 44 — Nationwide urban runoff project, Champaign, Illinois: summary of Illinois street sweeping cost data / OCLC 9188983
EP 3.2:C 477 — Charleston Side Channel Reservoir Total Maximum Daily Load report, Coles County, Illinois / OCLC 53947808
EP 3.2:C 614 — Classification/needs assessment of Illinois lakes for protection, restoration, and management / OCLC 10713799
EP 3.2:C 623/2002 — Illinois 2002 Section 303(d) list. OCLC 53282091
EP 3.2:F 491/2 — Financial records management of grant/loan projects. OCLC 28627652
EP 3.2:F 532 — Artificial structures for fish cover. OCLC 56211787
EP 3.2:F 793 — An intensive survey of the Fox River Basin from the Wisconsin State line to Ottawa, Illinois, 1982 / OCLC 17458429
EP 3.2:G 721 — Governor Bond Lake, Greenville, Bond County, Illinois, total maximum daily load report / OCLC 51101259
EP 3.2:G 882 — Policy forum on Regional Groundwater Protection Programs, October 29, 1998 / OCLC 42361990
EP 3.2:G 882/2 — Groundwater Protection Program. OCLC 51455252
EP 3.2:G 975 — An investigation of Lake Michigan sediment at the Lincoln Park Gun Club, Chicago, Illinois / OCLC 29187663
EP 3.2:I 29 — Illinois’ Source Water Assessment Program. OCLC 50140454
EP 3.2:K 19 — An intensive survey of the Kaskaskia River Basin, 1982-83 / OCLC 19732834
EP 3.2:K 19/2 — East Fork Kaskaskia River (ILOK01): TDML and implementation plan / OCLC 53171900
EP 3.2:L 192/ — Assessment and classification of Illinois lakes / OCLC 5296950
EP 3.2:L 192/2/2002 — Lake Education Assistance Program (LEAP). OCLC 51455305
EP 3.2:L 192/3 — Lake water quality assessment program: northeastern Illinois lakes / OCLC 23273821
EP 3.2:M 171 — An assessment of CWS facilities utilizing the Macon-Christian
strip aquifer in central Illinois / OCLC 37600446
EP 3.2:M 393 — An intensive survey of the Marys River Basin, summer 1995 / 
OCLC 42969601
EP 3.2:M 644 — The milfoil weevil / OCLC 50140414
EP 3.2:M 678 — An intensive survey of the Mississippi South Central Basin : 
data summary : summer 1998 / OCLC 50396747
EP 3.2:M 678/2 — An intensive survey of the Mississippi South Basin : data 
summary, summer 1999 / OCLC 54433359
EP 3.2:M 966 — The Municipal wastewater assistance program. OCLC 
22770245
EP 3.2:M 966/998 — The Municipal Wastewater Assistance Program. OCLC 
40750676
EP 3.2:N 195 — Naperville Park District Sportsman's Park Trap Shooting Facility :
responsiveness summary / OCLC 45216857
OCLC 18347667
EP 3.2:N 814/2 — Illinois' nonpoint source management program report. OCLC 
19358453
47993570
EP 3.2:N 814/2/994 — Illinois' nonpoint source management program. OCLC 
31400853
EP 3.2:N 814/3 — Nonpoint source water pollution. OCLC 27293575
EP 3.2:N 814/4 — Nonpoint Source Pollution Program. OCLC 51455271
EP 3.2:N 814/6 — Illinois Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program : Section 
319 of the U.S. Clean Water Act. OCLC 56190497
EP 3.2:O 61 — Operations with common ownership, a common land application 
area, or a common system of waste disposal. OCLC 58553789
EP 3.2:O 89 — An intensive survey of Otter Creek, Jersey County, Illinois, July, 
1992 / OCLC 33030640
OCLC 18341850
EP 3.2:P 451 — Will an NPDES permit be required for my operation? : Common 
livestock scenarios. OCLC 58553802
EP 3.2:P 476 — Pesticide monitoring : Illinois EPA's summary of results, 
1985-1989 / OCLC 24376399
EP 3.2:P 83/VOLS. — Economic and demographic projections / OCLC 3635877
(PLWIP). OCLC 51442607
EP 3.2:P 976 — Public water supply : low interest loan program. OCLC 
37729478
EP 3.2:R 129 — Radionuclide rule. OCLC 51442556
EP 3.2:R 277 — Rayse Creek (ILNK01) TMDL and implementation plan / OCLC 54109419

EP 3.2:R 425 — Report to the Illinois General Assembly on the issue of expanding public water supply loan eligibility to privately owned community water supplies / OCLC 40116472

EP 3.2:R 434 — Restoring Illinois water quality with TMDLs. OCLC 53458213

EP 3.2:R 453 — Water pollution control revolving fund : WPCRF. OCLC 28896797

EP 3.2:R 453/2 — Water pollution control revolving fund : low interest wastewater treatment loan program. OCLC 33455022

EP 3.2:R 453/REV. — Water pollution control revolving fund : WPCRF. OCLC 31789582


EP 3.2:S 448/2 — A review of the sediment delivery ratio techniques component of the Highland Silver Lake watershed project / OCLC 11613642

EP 3.2:S 479 — Analysis of septic tank distribution and septage generation rates in Illinois / OCLC 11095044


EP 3.2:S 683/987 — Standards and specifications for soil erosion and sediment control. OCLC 16976933

EP 3.2:S 885 — NPDES Phase II Storm Water Program. OCLC 51340781

EP 3.2:S 914 — Streambank cleanup and lakeshore enhancement (SCALE), 2003. OCLC 56189770


EP 3.2:S 947/2 — A biological and water quality survey of Sugar Creek and tributaries, Crawford County, Illinois, August-September, 1992 / OCLC 28649745

EP 3.2:S 947/3 — Illinois Environmental Protection Agency responsiveness summary for : Sugar Creek Impoundment : Section 401 water quality certification
for the construction of a water supply reservoir for the city of Marion. OCLC
54433389
36790153
EP 3.2:T 185 — Targeted watershed approach: a data driven prioritization / OCLC 36872746
EP 3.2:T 717 — Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) Program. OCLC 51449006
EP 3.2:U 59 — Unsewered Communities Grant Program. OCLC 49343553
EP 3.2:U 59/2002 — Unsewered Communities Grant Program. OCLC 51332072
EP 3.2:U 59/2003 — Unsewered Communities Grant Program. OCLC 51870106
EP 3.2:W 32/7 — Illinois water data catalog report / OCLC 12253033
EP 3.2:W 32/9 — The Illinois water quality management plan / OCLC 31173059
EP 3.2:W 323 — Wastewater treatment systems: vulnerability and security. OCLC 52881596
EP 3.2:W 324/2 — Water monitoring strategy, 2002-2006. OCLC 50873290
EP 3.2:W 324/3 — Waterborne pathogens. OCLC 58915946
EP 3.2:W 329 — Mobilizing the watershed community: linking land, water, and people. OCLC 33987569
EP 3.2:W 354/2 — Assessment of Waukegan Harbor macroinvertebrates / OCLC 48968643
EP 3.2:W 539 — Wetland Monitoring and Assessment Program for the State of Illinois / OCLC 212375506
When should I apply for a Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation (CAFO) permit? OCLC 52005883

Zebra mussel sampling with the IEPA. OCLC 27877167

User's guide to IBI-AIBI, version 2.01: (a BASIC program for computing the Index of Biotic Integrity with the IBM-PC) / OCLC 19453006

Your car (or truck) and the environment: an environmental guide for owners and drivers of cars, vans, trucks and other motor vehicles. OCLC 32676686

Hands on lake ecology: student workbook. OCLC 44507466

Hands on lake ecology: teachers guide. OCLC 44507470

Total maximum daily loads: a citizen's guide. OCLC 47029192

Citizen's guide to clean water planning in Illinois. OCLC 3237274

Preliminary water pollution control program plan / OCLC 6718381

Water pollution control program plan responsiveness summary, fiscal year... OCLC 18953739

Water pollution control plan, federal fiscal year. OCLC 6138461


Final water pollution control program plan / OCLC 8324150

Water pollution control program plan / OCLC 15135968

Water quality management basin plan, phase I: Big Muddy River Basin. OCLC 2825020

Water quality management basin plan, phase I: Des Plaines River/Lake Michigan. OCLC 3010312

Water quality management basin plan, phase I: Fox River Basin. OCLC 2824682

Water quality management basin plan, phase I: Illinois River Basin. OCLC 3008814

Water quality management basin plan, phase I: Kankakee River Basin. OCLC 3010222

Water quality management basin plan, phase I: Kaskaskia River Basin. OCLC 2824708

Water quality management basin plan, phase I: Mississippi South River Basin. OCLC 2824732

Water quality management basin plan, phase I: Mississippi South Central River Basin. OCLC 2824762
EP 3.16:O 37/ — Water quality management basin plan, phase I: Ohio River Basin. OCLC 2824992
EP 3.16:S 225/ — Water quality management basin plan, phase I: Sangamon River Basin. OCLC 3008619
EP 3.21: — State of Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 208 water quality management planning program. OCLC 4940031
EP 3.23/3: — Volunteer lake monitoring program newsletter. OCLC 17000601
EP 3.25: — The Condition of Illinois water resources / OCLC 40843316
EP 3.26: — State of Illinois Section 319 biannual report. OCLC 41113583
EP 3.27:1 — Great Lakes/Calumet River watersheds OCLC 42369528
EP 3.27:10 — Kankakee/Iroquois River watersheds OCLC 42841564
EP 3.27:11 — Upper Illinois/Mazon River watersheds OCLC 42842149
EP 3.27:12 — Vermilion (Illinois) River watershed OCLC 42841870
EP 3.27:13 — Middle Illinois River watershed OCLC 42368732
EP 3.27:14 — Mackinaw River watershed OCLC 42841744
EP 3.27:15 — Spoon River watershed OCLC 42368855
EP 3.27:16 — Mississippi North Central River watershed OCLC 42368594
EP 3.27:17 — La Moine River watershed OCLC 42841712
EP 3.27:18 — Lower Illinois/Macoupin River watersheds / OCLC 42439488
EP 3.27:19 — Mississippi Central River watershed OCLC 42368624
EP 3.27:2 — Des Plaines River watershed OCLC 42368796
EP 3.27:20 — Lower Sangamon River watershed OCLC 42365462
EP 3.27:21 — Upper Sangamon River watershed OCLC 42365913
EP 3.27:22 — Salt Creek of Sangamon River watershed OCLC 42368989
EP 3.27:23 — Upper Kaskaskia River watershed OCLC 42365292
EP 3.27:24 — Middle Kaskaskia/Shoal River watersheds OCLC 42368937
EP 3.27:25 — Lower Kaskaskia River watershed OCLC 42365325
EP 3.27:26 — Big Muddy River watershed OCLC 42368889
EP 3.27:27 — Mississippi South Central River watershed OCLC 42368652
EP 3.27:28 — Mississippi South River watershed OCLC 42368669
EP 3.27:29 — Vermilion (Wabash) River watershed OCLC 42841934
EP 3.27:3 — Upper Fox River watershed OCLC 42366390
EP 3.27:30 — Embarras/Middle Wabash River watersheds OCLC 42867669
EP 3.27:31 — Little and lower Wabash/Skillet Fork River watersheds OCLC 42369245
EP 3.27:32 — Saline River/Bay Creek River watersheds OCLC 42841669
EP 3.27:33 — Cache River watershed OCLC 42368824
EP 3.27:4 — Lower Fox River watershed OCLC 42369048
EP 3.27:5 — Kishwaukee River watershed OCLC 42841795
EP 3.27:6 — Rock River watershed OCLC 42369104
EP 3.27:7 — Pecatonica River watershed OCLC 42368770
EP 3.27:8 — Green River watershed OCLC 42947245
EP 3.27:9 — Mississippi North River watershed OCLC 42367803
EP 3.28: — Public Water Supply Loan Program: low interest Drinking Water Loan Program / OCLC 43189176
EP 3.30: — Public Water Supply Loan Program (PWSLP). OCLC 45311888
EP 3.31: — Water Pollution Control Loan Program (WPCLP). OCLC 45311859
EP 3.32: — Water Pollution Control Loan Program: low interest wastewater treatment financing. OCLC 45559292
EP 3.33: — Public Water Supply Loan Program low interest loan program. OCLC 64394534
EP 3.34: — Water Pollution Control Loan Program low interest loan program. OCLC 64394969
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4 Land Pollution Control

EP 4.2:A 117 — Illinois FIRST abandoned landfill program / OCLC 45785016
EP 4.2:A 648 — Final report of the White Goods Task Force to the 88th General Assembly and the Governor of Illinois. OCLC 29659469
EP 4.2:B 449 — Former Marathon oil station, 1130-1154 Bellwood Ave., Bellwood, Illinois / OCLC 492146969
EP 4.2:B 576 — Bi-State Disposal Co., Inc. Landfill Site : St. Clair County, Illinois. OCLC 47681148
EP 4.2:B 882/2 — Environmental remediation tax credit : financial assistance for cleanup of brownfield sites. OCLC 38601140
EP 4.2:B 882/3 — Frequently asked questions about brownfield cleanup and redevelopment : including government financing, land acquisition, and potential environmental liability. OCLC 39852156
EP 4.2:B 882/4 — Brownfield redevelopment tax incentives : financial assistance for the cleanup of brownfield sites in Illinois. OCLC 41579210
EP 4.2:B 882/5 — Brownfields properties with underground storage tanks : frequently asked questions. OCLC 42811998
EP 4.2:B 882/5/2005 — Brownfields properties with underground storage tanks : frequently asked questions / OCLC 61821663
EP 4.2:B 882/6 — Brownfields Redevelopment Grant Program : project descriptions. OCLC 43769420
EP 4.2:B 979 — New law eases regulatory burdens on businesses disposing nonliquid, nonhazardous special wastes. OCLC 37897563
EP 4.2:B 979/2 — Does my business need ... a Pollution Control Permit? : air, land, water. OCLC 56935574
EP 4.2:B 979/2/2008 — Does my business need ... a Pollution Control Permit? : air, land, water. OCLC 262535700
EP 4.2:C 623 — Cleaning Illinois : status of the state’s hazardous waste cleanup programs. OCLC 14578460
EP 4.2:C 623/2 — Cleaning up contaminated soil and groundwater at dry cleaning facilities. OCLC 41458499
EP 4.2:C 712/2 — St. Louis Smelting and Refining Site soil sample results, Collinsville, Illinois. OCLC 50082770
EP 4.2:C 759 — Making contaminated property safe. OCLC 41528994
EP 4.2:D 779 — IEPA drill rig unit. OCLC 22949523
EP 4.2:D 896 — Open dumps. OCLC 28728412
EP 4.2:D 896/2002 — Open dumps. OCLC 50073393
EP 4.2:D 896/994 — Open dumps. OCLC 30675984
EP 4.2:D 896/998 — Open dumps. OCLC 40594080
EP 4.2:F 455 — Field operations directory. OCLC 50396668
EP 4.2:F 491 — Financial help for brownfields investigations and cleanups. OCLC 43027326
EP 4.2:F 646 — How to manage used fluorescent and high-intensity-discharge lamps as universal wastes. OCLC 40947743
EP 4.2:F 646/2 — Fluorescent and high intensity discharge lamp recycling and disposal in Illinois / OCLC 40818477
EP 4.2:G 882 — Groundwater management and remediation at LUST sites. OCLC 27900012
EP 4.2:H 428 — Hazardous educational waste collections in Illinois / OCLC 37866934
EP 4.2:H 842 — Household hazardous waste collection. OCLC 49352364
EP 4.2:K 46 — Kibler Development Corporation permit application for the construction of a new landfill, Williamson County, Marion, Illinois : responsiveness summary. OCLC 56189731
EP 4.2:L 252 — Sanitary landfill management / OCLC 2210249
EP 4.2:L 263 — Landscape waste composting : legislation, permit requirements, agency interpretations. OCLC 23661496
EP 4.2:L 263/993 — Landscape waste composting : legislation, permit requirements, agency interpretations. OCLC 27900441
EP 4.2:L 435 — Leaking underground storage tanks technical advisory : soil and groundwater cleanup objectives for Lust releases subject to 35 IAC Part 731. OCLC 33294614
EP 4.2:L 435/2 — Leaking underground storage tank soil sampling requirements. OCLC 27484394
EP 4.2:L 435/4 — An introduction to leaking underground storage tanks in Illinois. OCLC 32184114
EP 4.2:L 435/6 — LUST sites transferring to the Site Remediation Program. OCLC 38952118
EP 4.2:M 629 — Midwestern fluorescent lamp recyclers. OCLC 40831566
EP 4.2:M 966 — Office of Brownfields Assistance : Municipal Brownfields Redevelopment Grant Program : we will get you there. OCLC 55731551
EP 4.2:N 277 — National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan : Code of federal regulations (Title 40, volume 19, parts 300 to 399) : revised July 1, 1998 / OCLC 43479189
EP 4.2:Q 7 — Quincy Municipal Landfill #2 & #3 superfund site : Old Broadway Road, Quincy, Illinois : proposed plan for cleanup. OCLC 27878131
EP 4.2:R 635 — Fact sheet for proposed issuance of permits to Robbins Resource Recovery / OCLC 37841776
EP 4.9 — Application for permit to develop and/or operate a solid wastes management site for homogeneous, non-putrescible solid wastes. OCLC 1653980
EP 4.11 — Waste resource newsletter OCLC 9097079
EP 4.17 — Leaking underground storage tanks

5 Noise Pollution Control
EP 5.9 — Internal report [monographic series]

6 Public Water Supplies Division
EP 6.2:C 54/2 — Procedural chlorination / OCLC 27819383
EP 6.2:C 544 — The chemistry of chlorine and chlorination / OCLC 22949277
EP 6.2:E 53 — Emergency planning for drinking water systems -- Illinois. OCLC 10180116
EP 6.2:G 882/3 — Groundwater quality protection : community water supply planning. OCLC 19051692
EP 6.2:G 882/5 — Guidance document for groundwater protection needs assessments / OCLC 32351126
EP 6.2:L 434 — Illinois drinking water and lead / OCLC 18452137
EP 6.2:W 32/10 — Determination of radium removal efficiencies in water treatment processes for small and large populations / OCLC 2300850
EP 6.2:W 451 — Wellhead Protection Program submission pursuant to Section 1428 of the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) / OCLC 19992913
EP 6.2:W 776 — Winnebago County groundwater study / OCLC 19074751
EP 6.8:S 198/2002 — Sample collector's handbook. OCLC 49349509
EP 6.8:S 198/982 — Sample collector's handbook / OCLC 8445388
EP 6.8:S 198/989 — Sample collector's handbook / OCLC 19719649
EP 6.8:S 198/990 — Sample collector's handbook / OCLC 22914979
EP 6.12: — Public Water Supplies program plan / OCLC 16934561
EP 6.9 — Technical release numbers [monographic series]
EP 6.10 — Technical letters [monographic series]
EP 6.11 — Five year plan OCLC 8823881

7 Laboratory Services Division
8 Public Affairs Division
   EP 8.8:D 59/ — Newsroom directory & guide to the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. OCLC 6107993

9 Task Force on Agriculture Non-point Sources of Pollution

10 Land/Noise Pollution Control Division
   EP 10.2:B 454 — A hydrogeologic investigation of the Belvidere/Municipal #1 landfill / OCLC 8105811

11 Office of Chemical Safety
   EP 11.1: — Annual report / OCLC 13787632
   EP 11.2:C 517 — Know your chemicals : alternatives and precautions. OCLC 22777859
   EP 11.2:E 53 — Emergency Planning Unit. OCLC 23667001
   EP 11.2:E 53/2 — Criteria for focused site investigations and remedial action plans at emergency incident sites : compliance documentation guide B. OCLC 37740853
   EP 11.2:H 434 — Health and Safety Unit. OCLC 23600600
   EP 11.2:P 782 — PCB free. OCLC 33019342
   EP 11.2:R 382 — A summary of immediate telephone notification requirements for spills or sudden releases of chemicals and oils in Illinois. OCLC 29962208
   EP 11.2:R 382/994 — A summary of immediate telephone notification requirements for spills or sudden releases of chemicals and oils in Illinois. OCLC 31213363
   EP 11.2:R 382/995 — A summary of immediate telephone notification requirements for spills or sudden releases of chemicals and oils in Illinois. OCLC 32989690
   EP 11.2:R 386 — Criteria for remedial action completion reports at emergency incident sites : compliance documentation guide C. OCLC 37894412
   EP 11.2:T 755 — Toxicity Assessment Unit. OCLC 23613320
   EP 11.9:A 365 — Aldrin/dieldrin. OCLC 19061697
   EP 11.9:A 521 — Ammonia. OCLC 31876799
   EP 11.9:B 461 — Benzene : chemical information sheet. OCLC 22351348
EP 11.9:B 983 — -1,3-butadiene. OCLC 28896709
EP 11.9:C 124 — Cadmium : chemical information sheet. OCLC 17248252
EP 11.9:C 544 — Chloroform. OCLC 22945309
EP 11.9:C 916 — Coal tar creosote. OCLC 23670448
EP 11.9:D 546 — Dichloroethanes. OCLC 19985326
EP 11.9:D 546/989-2 — Dichloroethylenes. OCLC 22167553
EP 11.9:E 84/2 — Di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate-. OCLC 28947707
EP 11.9:G 563 — Glossary. OCLC 16914795
EP 11.9:L 434/991 — Lead. OCLC 24498386
EP 11.9:M 556 — Mercury. OCLC 20822443
EP 11.9:M 592/2 — Methyl isobutyl ketone. OCLC 25183879
EP 11.9:M 592/3 — Methyl ethyl ketone. OCLC 25813394
EP 11.9:M 592/4 — Methylene chloride : chemical information sheet. OCLC 33897155
EP 11.9:N 195 — Naphthalene. OCLC 26992951
EP 11.9:N 632 — Nickel. OCLC 22945467
EP 11.9:O 99 — Ozone. OCLC 23828617
EP 11.9:P 782/3 — Polychlorinated dibenzodioxins and dibenzofurans. OCLC 16824673
EP 11.9:S 949 — Sulfur dioxide. OCLC 23670465
EP 11.9:T 348/995 — Tetrachloroethylene. OCLC 32712559
EP 11.9:T 654 — Toluene : chemical information sheet. OCLC 17458195
EP 11.9:T 823/2 — 1, 1, 1-trichloroethane. OCLC 19747110
EP 11.9:T 827 — Trifluralin. OCLC 22155499
EP 11.9:V 791 — Vinyl chloride : chemical information sheet. OCLC 17248166
EP 11.9 — Chemical information sheet [monographic series]

12 Office of Public Information
EP 12.2:A 298 — The Air we breathe : fifth grade. OCLC 20882109
EP 12.2:A 298/2 — Bureau of Air. OCLC 26507451
EP 12.2:B 724 — Books for young people on environmental issues. OCLC 16918815
EP 12.2:B 724/992 — Books for young people on environmental issues. OCLC 26100288
EP 12.2:C 737 — Save a landfill : compost instead of bag. OCLC 22328506
EP 12.2:E 61 — Environmental problems : where to go for help. OCLC 18500549
EP 12.2:F 631 — When the cleanup begins. OCLC 28626745
EP 12.2:F 631/2 — When the cleanup begins : special notice on open burning of flood waste. OCLC 28940118
EP 12.2:F 631/3 — Flood emergency financial assistance program for wastewater treatment. OCLC 29159613
EP 12.2:F 631/4 — When the cleanup begins. OCLC 29160175
EP 12.2:L 253 — The Land we depend on : [for] fifth grade / OCLC 19069978
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EP 12.2:L 253/992 — The Land we depend on: [for] fifth grade / OCLC 25169538
EP 12.2:L 434 — Leaf burning: answers to commonly asked questions. OCLC 22747895
EP 12.2:M 486 — Mechanics--a new law affects you. OCLC 16918706
EP 12.2:P 451 — Imagine never having to complete a permit application again: sound like a dream?. OCLC 31043041
EP 12.2:P 777 — Division of Land Pollution Control. OCLC 16926175
EP 12.2:P 976 — Division of Public Water Supply. OCLC 16307337
EP 12.2:R 311 — Recycling: your contribution to a cleaner environment. OCLC 18354180
EP 12.2:R 311/2 — Starting an office recycling program. OCLC 19961400
EP 12.2:R 311/2/990 — Starting an office recycling program / OCLC 22752485
EP 12.2:R 311/989 — Recipes for a safer home. OCLC 20482645
EP 12.2:R 311/990 — Recycling: your contribution to a cleaner environment. OCLC 21422335
EP 12.2:R 344 — Direction of regulation in the 90's: PUC study results / OCLC 24521153
EP 12.2:S 128 — Recipes for a safer home. OCLC 18354104
EP 12.2:S 885 — Controlling storm water: new regulations for industries and municipalities. OCLC 24516194
EP 12.2:U 58 — Unleaded gasoline: the only way. OCLC 16919607
EP 12.2:V 914/2 — The Volunteer advantage: working together to learn about Illinois lakes. OCLC 22328650
EP 12.2:V 941 — The VLMP: no more Lake Woebegone. OCLC 22189892
EP 12.2:W 324 — Division of Water Pollution Control. OCLC 17316001
EP 12.8:H 842 — A Guide to publicizing a household hazardous waste collection project / OCLC 22199234
EP 12.8:H 842/991 — A Guide to publicizing a household hazardous waste collection project / OCLC 25170312
EP 12.8:M 489 — IEPA media guide. OCLC 17631023
EP 12.8:R 311/992 — Guide to household recycling: an introduction to why, what and how to recycle in the home. OCLC 25623198
EP 12.8:S 635 — Small business guide for getting a clean break: good for business and the environment / OCLC 36436015
EP 12.9: — Green talk. OCLC 28089694

13 Office of Ecotoxicology

14 Community Water Supply Testing Council
EP 14.2:T 344 — Chairman's report on testing fees. OCLC 29658972
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15 Office of Pollution Prevention

EP 15.2:A 278 — Pollution prevention at agrichemical facilities. OCLC 56828253
EP 15.2:A 939 — Guide to pollution prevention for the auto repair and autobody repair industry / OCLC 33183390
EP 15.2:C 514 — Pollution prevention checklist. OCLC 44156594
EP 15.2:C 734 — Can we talk? : an industry workshop on community outreach techniques. OCLC 32679394
EP 15.2:D 798 — Dry cleaning environmental training workshop / OCLC 33212095
EP 15.2:D 896 — How to prevent open dumping in your community. OCLC 56828263
EP 15.2:G 798 — Green schools checklist : environmental actions for schools to consider. OCLC 51870124
EP 15.2:G 798/2 — Green Schools Program. OCLC 53947330
EP 15.2:M 556 — Mercury fever thermometers : What you need to know. OCLC 50813401
EP 15.2:M 556/2 — Mercury-free alternatives for schools. OCLC 51158637
EP 15.2:M 556/2/2003 — Mercury-free alternatives for schools. OCLC 51576151
EP 15.2:M 556/2/2003-3 — Mercury-free alternatives for schools. OCLC 52188092
EP 15.2:M 556/3 — Mercury in skin-lightening products : a fact sheet for retail store owners in Illinois / OCLC 695599843
EP 15.2:M 556/4 — Mercury thermostat collection and recycling : a fact sheet for HVAC contractors and wholesale distributors / OCLC 723164772
EP 15.2:M 587 — Metal Finishing Industry Workshop (Sic 347). OCLC 30986269
EP 15.2:P 777 — For 30 years we have debated how best to isolate wastes from the environment, and finally, we now recognize an amazingly straightforward answer : pollution prevention. OCLC 27661557
EP 15.2:P 777/2 — Pollution prevention. OCLC 30805032
EP 15.2:P 836 — Best management practices for pork production. OCLC 39129552
EP 15.2:P 976 — Pollution prevention: for publicly owned treatment works (POTWs). OCLC 44999870
EP 15.2:P 976/2002 — Pollution prevention for publicly owned treatment works (POTWs). OCLC 50037966
EP 15.2:P777/2/995 — Pollution prevention. OCLC 32368798
EP 15.2:R 311 — Recycling mercury vehicle switches in Illinois. OCLC 244247125
EP 15.2:R 321 — Easy ways to reduce waste and conserve resources: you can make a difference. OCLC 37863790
EP 15.2:R 321/998 — Easy ways to reduce waste and conserve resources: you can make a difference!. OCLC 40743610
EP 15.2:T 255 — Pollution prevention technical assistance: improving the environment and your bottom line. OCLC 45254244
EP 15.2:T 255/2004 — Pollution prevention technical assistance: improving the environment and your bottom line. OCLC 55850592
EP 15.8:A 839 — Student manual: asphalt production and application pollution prevention and recycling. OCLC 33454910
EP 15.8:M 587 — Metal cleaning and coating pollution prevention and recycling / OCLC 33189645
EP 15.10: — Graduate internship program ... project abstracts / OCLC 39111615
EP 15.11: — OPPportunities to prevent pollution in Illinois. OCLC 42189719
EP 15.12: — Pollution prevention internship program ... project abstracts / OCLC 45303074
EP 15.9 — Partner update OCLC 31878124

EQ — Institute for Environmental Quality

1 Main Office

EQ 1.2:A 29/2 — Chicago air pollution morbidity studies SO₂ and particulate levels and acute illness in patients with chromic bronchopulmonary disease / OCLC 2017894
EQ 1.2:A 29/4 — An economic evaluation of the proposed Illinois complex source regulation / OCLC 2697614
EQ 1.2:A 29/5 — The air quality and economic implications of supplementary control systems in Illinois / OCLC 2104671
EQ 1.2:C 54 — Chlorine residuals in treated effluents. OCLC 1057692
EQ 1.2:L 434 — A study of environmental pollution by lead OCLC 1009019
EQ 1.2:M 556/3 — A method for the determination of total mercury in ambient air / OCLC 2705990
EQ 1.2:M 62 — Lake Michigan discharge studies. OCLC 1253878
EQ 1.2:N 73 — Advisory report on health effects of nitrates in water. OCLC 1121856
EQ 1.2:R 62 — Survey of river basin planning techniques / OCLC 1446529
EQ 1.2:S 68/2 — Some properties of coal spoilbank and refuse materials resulting from surface-mining coal in Illinois / OCLC 2799786
EQ 1.2:W 32 — Fertilizer application rates and nitrate concentrations in Illinois surface waters : a report to the Illinois Institute for Environmental Quality / OCLC 2048071
EQ 1.2:W 32/2 — Wastewater treatment technology; OCLC 726408
EQ 1.8:I 34 — Environmental impact statements : a handbook for writers and reviewers / OCLC 1531655
EQ 1.9:A 885 — Attitudes of Illinois citizens toward solid waste and the environment. OCLC 868924
EQ 1.9:L 25 — Site planning and future use for sanitary landfills / OCLC 1256641
EQ 1.9:WA 32 — Catalog of solid waste literature. OCLC 984995
EQ 1.9:WA 32 — Composting applications for Illinois : a report to the Institute for Environmental Quality / OCLC 875469
EQ 1.12:76-03 — Environmental curiosity sampler 2 : for use with environmental study areas in Illinois / OCLC 2505067
EQ 1.12:76-10 — Economic impact study of the proposed motor vehicle (in-use) noise regulations : report of the Task Force on noise. OCLC 2377596
EQ 1.12:76-12 — A preliminary guide for benefit consideration in economic impact studies : report of the Environmental Management Program at Governors State University / OCLC 2512233
EQ 1.12:76-13 — Index to environmental projects performed by agencies of the State of Illinois / OCLC 2513091
EQ 1.12:76-18/ — Energy usage characteristics of single family residences and their occupants in Illinois / OCLC 2588355
EQ 1.12:76-20 — Land pollution : strategies for emergency action : submitted to Illinois Institute for Environmental Quality / OCLC 2732112
EQ 1.12:76-22 — Technology and economics of industrial pollution abatement / OCLC 2760592
EQ 1.12:77/04 — Cost/effectiveness analysis of the Illinois ozone episode regulation (R75-4) / OCLC 3628109
EQ 1.12:77/10 — Effects of noise and hearing acuity upon visual depth perception and safety among humans / OCLC 3854570
EQ 1.12:77/11 — Illinois lands affected by underground mining for coal / OCLC 3164276
EQ 1.12:77/13 — Morton Grove lead study : an investigation of the contribution of airborne lead from automobile exhaust to blood lead levels in suburban children / OCLC 3494647
EQ 1.12:77/21 — Review & synopsis of public participation regarding sulfur dioxide and particulate emissions (R71-23) (R74-2) (R75-7) / OCLC 3620331
EQ 1.12:77/25 — Ozone pollution in Illinois / OCLC 3471274
EQ 1.12:77/38 — Problem sites: lands affected by underground mining for coal / OCLC 4082389
EQ 1.12:77-06 — Directory of federal and state water pollution standards / OCLC 2978884
EQ 1.12:78/09 — Economic impact of revisions of the public water supply regulations, R77-13 / OCLC 4235123
EQ 1.10 — Project list OCLC 20921601
EQ 1.11 — Ct. directories
EQ 1.13 — Quarterly review of publications
EQ 1.9 — Solid waste management series [monographic series]
EQ 1.12 — IIEQ document [monographic series]

ES — Employment Security Department

1 Main Office
ES 1.1: — Annual report / OCLC 13020955
ES 1.2:A 257/ — Affirmative action information, State of Illinois ... annual averages. OCLC 17303443
ES 1.2:C 734 — Commuting patterns in Illinois: statistical summary of commuting by county 1990 census / OCLC 31258711
ES 1.2:C 734/2 — Commuting facts: a look at commuting patterns in Illinois based on 1990 Census data OCLC 30212063
ES 1.2:F 251 — Fast facts for employers. OCLC 28914305
ES 1.2:J 62 — Illinois job outlook in brief, 2001. OCLC 48064815
ES 1.2:K 47 — Kids and careers: how families can help youth succeed. OCLC 123444302
ES 1.2:L 438 — Learn more earn more: Illinois high-demand, high-wage occupations. OCLC 239636029
ES 1.2:L 438/SPAN. — Si aprendes más, ganarás más: las ocupaciones de salarios altos en gran demanda en Illinois. OCLC 236963600
ES 1.2:M 554 — Merchandising your job talents / OCLC 30102432
ES 1.2:OC 15/2 — Occupational employment statistics: 1984 survey of selected Illinois nonmanufacturing establishments: mining, construction, finance-insurance-real estate, and services. OCLC 15560217
ES 1.2:OC 15/3 — Occupational employment statistics: health services, 1984 and 1986. OCLC 19359131
ES 1.2:OC 15/5 — Occupational employment statistics: mining, construction, and finance-insurance-real estate. OCLC 28726019
ES 1.2:OC 15/6 — Occupational employment statistics: service industries. OCLC 28725612
ES 1.2:OC 15/7 — 1994 occupational wage survey for Illinois manufacturing, trade, service, and finance-insurance-real estate industries / OCLC 31259490
ES 1.2:OC 15/7/995 — 1995 occupational wage survey for Illinois manufacturing, trade, service, and finance-insurance-real estate industries / OCLC 33210352
ES 1.2:S 724 — One Source: workforce & career information: your one source for workforce and career information in Illinois / OCLC 48087376
ES 1.2:S 955 — Summary of services / OCLC 30102371
ES 1.5:U 56 — Illinois Unemployment Insurance Act: as amended to June 23, 2006 / OCLC 151021057
ES 1.8:L 123 — Your guide to LMI in Illinois / OCLC 36359334
ES 1.8:U 56 — Illinois unemployment insurance law handbook. OCLC 35174781
ES 1.8:W 926 — Illinois workforce information, 2000: your guide to facts about jobs, wages and workers. OCLC 45062694
ES 1.10: — Human services plan: state fiscal year ... OCLC 24536646
ES 1.11: — Illinois labor market review / OCLC 5509253
ES 1.13: — Illinois wage survey / OCLC 9543258
ES 1.14: — Illinois employment industry summary / OCLC 28688837
ES 1.16: — Illinois unemployment insurance highlights / OCLC 9787928
ES 1.18:FICHE — Monthly report on employment, hours and earnings ...: State of Illinois area: Chicago PMSA. OCLC 17852558
ES 1.20: — Programs and services, state fiscal years ... OCLC 25955826
ES 1.21: — Illinois at work. OCLC 27723740
ES 1.22: — Where workers work in the Chicago metro area. OCLC 22341204
ES 1.23: — Illinois monthly statistical summary / OCLC 32263150
ES 1.24: — Occupational wage survey for Illinois manufacturing, trade, service, and finance-insurance-real estate industries. OCLC 32634472
ES 1.25/2: — County labor force summary / OCLC 28688818
ES 1.25: — County labor force report / OCLC 32582031
ES 1.26: — Occupational projections. OCLC 17390069
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ES 1.27: — Affirmative action plan. OCLC 32192505
ES 1.28: — Municipal labor force report / OCLC 32582092
ES 1.29: — Occupational employment statistics. OCLC 39729887
ES 1.30:A 172 — Accounting, auditing & bookkeeping services. OCLC 50119873
ES 1.30:A 172/SPAN. — Servicios de contabilidad, auditoria y tenduria de libros. OCLC 50226338
ES 1.30:A 278 — Agribusiness. OCLC 50158620
ES 1.30:A 278/SPAN. — El negocio de agricultura. OCLC 50226356
ES 1.30:A 673 — Architectural & engineering services. OCLC 50158601
ES 1.30:A 673/SPAN. — Servicios arquitectonicos y ingenieria. OCLC 50226374
ES 1.30:A 792 — Arts & entertainment. OCLC 50158583
ES 1.30:A 792/SPAN. — Ocupaciones en las artes. OCLC 50226515
ES 1.30:A 939 — Automotive technology & services. OCLC 50158543
ES 1.30:A 939/SPAN. — Servicios automovilisticos. OCLC 50226606
ES 1.30:B 218 — Banking services. OCLC 50158504
ES 1.30:B 218/SPAN. — Servicios financieros. OCLC 50230841
ES 1.30:B 932 — Services to buildings. OCLC 50157542
ES 1.30:B 932/SPAN. — Servicios a edificios. OCLC 50231660
ES 1.30:C 758 — Construction trades. OCLC 50158456
ES 1.30:C 758/SPAN. — El Oficio de la construccion. OCLC 50231006
ES 1.30:D 614 — Distribution & warehousing services. OCLC 50158534
ES 1.30:D 614/SPAN. — Industria de almacenaje y distribucion. OCLC 50230915
ES 1.30:E 24 — Educational services. OCLC 50158492
ES 1.30:E 24/SPAN. — Servicios educativos. OCLC 50230952
ES 1.30:E 64 — Equipment : mechanics, installers & repairers. OCLC 50158353
ES 1.30:E 64/SPAN. — Mecánicos, instaladores y reparadores de aparatos. OCLC 50231291
ES 1.30:H 434 — Health services : hospitals & clinics. OCLC 50158439
ES 1.30:H 434/2 — Health services : nursing, residential & home health care. OCLC 50157788
ES 1.30:H 434/2/SPAN. — Practicantes independientes y otras ocupaciones en servicios medicos. OCLC 50231423
ES 1.30:H 434/SPAN. — Servicios en salud : clinicas y residencias para convalecientes y ancianos. OCLC 50231042
ES 1.30:H 4345/3 — Independent practitioners & other occupations in health services. OCLC 53018204
ES 1.30:H 828 — Hospitality. OCLC 50158416
ES 1.30:H 828/SPAN. — La Hospitalidad. OCLC 50231079
ES 1.30:I 43 — Information services. OCLC 50158403
ES 1.30:I 43/SPAN. — Servicios de informacion. OCLC 50231123
ES 1.30:I 59 — Insurance. OCLC 50158390
ES 1.30:I 59/SPAN. — Mercancía y valores. OCLC 50231170
ES 1.30:L 496 — Legal services. OCLC 50158367
ES 1.30:L 496/SPAN. — Servicios legales. OCLC 50231220
ES 1.30:M 219 — Mailing, printing & graphic art services. OCLC 50158471
ES 1.30:M 219/SPAN. — Servicios de artes gráficas, de impresión y de envío. OCLC 50230976
ES 1.30:M 587 — Occupations in metalworking & plastics working. OCLC 50158336
ES 1.30:M 587/SPAN. — Metalurgia y los plasticos. OCLC 50231341
ES 1.30:P 467 — Personnel supply services. OCLC 50157747
ES 1.30:P 467/SPAN. — Proveedores de servicio de personal. OCLC 50231466
ES 1.30:P 957 — Printing & publishing. OCLC 50157680
ES 1.30:P 957/SPAN. — Imprenta y la publicacion. OCLC 50231500
ES 1.30:R 437 — Retail trade. OCLC 50157650
ES 1.30:R 437/SPAN. — Comercio al por menor. OCLC 50231613
ES 1.30:S 446 — Securities & commodities. OCLC 50157638
ES 1.30:S 446/SPAN. — Servicios de los seguros. OCLC 50231561
ES 1.30:S 678 — Social services. OCLC 50157527
ES 1.30:S 678/SPAN. — Servicios sociales. OCLC 50231672
ES 1.30:T 779 — Travel & tourism. OCLC 50157502
ES 1.30:T 779/SPAN. — Viajes y turismo. OCLC 50231711
ES 1.31: — Report to the General Assembly / OCLC 613612649
ES 1.9 — Illinois unemployment insurance fund. OCLC 12186612
ES 1.15 — Women in the labor force and jobs for the future OCLC 16389769
ES 1.30 — Guides to career choices [monographic series]

2 Board of Review
ES 2.9: — Decision. OCLC 13832456

Et — Board of Ethics

1 Main Office

F — Department of Finance

1 Main Office
   F 1.9 — Appropriations OCLC 5020554
   F 1.10 — Personnel detail
   F 1.11 — Where the ... state dollar came from and where the ... state dollar went. OCLC 31383642
   F 1.12 — Financial programs for Illinois

2 Management Information Division
   F 2.9 — Impact
FE — Fair Employment Practices Commission

1 Main Office
FE 1.10 — Illinois fair employment practices reports. OCLC 4185025

Fl — Department of Financial Institutions

1 Main Office
Fl 1.1: — Annual report / OCLC 8924486
Fl 1.2:U 54 — 25 most frequently asked questions concerning unclaimed property. OCLC 13961667
Fl 1.2:U 54/2 — Unclaimed property, 1985 : a record year. OCLC 12996377
Fl 1.2:U 54/988 — 25 most frequently asked questions concerning unclaimed property / OCLC 18337008
Fl 1.9 — [Newsletter] OCLC 11615169
Fl 1.10 — Registry of unclaimed property owners. OCLC 9098557
Fl 1.11 — Registry of unclaimed property owners. OCLC 9098439
Fl 1.12 — Financial forum OCLC 927185096
Fl 1.13 — Registry of unclaimed property owners.

2 Consumer Credit Division

3 Credit Union Division
Fl 3.1 — Annual report of Illinois State chartered credit unions. OCLC 4144702
Fl 3.1 — Annual report of Illinois credit unions. OCLC 5389191
Fl 3.3 — Bulletin - Credit Union Division. OCLC 6440347

4 Consumer Finance Division
Fl 4.1 — Analysis of reports OCLC 13103475

FM — State Fire Marshal

FM 1 is not used; FM 2 was intended to be used for Boiler and Pressure Vessel Safety, but NEIU holds no titles published by this agency.

2 Office of the State Fire Marshall
FM 2.1: — Annual report / OCLC 8714242
FO — Illinois Film Office

1 Main Office

FO 1.2:F527/SPAN. — Patricia Blagojevich’s pregunte antes de comer: mantenga seguro a los niños que tienen alergias de alimentos. OCLC 244481477
FO 1.2:I 29 — ILLINOIS: now 20% off. OCLC 122335613
FO 1.2:P 964 — A Program to increase film production activity in Illinois: report to Illinois Film Office, State of Illinois. OCLC 18336248
FO 1.2:P 964/2 — Film and video production companies / OCLC 35952772
FO 1.2:S 559 — Shoot. Save. Simple. : 20% transferable tax credit. OCLC 173620118
FO 1.2:S 559/2 — Shoot. Save. Simple. : 30% transferable tax credit: no expiration. OCLC 310423146
FO 1.2:S 559/2008 — Shoot. Save. Simple. : 20% transferable tax credit. OCLC 244476786
FO 1.8:C 734 — Film commercial production guide: producers, directors, talent. OCLC 35952410
FO 1.10: — Report to the Illinois General Assembly on the Illinois film tax credit / OCLC 65184364
FO 1.9 — Illinois production guide. OCLC 30379635

FPR — Financial and Professional Institutions

1 Main Office

FPR 1.2:D 232 — Data system breach. OCLC 180121518

G — Governor
1 Main Office

G 1.2:G 326/2 — $1,000,000,000 State of Illinois, general obligation certificates of November, 2005. OCLC 63164204
G 1.2:G 326 — Groundwater in Illinois : a threatened resource : a briefing paper regarding the need for groundwater protection legislation / OCLC 16573561
G 1.2:I 62 — Illinois inbound investment study, 1992. OCLC 25685477
G 1.2:W 926 FICHE — The Illinois workers' compensation system : a report to the Governor / OCLC 19998953
G 1.9/5: — An accountability budget for Illinois. OCLC 1793746
G 1.9/6: — Illinois state budget. OCLC 3879753
G 1.9/8: — Illinois capital plan. OCLC 19289654
G 1.9/9: — Illinois state budget detail. OCLC 23201437
G 1.9/10: — The FY ... capital budget. OCLC 57687159
G 1.9: — Illinois state budget. OCLC 2666112
G 1.10/2: — Illinois personnel detail. OCLC 1788528
G 1.10: — Personnel detail of the State of Illinois. OCLC 1800260
G 1.12:H 842 — Governor's Conference on Housing : final report. OCLC 25425963
G 1.13: — Affirmative action plan / OCLC 44009267
G 1.9/2 — The Illinois state budget ... The Governor's message and budget in brief. OCLC 8292089
G 1.9/3 — Illinois budget appendix. OCLC 1793875
G 1.9/4 — Illinois state budget in brief. OCLC 8291935
G 1.9/7 — Illinois state budget [microfiche] OCLC 15995764
G 1.11 — Legislative messages OCLC 25776800
G 1.12 — Governor's conference on... [monographic series]

4 Bureau of the Budget

G 4.2:A 84 — Equity in federal funding : a first step. OCLC 2777599
G 4.2:C 396/8/ FICHE — 1980 census of population and housing ... sch[ool] dist[ric]t. OCLC 10561187
G 4.2:D 489 — Prevention of developmental disabilities in Illinois : options to guide state prevention efforts. OCLC 7739519
G 4.2:G 326 — $1,000,000,000 State of Illinois, general obligation certificates : series of November, 2005. OCLC 63164232
G 4.2:G 326/10 — $900,000,000 State of Illinois, general obligation certificates : series of February, 2007. OCLC 82481601
G 4.2:G 326/11 — $900,000,000 State of Illinois general obligation certificates of February, 2007. OCLC 83768383
G 4.2:G 326/12 — $150,000,000 general obligation bonds series of April 2007. OCLC 123174197
G 4.2:G 326/13 — $150,000,000 State of Illinois general obligation bonds, series of April 2007. OCLC 123538864
G 4.2:G 326/14 — $108,000,000 state of Illinois general obligation bonds : series A of June 2007. OCLC 150447814
G 4.2:G 326/15 — $150,000,000 State of Illinois general obligation bonds : series A of June 2007. OCLC 144616968
G 4.2:G 326/3 — $300,000,000 general obligation bonds : series of September 2005. OCLC 61821337
G 4.2:G 326/4 — $300,000,000 general obligation bonds : series of September 2005. OCLC 61821398
G 4.2:G 326/4 Add. — $300,000,000 State of Illinois general obligation bonds, series of September 2005. OCLC 61821514
G 4.2:G 326/5 — $325,000,000 state of Illinois general obligation bonds : series of January 2006. OCLC 64433318
G 4.2:G 326/5 — $150,000,000 general obligation bonds : series of April 2007. OCLC 123174285
G 4.2:G 326/6 — $325,000,000 State of Illinois general obligation bonds : series of January 2006. OCLC 70279431
G 4.2:G 326/8 — $285,000,000 state of Illinois general obligation bonds : $270,000,000 series A of June 2006 [and] $15,000,000 series B of June 2006. OCLC 64433371
G 4.2:G 326/9 — $900,000,000 State of Illinois general obligation certificates of February, 2007. OCLC 82530298
G 4.2:G 326/ADD. — $1,000,000,000 State of Illinois general obligation certificates of November, 2005. OCLC 63164193
G 4.2:H 842 — Report of task force created pursuant to House Resolution 221. OCLC 19963924
G 4.2:O 15/976/v.2 — Occupational manpower projections : methodology / OCLC 2671087
G 4.2:O 15/976/v.3 — Occupational manpower projections : forecasting local manpower needs in a regional setting / OCLC 2671229
G 4.2:P 83/3/ — Illinois population projections. OCLC 7958326
G 4.2:P 83/4/ — Illinois population trends from ... to ... OCLC 9085409
G 4.2:P 83/4/ — Illinois population trends from ... to ... OCLC 9085409
G 4.2:P 83/5/ — Illinois population trends from ... to ... OCLC 9085409
G 4.2:P 83/5/ — Illinois population trends from ... to ... OCLC 9085409
G 4.2:P 83/6/ — Illinois population trends from ... to ... OCLC 9085409
G 4.2:R 332/3 — $329,000,000 general obligation refunding bonds series B of June, 2007. OCLC 150447307
G 4.2:R 332/4 — $280,000,000 State of Illinois general obligation refunding bonds : series B of June 2007. OCLC 144616943
G 4.2:S 163 — $75,000,000 State of Illinois Build Illinois Bonds (sales tax revenue bonds) : series of February 2005. OCLC 58597550
G 4.2:S 163/10 — $50,000,000 State of Illinois Build Illinois bonds (sales tax revenue bonds) : series of July 2007. OCLC 154309391
G 4.2:S 163/2 — $65,000,000 State of Illinois Build Illinois bonds (sales tax revenue bonds) : series of March 2006. OCLC 65284724
G 4.2:S 163/2/ADD. — $65,000,000 State of Illinois, Build Illinois bonds (sales tax revenue bonds) : series of March 2006. OCLC 65284731
G 4.2:S 163/3 — $125,000,000 State of Illinois Build Illinois bonds (sales tax revenue bonds) : series of June 2005. OCLC 61212694
G 4.2:S 163/4 — $125,000,000 State of Illinois Build Illinois bonds (sales tax revenue bonds) : series of June 2005. OCLC 60819327
G 4.2:S 163/5 — $65,000,000 State of Illinois Build Illinois bonds (sales tax revenue bonds) : series of March 2006. OCLC 65221413
G 4.2:S 163/6 — $75,000,000 State of Illinois Build Illinois Bonds (sales tax revenue bonds) : series of February 2005. OCLC 58597567
G 4.2:S 163/7 — $150,000,000 State of Illinois Build Illinois bonds (sales tax revenue bonds) : series of June 2006. OCLC 70244441
G 4.2:S 163/8 — $150,000,000 State of Illinois Build Illinois bonds (sales tax revenue bonds) : series of June 2006. OCLC 70244184
G 4.2:S 163/9 — $50,000,000 State of Illinois, Build Illinois bonds (sales tax revenue bonds) : series of July 2007. OCLC 154309830
G 4.3:G 326/7 — $300,000,000 State of Illinois general obligation bonds : $285,000,000 series A of June 2006 [and] $15,000,000 series B of June 2006. OCLC 70279541
G 4.15: — State of Illinois statistical abstract. OCLC 1794605
G 4.16:VOL.2 — Plan for public aid services, fiscal years 1977-1979 / OCLC 3749168
G 4.16:VOL.4 — Plan for vocational rehabilitation services, fiscal years 1977-1979 / OCLC 4005372
G 4.16:VOL.6 — Plan for aging services, fiscal years 1977-1979 / OCLC 3769098
The Governor's sunset report on the Illinois Land Sales Act / OCLC 20390840
Governor's sunset report on the Illinois Land Surveyors Act / OCLC 18365779
Governor's sunset report on the Medical Practice Act / OCLC 16003511
Governor's sunset report on the Illinois Nursing Act / OCLC 16080933
Governor's sunset report on the Nursing Home Administrators Licensing Practice Act / OCLC 16080941
Governor's sunset report on the Illinois Optometric Practice Act / OCLC 16925339
Governor's sunset report on the Pharmacy Practice Act / OCLC 16225681
Governor's sunset report on the Physician Assistants Practice Act / OCLC 17443176
Governor's sunset report on the Illinois Podiatry Act / OCLC 16871577
Governor's sunset report on the Illinois Professional Engineering Act and the Illinois Structural Engineering Act / OCLC 18365751
Governor's sunset report on the Illinois Psychologist Registration Act / OCLC 16925341
Governor's sunset report on the Social Workers Registration Act / OCLC 16404705
General obligation certificates : official notice of certificate sale and bid form / OCLC 30384289
General obligation certificates : preliminary official statement / OCLC 30384352
State of Illinois build Illinois bonds (sales tax revenue bonds), Illinois FIRST : series of ... OCLC 51279659
Build Illinois bonds : (Sales tax revenue bonds). OCLC 30637869
General obligation college savings bonds. OCLC 27383824
General obligation college savings bonds : series of ... (zero coupon bonds). OCLC 17888090
Revenue anticipation certificates of ... : official notice of certificate sale and bid form / OCLC 35144697
Revenue anticipation certificates : preliminary official statement / OCLC 33115904
Certificates of participation : official notice of sale and bid form / OCLC 35144690
Certificates of participation : preliminary official statement / OCLC 35144703
5 Governor's Committee on Voluntary Action
G 5.9 — Vanguard OCLC 19834229
G 5.10 — Commitment to Tomorrow
G 5.11 — Source

6 Office of Human Resources
G 6.9 — Newsletter OCLC 852794247

7 Governor's Traffic Safety Coordinating Committee

8 Governor's Advisory Council
G 8.9 — Governor's Advisory Council newsletter. OCLC 14984936

9 Comprehensive State Health Planning Agency

10 Governor's Committee on the Handicapped
G 10.2:H 23 — A statement of shared needs and goals, and Governor Dan Walker's response to these needs and goals : final report. OCLC 2180803
G 10.9: — Aspirations. OCLC 11408371

11 Planning and Analysis and Department Finance Office
G 11.9 — State of Illinois statistical report. OCLC 1784973

12 Governor's Office of Manpower & Human Development
G 12.2:C 42/3 — Final report on intake and assessment systems of CETA prime sponsors / OCLC 3823106
G 12.2:C 758 — A consumer’s guide to proceedings before the Illinois Commerce Commission / OCLC 5637015
G 12.2:W 675 — Muffled cries of misery. OCLC 4073815
G 12.6:R 311 — Illinois partnership for long term care insurance: recommendations of the Illinois Partnership Task Force to Governor Jim Edgar. OCLC 29647781
G 12.8:E 553 — The work connection: an employer’s guide to employment and training resources in Illinois / OCLC 5372042
G 12.8:P 712 — Illinois data resources for manpower planners: handbook / OCLC 2163144
G 12.12: — Etc. OCLC 5594043
G 12.9 — Illinois manpower impressions. OCLC 15091850
G 12.10 — Illinois initiatives OCLC 15091830
G 12.11 — Occupational manpower projections OCLC 2799886
G 12.13 — Poverty in Illinois

13 Governor’s Task Force on Flood Control
G 13.8:F 631 — Reducing flood damage: a manual for local government officials / OCLC 1687992
G 13.8:F 631 — Reducing flood damage: a manual for local government officials / OCLC 1687992

14 Governor’s Task Force on School Finance

15 Governor’s Commission on Schools
16 Governor’s Task Force on Mortgage Practices

17 Governor’s Advisory Council on Manpower
G 17.2:V 585 — Special report to the Governor’s Advisory Council on Manpower: information on manpower services to veterans / OCLC 2078914

18 Governor’s Commission on Individual Liberty and Personal Freedom
G 18.2:P 961 — Final report of the Governor’s Commission on Individual Liberty and Personal Privacy. OCLC 2139965

19 Governor’s Working Conference on Day Care

20 Interdepartmental Committee on Mental Retardation
G 20.2:M 549/2 — Mental retardation: selected conference papers / OCLC 44855

21 Governor’s Revenue Study Committee
22 Governor’s Task Force on Public Transportation in Northeastern Illinois
23 Governor's Planning Council on Developmental Disabilities
G 23.2:A 167 — Domestic abuse and neglect of adults with disabilities: study and demonstration act PA 84-881: a report to the General Assembly and the Governor. OCLC 13706523
G 23.2:P 375 — Draft phase two report: "peer review and technical assistance of nine facilities, a move to improve": technical assistance and staff training for intermediate care facilities for the developmentally disabled (ICFDD) and for those ICFDD for fifteen or fewer persons. OCLC 19955092
G 23.2:P 976/ — Report to the Illinois General Assembly on Public Act 84-569. OCLC 13900599
G 23.2:T 772 — Illinois transition project: transition plan development for special education students in Illinois public schools / OCLC 14238884
G 23.5:D 612 — The Illinois plan: a system for the protection of the individual rights and advocacy for persons with developmental disabilities under the Developmental disabilities services and facilities construction act, as amended by section 113 of P.L. 94-103 for fiscal year 1978 / OCLC 3601286
G 23.8:C 734/987 — Building bridges for communication: a reference book on communication, terms, laws, and other information relating to persons with disabilities. OCLC 16976182
G 23.8:D 489 — Life-span services: a handbook of Illinois state government agencies serving persons with developmental disabilities. OCLC 19961391
G 23.9: — D.D. directions. OCLC 5522762
G 23.10/2:981 — Illinois state plan for the developmentally disabled, 1981. OCLC 7309808
G 23.10: — Plan for the developmentally disabled. OCLC 6245609
G 23.11: — Early intervention. OCLC 15102458
G 23.2:C 776/987 — Directory of case coordination units for persons with developmental disabilities. OCLC 16976015

24 Governor's Commission for the Revision of the Mental Health Code of Illinois

25 Governor's Commission on State Mandated Programs
G 25.2:E 21 — Government Special Commission on State Mandated Programs: education report. OCLC 5776023

26 Governor's Science and Technology Task Force

27 Governor's Advisory Commission on Taxes

28 Governor's Council on Health and Fitness
G 28.9 — GCHF newsletter. OCLC 6049036
29 Governor's Cost Control Task Force
   G 29.1 — Implementation progress report OCLC 8188997

30 Governor's Jail and Detention Standards Review Committee

31 Governor's Task Force on High Technology

32 Governor's Task Force on Homeownership
   G 32.2:2/H 765 — Governor's Task Force on Homeownership : [final report]. OCLC 8571153

33 Governor's Committee on the International Year of the Disabled Person

34 Governor's Task Force on Block Grant Implementation

35 Governor Otto Kerner

36 Governor Sam Shapiro

37 Governor Richard Ogilvie

38 Governor Dan Walker
   G 38.9: — Executive order. OCLC 7316805
   G 38.11:976 — State of the State message / OCLC 5265098

39 Governor James R. Thompson
   G 39.2:P 777 — Report to the Governor of Illinois on procedures of the Illinois pollution control regulatory system / OCLC 17447789
   G 39.2:S 372 — Building alliances toward better & safer schools. OCLC 12679751
   G 39.9: — Executive order. OCLC 7316805

40 Governor Jim Edgar
   G 40.2:E 23 — Meeting the challenge : the Edgar administration, 1991-1999 / OCLC 40749260
   G 40.2:E 24 — Governor's education report / OCLC 25930893
   G 40.2:F 631 — Governor's Workshop on the Great Flood of 1993 : long term approaches to the management of the Mississippi and Illinois rivers including lessons learned and information gaps. OCLC 31416099
   G 40.2:T 255 — [Final report and recommendations]. OCLC 31470844
   G 40.9: — Executive order. OCLC 7316805
   G 40.11:H 918 — Designing the Department of Human Services : a report to the Illinois Legislative Task Force on Human Services Consolidation / OCLC 37417080
41 Governor George Ryan  
   G 41.9: — *Executive order*. OCLC 7316805

42 Governor Rod Blagojevich  
   G 42.9: — *Executive order*. OCLC 7316805

43 Governor Pat Quinn  
   G 43.9: — *Executive order*. OCLC 7316805

44 Governor Bruce Rauner  
   G 44.9: — *Executive order*. OCLC 7316805

45 Governor J. B. Pritzker  
   G 45.9: — *Executive order*. OCLC 7316805

101 Governor's Task Force on Children


103 Governor's Task Force on Prison Crowding  
   G 103.2:R 311 — *Recommendations* / OCLC 10174256

104 Governor's Task Force on Private Sector Initiatives  
   G 104.2:E 24 — *Education for employment: the report of the Governor's Task Force on Private Sector Initiatives*. OCLC 11747615

105 Governor's Chemical Safety Task Force  

106 Governor's Task Force on Medical Malpractice  

107 Governor's Commission on Election Reform  
   G 107.2:E 38 — *A report to Governor James R. Thompson from the Governor's Commission on Election Reform*. OCLC 12207708

108 Governor's Transportation Task Force for Individuals with Disabilities  
   G 108.2:T 772 — *Report of the Governor's Transportation Task Force for Individuals with Disabilities*. OCLC 12438980

109 Governor's Task Force on Horse Racing in Illinois

110 Governor's Office of Voluntary Action  
   G 110.9: — *Volunteer Illinois* / OCLC 13085288

111 Governor's Task Force on the Future of Mental Health in Illinois

112 Governor's Task Force on Homeless Youth  
   G 112.2:H 765 — *Final report* / OCLC 17479749

113 Governor's Office of Planning

225
114 Governor's Task Force on the Future of Mental Health in Illinois
115 Governor's Task Force on Welfare Reform
  Governor's Task Force on Welfare Reform. OCLC 15602970
116 Governor's Task Force on the Future of Rural Illinois
  G 116.2:R 948 — Summary report to the Governor and 85th Illinois General
  Assembly / OCLC 15716324
117 Governor's Radon Task Force
  OCLC 15265410
118 Governor's Task Force on Detention Standards
  OCLC 16247721
119 Governor's Task Force on Day Care
  G 119.2:D 273 — Governor's Task Force on Day Care : final report. OCLC  
  22957044
120 Governor's Task Force on Low-Income Energy Issues
  G 120.2:L 912 — Governor's Task Force on Low-Income Energy Issues : final 
  report. OCLC 19955321
121 Interagency Council on Census Coordination for the 1990 U.S. 
  Census
122 Chicago and Cook County Health Care Summit
  G 122.2:R 425 — Chicago and Cook County health care action plan : report of 
  the Chicago and Cook County Health Care Summit. OCLC 22102409
123 Governor's Task Force on Occupant Protection
  G 123.2:O 15 — Governor's Task Force on Occupant Protection : final report. 
  OCLC 22950299
124 Governor's Task Force on Higher Education
  G 124.2:G 721 — Report on governance. OCLC 26345446
125 Governor's Human Resources Advisory Council
  G 125.2:R 311/ — Recommendations for change in Illinois : final report. OCLC  
  29020500
126 Governor's Long-term Care Insurance Taskforce
127 Family Preservation Task Force
  G 127.2:R 425 — Report of the Family Preservation Task Force to Governor Jim 
  Edgar and the Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 29699358
128 Governor's Small Business Environmental Task Force
G 128.2:A 522 — The amnesty answer : Illinois Environmental Amnesty Program. OCLC 32415263

129 Governor's Commission on Education Funding
G 129.2:R 425 — Report of the Governor's Commission on Education Funding. OCLC 34555052

130 Governor's Commission on Gangs
G 130.2:R 425 — Mobilizing Illinois : report & recommendations to the governor. OCLC 37231345

131 Governor's Pollution Prevention Advisory Council

132 Governor's Commission on the Status of Women in Illinois

133 Governor's Commission on Discrimination and Hate Crimes
G 133.1: — Annual report of the Governor's Commission on Discrimination and Hate crimes. OCLC 45554877
G 133.2:C 455 — Changing headlines : building tolerance in the land of Lincoln : interim report for the Governor's Commission on Discrimination & Hate Crimes. OCLC 43321929

134 Governor's Commission on Capital Punishment
G 134.2:R 425 — Report of the Governor's Commission on Capital Punishment : [Final]. OCLC 49856968

135 Governor's Balanced Growth Cabinet
G 135.2:R 425 — A report of the Balanced Growth Cabinet : accomplishments and future focus. OCLC 50793036

136 Office of Executive Inspector General for the Agencies of the Illinois Government
G 136.1: — Annual report. OCLC 869299354
G 136.9: — EEO/AA policy and plan OCLC 57479258

137 Illinois P-20 Council
G 137.9: — Report and recommendations of the Illinois P-20 Council to the Governor and General Assembly and the People of Illinois / OCLC 704924175

GA — General Assembly
1 Main Office
GA 1.2:E 24 — Report of the Joint Committee on the Oversight of Education Reform. OCLC 24699041
GA 1.2:F 754 — Speaker's Blue Ribbon Task Force on Foster Care. OCLC 22152321
GA 1.2:V 872 — Report of the Committee on Vocational Education and Higher Education Admission Requirements. OCLC 19751582
GA 1.2:W 445 — SJR 59 report to the General Assembly. OCLC 3855742
GA 1.5/2: — Laws of the state of Illinois. OCLC 8890032
GA 1.8/2: — List of members, rules and committees of the House and Senate, list of state officers, judges of Supreme Court, United States senators, representatives in Congress and members of the State Board of Equalization, etc. OCLC 4590252
GA 1.5 — Laws
GA 1.5/3 — Public acts [microfiche]
GA 1.5/4 — Legislative action on item reduction vetoes. OCLC 8557247
GA 1.9 — Bills having passed both the houses, ... session, Illinois General Assembly
GA 1.10 — Reports made to the ... General Assembly of the State of Illinois. OCLC 12843866
GA 1.10/2 — Reports made to the Senate and House of Representatives of the State of Illinois. OCLC 12843852
GA 1.10/3 — Reports to the General Assembly of Illinois at its ... regular session. OCLC 12843892

2 Senate
GA 2.9: — Journal of the Senate. OCLC 4359458
GA 2.9:FICHE — Journal of the Senate OCLC 21383774
GA 2.9:FICHE — Journal of the Senate OCLC 21383774
GA 2.11/2: — Index to the transcripts of the Senate debates of the ... General Assembly, State of Illinois. OCLC 3855742
GA 2.11:FICHE — Debates. OCLC 9809535
GA 2.9/2 — Journal of the Senate. Index OCLC 12536661
GA 2.10 — Seating plan of Senate

3 House of Representatives
GA 3.2:A 957 — Final report of the Subcommittee on Aviation Transportation Safety / OCLC 17629458
GA 3.2:A 957/2 — Minority report of the Subcommittee on Aviation Transportation Safety / OCLC 17629556
GA 3.2:D 489 — House Committee on Developmental Care : report to the General Assembly pursuant to House Resolutions 1139 and 1684. OCLC 18958413
GA 3.2:E 24 — Speaker Madigan's report on education reform and school improvement. OCLC 12601060
GA 3.2:G 192 — The final report / OCLC 28310618
GA 3.2:M 119 — A report from the House State Government Administration Committee concerning House Bill 1374 and the MacBride principles / OCLC 18958742
GA 3.2:P 83 — Illinois Legislative District 1970 Census data / OCLC 5352708
GA 3.2:S 74 — Mr. Speaker: presiding officers of the Illinois House of Representatives, 1818-1980 / OCLC 8178551
GA 3.5:L 693 — McCoy v. Chicago Transit Authority: the Illinois law on the liability of a common carrier for assaults upon a passenger by a fellow passenger / OCLC 4244294
GA 3.9: — Journal of the House of Representatives. OCLC 4360695
GA 3.9:FICHE — Journal of the House of Representatives. OCLC 10181574
GA 3.11:A 26 — Senior citizen services: House Republican Committee Staff report / OCLC 5073829
GA 3.11:A 88 — Illinois and nuclear energy: House Republican Committee Staff report. OCLC 5680176
GA 3.11:C 92 — Criminal justice: background and issues: House Republican Staff report / OCLC 2658206
GA 3.11:E 21/2 — Financing the public schools: House Republican committee staff report / OCLC 3981005
GA 3.11:L 51/2/ — At issue: highlights of the ... legislative session / OCLC 6332991
GA 3.11:L 51/3/ — End of session report. OCLC 7750523
GA 3.11:R 43 — A comparative survey of selected public employee retirement systems: outline of plan provisions / OCLC 2482212
GA 3.11:S 742 — Troublesome Federal mandates: implied consent, 55 mph limit: House Republican Committee staff report / OCLC 4933406
GA 3.11:T 23 — The property tax: background and issues: House Republican Staff report. OCLC 3749220
GA 3.11:T 23/3 — Everything you ever wanted to know about state taxes: House Republican Committee Staff report / OCLC 4176790
GA 3.11:V 58/ — Veto book. OCLC 8295601
GA 3.12/2:IN 59 — Products liability / OCLC 3784581
GA 3.12:A 15 — Synopses of landmark abortion decisions / OCLC 6038198
GA 3.12:C 531 — Child abuse/neglect systems survey / OCLC 5709485
GA 3.12:C 531 — Child abuse/neglect systems survey / OCLC 5709485
GA 3.12:L 51/6/980 — Legislative issues, 81st General Assembly / OCLC 8408944
GA 3.12:L 51/6/983 — Legislative issues, 83rd General Assembly, 1983 session / OCLC 11344389
GA 3.12:N 96 — Government regulation of nuclear power generation and its relation to environmental law / OCLC 5650583
GA 3.12:R 433/980 — 1980 update survey of state residential facilities : including Department of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities institutions, Department of Corrections (Adult & Juvenile) correctional centers, Department of Rehabilitation Services, Department of Veterans Affairs' Veterans Home / OCLC 7261690
GA 3.12:S 741/ — Special districts in Illinois / OCLC 5779483
GA 3.12:V 58 — Analyses of the Governor's vetoes : appropriation bills, substantive bills / OCLC 5219031
GA 3.12:V 58/979 — Analyses of the governor's vetoes : appropriation bills, substantive bills / OCLC 7812676
GA 3.13/2: — Index to the transcripts of the House debates of the ... General Assembly, State of Illinois. OCLC 6832926
GA 3.13/2: — Index to the transcripts of the House debates of the ... General Assembly, State of Illinois. OCLC 6832926
GA 3.13:FICHE — Debates. OCLC 9809544
GA 3.16:978 — 1978 survey of state residential facilities : including Department of Mental Health & Developmental Disabilities' institutions, Department of Corrections' (Adult & Juvenile) correctional centers, Department of Children & Family Services' centers and institutes, Department of Veterans Affairs' Veterans Home / OCLC 6089865
GA 3.17: — Rules of the ... Illinois General Assembly House of Representatives / OCLC 9543704
GA 3.18:D 489 — Report on aging out. OCLC 16997669
GA 3.18:I 42 FICHE — Industrial chemical information program / OCLC 12046292
GA 3.18:S 172 FICHE — The salmonella investigation : an agenda for action / OCLC 12109189
GA 3.19: — Highlights of the FY ... budget / OCLC 11286201
GA 3.9/2 — Journal of the House of Representatives. Index. OCLC 12536678
GA 3.10 — House seating chart
GA 3.14 — Calendar
GA 3.15 — Legislative leadership of the ... General Assembly
GA 3.20 — Commercial/business/industrial tax incentives in Illinois.
GA 3.11 — House Republican staff [monographic series]
GA 3.12 — House Democratic staff [monographic series]
GO — Governor's Office

*Used for historical collections of early governors' material where it is necessary to distinguish the Governor's Office publications from individual Governors' publications. Series shown here are for illustrative/tracking purposes only.*

1 Shadrach Bond
2 Edward Coles
3 Ninian Edwards
4 John Reynolds
5 William Lee D. Ewing
6 Joseph Duncan
7 Thomas Carlin
8 Thomas Ford
9 Augustus C. French
10 Joel Aldrich Matteson
11 William Henry Bissell
12 John Wood
13 Richard Yates
14 Richard J. Oglesby
15 John M. Palmer
16 Richard J. Oglesby
17 John Lourie Beveridge
18 Shelby Moore Cullom
19 John Marshall Hamilton
20 Richard J. Oglesby
21 Joseph W. Fifer
22 John Peter Altgeld
23 John Riley Tanner
24 Richard Yates Jr.
25 Charles S. Deneen
26 Edward Fitzsimmons Dunne
27 Frank Orren Lowden
28 Len Small
29 Louis Lincoln Emmerson
30 Henry Horner
31 John Henry Stelle
32 Dwight H. Green
33 Adlai Stevenson II
34 William Stratton

GS — Department of General Services

1 Main Office
   GS 1.9 — Construction management newsletter
   GS 1.10 — New horizons in Illinois mail and messenger services. OCLC 13514174

2 Illinois Information Service
   GS 2.12:FICHE — Press releases from the Governor's agencies. OCLC 26584180
   GS 2.9 — Executive papers
   GS 2.10 — Record of actions
   GS 2.11 — News from the Office of the Governor

3 Procurement Division

4 Division of Telecommunications
   GS 4.9 — Centrex telephone directory. OCLC 3941051
   GS 4.1 — Biennial report

GW — Groundwater Consortium

1 Main Office
Because the bulk of materials are published by the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, it was decided not to separate materials from other universities by their departments. HE 20-HE 64 pertain to UIUC.

1 Board of Higher Education

HE 1.1/3: — Annual report / OCLC 48048816
HE 1.1: — Biennial report / OCLC 7381940
HE 1.2:A 168 — Academic preparation for college in Illinois: admission requirements for public colleges and universities and suggested learning outcomes for college-bound students. OCLC 18665665
HE 1.2:A 241 — Summary of data: study of Illinois adult learners, presented to the Board of Higher Education. OCLC 3974294
HE 1.2:A 241 — Summary of data: study of Illinois adult learners, presented to the Board of Higher Education. OCLC 3974294
HE 1.2:B 59 — Crisis and change in teacher education: international perspectives on theory and practice. OCLC 1269082
HE 1.2:B 627 — Quest for community: the history of the Illinois Committee on Black Concerns in Higher Education. OCLC 29791371
HE 1.2:C 397 — The Illinois Century Network: new dimensions for education in Illinois: a vision for communications and computing networking to retain and expand Illinois' position as a world leader by the turn of the century: report and first-phase recommendation / OCLC 48970819
HE 1.2:D 32 — Degree programs at universities and four year colleges in Illinois. OCLC 2843100
HE 1.2:D 32 — Degree programs at universities and four year colleges in Illinois. OCLC 2843100
HE 1.2:D 32/3 — Degree programs at public universities in Illinois. OCLC 7184955
HE 1.2:E 21/2/977 — A study of the supply of and demand for education professionals / OCLC 3096237
HE 1.2:E 56 — An energy plan for Illinois higher education. OCLC 4057787
HE 1.2:E 57 — Study of engineering education in Illinois / OCLC 11681053
HE 1.2:F 965 — Full-time faculty and civil service salaries at Illinois colleges and universities / OCLC 40730882
HE 1.2:G 325 — Gender equity in intercollegiate athletic programs at Illinois public universities. OCLC 34877139
HE 1.2:G 325/2005 — Gender equity in intercollegiate athletics. OCLC 61850284
HE 1.2:G 325/997 — Gender equity in intercollegiate athletic programs at Illinois public universities. OCLC 38527338
HE 1.2:H 638 — Illinois higher education : building the economy, shaping society / OCLC 44132767
HE 1.2:I 162 — The Suitability of tax-exempt tuition investment plans for Illinois higher education / OCLC 16915096
HE 1.2:I 29 — Illegal drugs on campus : response to Senate Resolution 1157 / OCLC 16147194
HE 1.2:L 261 — Illinois county landownership map and atlas bibliography and union list / OCLC 25642664
HE 1.2:M 271 — Report to the members of the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 696158047
HE 1.2:M 66 — Statistical report of minority and female employment in higher education / OCLC 7079576
HE 1.2:M 742 — A report on the efficiency and sustainability of the Monetary Award Program / OCLC 610020618
HE 1.2:O 32 — Off-campus degree program inventory / OCLC 10603437
HE 1.2:P 296 — Illinois colleges and universities : pathway to prosperity, gateway to success. OCLC 44251680
HE 1.2:P 964 — Report to the members of the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 696159877
HE 1.2:P 964/2 — Staff recommendations on productivity improvements at public universities. OCLC 27155314
HE 1.2:P 976 — The Illinois public agenda for college and career success / OCLC 695603763
HE 1.2:P 976/ex.sum. — The Illinois public agenda for college and career success : executive summary / OCLC 695602193
HE 1.2:R 434 — Response to House resolution 326 / OCLC 10737818
HE 1.2:S 474 — Response to Senate Resolution 169. OCLC 18037675
HE 1.2:T 255 — Technology transfer : response to House Resolution 308. OCLC 50411113
HE 1.2:U 55 — Report of the Committee on the Study of Undergraduate Education. OCLC 15069713
| HE 1.19/2:978 | A profile of enrollments, degrees, faculty and finances for public and private higher education institutions in Illinois. : an executive summary. OCLC 4576500 |
| HE 1.20:5A | Study of graduate programs in the education profession in metropolitan Chicago. OCLC 3105627 |
| HE 1.20:977/5A | Study of graduate programs in the education profession in metropolitan Chicago. OCLC 3105627 |
| HE 1.20:977/6-5A | Study of graduate programs in the education profession in metropolitan Chicago. OCLC 3105627 |
| HE 1.32: | Report to the Governor and General Assembly on underrepresented groups in Illinois higher education / OCLC 20907357 |
| HE 1.34: | Report on the fiscal year ... Illinois student financial aid survey / OCLC 24251689 |
| HE 1.35: | Affirmative action plan / OCLC 38212749 |
| HE 1.36: | Allocation of the Governor's ... higher education budget : operations and grants. OCLC 8149479 |
| HE 1.37: | Annual report to the Illinois General Assembly on public university tuition and fee waivers / OCLC 52499292 |
| HE 1.38: | Annual report on public university revenues and expenditures : fiscal year ... / OCLC 53947211 |
| HE 1.39: | Illinois commitment. OCLC 56558112 |
| HE 1.40: | Annual report on the fiscal impact of the Programs and Services related to the Higher Education Veterans Service Act / OCLC 690667494 |
| HE 1.1/2 | Annual program plan amendment |
| HE 1.9 | The board reports OCLC 25539989 |
| HE 1.10 | Executive director's report |
| HE 1.13/4 | Press release: for immediate use |
| HE 1.18 | Directory of educational programs in the health fields |
| HE 1.19/3: | Enrollment in institutions of higher education in Illinois [microfiche] |
| HE 1.22 | Annual report - State of Illinois, Educational Television Commission. OCLC 4215951 |
| HE 1.22/2 | Educational television commission: general reports |
| HE 1.23 | Off-campus programs offered by Illinois four year colleges and universities, 1977-78. OCLC 42675233 |
| HE 1.24 | Legislative report : summary and status of bills related to higher education. OCLC 17699277 |
| HE 1.25 | Summary of higher education appropriations for operations and grants |
| HE 1.26 | Summary of legislation for higher education capital improvements |
5 University of Illinois Board of Trustees

10 Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities

HE 10.2:F 143 — Faculty development in the Board of Governors of state colleges and universities: a systemwide review / OCLC 7984382
HE 10.2:T 727 — Tourism and the state of Illinois: what's up, what's down: proceedings Fourth Annual Board of Governors Universities Public Policy Conference / OCLC 26994201
HE 10.9: — Proceedings of the Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities of the State of Illinois. OCLC 2657996
HE 10.9: — Proceedings of the Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities of the State of Illinois. OCLC 2657996
HE 10.11: — Tax sheltered annuity annual review. OCLC 14878202
HE 10.10 — Legislative and board notes

12 Teachers College Board

HE 12.9 — Proceedings of the Teachers College Board of the State of Illinois. OCLC 8173719

15 Board of Regents

HE 15.1: — Annual report: Regency Universities System. OCLC 22215976
HE 15.9: — Proceedings of the Board of Regents of the State of Illinois. OCLC 2535628
HE 15.9: — Proceedings of the Board of Regents of the State of Illinois. OCLC 2535628
HE 15.5/2 — Bylaws as amended...
HE 15.10 — Regency reports OCLC 21566554

20 University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
HE 20.2:D 383 — Demographic and economic trends: a world view from Chicago / OCLC 23015003
HE 20.2:E 61 — 57 ways to protect your home environment (and yourself) / OCLC 34790551
HE 20.9 — Report of the comptroller OCLC 14510376

21 Coordinated Science Laboratory

22 College of Agriculture
HE 22.2:L 25 — Illinois soil and water conservation needs inventory. OCLC 145462
HE 22.9 — Illinois research. OCLC 1752660
HE 22.10 — Special publication. OCLC 3369045
HE 22.11 — Publications from the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. OCLC 9539900
HE 22.12 — Agro-Ecology Program paper (AE) OCLC 24620858

23 Agricultural Economics Department

24 Agricultural Engineering Department

25 Agricultural Experiment Station
HE 25.3:783 — Illinois drainage laws: rights and responsibilities of highway authorities and landowners adjacent to highways / OCLC 16118264
HE 25.9 — Illinois agricultural economics OCLC 1752635
HE 25.10 — Potentialities of revegetating and utilizing agronomic species on strip mined areas in Illinois, progress report

26 Building Research Council

27 Educational Research Bureau

28 Computer Science Department

29 College of Commerce and Business Administration

30 Civil Engineering Department

31 Center of International Education and Research in Accounting

32 College of Engineering

33 Bureau of Economics and Business Research

34 Engineering Experiment Station
HE 34.3 — Bulletin [monographic series]

35 Fine and Applied Arts College

36 Institute of Government and Public Affairs
HE 36.2:C 734 — Commercial landfilling hazardous wastes in Illinois / OCLC 17954256
HE 36.2:R 317 — Redistricting Illinois, 2001 / OCLC 47261252
HE 36.2:T 253 — Teacher quality: the human resource factor in education reform / OCLC 47887444
HE 36.9 — Home rule newsletter. OCLC 6679771

37 Institute of Communications Research
38 Bureau of Institutional Research
   HE 38.9 — Enrollment in institutions of higher learning in Illinois. OCLC 5887343

39 Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations
40 School of Music
41 Illinois Mothers' Association
42 Office of Public Opinion
43 Bureau of Community Planning
44 Department of Political Science

45 Survey Research Laboratory
   HE 45.2:H 765 — Homelessness and substance use in Cook County: a report prepared for the Department of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse, State of Illinois / OCLC 26855918
   HE 45.9 — Data tapes
   HE 45.10 — Survey research. OCLC 5159652

46 Theoretical and Applied Mechanics Department
   HE 46.9 — T. & A.M. report. OCLC 1378130

47 Division of University Extension

48 Urban and Regional Planning Department
   HE 48.9:978 — Planning for neighborhoods, cities, and regions: proceedings of the annual summer Institute on Zoning and Planning, June 1978 / OCLC 6224306
   HE 48.10 — Planning & public policy. OCLC 2254284

49 Water Resources Center

50 Committee on Housing Research and Development
51 Department of Advertising
52 Office of Public Information
53 Institute for Research on Exceptional Children

54 College of Education
   HE 54.2:P 962 — Evaluation of the Rock Island and Cook counties pilot projects for persons on probation who are mentally retarded and/or mentally ill: final report / OCLC 26565625

55 Department of Health and Safety Education
56 Communications College
57 Comptroller
58 Department of Geography
59 Department of Recreation and Park Administration
   HE 59.1/2 — Annual report of the Motor Performance and Play Research
   Laboratory. OCLC 7713297

60 Law Library
61 Medical Center
   HE 61.9 — EHRC

62 Office of School and College Relations
   HE 62.9 — Research memorandum [monographic series]

63 Small Homes Council
64 Urbana Press
65 University of Illinois at Chicago
   HE 65.2:C 92 — An evaluation of "operation identification" as implemented in
   Illinois / OCLC 1959105
   HE 65.2:D 611 — Advocates speak : issues in the lives of persons with
   disabilities and their families. OCLC 26569306
   HE 65.2:M 966 — Municipal solid waste combustion : waste-to-energy
   technologies, regulations, and modern facilities in USEPA Region V / OCLC
   28895733
   HE 65.2:T 253 — The First years of teaching : background papers and a
   proposal / OCLC 16398664

66 Services for Crippled Children Division
   HE 66.2:H 434 — DSCC helps children with special health care needs / OCLC
   19699202
   HE 66.2:H 765 — The Illinois Division of Services for Crippled Children. OCLC
   19732730
   HE 66.2:P 578 — Information for physicians and other providers of health care
   services / OCLC 19720301
   HE 66.9 — Illinois human services plan

67 Illinois Virtual Campus. Board of Trustees of the University of
   Illinois
   HE 67.9: — Distance education enrollments at Illinois colleges and universities.
   OCLC 73270401
   HE 67.10: — Report on utilization of IVC website by potential students to locate
   distance education programs. OCLC 76828305

78 Sangamon State University
   HE 78.2:B 618 — Fred Bird memoir. OCLC 12956487
   HE 78.2:B 798 — Ralph S. Bradley memoir. OCLC 12955422
   HE 78.2:D 748 — William "Smokey" Downey memoir. OCLC 12955437
   HE 78.2:E 61 — Enterprise zones in Illinois : a study conducted for the Illinois
   Tax Foundation / OCLC 25170944
HE 78.2:G 785 — Victor de Grazia memoir. OCLC 11515508
HE 78.2:J 33 — Joseph Immel memoir / OCLC 12955432
HE 78.2:L 973 — Terry Lutes memoir / OCLC 12955419
HE 78.2:M 478 — John W. McCarter, Jr., memoir. OCLC 12956482
HE 78.2:M 621 — Ron Michaelson memoir. OCLC 11515565
HE 78.2:P 923 — Edward Pree memoir. OCLC 11515476
HE 78.2:S 428 — Maurice Scott memoir. OCLC 11515641
HE 78.2:T 772 — Illinois Department of Transportation DUI court process evaluation project / OCLC 32796705
HE 78.2:W 178 — Dan Walker memoir. OCLC 12665837
HE 78.9:I 29/ — ABC Illinois state publications printout. OCLC 20590392
HE 78.9 — Community college frontiers OCLC 2560919

79 Western Illinois University
HE 79.2:A 278 — Starting a value-added agribusiness : the legal perspective / OCLC 43576005
HE 79.2:B 882 — Brownfields cleanup and reuse in Illinois municipalities / OCLC 55850635
HE 79.2:C 271 — Career guidance programs in rural schools : framework for the future / OCLC 42054872
HE 79.2:C 776 — Bibliography of cooperatives and cooperative development / OCLC 42817071
HE 79.2:C 776/2 — Directory of new generation cooperatives / OCLC 42817476
HE 79.2:C 855 — Illinois counties in the 1980s : a picture of social and economic change / OCLC 29234801
HE 79.2:C 855 — Illinois counties in the 1980s : a picture of social and economic change / OCLC 29234801
HE 79.2:D 383 — Rural Illinois demographic and economic trends / OCLC 29586154
HE 79.2:D 383 — Rural Illinois demographic and economic trends / OCLC 29586154
HE 79.2:D 598 — Directory of closed-membership producer cooperatives : new generation cooperatives and limited liability companies in the United States and Canada / OCLC 52744015
HE 79.2:D 598/2 — Directory of economic development organizations in downstate Illinois. OCLC 548611660
HE 79.2:E 17 — Economic development in small Illinois communities / OCLC 28276070
HE 79.2:F 491 — Financing Illinois schools in the 1990s : reaching a consensus / OCLC 22423901
HE 79.2:F 491/2 — Financing Illinois cities in the 1980's / OCLC 27674015
HE 79.2:H 434 — Rural communities making a health care difference : what can be learned / OCLC 30018109
HE 79.8:C 734 — Community-based volunteer management: a quick reference guide for rural community and economic development leaders. OCLC 56211732

HE 79.11: — Rural research report. OCLC 23074993

HE 79.12: — Summary report / OCLC 23473345

HE 79.15: — Illinois rural transreport: the newsletter of the Illinois Rural Transit Assistance Program. OCLC 22477061

HE 79.15: — Transreport: the newsletter of the Illinois Rural Transit Assistance Program / OCLC 47226870

HE 79.16: — Resource directory of Economic Development Organizations in the state of Illinois. OCLC 45555513

HE 79.9 — Policy proposal series [monographic series]

HE 79.10 — Curriculum Publications Clearinghouse. OCLC 4618136

HE 79.13 — Illinois rural youth survey

80 Southern Illinois University

HE 80.2:C 652 — Tell me a story: memories of early life around the coal fields of Illinois / OCLC 25611592

HE 80.2:C 812 — A synopsis of recently completed and ongoing research projects on corn-to-ethanol production technologies and coproduct developments / OCLC 34646450

82 Governors State University

HE 82.9 — Internal budget OCLC 9163611

HE 82.10 — Externally sponsored programs

85 Illinois State University

HE 85.2:L 697 — Illinois public school libraries/media centers: a descriptive report / OCLC 4617890


90 Northern Illinois University

91 Northeastern Illinois University

95 Junior College Board

HE 95.1/2: — Annual report. OCLC 1789256

HE 95.1: — Biennial report. OCLC 13308070

HE 95.1: — Biennial report / OCLC 12615666

HE 95.2:A 169 — Report of the Access and Opportunity Committee / OCLC 34280262


HE 95.2:C 735/3 — Statewide master plan for community colleges: RAMP/CC 1976 / OCLC 3378369

HE 95.2:C 735/5 — Illinois junior-community college development, 1946-1980 / OCLC 6963813
HE 95.2:C 735/7 — Data and characteristics of the Illinois public community college system. OCLC 12635090
HE 95.2:C 735/7/ — Data and characteristics / OCLC 19737897
HE 95.2:C 735/8 — Illinois community colleges : opportunity with excellence. OCLC 23593895
HE 95.2:C 735/9 — Illinois Community College Board. OCLC 28155223
HE 95.2:D 795 — Drunk driving always fails. OCLC 34916391
HE 95.2:F 143 — Part-time faculty in Illinois public community colleges. OCLC 22771167
HE 95.2:F 329 — Female student participation at Illinois public community colleges. OCLC 16413118
HE 95.2:F 528 — A fiscal profile of the Illinois public community college system, fiscal years 1966-1994. OCLC 30056791
HE 95.2:G 295 — GED Illinois : online instruction. OCLC 51175374
HE 95.2:I 43/989 — Illinois community colleges : general information. OCLC 21021462
HE 95.2:M 666 — Minority student participation : Illinois Public Community College System : fiscal years 1983 through 1986. OCLC 14877460
HE 95.2:M 666 — Minority student participation : Illinois Public Community College System : fiscal years 1983 through 1986. OCLC 14877460
HE 95.2:M 666/2 — Status report on minority, female, and handicapped student plans and goals implemented by Illinois community colleges. OCLC 19408947
HE 95.2:M 666/3 — Special programs for minority students at Illinois community colleges. OCLC 19409022
HE 95.2:P 964 — Report on the study of community college professional development programs and activities in Illinois public community colleges. OCLC 18976142
HE 95.2:P 964/2 — Illinois community colleges : directory of programs : program, degree & certificate information for counselors and prospective students. OCLC 35395728
HE 95.2:R 438 — Report on the study of projected full-time faculty retirements in the public community colleges of Illinois. OCLC 18975941
HE 95.2:S 93/4 — Transfer study : a five-year study of students transferring from Illinois two-year colleges to Illinois senior colleges/universities in the fall of 1979. OCLC 18453222
HE 95.9: — Illinois community college bulletin. OCLC 6842136
HE 95.9: — Comprehensive-community college bulletin. OCLC 7467179
HE 95.9: — Community college bulletin. OCLC 7468360
HE 95.12:11 — Abstract of ACT class profile for 1975-76 freshmen enrolled in Illinois public community colleges. OCLC 2469424
HE 95.16: — Illinois Community College Board directory for the Illinois public community college system. OCLC 6521429
HE 95.16:977- — Directory for the Illinois public community college system. OCLC 6521467
HE 95.23 — Unit cost analysis in the public community colleges of Illinois OCLC 3386850
HE 95.24 — Illinois Community College Board disadvantaged student grant program for Illinois public community colleges. OCLC 5761695
HE 95.24/2 — Disadvantaged student grant annual report for FY ... OCLC 10089003
HE 95.24/3 — Disadvantaged student grant report OCLC 22866002
HE 95.25 — State funding claims processed and paid by the Illinois Community College Board. OCLC 5624324
HE 95.26 — Statewide inventory of current and intended career programs at Illinois public community colleges. OCLC 4786434
HE 95.27 — Statewide master plan for community colleges : RAMP/CC OCLC 12615614
HE 95.28 — Faculty and administrative salaries in the public community colleges of Illinois. OCLC 1795966
HE 95.29 — Student enrollment data and trends in the public community colleges of Illinois. OCLC 5122802
HE 95.32 — Newsletter OCLC 9098994
HE 95.33 — Business center directory. OCLC 13433095
HE 95.34 — Curriculum inventory and enrollment analysis in the public community colleges of Illinois OCLC 2586316
HE 95.36 — Fiscal year ... advanced technology equipment grant report OCLC 23745718
HE 95.12 — Research report [monographic series]

96 Community College Trustees Association
HE 96.9: — The Illinois trustee. OCLC 8732528
HE 96.10: — ICCTA report / OCLC 36468333

110 State Universities Retirement System
HE 110.2:I 62 — Report to Governor and General Assembly : use of emerging investment managers. OCLC 38214816
HE 110.11: — The comprehensive annual financial report for the fiscal year ended June 30 ... OCLC 35751993
HE 110.12: — Report to Governor and General Assembly on the use of emerging investment managers. OCLC 41067835
HE 110.13: — Report to Governor and General Assembly : economic opportunity investments / OCLC 460219461
HE 110.9 — To participants of the State University Retirement System
HE 110.10 — Component unit financial report for the fiscal year ended August 31 ... OCLC 14137490

120 University Civil Service System of Illinois
HE 120.1: — Annual report of the State Universities Civil Service System. OCLC 5365040
HE 120.8/2 — Civil service handbook. OCLC 25755174
130 Joint Council on Higher Education  
HE 130.8/2 — State universities in Illinois. OCLC 8128551

HF — Health Facilities Authority

1 Main Office
HF 1.1: — Annual report - Illinois Health Facilities Authority. OCLC 4484057

HFS — Healthcare and Family Services

1 Main Office
HFS 1.2:N 974 — Nursing home services and information for couples. OCLC 421097140  
HFS 1.2:N 974/SPAN. — Servicios de asilos de ancianos e información para parejas. OCLC 421097127  
HFS 1.2:P 965 — Property liens & estate claims. OCLC 422937979  
HFS 1.2:P 965/SPAN. — Derecho de retención contra propiedades y reclamación de herencia. OCLC 422938025  
HFS 1.2:Q 5 — Questions and answers about immigration and public charge. OCLC 422992417  
HFS 1.2:Q 5/SPAN. — Preguntas y respuestas sobre inmigración y carga pública. OCLC 422992386  
HFS 1.2:W 872 — If you are a woman, you should know about ... iHW, Illinois Healthy Women : ... a family planning (birth control) program. OCLC 421100928  
HFS 1.2:W 872/SPAN. — Si usted es una mujer, debe saber sobre ... iHW, Illinois Healthy Women : ... el programa de planificación familiar (control de la natalidad). OCLC 421097216  
HFS 1.9: — Medical Assistance Program fiscal year ... annual report / OCLC 77116512  
HFS 1.10: — Affirmative action plan, FY ... / OCLC 236086491  
HFS 1.11: — FY ... medical expenditures for services provided in prior fiscal years / OCLC 489122962

2 Child Support Enforcement Division
HFS 2.2:C 536 — Child support enforcement's administrative process. OCLC 422977775  
HFS 2.2:C 536/2/SPAN. — Una colaboración entre la división de manutención de niños y cuidado de crianza provisional / OCLC 608251769  
HFS 2.2:C 536/SPAN. — Mantenimiento de niños el proceso administrativo. OCLC 422977223  
HFS 2.2:C 987 — Customer service notebook. OCLC 422992486
HI — State of Illinois Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan
1 Main Office

HI 1.1: — Annual report and financial summary / OCLC 23068192
HI 1.2:S 477 — Senior pharmaceutical assistance programs in Illinois : a study and report of the Board of Directors Illinois Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan, State of Illinois, pursuant to P.A. 92-0594. OCLC 51572765

HL — State Historical Library

1 Main Office

HL 1.1: — Annual report of the Illinois State Historical Library, Illinois State Historical Society. OCLC 14237277
HL 1.1: — Annual report of the Illinois State Historical Library, Illinois State Historical Society. OCLC 14237277
HL 1.2:736 — Selected readings on Abraham Lincoln / OCLC 40924205
HL 1.2:W 25/ — Illinois in the World war. OCLC 1184563
HL 1.9 — Manuscripts in the Illinois State Historical Library OCLC 1752620
HL 1.10 — Pages from our past OCLC 16953908

2 Historical Society

HL 2.2:C 652 — Divided kingdom : work, community, and the mining wars in the Central Illinois coal fields during the Great Depression / OCLC 25005715
HL 2.2:M 636 — The great migration : transportation and settlement in Illinois, 1800-1850. OCLC 20575826
HL 2.11: — Historical and cultural agencies and museums in Illinois. OCLC 13077137
HL 2.11: — Historical and cultural agencies and museums in Illinois. OCLC 13077137

HLS — Homeland Security

1 Main Office

2 Illinois Terrorism Task Force

HLS 2.1: — Illinois Terrorism Task Force ... annual report. OCLC 70150136
HLS 2.2:C 581 — Illinois Citizen Corps : for safer stronger better prepared Illinois communities. OCLC 75388402
HLS 2.2:E 53 — Emergency planning : together we prepare. OCLC 70544163

HP — Illinois Historic Preservation Agency
1 Main Office

HP 1.1/2: — Annual report / OCLC 40195623
HP 1.1: — Annual report / OCLC 15585747
HP 1.2:A 258/2 — Generations of pride : native sons & daughters. OCLC 36385141
HP 1.2:C 289 — Carnegie libraries : restoration and expansion / OCLC 26767767
HP 1.2:C 532 — Chicago's historic maps resources for understanding the city / OCLC 180945352
HP 1.2:F 736 — Fort de Chartres : state historic site / OCLC 35952702
HP 1.2:L 737 — From courtroom to classroom : The Lincoln Legal Papers curriculum / OCLC 49346254
HP 1.2:N 946 — Now they belong to the ages : Abraham Lincoln and his contemporaries in Oak Ridge Cemetery / OCLC 60827991
HP 1.2:T 779 — A Time traveler's guide to Illinois. OCLC 14107407
HP 1.8:H 673/2 — History in the remaking : a guide to special events at Illinois state historic sites. OCLC 23660527
HP 1.8:H 673/3 — Your guide to historic Illinois : fascinating family getaways. OCLC 24865051
HP 1.14:2 — The River L'Abbe Mission : a French colonial church for the Cahokia Illini on Monks Mound / OCLC 16961374
HP 1.14:3 — Archaeology at French colonial Cahokia / OCLC 19947171
HP 1.14:4 — The Great Knob : interpretations of Monks Mound / OCLC 19947188
HP 1.14:5 — Excavations at the Laurens Site : probable location of Fort de Chartres I / OCLC 22603767
HP 1.16: — Directory of Illinois museums : including historical, cultural, and scientific agencies. OCLC 35188040
HP 1.17: — Lincoln editor : the quarterly newsletter of the Papers of Abraham Lincoln. OCLC 48019734
HP 1.18: — Lincoln legal briefs. OCLC 24148744
HP 1.9 — Schedule of events ... : state-owned historic sites. OCLC 20104867
HP 1.10: — Illinois history. OCLC 1752650
HP 1.11: — Illinois history teacher. OCLC 30486348
HP 1.13 — Prairie pages OCLC 33601902
HP 1.15: — Journal of Illinois history : quarterly of the Illinois State Historical Library. OCLC 40045726
HP 1.14 — Studies in Illinois archaeology [monographic series]

2 Preservation Services Division
3 Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum

HP 3.2:S 769 — Something so horrible : the Springfield Race Riot of 1908 / OCLC 294908602
HP 3.2:J 96 — Just wait until you see what we've planned for the museum! : A. Lincoln Presidential Library & Museum, Springfield, Illinois. OCLC 56536936

HR — Department of Human Rights

1 Main Office

HR 1.1: — Annual reports / OCLC 8725937
HR 1.2:D 611 — Filing a charge of discrimination under the Illinois Human Rights Act. OCLC 24244258
HR 1.2:D 611/995 — Filing a charge of discrimination under the Illinois Human Rights Act / OCLC 32789581
HR 1.5:H 918 — Illinois Human Rights Act : as amended, effective January 1, 1991. OCLC 24252018
HR 1.8:E 64 — An Employers guide to epilepsy / OCLC 19699460
HR 1.11: — EEO/AA news and views / OCLC 47691879
HR 1.12:2000- — Affirmative action plan : fiscal year ... / OCLC 44655602
HS — State Horticultural Society

1 Main Office

HS 1.9 — *Illini horticulture* OCLC 5166874
HS 1.10 — *Transactions of the Illinois State Horticultural Society and the Illinois Fruit Council for the year* ... OCLC 1440410

IAC — Interagency Cooperation Office

1 Main Office

IAC 1.2:I 43 — *If you have a question ... : the State of Illinois information directory.* OCLC 4943414

IC — Commerce Commission

1 Main Office

IC 1.1/2: — *Annual report, Transportation Regulatory Fund.* OCLC 18952617
IC 1.2:A 846/2 — *Assessment of retail and wholesale market competition in the Illinois electric industry.* OCLC 47088283
IC 1.2:A 846/2/2002 — *Assessment of retail and wholesale market competition in the Illinois electric industry in 2001.* OCLC 50048198
IC 1.2:B 976 — *Illinois bus service since the Bus Act : a diminishing intercity network.* OCLC 11682812
IC 1.2:C 244 — *The capital investment recovery model : resolving the AFUDC/CWIP-in-rate-base dilemma.* OCLC 11859167
IC 1.2:C 755 FICHE — *Utility-sponsored conservation programs : a commission investigation.* OCLC 11823100
IC 1.2:E 17 — *Economic development/incentive utility rates : policy analysis report.* OCLC 17430132
IC 1.2:E 19 — *The impact of economic development/incentive utility rates on Illinois business, with special emphasis on the small business perspective.* OCLC 15509716
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IC 1.2:E 19/2 — Recommendations regarding economic development retention utility rates / OCLC 20366176
IC 1.2:E 38 FICHE — Structural solutions in the electric utility industry: a discussion of three approaches / OCLC 11823062
IC 1.2:E 38/11 — Report to the Senate President by the Illinois Commerce Commission. OCLC 37728594
IC 1.2:E 38/12 — Analysis of electric utilities workforce: staffing and training benchmarks / OCLC 665062947
IC 1.2:E 38/2 — A study of the dispatch of electric generating units in Illinois / OCLC 12124158
IC 1.2:E 38/3 — A strategy for the devolution of electricity generation / OCLC 12124249
IC 1.2:E 38/4 — The transition to competition in the electric utility industry / OCLC 12171211
IC 1.2:E 38/5 — Directory of communities served by electric public utilities in Illinois. OCLC 12433787
IC 1.2:E 38/6 — The energy-only pricing approach for marketing electricity: two case studies in Illinois / OCLC 12989495
IC 1.2:E 38/7 — Regulation of electricity sales-for-resale and transmission service: comments of the Illinois Commerce Commission before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. OCLC 12989667
IC 1.2:E 38/8 — Toward competition in the electric utility industry: diversification, and utility holding companies / OCLC 12989317
IC 1.2:E 56/2 — Compressed air energy storage in Illinois: a study and report / OCLC 17602507
IC 1.2:E 56/3 — Commercial and industrial energy conservation programs: Illinois experience and alternative options / OCLC 23592059
IC 1.2:F 523 — Report to the General Assembly: public fire protection charges. OCLC 297411465
IC 1.2:G 246 — Directory of communities served by gas public utilities in Illinois. OCLC 12434648
IC 1.2:G 246/5 — Report concerning the billing practices of public utilities providing gas service to consumers in Illinois / OCLC 48189816
IC 1.2:I 36 — Incentive/economic development rates: a short-term marketing option for electric utilities / OCLC 11682837
IC 1.2:L 438 — Least-cost energy planning: 86-NOI-2 final report / OCLC 16414460
IC 1.2:L 811 — Local competition and interconnection: a staff report to the Illinois Commerce Commission. OCLC 26347783
IC 1.2:M 919 FICHE — Statistical profile of Illinois motor carriers. OCLC 12109206
IC 1.2:M 928 — Mt. Carmel Public Utility Company workforce study analysis / OCLC 310423691
IC 1.2:M 966 — Municipal aggregation in Illinois: an estimate of the potential costs and savings from municipal aggregation for selected Illinois communities: a report to the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 51870346
IC 1.2:N 285 — An evaluation of future natural gas supplies / OCLC 17747848
IC 1.2:P 575 — Photo enforcement at highway-rail grade crossings: 2001 status report to the General Assembly. OCLC 50759770
IC 1.2:P 76 — Statewide considerations in Illinois 911 system development: final report / OCLC 2638159
IC 1.2:R 233 — The rate setting process: its sequence and participants / OCLC 11116535
IC 1.2:R 233/2 — Utility pilot conservation programs in Illinois: overview and descriptions / OCLC 19068811
IC 1.2:R 571 — Your rights and responsibilities as a utility consumer. OCLC 16914613
IC 1.2:S 797/ — State of Illinois 9-1-1 future technology and financial needs study / OCLC 752166018
IC 1.2:T 255 FICHE — Technology and the emergence of competitive market structures in regulated industries / OCLC 11822459
IC 1.2:T 267 — Charting the course to competition: a blueprint for state telecommunications policy / OCLC 11682986
IC 1.2:T 267/3 — Telecommunications free trade zones: crafting a model for local exchange competition / OCLC 25643965
IC 1.2:T 268 — Directory of communities served by telephone public utilities, cooperatives, and mutuals in Illinois. OCLC 12433774
IC 1.2:T 268/2 — The Illinois Universal Telephone Service Protection Law of 1985: a path to competition / OCLC 12989425
IC 1.2:T 319 — Where did you learn to talk like that?: 196 terms, titles, and phrases frequently used in the works of the ICC. OCLC 28083817
IC 1.2:T 772 FICHE — Distributor transportation tariffs for customer-owned gas / OCLC 11823086
IC 1.2:U 89/2 — An approach for evaluating utility-financed energy conservation programs: the economic welfare model / OCLC 11456991
IC 1.2:U 89/4 — Energy utilities: industries in transition / OCLC 12251254
IC 1.2:U 89/5 — Utility pilot conservation programs in Illinois: overview and descriptions / OCLC 19068811
IC 1.2:U 89/6 — Your rights and responsibilities as an electric, gas, or water utility customer. OCLC 29173459
IC 1.2:U 89/7 — Survey of state economic development utility rates and policies: staff report. OCLC 30986179
IC 1.2:W 324 — Water: the future looks brighter / OCLC 11486871
IC 1.2:W 926 — Ameren Central Illinois Light Company workforce adequacy analysis report / OCLC 310741665
IC 1.2:W 926/2 — Ameren Central Illinois Public Service Company workforce adequacy analysis report / OCLC 310982299
IC 1.2:W 926/3 — Ameren Illinois Power Company workforce adequacy analysis report / OCLC 310981590
IC 1.2:W 926/4 — Commonwealth Edison Company workforce adequacy analysis report / OCLC 310981910
IC 1.2:W 926/5 — MidAmerican Energy Company workforce study analysis report / OCLC 310982292
IC 1.8:E 19/ — Economic development handbook, Illinois utility options. OCLC 29216109
IC 1.8:E 38 — Non-utility generation in Illinois: a handbook / OCLC 29177654
IC 1.8:L 811 — Local government 9-1-1 planning manual / OCLC 20902377
IC 1.8:P 76 — Illinois local government 911 planning manual: final report / OCLC 2627837
IC 1.9: — Operating statistics of telephone companies in Illinois / OCLC 7790179
IC 1.10: — Report on use of Grade Crossing Protection Fund / OCLC 3938488
IC 1.10:1983- — Annual report on the use of the Grade Crossing Protection Fund / OCLC 15646217
IC 1.11:1 — The Electric industry: changes and challenges / OCLC 11804319
IC 1.11:10 — Utility diversification: a staff report OCLC 11804485
IC 1.11:11 — Automatic fuel adjustment clauses: a staff report. OCLC 11844794
IC 1.11:12 — Acid rain: environmental constraints and costs: a staff report. OCLC 11844813
IC 1.11:13 — Telecommunications in transition: the Illinois’ response to divestiture: a staff report. OCLC 11859066
IC 1.11:15 — Competition in the electric utility industry. OCLC 11846364
IC 1.11:16 — Regulatory alternatives for the electric utility industry: a staff report. OCLC 11845809
IC 1.11:17 — The Regulated water industry: challenges and changes: a staff report. OCLC 11859085
IC 1.11:18 — The Illinois Commerce commission: structure and activities: a staff report. OCLC 11859110
IC 1.11:2 — The Gas industry: changes and challenges / OCLC 11804710
IC 1.11:3 — The Telecommunications industry: changes and challenges: a staff report / OCLC 11804298
IC 1.11:4 — Energy conservation: a demand-side alternative for meeting future energy needs: a staff report / OCLC 11804173
IC 1.11:5 — Financial integrity and the regulated public utility industry: a staff report / OCLC 11804007
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IC 1.11:6 — Incentive and economic development rates: a short-term strategy: a staff report / OCLC 11803973
IC 1.11:7 — Phase-in: an alternative regulatory approach: a staff report / OCLC 11804618
IC 1.11:8 — Incentive regulation: strategies for Illinois: a staff report / OCLC 28505954
IC 1.11:9 — Management audits of public utilities: a staff report / OCLC 11804500
IC 1.13: — Annual report on public utilities / OCLC 13369102
IC 1.14: — Annual report on telecommunications. OCLC 30338485
IC 1.15: — Directory of communities served by electric public utilities in Illinois. OCLC 14269150
IC 1.16: — Directory of communities served by gas public utilities in Illinois. OCLC 14269014
IC 1.17/2: — Directory of territories served by telephone public utilities, cooperatives, and mutuals in Illinois. OCLC 18511106
IC 1.17: — Directory of communities served by telephone public utilities, cooperatives, and mutuals in Illinois. OCLC 13824193
IC 1.18/2: — Directory of territories served by water and/or sewer public utilities in Illinois. OCLC 16821175
IC 1.18: — Directory of communities served by water and sewer public utilities in Illinois. OCLC 14269289
IC 1.19: — Independent power production in Illinois / OCLC 15488025
IC 1.19:987 — Independent power production in Illinois. OCLC 13338562
IC 1.20: — Transportation register / OCLC 18076151
IC 1.21: — Illinois electric utilities: a comparative study of electric sales statistics for calendar years ... / OCLC 6061769
IC 1.22: — Illinois gas utilities: a comparative study of gas sales statistics for calendar years ... / OCLC 6061789
IC 1.23: — Annual report on accidents/incidents involving hazardous materials on railroads in Illinois / OCLC 22187943
IC 1.24: — Annual report on electricity, gas, water, and sewer utilities / OCLC 37703711
IC 1.25: — 9-1-1 emergency ... status report / OCLC 40885562
IC 1.26: — Crossing safety improvement program FY ... : proposed grade crossing protection fund projects for local roads and streets. OCLC 41545191
IC 1.27: — Summary of annual reports filed by electric utilities required by section 16-130 of the Electric Service Customer Choice and Rate Relief Law of 1997. OCLC 41607754
IC 1.29: — Rail grade crossing safety in Fox River Grove, Illinois, a report required by P.A. 90-187. OCLC 44803345
IC 1.30/2: — Retail and wholesale competition in the Illinois electric industry: ... triennial report / OCLC 69243045
IC 1.30: — Assessment of competition in the Illinois electric industry ... OCLC 52231332
IC 1.31: — Annual report on the development of natural gas markets in Illinois. OCLC 53103983
IC 1.32: — Affirmative action plan / OCLC 51176314
IC 1.33: — Competition in Illinois retail electric markets in ... OCLC 60715685
IC 1.34: — Annual report on cable and video service deployment by providers granted state-issued cable and video service authorization. OCLC 421043952
IC 1.12 — Water and sewer public utilities in Illinois. OCLC 8758193
IC 1.11 — Sunset monograph [monographic series]

2 Consumer Services Division
IC 2.1: — Annual report / OCLC 40195116

3 Retail Market Development
IC 3.1: — ...annual report / OCLC 234074394

In — Department of Insurance

1 Main Office
IN 1.1/2: — Annual report including summary of annual statements by the director of the Department of Insurance to ... Governor, State of Illinois for the year ending December 31 ... including fiscal report for year ending June 30 ... OCLC 6208074
IN 1.1/3: — Annual report and summary of annual statements by the Director of Insurance to ... Governor, for year ending December 31 ... including fiscal report for year ending June 30 ... OCLC 10217950
IN 1.1/4: — Annual report to the Illinois General Assembly pursuant to the Illinois Insurance Cost Containment Act. OCLC 18075992
In 1.1/4-2: — Cost containment annual report to the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 639344739
IN 1.1: — Annual report by the Director of the Department of Insurance to ... Governor, State of Illinois. OCLC 6956866
IN 1.2:A 781 — Fighting arson, an update on Illinois’ cooperative effort / OCLC 9853199
IN 1.2:A 939 — Private passenger automobile insurance premiums: results of a survey / OCLC 21012771
IN 1.2:C 737 — "CHIP": comprehensive health insurance plan of Illinois: consumer information. OCLC 17314337
IN 1.2:C 737/2 — A five-year perspective of the Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan (CHIP). OCLC 32770061
IN 1.15/2: — Medicare supplement premium comparison guide, Northern/Central Illinois area. OCLC 30900346
IN 1.15/3: — Medicare supplement premium comparison guide. OCLC 32197660
IN 1.15: — Medicare supplement premium comparison guide, Chicago area. OCLC 30900375
IN 1.16: — ... Annual report to the Governor : summary of annual statements / OCLC 64200797
IN 1.17: — ... Medical malpractice claims report / OCLC 66905684
In 1.9 — Bail bond licenses and attorneys-in-fact in Illinois. OCLC 48210297
In 1.11 — Summary of annual statement submitted as of December 31 ... by farm mutual insurance companies doing business in Illinois. OCLC 25638679
In 1.12 — Tabular numbers
In 1.13 — What you should know about... [monographic series]
In 1.14 — Report persuant to the Illinois Insurance Cost Containment Act

2 Public Employees Pension Fund Division
IN 2.10: — Report of examination [of] public employees' pension funds. OCLC 5953030
In 2.9 — Downstate firemen's pension funds, digest of governing act and summary of financial operations. OCLC 2511371
In 2.9/2 — Downstate police pension funds : digest of governing act and summary of financial operations. OCLC 29510778
In 2.11 — Summary of financial operations, public employees' pension funds OCLC 9063318

3 Pension Division
In 3.9 — Report of examination, public employees' pension funds. OCLC 8015665

4 Consumer Health Insurance Office
IN 4.1: — Office of Consumer Health Insurance ... annual report. OCLC 45916805

IPA — Illinois Power Agency

1 Main Office

JJ — Juvenile Justice Department

1 Main Office
Ju — Judicial Branch

1 Administrative Office of Illinois Courts
   JU 1.1/3: — Annual report of the Illinois Courts. OCLC 31878244
   JU 1.1: — Annual report to the Supreme Court of Illinois. OCLC 1791309
   JU 1.8:J 95 — Handbook for Illinois jurors : civil and criminal cases. OCLC 15585497
   JU 1.10: — Report to the Illinois General Assembly on the use of eavesdropping devices during ... OCLC 10735976
   JU 1.11: — Court-annexed mandatory arbitration : annual report / OCLC 37787812
   Ju 1.1/4: — Illinois courts annual report OCLC 1078649723

3 Court of Claims
   Ju 3.1: — Illinois Court of Claims ... annual report. OCLC 226394529
   Ju 3.6/2: — Illinois Court of Claims rules and statutes (as amended to ...) / OCLC 41067934
   JU 3.6: — Rules of the Court of Claims of the State of Illinois and related statutes. OCLC 11620707
   JU 3.12: — Reports of cases argued and determined in the Court of Claims of the State of Illinois. OCLC 9176723
   JU 3.13 — Volumes of the court

6 Supreme Court
   JU 6.9: — Docket / OCLC 6794767
   Ju 6.8.2 — Illinois reports - joint supreme and appellate
   Ju 6.10 — Report and recommendation of the committee on Judicial Ethics of the Court

7 Appellate Courts

8 Illinois Courts Commision
   JU 8.9: — Official Illinois Courts Commission reports. OCLC 10529221

9 Office of the State Appellate Defender
   JU 9.1: — Annual report / OCLC 34001590

10 Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Commission of the Supreme Court of Illinois
L — Department of Labor

1 Main Office
L 1.1: — Annual report / OCLC 3766558
L 1.1:991/94- — Report / OCLC 34218114
L 1.9: — The Illinois labor bulletin. OCLC 2262150
L 1.13: — Report to the Legislature as required by section 18 of the Health and Safety Act 820 ILCS 225 for calendar years ... OCLC 35656343
L 1.14/2: — The Illinois workforce : identifying progress of women and minorities. OCLC 56211717
L 1.14: — Progress of women and minorities in the Illinois workforce / OCLC 48555483
L 1.10 — Report of examination
L 1.11 — County wages. OCLC 5255272
L 1.11/2 — Prevailing wages for year ... : explanation sheet for ... County OCLC 44402017
L 1.12 — The Illinois informer OCLC 6038504
L 1.12/2 — Work & people OCLC 8198810

2 Bureau of Employment Security
L 2.2:C 532 — Chicago area job guide : information on the Chicago job market, including a profile of the major industries and occupations in the area, the job outlook, job search information, educational opportunities, and more / OCLC 7311959
L 2.2:C 733 — Commuting patterns in Illinois, March 1970 / OCLC 3519659
L 2.2:C 733/2 — Commuting patterns in Illinois / OCLC 11265206
L 2.2:O 15/7 — Occupational employment statistics: 1981 survey of selected Illinois nonmanufacturing establishments. OCLC 11190627
L 2.2:O 15/9 — Occupational employment statistics: 1982 survey of selected Illinois nonmanufacturing industries: transportation-communication-public utilities, and wholesale and retail trade / OCLC 20565771
L 2.10/2:S 76/ — Estimates of employment, hours, and earnings in nonagricultural establishments; OCLC 1786854
L 2.10: — Estimate of employment, hours, and earnings. OCLC 11892581
L 2.12/2: — Illinois labor market review / OCLC 5509253
L 2.12: — Illinois labor market conditions. OCLC 3795827
L 2.13: — Labor area trends: Chicago standard metropolitan statistical area. OCLC 6950057
L 2.14/2: — Labor force information for affirmative action programs. OCLC 5303107
L 2.14/3: — Labor force information for affirmative action programs: Chicago SMSA. OCLC 7322246
L 2.14: — Labor force information report. OCLC 4180492
L 2.15: — Illinois statewide wage and salary survey of selected occupation. OCLC 4064497
L 2.17: — Illinois labor market information review. OCLC 4123481
L 2.18: — Illinois manpower review. OCLC 4406907
L 2.19: — Veterans in Illinois. OCLC 4410093
L 2.22: — Youth in the labor force / OCLC 6050567
L 2.23: — Women and the labor force: OCLC 6155250
L 2.23: — Women and the labor force: OCLC 6155250
L 2.24: — Senior workers in Illinois / OCLC 6297316
L 2.25: — Illinois handicapped workers. OCLC 6497575
L 2.26/2: — Where workers work in the Chicago standard metropolitan statistical area / OCLC 1794859
L 2.1/2 — Annual planning report. Chicago SMSA OCLC 3639315
L 2.1/4 — Annual planning report. Champaign Consortium. OCLC 4407417
L 2.1/5 — Annual planning report, fiscal year ... Champaign SMSA / OCLC 4407425
L 2.9 — Area manpower review. Champaign-Urbana-Rantoul SMSA OCLC 25382693
L 2.9/2 — Area manpower review : Chicago standard metropolitan statistical area OCLC 1028732433
L 2.9/3 — Area manpower review. Illinois section- of St. Louis standard metropolitan statistical area OCLC 25681083
L 2.9/4 — Area manpower review. Davenport-Rock Island-Moline SMSA. OCLC 19948751
L 2.9/5 — Area manpower review. Springfield Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area. OCLC 3803905
L 2.9/6 — Area manpower review. Bloomington-Normal metropolitan statistical area. OCLC 25646579
L 2.9/7 — Area manpower review. Decatur SMSA OCLC 25681022
L 2.10/3 — Estimates of employment in Illinois nonagricultural establishments, 1947-1971 OCLC 1086227
L 2.11 — Illinois employment report for ... OCLC 31389643
L 2.13/3 — Labor area trends. Champaign-Urbana-Rantoul SMSA. OCLC 8376491
L 2.13/2 — Labor area trends. St. Louis
L 2.16 — ISES [monographic series]
L 2.20 — Illinois labor market information directory. OCLC 6373008
L 2.21 — Illinois occupational information quarterly OCLC 5996031

3 State Employment Service
L 3.9 — Job guides [monographic series]
L 3.10 — Labor area summary/Area manpower review [cutter by location] [monographic series]
L 3.11 — Civilian work force
L 3.12 — Monthly labor (work) force summary
L 3.14 — Wage and salary survey. OCLC 191718765
L 3.15 — Annual average percentage of work force unemployed
L 3.16 — Employment outlook for ... selected occupations. OCLC 917922003
L 3.17 — Labor force summary OCLC 25175544

4 Division of Statistics, Programs and Publications

5 Human Services Manpower Career Center
L 5.9 — Manpower for human services OCLC 27394053
L 5.10 — Manpower for human services [monographic series]

6 Unemployment Compensation Division
L 6.9 — Trends in employment and unemployment. OCLC 191709541
L 6.10 — Manpower trends. Chicago area. OCLC 8414389
L 6.10/2 — Manpower trends
L 6.11 — Statewide summary of employment and unemployment conditions. OCLC 30804585

7 Economic Opportunity Office
LE — Department of Law Enforcement

1 Main Office
LE 1.2:C 863 — Courtesy is contagious: help start an epidemic!. OCLC 14278803
LE 1.2:F 341 — Study of anti-fencing operations in Illinois: an analysis of their effectiveness / OCLC 10064569
LE 1.2:F 537 — So you’re going fishing—: what about coming back?. OCLC 14277909
LE 1.2:S 128/2 — Illinois mandatory safety education program. OCLC 14278054
LE 1.6:B 662 — Illinois boat registration, titling & safety act digest. OCLC 14277972
LE 1.1 — Annual report OCLC 1623816
LE 1.1/2 — Interim report
LE 1.9 — Star-lites. OCLC 16945364
LE 1.10 — Quarterly report OCLC 5197980
LE 1.11 — DLE pursuits. OCLC 5298592
LE 1.12 — Illinois law enforcement bulletin OCLC 8706388
LE 1.13 — Spotlight OCLC 8706465
LE 1.14 — Annual report on the creation of the Metropolitan Enforcement Groups (MEG)

2 State Police

3 Bureau of Identification
LE 3.9: — Crime in Illinois / OCLC 1752578

4 Bureau of Investigation

5 Division of Fire Prevention

6 Division of Boiler Inspection

7 Juvenile Officers Information File

8 I-SEARCH Program

LG — Department of Local Government Affairs

1 Main Office
LG 1.2:A 846 — Report on the assessment practices in Cook County. OCLC 900932
LG 1.2:G 72 — Intergovernmental cooperation in Illinois / OCLC 2270785
LG 1.2:G 72 — Intergovernmental cooperation in Illinois / OCLC 2270785
LG 1.2:G 72 — Intergovernmental cooperation in Illinois / OCLC 2270785
LG 1.8:C 69 — Collective bargaining/labor relations : a guide book for local government / OCLC 5634388
LG 1.8:L 25 — Citizen’s guide to subdivision regulations / OCLC 3612276
LG 1.8:M 271 — Risk management : a guide book for local governments / OCLC 4948475
LG 1.8:P 985 — Purchasing, a guide book for local governments / OCLC 4947413
LG 1.15:3/976 — Illinois laws relating to planning and development. OCLC 2436096
LG 1.9 — LGA reports OCLC 7548383
LG 1.10 — Local government news OCLC 1775846
LG 1.11 — Fiscal series [monographic series]
LG 1.12 — Reference series. OCLC 920906676
LG 1.14 — Home rule newsletter.
LG 1.16 — Innovations OCLC 16967561
LG 1.17 — Publications OCLC 19791364
LG 1.18 — LGA information series OCLC 8542846
LG 1.19 — Emergency management news

2 Office of Community Services
LG 2.9: — Illinois tax rate and levy manual / OCLC 4254359

3 Office of Research and Planning
LG 3.2:A 84/976 — Guide to Illinois state services / OCLC 2651851
LG 3.2:A 84/979 — Guide to Illinois state services / OCLC 5740281
LG 3.12:1 — An inventory of growth and resource conservation activity in Illinois / OCLC 6627723
LG 3.9 — Local and regional planning notes OCLC 24997634
LG 3.10 — Planning & management series [monographic series]
LG 3.11 — Illinois regional planning agency directory. OCLC 2441414
LG 3.12 — Physical resource management series [monographic series]

4 Office of Housing and Buildings

5 Office of Financial Affairs
LG 5.8:A 846 — Guide to property assessment assistance programs / OCLC 13874158
LG 5.8:P 965 — Illinois property tax manual. OCLC 2583193
LG 5.9: — Illinois property tax statistics. OCLC 4234398
LG 5.10: — Assessment/sales ratio study findings / OCLC 2674865

LI — Legislative Information System
1 Main Office
LI 1.1: — Biennial report / OCLC 9246528
LI 1.9: — Final status of all legislation. OCLC 9349495
LI 1.9:FICHE — Final status of all legislation OCLC 10103962
LI 1.10 — Final bill status report OCLC 9973819
LI 1.11 — Final statute reference report OCLC 9973755
LI 1.12 — Final topic report
LI 1.13 — Final sponsor report OCLC 70896432
LI 1.14 — All legislation sent to Committee as of ... OCLC 10103975
LI 1.15 — Status of all legislation by sponsor OCLC 10065082
LI 1.16 — Index to debates
LI 1.6/2 — Administrative code. OCLC 8913569

LtG — Lieutenant Governor

1 Main Office
LTG 1.1: — Annual report / OCLC 10564586
LTG 1.2:A 257 — Affordable Energy Plan / OCLC 56935594
LTG 1.2:B 979 — The Chairman's report to the Governor / OCLC 11277365
LTG 1.2:C 536 — Governor Ryan's Children and Family Leadership Subcabinet : year one report / OCLC 46953220
LTG 1.2:L 721 — Your office of lieutenant governor. OCLC 14880712
LTG 1.2:L 721/989 — Your office of lieutenant governor / OCLC 20576301
LTG 1.2:M 181 — Made in Illinois : gift guide. OCLC 20697581
LTG 1.2:R 311 — I have put my house in order. OCLC 20477727
LTG 1.2:S 477/2 — Lt. Governor George Ryan's handbook of senior services. OCLC 11367743
LTG 1.2:S 477/3 — Lt. Governor George Ryan’s guide to senior services -- Illinois. OCLC 12602653
LTG 1.2:S 477/4 — Lt. Governor George Ryan’s guide to senior services-- Illinois. OCLC 14248058
LTG 1.2:S 941 — 1984 substance abuse prevention and treatment directory / OCLC 11368971
LTG 1.8:S 477 — Guide to senior services-- Illinois. OCLC 20400186
LTG 1.11: — Survey of Illinois School districts on the service quality provided by the Illinois State Board of Education and the Regional Offices of Education annual report. OCLC 43990116
LTG 1.12: — Service evaluation survey. OCLC 54353806
LTG 1.13: — Walk across Illinois ... year in review / OCLC 191091980
LtG 1.9 — Lieutenant Governor George Ryan’s senior action line. OCLC 11628823
LtG 1.10 — Prevention perspectives OCLC 20735318

2 Lieutenant Governor’s Office of Volunteer Services
LTG 2.2:V 943 — Survey of volunteer contribution to state government. OCLC 25812677

3 Illinois River Strategy Team
LTG 3.2:1 61/ — Integrated management plan for the Illinois River watershed / OCLC 36345935

4 Special Task Force of the Condition and Future of the Illinois Energy Infrastructure

M — Military and Naval Department

1 Main Office
M 1.1/2: — Biennial report / OCLC 22783812
M 1.1: — Biennial report of the Adjutant General. OCLC 11205893
M 1.2:E55 — State employees flexible hours plan. OCLC 27673927
M 1.2:F574 — Illinois battle flags. OCLC 26024699
M 1.9 — Illinois guard chronicle. OCLC 12234092

MH — Department of Mental Health

1 Main Office
MH 1.1 — Annual report for the fiscal year ... OCLC 7642800
MH 1.1/2 — Statistical data for special education services : annual report. OCLC 29457356
MH 1.1/3 — Title I annual report. OCLC 191718184
MH 1.8/2 — Administrator's data manual. OCLC 20705121
MH 1.9 — Alcoholism newsletter OCLC 48211432
MH 1.10 — DD advocate OCLC 7317235
MH 1.11 — DMH employee insight. OCLC 30998201
MH 1.12 — Journal of research and training OCLC 1788755
MH 1.13 — Mental health in Illinois. OCLC 31159160
MH 1.14 — Mental retardation in Illinois. OCLC 6952711
MH 1.15 — Mental health statistics in Illinois. OCLC 4966673
MH 1.16 — Monthly statistics OCLC 7418975
MH 1.17 — Reaching out OCLC 1792286
2 Division of Mental Retardation Services
MH 2.9 — MR advocate. OCLC 7317253

3 Drug Abuse Program

4 Institute for Juvenile Research
MH 4.2:Y 83 — Summary and policy implications of the Youth and society in Illinois reports / OCLC 2790758
MH 4.9:5/11 — Casework with disadvantaged Negro families: approaches, techniques, and theoretical implications OCLC 85520
MH 4.9:5/3 — Family concepts and emotional disturbance in the families of disturbed adolescents with normal siblings OCLC 50239
MH 4.9:6/6 — Some observations on the uses of time and cost data in private welfare agencies OCLC 134336
MH 4.10 — Research news and notes: a research program publication. OCLC 50352496
MH 4.9 — Research report [monographic series]

5 Mental Health Planning Board
MH 5.9 — Progress report OCLC 2705335

6 State Psychiatric Institute

7 Learning Media Institute
MH 7.9 — Publications
MH 7.10 — LMI announces. OCLC 19843058

8 Adler Zone Center
MH 8.1/2 — Motor performance and play research lab annual report
MH 8.9 — SWAP

10 Division of Planning and Evaluation
MH 10.9 — Statistics - State of Illinois, Department of Mental Health.
MH 10.10 — Statistical bulletin. OCLC 39816401

MHD — Department of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities
1 Main Office

MHD 1.1/2: — Annual report, State of Illinois alcoholism plans and programs. OCLC 3617541
MHD 1.1/3: — Annual plan ... of the Illinois Department of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities. OCLC 6811303
MHD 1.1/4: — Annual revenue report / OCLC 19070790
MHD 1.1/5: — Chief engineers’ annual report / OCLC 18338154
MHD 1.1/7: — Annual report of the Office of the Inspector General to the Governor and the General Assembly. OCLC 21012287
MHD 1.1/8: — Illinois state mental health plan : child & adolescent services annual report. OCLC 25467889
MHD 1.1/7-2: — State of care report to the Governor and the General Assembly covering ... / OCLC 28082901
MHD 1.1/7-3: — Annual report. OCLC 34793516
MHD 1.1: — Annual report - Department of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities. OCLC 2246009
MHD 1.2:A 939 — A report on the service needs of persons with autism : in response to P.A. 84-1291 / OCLC 15513286
MHD 1.2:C 244 — A status report on planning for capitated managed care / OCLC 19747172
MHD 1.2:C 244/991 — A status report on planning for capitated managed care / OCLC 23661132
MHD 1.2:C 734 — CLSA Community Supported Living Arrangement Program / OCLC 29962133
MHD 1.2:D 598 — Directory of department-related boards and commissions / OCLC 22105465
MHD 1.2:E 41 — The history of Elgin State Hospital, 1872-1972. OCLC 2799808
MHD 1.2:F 981 — Special study of alternative funding formulas for the distribution of community grants-in-aid : report to the General Assembly pursuant to Public act 86-1013. OCLC 22151470
MHD 1.2:H 23 — Day camping for developmentally disabled and exceptional children / OCLC 3784500
MHD 1.2:I 39 — An analysis of individual-on-individual injuries reported to OIG, FY94-FY96 / OCLC 37598840
MHD 1.2:M 266 — Policy analysis to the Governor and the General Assembly : managed care : after the carve-out : a review of the draft proposal to integrate the public and private systems of publicly financed care for the mentally ill. OCLC 31441080
MHD 1.2:P 712/2 — Strategic planning for services and supports in Illinois / OCLC 29265026
MHD 1.2:P 976 — Report to the General Assembly pursuant to Public Act 84-366. OCLC 13908069
MHD 1.2:R 344 — A report to the Governor and the General Assembly from the Illinois Department of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities as required under Senate Joint Resolution 180. OCLC 27125423
MHD 1.2:S 797 — State mental health plan for a client-centered comprehensive mental health service system (FY89 - FY91). OCLC 20747136
MHD 1.2:S 797/2 — Comparative statistics : fiscal years 1980-1989 / OCLC 26541322
MHD 1.2:S 948 — Illinois youth suicide prevention five-year plan : report to the Governor and the General Assembly. OCLC 24400498
MHD 1.2:S 959 — Change strategies to assist agencies in developing supported living services for people with developmental disabilities / OCLC 29917836
MHD 1.5:C 748/993 — Department of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities Confidentiality Act : (740 ILCS 110/1 et seq.). OCLC 28083192
MHD 1.5:C 748/994 — Department of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities Confidentiality Act : (740 ILCS 110). OCLC 30151133
MHD 1.5:M 54/2/ — Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities Code, with annotations of required forms. OCLC 28769882
MHD 1.5:M 54/3/991 — Powers and duties of the Department of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities : includes amendments, additions effective 9/91, through effective date 1/92 : including selected sections of the Civil Administrative Code. OCLC 25173812
MHD 1.5:M 54/4 — Department of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities Act : (20 ILCS 1705/0.01 et seq.) OCLC 28054101
MHD 1.5:M 54/4/994 — Department of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities Act : (20 ILCS 1705) OCLC 30686043
MHD 1.8:A 244 — Guide to advance directives / OCLC 37876147
MHD 1.8:I 62 — Guide to involuntary admissions / OCLC 37876054
MHD 1.15/2: — Mental health statistics. OCLC 4966727
MHD 1.15/3: — Mental health statistics in Illinois. OCLC 4966673
MHD 1.15: — Mental health statistics in Illinois. OCLC 4966673
MHD 1.16: — Monthly statistics / OCLC 7418975
MHD 1.17/2:981 — Directory of services, state operated & state aided. OCLC 7714796
MHD 1.17/2:986 — Directory of services. OCLC 13441755
MHD 1.17/2:988 — Directory of services. OCLC 18655119
MHD 1.17/2:990 — Directory of services. OCLC 25183355
MHD 1.22: — Illinois State directory of resources and services of the Illinois State plan for the treatment and prevention of alcohol abuse and alcoholism. OCLC 5306170
MHD 1.30: — Center focus / OCLC 18971187
MHD 1.31: — Gazette-journal and campus talk / OCLC 21224661
MHD 1.32: — Status report to the Governor and the General Assembly pursuant to Public Act 86-922, Federal Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987. OCLC 21264842
MHD 1.9 — Alcoholism newsletter OCLC 48211432
MHD 1.10 — DD advocate OCLC 7317235
MHD 1.12 — Journal of research and training OCLC 1788755
MHD 1.17 — Directory of mental health services in Illinois. OCLC 2246905
MHD 1.18 — Feelings OCLC 7317198
MHD 1.20 — Howe now! OCLC 4421078
MHD 1.21 — Vibrations OCLC 4618198
MHD 1.23 — The Bowen touch. OCLC 4618072
MHD 1.24 — Training and education newsletter. OCLC 7969724
MHD 1.25 — Statement of purchased care : goals and objectives
MHD 1.26 — Maintenance data. OCLC 11952362
MHD 1.27 — Bulletin OCLC 11950921
MHD 1.28 — Focus OCLC 16577717
MHD 1.29 — Management bulletin. OCLC 16583121
MHD 1.33 — Illinois submission for ... under Public law 99-660 "The State Comprehensive Mental Health Services Plan Act of 1986" and Public law 101-639 "Mental Health Amendments of 1990" for adults with serious mental illness. OCLC 25468188
MHD 1.34 — Medical focus : quarterly bulletin. OCLC 32475333

2 Legal Services Division

5 Mental Health Planning Board
    MHD 5.9 — Progress report OCLC 2705335

6 State Psychiatric Institute
    MHD 6.2:PS 97 — Papers presented by the Social Service Department at the Illinois State Psychiatric Institute : April 17-18, 1975. OCLC 2096495

8 Adler Zone Center
    MHD 8.9 — SWAP

MIM — Mid-Illinois Medical District

1 Main Office
    MIM 1.1: — Biennial report of operations to the Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 424643760

MM — Department of Mines and Minerals
1 Main Office

MM 1.1/2: — Annual statistical report for the years ... OCLC 25169743
MM 1.1: — Coal report of Illinois. OCLC 2371496
MM 1.1: — Coal report of Illinois. OCLC 2371496
MM 1.2:C 652 — Citizen's guide to coal mining and reclamation in Illinois. OCLC 11680943
MM 1.2:M 665 — Illinois lands surface mined for coal / OCLC 1657270
MM 1.9: — Casualty report and recommendations. OCLC 6455189
MM 1.10: — Coal production of Illinois mines. OCLC 6478445
MM 1.10/2 — Illinois coal production
MM 1.11 — General statement with comparative figures. OCLC 920873603
MM 1.12 — Meetings of Miners' Examining Board. OCLC 8853533
MM 1.13 — Coal in Illinois, 1894-98 [microfiche]
MM 1.13/2 — Annual coal report, 1899-1925 [microfiche]

2 Land Reclamation Division


MS — Illinois Math and Science Academy

1 Main Office

NG — Illinois National Guard

1 Main Office

NG 1.9 — Illinois guard chronicle. OCLC 12234092

NR — Department of Energy and Natural Resources

1 Main Office

NR 1.1/2: — State of Illinois, consolidated building energy reporting system : CBERS II : [annual report]. OCLC 16571237
NR 1.1/3: — Local government energy assistance programs annual report. OCLC 21414629
NR 1.1: — Annual report / OCLC 8726777
NR 1.1: — Annual report / OCLC 8726777
NR 1.2:A 912 — 1991 audio-visual catalog. OCLC 24291478
NR 1.2:B 679 — Boiler efficiency improvement manual : energy-saving techniques for boiler operators and owners / OCLC 17752732
NR 1.2:C 652/2 — Illinois coal mining costs / OCLC 25396091
NR 1.2:C 755/4 — Illinois energy conservation plan report, 1979 revision. OCLC 5980773
NR 1.2:C 758 — Illinois energy consumption, 1963-1977 / OCLC 5964838
NR 1.2:E 55 — The Employee transportation coordinator : your ticket to a new position / OCLC 16572900
NR 1.2:E 56/11/ — Illinois energy plan / OCLC 9014647
NR 1.2:E 56/12 — Illinois energy efficient homes for the 80's. OCLC 10503799
NR 1.2:E 56/16 — The energy savings plan : a free benefit for your employees. OCLC 16260272
NR 1.2:E 61 — Think green! : a retailers environmental idea book. OCLC 26569077
NR 1.2:F 953 — Illinois synthetic fuels facilities siting survey : Perry County / OCLC 12207455
NR 1.2:G 882 — A Groundwater monitoring network for Illinois. OCLC 12124322
NR 1.2:G 882/2 — Groundwater protection by local government / OCLC 30082762
NR 1.2:L 724 — Lighting efficiency for better energy cost control : guidelines for lighting standards and low cost strategies for efficient use of lighting in Illinois state buildings / OCLC 13967925
NR 1.2:M 482/FLOOD — Meanderings '94 / OCLC 32371094
NR 1.2:M 482/IL — Meanderings '94 / OCLC 32370684
NR 1.2:M 482/ILL./993 — Meanderings '93 / OCLC 29646378
NR 1.2:M 482/ILRIVER — Meanderings '92 / OCLC 27464696
NR 1.2:M 482/LOWERMISS. — Meanderings '92 / OCLC 27464061
NR 1.2:M 482/MISS./993 — Meanderings '93 / OCLC 29658771
NR 1.2:M 482/TRIB. — Meanderings '92 / OCLC 27715527
NR 1.2:M 482/TRIB./993 — Meanderings '93 / OCLC 29647346
NR 1.2:M 482/U.S. — Meanderings '94 / OCLC 32370784
NR 1.2:M 482/UPPERMISS. — Meanderings '92 / OCLC 27464437
NR 1.2:P 777 — Technical considerations relating to the siting of new regional pollution control facilities: a report to General Assembly, Governor, and Pollution Control Board. OCLC 11300421
NR 1.2:S 684 — Illinois solar energy directory / OCLC 4966696
NR 1.2:S 684/4 — F-chart handbook: active solar system sizing and economic analysis program. OCLC 7730636
NR 1.2:S 684/5 — Do-it-yourself low cost solar hot air collector design book. OCLC 13969431
NR 1.2:S 74/2 — Summary report / OCLC 8327001
NR 1.2:S 959 — Siting the superconducting super collider in Illinois: a report to Governor James R. Thompson and members of the 84th General Assembly. OCLC 11803634
NR 1.2:U 89 — Final report to the governor, March 1984 / OCLC 12975313
NR 1.2:W 32/2/ — Final report on special waste categorization study to Hazardous Waste Research and Information Center, State Water Survey Division / OCLC 13090003
NR 1.2:W 324 — Sealing abandoned water wells: a campaign primer. OCLC 27001447
NR 1.3/2:84/01 — The Development of detailed characterization of liquid hazardous waste streams generated by Illinois industries / OCLC 10729293
NR 1.3/2:88/04 — Pesticides and pest management: proceedings of the 16th ENR annual conference, November 12 and 13, 1987 / OCLC 18037967
NR 1.3/3:85/04 — The economic impact of proposed regulation R84-22: financial assurance for closure and post-closure care of waste disposal sites in Illinois / OCLC 13202418
NR 1.3/3:85/07 — Trade-off between local and federal funding for wastewater treatment facilities / OCLC 13212714
NR 1.3/3:86/05 — The economic impact analysis of R84-29 mine-related water pollution regulations / OCLC 15097618
NR 1.3/3:86/13 — Analysis of site specific rule changes / OCLC 15527744
NR 1.3/3:86/14 — Risk assessment of exposure to radium and fluoride in Illinois public water supplies / OCLC 15602670
NR 1.3/3:87/06 — Feasibility of tax incentives for purchases of recycling equipment or recycled products : final report / OCLC 16571614
NR 1.3/3:87/07 — Recycling in Illinois : survey results and analysis / OCLC 16571476
NR 1.3/3:87/10 — Economic impact study of proposed IPCB regulation sections 215.204 and 215.207 : final report / OCLC 16910259
NR 1.3/3:87/11 — The Economic impact of the rotogravure and flexographic printing provisions of proposed regulation R85-21 : final report / OCLC 16909983
NR 1.3/3:87/12 — Economics and feasibility of co-composting solid waste in McHenry County : final report / OCLC 16948870
NR 1.3/3:87/13 — An Economic impact analysis of proposed amendments to public water supply regulations pending before the Illinois Pollution Control Board, R85-14 : final report / OCLC 17001111
NR 1.3/3:87/16 — Research compendium on selected aspects of pesticides and pest management in Illinois / OCLC 17314468
NR 1.3/3:87-24 — Assessment of wastewater disinfection technologies and regulatory strategies : final report / OCLC 17740320
NR 1.3/3:88/06 — Review of "economic impact studies" in pollution control regulation / OCLC 17787241
NR 1.3/3:88/08 — Economic impact study of proposed site specific changes to water pollution regulations affecting the city of Tuscola, Douglas County, Illinois : final report / OCLC 18242564
NR 1.3/3:88/09 — An Economic impact study of petition for regulatory relief from phosphorus effluent limits, city of Pana : R84-44 : final report / OCLC 18243169
NR 1.3/3:88/10 — The Economic impact of proposed site specific changes to water pollution regulation affecting Joliet, Illinois : final report / OCLC 18243242
NR 1.3/3:88/18 — Technology assessment of wastewater treatment alternatives for compliance with deoxygenating wastes effluent standards : final report / OCLC 18963368
NR 1.3/3:88/20 — Financing alternatives for agricultural nonpoint source pollution control programs : final report / OCLC 18963774
NR 1.3/3:88-02 — The economic impact of the proposed generic rule R86-18 : final report / OCLC 17767643
NR 1.3/3:89/02 — An Economic impact study of proposed amendments to Illinois administrative code 604.203 and 605.104 of subtitle F, Public Water Supplies (Trihalomethanes) R84-12 : final report / OCLC 19418222
NR 1.3/3:89/03 — An Economic analysis of proposed amendments to water pollution regulations phosphorus discharges R87-6 : final report / OCLC 19417089
NR 1.3/3:89/04 — A taxonomy of the techniques of economic impact analysis : final report / OCLC 19414947
NR 1.3/3:89/06 — The Characterization of non-RCRA special waste: final report / OCLC 19357616
NR 1.3/3:89/07 — The Economic analysis of proposed site specific changes to water quality regulations affecting Borden Chemical Company. OCLC 19340754
NR 1.3/3:89/13 — The Recycling planning and evaluation program documentation: final report / OCLC 20366000
NR 1.3/3:89/14 — Recycling grants in Illinois--a two-year review: final report / OCLC 21294464
NR 1.3/3:89/16 — Managing the waste stream: background information for planning source separation programs: final report / OCLC 20500191
NR 1.3/3:89/18 — Measuring the demand for environmental improvement: final report / OCLC 21302092
NR 1.3/3:89/21 — The Economic impact of revised measurement methods for emissions of sulfur compounds, proposed regulations R87-31: final report / OCLC 21414774
NR 1.3/3:90/02 — Economic impact study of landfill regulations (R88-7): final report / OCLC 21238366
NR 1.3/3:90/10 — An Economic study on proposed IPCB regulation R86-9: hazardous waste prohibitions: final report / OCLC 22748486
NR 1.3/3:90/13 — Economic impact study of proposed cross connection regulations, R87-37: final report / OCLC 22777464
NR 1.3/3:90/16 — Impulse noise study / OCLC 30108513
NR 1.3/3:91/10 — Proposed revisions to property-line-noise-source measurement procedures / OCLC 24400180
NR 1.3/3:92/02 — Use and disposal of wastewater sludge in Illinois: final report / OCLC 25624657
NR 1.3/3:92/09 — Clearing the air, choosing the future: reducing highway vehicle emissions in the Chicago ozone nonattainment area: final report / OCLC 27057788
NR 1.3/3:93/02 — The California LEV program and ethanol in Illinois: assessing the economic and environmental effects: final report / OCLC 28910493
NR 1.3/4:86/01 — Cogeneration market assessment: an evaluation of the technical potential for cogeneration in Illinois / OCLC 13202756
NR 1.3/4:86/15 — A study estimating VOC emissions from the Calumet sewage treatment plant in the Chicago area / OCLC 15602771
NR 1.3/4:87/22 — A Total exposure and risk assessment for drinking water contaminated with volatile organic compounds: final report / OCLC 17606129
NR 1.3/4:88/14 — Control of emissions from municipal solid waste incinerators: final report / OCLC 18665047
NR 1.3/4:88/17 — Bacterial emissions from incineration of hospital waste: final report / OCLC 18514477
NR 1.3/4:89/05 — An Air monitoring survey design for toxic air pollutants: final report / OCLC 19747250
NR 1.3/4:89/17 — Illinois homeowner’s guide to reduction of indoor radon: final report / OCLC 20737375
NR 1.3/4:90/05 — An analysis of on-road remote sensing as a tool for automobile emissions control: final report / OCLC 22153234
NR 1.3/4:90/06 — A toxic air pollutant inventory for the State of Illinois: final report / OCLC 22909254
NR 1.3/4:90/14 — Chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) recovery and source reduction study: final report / OCLC 22949341
NR 1.3/4:91/05 — Mobile source emissions inventory development: final report / OCLC 23992819
NR 1.3/4:91/14 — On-road carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon remote sensing in the Chicago area: final report / OCLC 24843181
NR 1.3/4:91/15 — Remote sensing enhanced motor vehicle emissions control for pollution reduction in the Chicago metropolitan area: siting and issue analysis: final report / OCLC 24851572
NR 1.3/4:93/03 — Designing effective intervention strategies for residential indoor air quality / OCLC 28627160
NR 1.3/5:85/03 — An historical perspective on Illinois coal resources and production, 1960-1984 / OCLC 13035688
NR 1.3/5:88/11 — Woody biomass energy resources of Illinois: final report / OCLC 18347393
NR 1.3/5:89/10 — The demand for energy in the Illinois coal market / OCLC 21294453
NR 1.3/5:89/10(AB) — Abstract: the demand for energy in the Illinois coal market / OCLC 19961340
NR 1.3/5:89/11 — Case studies of waste-to-energy facilities: final report / OCLC 19954313
NR 1.3/5:89/15 — Secondary recovery of coal fines: an environmental and economic cost benefit analysis: final report / OCLC 20742910
NR 1.3/5:90/07 — The transportation of Illinois coal / OCLC 22160877
NR 1.3/5:90/07(AB) — Abstract: the transportation of Illinois coal / OCLC 22165369
NR 1.3/5:91/04 — A Guide to indoor air quality for home weatherization practitioners: final report / OCLC 23892893
NR 1.3/6:86/08 — Pest and pesticide management in Illinois agriculture: status and policy options / OCLC 15081148
NR 1.3/6:88/21 — Beauveria bassiana as a biological control agent of the corn rootworm: final report / OCLC 18954961
NR 1.3/6:90/20 — Semiochemicals for controlling corn rootworm: final report / OCLC 23238831
NR 1.3/7:86/06 — Effect of physicochemical parameters on pesticide degradation / OCLC 14627906
NR 1.3/7:86/07 — Integration of data sets pertaining to bald eagles and water fowl populations in Illinois / OCLC 14629224
NR 1.3/7:86/09 — Optimal chelant/copper ratios for maximizing copper solubility in natural water using citric acid and triethanolamine / OCLC 14627870
NR 1.3/7:89/22 — Persistence and mobility of selected pesticides in loessial soils of Illinois: final report / OCLC 21760890
NR 1.3/7:94/01 — Indoor air quality and energy efficiency in state buildings: final report / OCLC 30011804
NR 1.3/7:94/06 — The biological resources of Illinois caves and other subterranean environments: determination of the diversity, distribution, and status of the subterranean faunas of Illinois caves and how these faunas are related to groundwater quality / OCLC 30964478
NR 1.3/8:86/16 — The Influences of land uses and stream modifications on water quality in the streams of the Court Creek Watershed / OCLC 15603177
NR 1.3/8:87/14 — Aeration characteristics of Starved Rock Dam Tainter Gate flow controls: final report / OCLC 16947233
NR 1.3/8:87/18 — Wastes from water treatment plants: literature review, results of an Illinois survey, and effects of alum sludge application to cropland / OCLC 17341296
NR 1.3/8:88/07 — Toward development of stream protection strategies for northeastern Illinois: final report / OCLC 18242985
NR 1.3/8:88/15 — Hydraulic investigation for the construction of artificial islands in Peoria Lake: final report / OCLC 18508522
NR 1.3/8:88/15(A) — Appendices for Hydraulic investigation for the construction of artificial islands in Peoria Lake: final report / OCLC 18509393
NR 1.3/8:88/16 — Arsenic contamination in east-central Illinois ground waters: final report / OCLC 18514359
NR 1.3/8:88/19 — Guidelines for applying copper sulfate as an algicide: Lake Loami field study: final report / OCLC 18963870
NR 1.3/8:88/22 — Lake dredging in Illinois and a preliminary assessment of pre-dredging conditions at Lake Springfield: final report / OCLC 19417869
NR 1.3/8:89/08 — Septic system density and groundwater contamination in Illinois: a survey of state and local regulation: final report / OCLC 19702116
NR 1.3/8:89/09 — The Illinois self-help consortium for water and wastewater projects: final report / OCLC 19718767
NR 1.3/8:89/12 — Research analysis of local factors for implementation of stream protection strategy: final report / OCLC 19955136
NR 1.3/8:89/19 — Mechanisms for stream corridor protection: final report / OCLC 21026613
NR 1.3/8:89/20 — Programs for management of water withdrawals in Illinois: final report / OCLC 20906871
NR 1.3/8:90/09 — Determination whether the causal agent for Mussel die-offs in the Mississippi River is of chemical or biological origin: final report / OCLC 22106470
NR 1.3/8:90/11 — Stream yields from agricultural chemicals and feedlot runoff from an Illinois watershed: final report / OCLC 22909415
NR 1.3/8:90/15 — Illinois streams natural resource assessment: operational framework / OCLC 22775109
NR 1.3/8:90/18 — Citizen stream monitoring: a manual for Illinois / OCLC 23672007
NR 1.3/8:91/01 — Channelization of streams and rivers in Illinois: procedural review and selected case studies / OCLC 23892213
NR 1.3/8:91/12 — Landscaping techniques and materials for urban Illinois stream corridors and wetland edges: final report / OCLC 24513910
NR 1.3/8:91/13 — A guide to inventorying and managing forestry resources in small communities: final report / OCLC 25186862
NR 1.3/8:92/05 — An evaluation of streambank stabilization work on Richland Creek: final report / OCLC 26381174
NR 1.3/8:92/07 — Identification of toxic substances in the upper Illinois River: final report / OCLC 27052352
NR 1.3/8:93/01 — Source monitoring and evaluation of sediment inputs for Peoria Lake / OCLC 28055973
NR 1.3/9:86/11 — Issues in utility resource planning. OCLC 16948637
NR 1.3/9:87/15 — Cogeneration market assessment: phase II: an evaluation of the economic potential for cogeneration in Illinois / OCLC 17305982
NR 1.3/9:89/01 — The Illinois statewide electric utility plan / OCLC 19451156
NR 1.3/9:90/03 — The Illinois statewide gas utility plan, 1990-2000 / OCLC 22148807
NR 1.3/9:91/02 — Illinois statewide electric utility plan: optioning resources for the future, 1992-2012. OCLC 24175041
NR 1.3/9:91/08 — Illinois statistical energy review. OCLC 24258652
NR 1.3/9:94/02 — Illinois statewide electric utility plan: part one, 1994-2014. OCLC 29736629
NR 1.3/10:90/01 — ENR style manual, 1990. OCLC 22341695
NR 1.3/10:91/01 — Directory of state energy office libraries. OCLC 24387041
NR 1.3/11:89/02 — Marketability of Illinois coal to Korea and Japan : final report / OCLC 21416768
NR 1.3/11:90/01 — Let's clear the air about Illinois coal : your guide to speakers from the Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources, Illinois Office of Coal Development and Marketing. OCLC 22949390
NR 1.3/11:91/03 — Outlook for the Illinois coal industry, 1995-2000 / OCLC 28147255
NR 1.3/13:87/01 — Inventory of waste-to-energy facilities in Illinois / OCLC 17432941
NR 1.3/13:87/03 — Combustion and performance characteristics of methanol plus higher alcohols in a spark ignition engine : final report / OCLC 17432797
NR 1.3/13:87/04 — Integrated farm and ethanol production facility / OCLC 17432664
NR 1.3/13:87/05 — Production of gluten and germ by ethanol fermentation of raw corn : final report / OCLC 17433247
NR 1.3/13:87/08 — On-farm anaerobic digester and fuel alcohol plant : final report / OCLC 17432172
NR 1.3/13:87/09 — The use of ethanol distillery by-products in aquaculture / OCLC 17605392
NR 1.3/13:87/09 — The use of ethanol distillery by-products in aquaculture / OCLC 17605392
NR 1.3/13:88/01 — An integrated biomass energy system for Illinois agriculture : final report / OCLC 18078694
NR 1.3/13:88/02 — Inventory of biomass facilities in Illinois / OCLC 19110913
NR 1.3/13:89/03 — Illinois alternative energy development program : project highlights. OCLC 21009142
NR 1.3/13:90/01 — Demonstration of photovoltaic power source in remote applications: lighting, weather data gathering and public demonstration systems: Wildlife Prairie Park, Peoria, Illinois. OCLC 22196453

NR 1.3/13:91/08 — Prototype evaluation report: portable environmental gamma detector / OCLC 24858348

NR 1.3/13:92/01 — Status of small power producers and interconnect practices in Illinois: preliminary report / OCLC 25649864

NR 1.3/13:92/02 — Two-phase anaerobic digestion for enhanced stabilization and methanation of sewage sludge / Dupage County Dept. of Public Works: prepared for Illinois Dept. of Energy and Natural Resources. OCLC 25994850

NR 1.3/13:92/07 — Hydroelectric development on the Kankakee River / OCLC 28398221

NR 1.3/14:88/01 — Groundwater quality standards in other states: a survey report / OCLC 18027151

NR 1.3/14:88/12 — Guide to land treatment of municipal wastewater in Illinois / OCLC 19340504


NR 1.3/14:90/01 — A study of Illinois farmers’ attitudes and current farming practices / OCLC 21417004

NR 1.3/14:90/08 — The Illinois residential propane market: a report on the residential propane price spike and its effects on the citizens of Illinois. OCLC 22165182

NR 1.3/14:91/03 — The residential energy assistance partnership program: 1989-1990 program winter evaluation / OCLC 27010518


NR 1.3/16:92/01 — Assessment of energy cost reduction opportunities in state facilities / OCLC 26730470

NR 1.3/16:93/01 — Recommendations to reduce energy consumption and costs in state facilities / OCLC 27940918

NR 1.3/17:92/03 — Illinois residential energy assistance: evaluation of the 1990-91 winter program / OCLC 26730954


NR 1.3/17:93/05 — Residential energy costs and assistance in Illinois: evaluation of the 1991-92 winter program / OCLC 29961584

NR 1.3/17:93/05(94) — Residential energy costs and assistance in Illinois: evaluation of the 1992-93 winter / OCLC 32663988

NR 1.3/18:94/07 — A climate change action plan for Illinois: report of the Task Force on Global Climate Change. OCLC 30964276

NR 1.3/18:95/01 — Derelict properties: scale and scope of an urban environmental problem / OCLC 32679801

NR 1.3:79/27 — Health effects of ozone and other photochemical oxidants in the Chicago area / OCLC 6070179

NR 1.3:79/32 — Hazardous wastes management in Illinois / OCLC 6056843


NR 1.3:79/37 — Respirable particulate matter characteristics in Chicago, 1954 to the present / OCLC 6186239

NR 1.3:79/40 — Geographic distribution of cancer in Illinois / OCLC 6650654

NR 1.3:79/41 — A report on pesticide use and regulatory programs in Illinois / OCLC 7168802

NR 1.3:80/17 — Ecological comparison of intermittent streams in different land use patterns in northeastern Illinois / OCLC 7181336

NR 1.3:80/18 — Aquaculture, opportunities for an expanded industry in Illinois / OCLC 10100945

NR 1.3:80/19 — On-site wastewater treatment and disposal systems (environmental and health effects) / OCLC 8138695

NR 1.3:80/23 — Illinois energy policy options for the 1980's / OCLC 8667528

NR 1.3:81/02 — Economic impact study of proposed airport noise regulations, R 77-4. Volume I: technical study of public airports outside Chicago / OCLC 7343789

NR 1.3:81/06 — Proceedings of a Round Table on Reclaiming and Managing Lakes in Illinois, October 10-11, 1980 / OCLC 9441786

NR 1.3:81/07 — Assessment of non-traditional controls on ambient air quality / OCLC 8591478

NR 1.3:81/11 — Economic impact of proposed airport noise regulations, R77-4. Volume II: economic analysis of public airports outside Chicago / OCLC 7973188

NR 1.3:81/12 — Screening of pesticides and other toxic chemicals for potential adverse environmental effects in Illinois / OCLC 7475772

NR 1.3:81/13 — A review of concentrations, chemical composition, size distribution and health effects related to inorganic inhalable particulates in Illinois / OCLC 7700624

NR 1.3:81/15 — The economic analysis of health risks and the environmental assessment of revised fecal coliform effluent and water quality standards, R77-12 / OCLC 21376930

NR 1.3:81/16 — Issues related to airport noise control in Illinois / OCLC 7697302

NR 1.3:81/20 — Illinois directory of environmental information / OCLC 8070293

NR 1.3:81/29 — Assessment of future economic tradeoffs between coal mining and agriculture / OCLC 9189318

NR 1.3:81/33 — Illinois wetlands: their value and management / OCLC 9326031

NR 1.3:81/36 — Illinois synthetic fuels facilities siting survey / OCLC 8508196
NR 1.3:81/38 — Economic impact study of proposed airport noise regulations, R77-4. Volume III, technical study of public airports in Chicago / OCLC 8363108
NR 1.3:81/39 — Economic impact study of proposed airport noise regulations, R77-4. Volume 4, economic analysis of O'Hare and Midway Airports / OCLC 8365219
NR 1.3:81/40 — Screening of pesticides for potential adverse environmental effects in Illinois: laboratory model ecosystem evaluations of twenty-six new pesticides / OCLC 8357183
NR 1.3:82/02 — Source contributions to TSP non-attainment for the Adams, Washington, and Cooley hi-vol sites in Chicago, Illinois / OCLC 8363269
NR 1.3:82/03 — Source contributions to TSP non-attainment in East Moline and Milan, Illinois / OCLC 8363288
NR 1.3:82/07 — Emissions of beryllium and mercury in Illinois / OCLC 8631658
NR 1.3:82/09 — Creation of wetland habitats in northeastern Illinois / OCLC 8631578
NR 1.3:82/17 — How to run a community recycling center: a resource guide to low-technology recycling in Illinois / OCLC 9463613
NR 1.3:82/18 — Local self-reliance: symposium VI, management of small lakes programs / OCLC 9189046
NR 1.3:82/23 — The Economic impact of section 21(H) of the Environmental Protection Act of the State of Illinois, proposed regulation R80-19 / OCLC 9463568
NR 1.3:83/02 — Analysis of selected problems related to transportation of Illinois coal / OCLC 9463319
NR 1.3:83/05 — The Legal and regulatory environment for Illinois aquaculture / OCLC 9463509
NR 1.3:83/06 — Motor freight planning for the Chicago region / OCLC 9535318
NR 1.3:83/17 — Hazardous wastes in Illinois: an overview / OCLC 10730575
NR 1.3:83/22 — Airport noise in Illinois. OCLC 10515622
NR 1.3:83/25 — A demonstration of airport noise impact mitigation / OCLC 10955240
NR 1.3:83/26 — Hazardous waste in Ogle and Winnebago counties: potential risk via groundwater due to past and present activities / OCLC 10729314
NR 1.3:83/27 — Airport noise and land use compatibility at downstate Illinois airports / OCLC 10671047
NR 1.3:83/28 — Structure of the Illinois food economy: resource issues / OCLC 10514739
NR 1.24:1/ — Conceptual models of erosion and sedimentation in Illinois / OCLC 12046758
NR 1.24:2 — Evaluation of underground injection of industrial waste in Illinois / OCLC 20541208
NR 1.26: — SSC : exploring the universe in Illinois. OCLC 16239901
NR 1.27: — Illinois energy data review / OCLC 16150399
NR 1.28: — Report of the Office of Coal Development and Marketing. OCLC 16949153
NR 1.31: — ILEED newsletter. OCLC 22769795
NR 1.32: — Illinois coal update. OCLC 22723386
NR 1.33: — Sustainable agriculture demonstration grant program results. OCLC 24653479
NR 1.3/12: — ILENR/BE [monographic series]
NR 1.4 — ILL DOE
NR 1.9 — Program opportunity notice
NR 1.11 — Heating oil status report. OCLC 7328750
NR 1.12 — Agricultural fuels status report
NR 1.13 — Illinois Institute of Natural Resources grant-a-gram OCLC 6130890
NR 1.14/2 — Southern Illinois solar energy directory. OCLC 6694359
NR 1.14/3 — Northern Illinois solar energy directory. OCLC 6694259
NR 1.14/4 — Central Illinois solar energy directory. OCLC 6694299
NR 1.15 — Waste Oil Management Conference : [proceedings]. OCLC 7090871
NR 1.16 — Illinois petroleum monitor : motor gasoline. OCLC 7181472
NR 1.16 — Illinois petroleum monitor OCLC 8661627
NR 1.18 — Illinois quarterly fuels report. OCLC 8092118
NR 1.20 — Quarterly review of publications
NR 1.22: — Illinois land report [monographic series]
NR 1.25 — Illinois state buildings energy expense study OCLC 13787957
NR 1.29 — Update OCLC 19073678
NR 1.30 — ENR library bookshelf. OCLC 20336293
NR 1.34 — K.E.E.P.S.
NR 1.35 — The Groundwater gazette. OCLC 30795159
NR 1.36 — State buildings energy program newsletter. OCLC 30926761
NR 1.37 — The RiverWatcher. OCLC 32501650

2 Energy Conservation Division
NR 2.9 — Fact sheet
NR 2.10 — Fuel status report OCLC 5630239

3 Alternative Energy Division

4 Environmental Management Division
NR 4.9 — Quarterly review of publications

5 Solar Office
NR 5.2:G813 — Illinois solar greenhouse compendium / OCLC 6659856
NR 5.9: — The Illinois solar report. OCLC 4968293
6 Coal Research Board

7 Solid Waste and Renewable Resources Office
NR 7.2:A354 — A Practical system for the use of alcohol in diesel engines : final report / OCLC 17314910
NR 7.2:C737 — Landscape waste compost : distribution and marketing strategies for centralized municipal composting operations / OCLC 19334294
NR 7.2:H437 — Heat extraction from the ANL research salt gradient solar pond / OCLC 15527601
NR 7.2:R311/DOWNSTATE — Directory of Illinois recycling centers, December 1987. OCLC 17598441
NR 7.8:B615 — Biomass energy industry sourcebook / OCLC 17596221
NR 7.8:S 724 — Source reduction manual for businesses, institutions, and residents / OCLC 32714947
NR 7.9: — Illinois recycled materials market directory. OCLC 17606290
NR 7.10:87/03 — Directory of Illinois recycling centers. OCLC 24311424
NR 7.10:87/04 — Directory of Illinois recycling centers. OCLC 24301266
NR 7.10:89/04 — Illinois scrap tire management study / OCLC 20990956
NR 7.10:89/06 — Municipal solid waste management options / OCLC 20990314
NR 7.10:89/12 — Recycling market development program guidelines. OCLC 20878593
NR 7.10:89/16 — Test program results, recycled computer continuous stock forms. OCLC 22152239
NR 7.10:89/9 — Management strategies for landscape waste : collection, composting, marketing. OCLC 20496821
NR 7.10:90/03 — Waste reduction guide for Illinois schools. OCLC 22156248
NR 7.10:90/08 — Solid waste : from problems to solutions : a teacher’s handbook on waste reduction. OCLC 22959595
NR 7.10:90/10 — Guide for recyclers of plastics packaging in Illinois / OCLC 22960909
NR 7.10:91/01 — Clip art : a collection of waste reduction graphics. OCLC 24252081
NR 7.10:91/03 — Final report of the Degradable Plastics Task Force. OCLC 24071127
NR 7.10:91/04 — Wood waste disposal in Illinois / OCLC 23993112
NR 7.10:91/08 — Program services and funding summary for solid waste management. OCLC 24400392
NR 7.10:91/09 — Office paper recycling guide. OCLC 24384662
NR 7.10:91/12 — Test program results, recycled computer continuous stock forms. OCLC 24401387
NR 7.10:93/02 — Evaluation of the use of rubber modified asphalt concrete pavement in the State of Illinois / OCLC 28624156
NR 7.10 — ILENR/RR [monographic series]
NR 7.11 — Recycling update OCLC 20746940
8 Energy and Environmental Affairs Division

NR 8.2:A181 — Analysis of acid rain control alternatives / OCLC 17314413
NR 8.2:A298 — Understanding air conditioning systems for better energy
efficiency: operations and maintenance procedures for utility cost control / OCLC
16978007
NR 8.2:P476 — The Pests and Weather Project / OCLC 16148017
NR 8.2:S634 — Municipal sludge management: planning and policy options / OCLC 17605171

9 University of Illinois Center for Solid Waste Management and Research

NR 9.2:A648 — Managing discarded major appliances: current practice,
regulation, and training / OCLC 29189111
NR 9.2:C738 — Municipal solid waste composting: technologies, health effects,
effects on plant growth and yield, regulations, and descriptions of U.S. sites / OCLC
24528266
NR 9.2:C764 — Construction and demolition waste: generation, regulation,
practices, processing, and policies / OCLC 27892622
NR 9.2:M966/ — Municipal solid waste landfills / OCLC 22599054
NR 9.2:M966/2 — Municipal solid waste incineration with energy recovery:
technologies, facilities, and vendors for less than 550 tons per day / OCLC
22356160
NR 9.2:O39 — Used oil management in Illinois / OCLC 24527402
NR 9.2:R311 — The recycling of municipal solid waste: issues for Illinois
communities / OCLC 19719636
NR 9.2:R948 — Case studies in rural recycling / OCLC 30324592
NR 9.2:T255 — Technological and economic evaluation of municipal solid waste
incineration / OCLC 19684319
NR 9.2:U58 — University and college solid waste reduction and recycling / OCLC
26347448
NR 9.2:Y27 — Yard waste programs: existing regulations, collection,
composting, compost characteristics and land application / OCLC 22772443
NR 9.9: — Solid waste management newsletter. OCLC 28442966
NR 9.9: — Solid waste management. OCLC 30011168
NR 9.9: — Solid waste management newsletter. OCLC 17383470
NR 9.10 — Catalog of solid waste management video resources,
NR 9.11 — Office of Solid Waste Research special newsletter. OCLC 70744191

10 Recycling and Waste Reduction Office

NR 10.9:89/12 — Recycling: market development guidelines. OCLC 25813108
NR 10.9:91/05 — Recycling grants awarded July 1993. OCLC 28898022
NR 10.9:91/10 — Office and commercial waste reduction: a how-to guide for
Illinois businesses and organizations / OCLC 24513955
NS — Nuclear Safety Department

1 Main Office

NS 1.1/2: — Annual report on the survey of low-level radioactive waste generators in Illinois for ... OCLC 16393512
NS 1.1/3: — Biennial report / OCLC 33601932
NS 1.1: — Annual report / OCLC 10994102
NS 1.2:I 61 — Integration of GIS and GPS technologies for environmental characterization and remediation of radiologically contaminated sites / OCLC 44046128
NS 1.2:P 859 — Important information on the use of potassium iodide (KI) tablets. OCLC 53706238
NS 1.2:R 129/4 — Radiation accidents : a guide for medical professionals on handling, transporting, evaluating and treating patients accidentally exposed to radiation or contaminated with radioactive materials / OCLC 44171662
NS 1.2:R 131 — Radon Quality Assurance Program guidance / OCLC 44046264
NS 1.2:R129/3 — Radiation in Illinois : a chronology of selected events, 1700 - 1980 / OCLC 18966171
NS 1.2:S 748 — The Illinois Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Waste Inspection and Escort Program / OCLC 44013126
NS 1.11: — Radiological response abilities / OCLC 8190966
NS 1.9 — Radiological facility index by facility name OCLC 10436948
NS 1.10 — Radioactive material licensing facility index : by alphabetical order. OCLC 11521053
NS 1.11/2 — Nuclear safety update. OCLC 23166760
NS 1.12 — The Illinois approach. OCLC 20486135

OE — Office of Education
1 Main Office

OE 1.1/2: — Annual report, vocational education in Illinois. OCLC 8165832
OE 1.1/3: — Annual statistical report of the State Board of Education. OCLC 4068426
OE 1.1/4: — Annual report on Title I, Public Law 89-313. OCLC 5980647
OE 1.1: — Annual report - Illinois State Board of Education. OCLC 3136120
OE 1.1: — Annual report, proposed budget fiscal year ... / OCLC 45856508
OE 1.1: — Annual report / OCLC 61104554
OE 1.2:A 168/ — Preliminary draft : Illinois academic standards : for public review and comment. OCLC 35120456
OE 1.2:A 244 — Adult literacy in Illinois : results of the State Adult Literacy Survey / OCLC 29823250
OE 1.2:A 278 — Connecting with the future : Illinois agricultural/horticultural education report / OCLC 48188897
OE 1.2:A 883/ — Report to the Illinois General Assembly and the State Board of Education / OCLC 94444367
OE 1.2:A168/2 — Preliminary draft : Illinois academic standards : for public review and comment. OCLC 35120523
OE 1.2:A172 — Illinois problems index survey instruments. OCLC 3436089
OE 1.2:A172/2 — Establishing educational priorities through the Illinois problems index. OCLC 3436111
OE 1.2:A188 — Student activities in Illinois high schools. OCLC 14869085
OE 1.2:A466 — Alternative uses for surplus school facilities / OCLC 10329044
OE 1.2:A652 — Approved private business and vocational schools' programs. OCLC 10514885
OE 1.2:A652/2 — Approved private business and vocational schools and programs : real estate and tax schools. OCLC 10514941
OE 1.2:A78 — A Basic component of general education : the arts. OCLC 9496136
OE 1.2:A784 — Lists of toxic and non-toxic art and crafts materials. OCLC 17823390
OE 1.2:A912 — Preparing for local education agency audits. OCLC 14238636
OE 1.2:B 595/2 — Report / OCLC 768248042
OE 1.2:B 828 — Color me breakfast : activity and coloring book. OCLC 41619178
OE 1.2:B 828/2 — Breakfast : can we afford to miss it?. OCLC 45004391
OE 1.2:B 851 — The results: districts report students’ reading skills improve: Summer bridges 2000 report. OCLC 46812757
OE 1.2:B 976 — Illinois school bus driver training curriculum. OCLC 40995490
OE 1.2:B595 — Bilingual school personnel resource directory. OCLC 37591327
OE 1.2:B64/2 — State of Illinois services for the blind and visually impaired: visual impairment, adult programs, rehabilitation, education, counseling, library services. OCLC 3785454
OE 1.2:B651 — Recommendations for block grant funding: a report submitted to the Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 36790218
OE 1.2:B979/2 — Approved private business and vocational schools and programs: real estate and tax schools. OCLC 10104075
OE 1.2:C 271 — Education to careers Illinois: the role of elementary education. OCLC 41016848
OE 1.2:C 271/2 — Education to careers Illinois: the role of middle-level education. OCLC 41025990
OE 1.2:C 271/3 — Connections 1999: Education to Careers Illinois: a compendium of award winning educational innovations. OCLC 43802279
OE 1.2:C 271/4 — Illinois career and technical student organizations: opening doors to opportunity: Come in. Your future is waiting. OCLC 50131470
OE 1.2:C 418 — Step to the top: master certificate, standard certificate, initial certificate. OCLC 41579828
OE 1.2:C 418 — State of Illinois summary of requirements for certificate renewal. OCLC 45866741
OE 1.2:C 418/2 — Questions & answers on requirements for certificate renewal / OCLC 43479314
OE 1.2:C 418/2001 — Step to the top: master certificate, standard certificate, initial certificate. OCLC 47029178
OE 1.2:C 418/3 — A personal message for certificate holders from State Superintendent of Education Glenn W. McGee. OCLC 43891271
OE 1.2:C 535/2 FICHE — Early childhood education policy study an overview / OCLC 12046262
OE 1.2:C 587/2003 — Management of chronic infectious diseases in schoolchildren / OCLC 52446628
OE 1.2:C 734/2 — Common threads. OCLC 40838027
OE 1.2:C 761 — Content-area standards for educators. OCLC 46804182
OE 1.2:C 761/2002 — Content-area standards for educators. OCLC 51099404
OE 1.2:C 776 — Cooperative high school at a glance. OCLC 62154777
OE 1.2:C 797 — Corey H. continuous improvement monitoring procedures / OCLC 43486143
Customer service information: making Illinois schools second to none / OCLC 45216744
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21 Transitional Bilingual Education Department
OE 21.6:B59 — Rules and regulations for transitional bilingual education. OCLC 4073465

22 Specialized Education Services
OE 22.2:A939 — The Illinois autism study / OCLC 7169654
OE 22.2:G94 — School guidance and counseling in Illinois. OCLC 8870456
OE 22.2:H23/2 — Early childhood education for the handicapped: special study. OCLC 7829926
OE 22.2:I41 — The Illinois primer on individualized education programs / OCLC 6028641
OE 22.2:I41/2 — Individualized education program self-audit. OCLC 9720687
OE 22.2:NR97 — School nursing in Illinois. OCLC 8870739
OE 22.2:P698 — Placing handicapped students in the least restrictive environment: an adapted model for decision makers / OCLC 6723747
OE 22.2:PS97 — School psychology in Illinois. OCLC 8871730
OE 22.2:S67 — School social work in Illinois. OCLC 8870545
OE 22.8:H23 — Interim resource manual for preparing individualized education programs / OCLC 3473960
OE 22.8:H23/2 — Early childhood education for the handicapped: recommended procedures and practices / OCLC 4850361
OE 22.8:H23/3 — Early childhood education for the handicapped: recommended procedures and practices / OCLC 6155646
OE 22.8:H43 — Hearing impaired manual: recommended procedures and practices / OCLC 7244465
OE 22.8:P572 — Adapted physical education: related legislation, IEP development and programmatic considerations for Illinois / OCLC 4618392
OE 22.8:P974 — Manual for school psychology internship programs. OCLC 11277462
OE 22.8:S678 — Manual for school social work internship programs. OCLC 11277501
OE 22.9 — Department of specialized educational services management bulletin. OCLC 5456555

23 State Teacher Certification Board
OE 23.9:983 — Minimum requirements for state certificates. OCLC 9973447
OE 23.10:1978 — Special education certification and approval requirements & procedures. OCLC 4057781

24 Safety Education/Pupil Transportation Section

25 Legal Division
OE 25.9 — Summary of educational bills enacted

26 Local Educational Agency Services Department
OE 26.2:L29 — Indicators of quality for Illinois school library/media programs / OCLC 4220890
27 Budget and Finance Department
28 Planning, Research and Evaluation Department
29 Food and Nutrition Department
30 LEA Services Department
31 East Central Curriculum Management Center
32 Finance and Reimbursements Department
33 Technical Advisory Panel
34 Transition Coordinating Council
35 Illinois Resource Center
36 Student Advisory Council
37 School Wellness Policy Task Force
38 Illinois Task Force on Reenrolling Students who Dropped out of School
39 Illinois Growth Model Task Force
40 School Bullying Prevention Task Force
P — Department of Personnel

1 Main Office
P 1.17: — Illinois IPA : intergovernmental personnel act. OCLC 8331365
P 1.1 — Annual report - Illinois Department of Personnel. OCLC 5952974
P 1.9 — Alphabetic index of position titles OCLC 5628824
P 1.10 — Continuous examination program
P 1.9/2 — Notification of revisions in classification and pay plan. OCLC 9095765
P 1.9/3 — Pay plan OCLC 11803816
P 1.10/2 — Open competitive examination program OCLC 8824030
P 1.10/3 — Competitive promotional examination program. OCLC 5736671
P 1.11 — Pacemaker
P 1.12/2 — Pay plan for local civil defense agency
P 1.13 — Recruitment job vacancy bulletin
P 1.14 — Illinois selective referral system
P 1.15 — Memorandum
P 1.16 — Management institutes [announcements]. OCLC 6507776
P 1.18 — D/C : national newsletter for state administered deferred compensation programs. OCLC 7331983
P 1.19 — FYI OCLC 7335433
P 1.20 — Legal newsletter OCLC 7601082
P 1.21 — Management matters OCLC 8177699

2 Public and Employee Information
P 2.9 — Service satellite OCLC 16952889
P 2.10 — Illinois state employees group insurance program

3 Training Division
4 Employee Development Division
P 4.10 — Government employees management seminars. OCLC 6507840
P 4.9 — Effectiveness training courses. OCLC 6500864
P 4.11 — Statewide employee effectiveness seminars. OCLC 6169392
P 4.12 — Announcing ... executive development program for public administrators. OCLC 6507551
P 4.13 — Communication and perception seminars

PA — Department of Public Aid

1 Main Office
PA 1.1/2: — Medical Assistance Program annual report. OCLC 5255786
PA 1.1/2: — Medical Assistance Program annual report. OCLC 5255786
PA 1.1/3: — Annual report on long term care. OCLC 10733647
PA 1.1/4: — Annual report, Medical Assistance Program/Long term care. OCLC
28233389
PA 1.1/5: — Project Chance ... annual report. OCLC 21531552
PA 1.1/6: — Welfare to work : employment and training programs : annual report.
OCLC 30263129
PA 1.1: — Annual report. OCLC 1786621
PA 1.1: — Annual report. OCLC 1786621
PA 1.2:A 267 — Report on aging, OCLC 979914
PA 1.2:A 854 — Strategic plan for addressing asthma in Illinois : report to the
Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 44631620
PA 1.2:A 239 — Adolescent parent outreach follow-up survey / OCLC 15233673
PA 1.2:A 641 — El derecho de apelar y recibir una vista imparcial. OCLC
16946172
PA 1.2:C 536 — Report on expedited administrative and quasi-judicial processes
for enforcement of child support in Illinois / OCLC 20336228
PA 1.2:C 536/3 — Report to the General Assembly : Child Care Programs, Illinois
Department of Public Aid, fiscal year 1994. OCLC 32678113
PA 1.2:C 733/SPAN — El programa de sellos de comida esta disponible a todas
las personas sin tomar en cuenta la raza, edad, sexo, incapacidad, origen
nacional o creencias politicas. OCLC 16999171
PA 1.2:C 737 — How and why to place a computer in your nursing home / OCLC
17793459
PA 1.2:E 64 — Equal employment opportunity is for everybody. OCLC 16945807
PA 1.2:E 64/2 — Oportunidad de igualdad en empleo es para todos. OCLC
16945761
PA 1.2:F 198 — Family planning. OCLC 16945680
PA 1.2:F 686 — Food stamps help you : buy more food, pay less money. OCLC
1117648720
PA 1.2:F 686/2 — Food stamps : check out / OCLC 6505775
PA 1.2:F 619 — Flexible work plan to reduce child care/elder care outside the
home : Public Act 87-552. OCLC 27881321
PA 1.2:G 943/SPANISH — Guia al programa de obligacion de pago de
"Medicaid." OCLC 15715183
PA 1.2:H 434 — Good health for kids–MEDICHEK. OCLC 7749473
PA 1.2:H 434/2 — Report to the General Assembly on implementation of
integrated health care Mediplan Plus. OCLC 32709110
PA 1.2:H 765 — Report to the Governor and to the General Assembly, State of
Illinois. OCLC 33200156
PA 1.2:H 828 — Recommendations concerning hospital add-on payments. OCLC
32733439

315
PA 1.22: — A report on the Title XX donated funds initiative for fiscal year. OCLC 11277769
PA 1.24: — State of Illinois Title XX social services block grant, pre-expenditure report. OCLC 8193062
PA 1.26: — Annual report / OCLC 8197160
PA 1.27: — A Report on projected expenditures for the Title XX social services block grant / OCLC 13723511
PA 1.27:1982/83 — State of Illinois report on projected expenditures for the Title XX social services block grant. OCLC 8665473
PA 1.28: — State of Illinois report on Title XX social services block grant expenditures. OCLC 10064602
PA 1.30: — Annual report on long term care. OCLC 10733647
PA 1.31: — Family / OCLC 11058809
PA 1.32: — Child support enforcement program. OCLC 8736540
PA 1.33/2: — Illinois Emergency Shelter Program, fiscal year ... report to the General Assembly. OCLC 16948335
PA 1.33/3: — Report to the General Assembly / OCLC 34496149
PA 1.33: — Homeless shelter program, fiscal year ... report to the General Assembly. OCLC 13787874
PA 1.34: — A Report on expenditures for the Title XX social services block grant / OCLC 13712991
PA 1.35:A 164 — New horizons in long term care: a report on the long term care research and demonstration projects. OCLC 17405697
PA 1.35:A478 — Alzheimer's disease family care center : final report / OCLC 16907949
PA 1.35:A478/3 — An evaluation of the training program: "The Alzheimer's disease afflicted: understanding the disease and the resident" / OCLC 18247898
PA 1.35:A478/4 — The Alzheimer disease afflicted : understandign the disease and the resident instructors guide and teaching materials / OCLC 18352944
PA 1.35:A848 — Permanent assignment of aides to nursing home residents : final report / OCLC 16905663
PA 1.35:B419 — Behavioral therapies for urinary incontinence in aged female nursing home residents / OCLC 16908130
PA 1.35:B598 — Automated nursing home billing system final project report / OCLC 16908746
PA 1.35:C271 — Care planning, quality assurance, and personnel management in long-term care facilities : final report / OCLC 17748285
PA 1.35:C277 — Caring touch training manual / OCLC 16905547
PA 1.35:C337 — Case management/facility management / OCLC 16909595
PA 1.35:C337/2 — Case managed care planning : a research and demonstration project : educational program / OCLC 17748185
PA 1.35:C337/3 — Case managed care planning : a research and demonstration project : final report / OCLC 17736781
PA 1.43: — Annual report : Child Support Enforcement Program / OCLC 43932963
PA 1.44: — The IDPA messenger. OCLC 44489153
PA 1.45: — Open lines : news for our judicial partners in Illinois. OCLC 44489098
PA 1.9 — Public aid in Illinois
PA 1.10 — Monthly exhibits OCLC 8824697
PA 1.11 — The comprehensive annual services plan for Illinois: Title 20, Social Security act. OCLC 2404207
PA 1.20 — DPA [use no./year] [monographic series]
PA 1.23 — State of Illinois proposed Title XX comprehensive social services program plan for program period ... OCLC 7543381
PA 1.25 — Title XX FY ... performance review OCLC 8197426
PA 1.29 — Bulletin OCLC 10285176
PA 1.23/2 — Final comprehensive social services program plan for Title XX
PA 1.35 — New horizons in long term care [cutter by subject] [monographic series]

2 Services for Aging Section
3 Coalition against Sexual Assault
   PA 3.8:S 518 — Illinois Criminal Sexual Assault Law of 1984 : procedures manual / OCLC 19972663

4 Health Care Reform Task Force
   PA 4.9 — Task force news. OCLC 28739479

5 Domestic Violence Advisory Council
   PA 5.2:P967 — Illinois protocol for domestic abuse batterers programs. OCLC 31623008

6 Office of Inspector General
   PA 6.1: — Annual report / OCLC 41470327
   PA 6.2:W927 — Maintaining a safe workplace : best practices in violence prevention. OCLC 37591579
   PA 6.9: — Report for the ... of FY ... through ... OCLC 33295991

PC — Office of Public Council

1 Main Office
   PC 1.1: — Annual report. OCLC 16556617

PH — Department of Public Health

1 Main Office
Protect the blood: umoja sasa: unity now!: an HIV/AIDS guide. OCLC 50131546
Alzheimer's disease and other related dementia state plan: Senate Joint Resolution 43, report to the Governor and General Assembly. OCLC 429142950
Ants. OCLC 64399087
Arthritis complementary / alternative medicine (CAM). OCLC 61849716
Illinois arthritis data report: the burden of arthritis in Illinois in 2002. OCLC 62501133
Asian tiger mosquito. OCLC 56189597
Addressing asthma in Illinois. OCLC 52802413
Abandoned wells. OCLC 37765000
Report and recommendations on the feasibility of providing care for persons with AIDS in a long-term care (nursing home) setting. OCLC 19240904
Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome legislation: 1987 session of the 85th General Assembly. OCLC 16971907
Final report of the Acute Care Task Force: convened pursuant to House Joint Resolution 77 and House Resolution 767. OCLC 26101480
About AIDS and shooting drugs: information for drug users, their families and friends. OCLC 26124741
Getting married? : know the facts about your sexual health. OCLC 25424534
The Illinois response to AIDS and HIV infection. OCLC 22922319
Living positive. OCLC 26124108
Coping with HIV disease. OCLC 26135764
AIDS lifeline: the best defense against AIDS is information. OCLC 13710515
What everyone should know about AIDS. OCLC 25363694
What gay and bisexual men should know about AIDS. OCLC 25375871
Lo que los hombres "gay" y bisexuales deberían saber sobre el SIDA. OCLC 26124952
Why you should be informed about AIDS: information for health-care personnel and other care providers. OCLC 25374735
Why you should be informed about AIDS: information for health-care personnel and other care providers. OCLC 26124808
Condoms and sexually transmitted diseases ... especially AIDS. OCLC 25374314
PH 1.2:C544 — Chlorinated solvents in drinking water. OCLC 26713696
PH 1.2:D 312 — DEET insect repellents. OCLC 50093701
PH 1.2:D536/2 — Health care tips for the diabetic. OCLC 22760828
PH 1.2:D596 — Diptheria, tetanus, and pertussis : what you need to know. OCLC 26345140
PH 1.2:D596/2 — Diphtheria, tetanus, and pertussis vaccine (DTP) : what you need to know before you or your child gets the vaccine. OCLC 32685890
PH 1.2:D611/ — The rise and fall of disease in Illinois / OCLC 31237716
PH 1.2:E 368/2 — The Elderly of Illinois, 1980 to 2000 : briefing papers / OCLC 13332851
PH 1.2:E 53/2 — What you should know about emergency contraception / OCLC 58481782
PH 1.2:E 64 — Illinois epidemiologic profile of HIV/AIDS / OCLC 40411963
PH 1.2:E 64/2 — Epidemiology of infectious disease in Illinois. OCLC 43973980
PH 1.2:E14 — Eating for life. OCLC 22770008
PH 1.2:E368 — Elderly health advocacy group : handbook of organizing principles / OCLC 7140080
PH 1.2:E38 — Possible health effects of extremely low frequency electric and magnetic field exposure : a review : report to the Illinois State Legislature / OCLC 25684025
PH 1.2:E53 — Emergency medical disaster plan. OCLC 27125390
PH 1.2:F 53/2 — Access and availability of emergency medical services in rural Illinois. OCLC 45458709
PH 1.2:F631 — After the flood. OCLC 28516304
PH 1.2:F646/994 — Flu & pneumonia imminization. OCLC 32647804
PH 1.2:F723 — Formaldehyde : questions concerning potential health problems. OCLC 26713551
PH 1.2:F723/2 — Urea formaldehyde foam insulation. OCLC 26713303
PH 1.2:G154 — Health assessment Steagall Landfill, Galesburg, Illinois / OCLC 20881177
PH 1.2:H 435/2 — Heart disease and stroke in Illinois : now is the time for public health action : 2007-2012 state plan. OCLC 166228398
PH 1.2:H 676 — Illinois HIV seroprevalence surveys report / OCLC 41210090
PH 1.2:H 676/2 — What your HIV antibody test is all about. OCLC 50097197
PH 1.2:H 676/3 — HIV : women get it, too. OCLC 50097280
PH 1.2:H 676/4 — Interpreting your test results. OCLC 50097260
PH 1.2:H 676/5 — Illinois HIV statewide coordinated statement of need / OCLC 123173379
PH 1.2:H 676/6 — Title II comprehensive plan for HIV/AIDS services in Illinois, 2006-2008 / OCLC 123013734
PH 1.2:I33/4/SPAN — Quién las necesita? : itodo el mundo!. OCLC 32674085
PH 1.2:I43/3 — Illinois infectious disease report, 1996. OCLC 38600927
PH 1.2:I432/6 — Infant survival : "new hope for the family ...": update report of the Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) Study Commission of the State of Illinois. OCLC 11680916
PH 1.2:L 434/2 — Lead / OCLC 50038516
PH 1.2:L 434/4/2000 — Get the lead out : prevention : how to protect children against lead poisoning. OCLC 50038359
PH 1.2:L 434/5/2000 — Get the lead out : intervention : how to lower blood lead levels in children. OCLC 50060245
PH 1.2:L 434/6/2002 — Get the lead out : renovation : how to safely remove old paint. OCLC 50060197
PH 1.2:L 434/7 — Get the lead out : Activities to reduce lead exposure. OCLC 32674126
PH 1.2:L 434/9 — Activities to reduce lead exposure. OCLC 50038477
PH 1.2:L698 — Recommendations of the Illinois Department of Health for the control of pediculosis (head lice). OCLC 26338973
PH 1.2:L986 — The facts on how not to become ticked off about Lyme disease. OCLC 26341755
PH 1.2:M 274/2005 — Manual of services / OCLC 58473815
PH 1.2:M 274/2006 — Manual of services / OCLC 70832898
PH 1.2:M 294 — Manual of services. OCLC 49315397
PH 1.2:M 489/3 — Medicare certified rural health clinics. OCLC 44024737
PH 1.2:M 489/3/2001 — Medicare certified rural health clinics. OCLC 46542154
PH 1.2:M 489/3/2002 — Medicare certified rural health clinics. OCLC 50753122
PH 1.2:M 682 — Mites affecting humans. OCLC 57671784
PH 1.2:M 912/2/2002 — Mosquitoes and encephalitis. OCLC 50139810
PH 1.2:M 912/3 — Surveillance and response procedures for mosquito-borne arbovirus emergencies. OCLC 47107860
PH 1.2:M 912/5 — Questions and answers about mosquito prevention for people, property, and pets. OCLC 50094378
PH 1.2:M 912/6 — Questions and answers about spraying for adult mosquitoes. OCLC 50094400
PH 1.2:M 912/7 — Mosquitoes and disease. OCLC 69666285
PH 1.2:M182 — Madison County lead exposure study, Granite City, Illinois. OCLC 32769359
PH 1.2:M484 — Measles, mumps, and rubella : what you need to know. OCLC 26328528
PH 1.2:M484/2 — Measles, mumps, and rubella vaccine (MMR) : what you need to know before you or your child gets the vaccine. OCLC 32685943
PH 1.2:OP61 — A Summary of Attorney General’s opinions relating to public health / OCLC 14874872
PH 1.2:P 445 — Perinatal health status, public report. OCLC 33971468
PH 1.2:P 476/2 — Pest control: do it yourself or hire a professional?. OCLC 180765882
PH 1.2:P 699 — Illinois plan for public health systems change. OCLC 44134629
PH 1.2:P 742 — Illinois Podiatric Scholarship and Residency Act summary report / OCLC 58473790
PH 1.2:P 831 — 2000 census population for Illinois: counties and incorporated places. OCLC 57180309
PH 1.2:P 923/2 — Illinois adverse pregnancy outcomes reporting system: assessment and recommendations. OCLC 50082957
PH 1.2:P 923/2000 — Pregnancy test: if this test is positive, there’s another one you should take = prueba de embarazo: si esta prueba es positiva, hay otra que debe hacerse. OCLC 50060456
PH 1.2:P 944/2 — Your prevention plan. OCLC 50094355
PH 1.2:P 944/3/SPAN. — Su plan de prevención. OCLC 50139841
PH 1.2:P476 — Selecting a pest control service. OCLC 32369135
PH 1.2:P611 — Pictorial keys to arthropods, reptiles, birds, and mammals of public health significance. OCLC 29717188
PH 1.2:P766 — Polio: what you need to know. OCLC 26328641
PH 1.2:P768 — Polio vaccine: what you need to know before you or your child gets the vaccine. OCLC 32685771
PH 1.2:P976 — Illinois. Dept. of Public Health. OCLC 33987310
PH 1.2:Q 6/SPAN. — Quién mas debe saber. OCLC 53016700
PH 1.2:R 236/2 — Norway rats. OCLC 43872476
PH 1.2:R 345 — Medicare certified rehabilitation programs: outpatient physical therapy, speech pathology, occupational therapy, comprehensive outpatient rehabilitation facility / OCLC 43872308
PH 1.2:R 345/2001 — Medicare certified rehabilitation programs: outpatient physical therapy, speech pathology, occupational therapy, comprehensive outpatient rehabilitation facility / OCLC 46460223
PH 1.2:R 345/2002 — Medicare certified rehabilitation programs: outpatient physical therapy, speech pathology, occupational therapy, comprehensive outpatient rehabilitation facility / OCLC 50697986
PH 1.2:R 425 — Report to the General Assembly / OCLC 41168130
PH 1.2:T258/5/992 — Teen natality 10M cities, '92 : all races : white, black, nonwhite, Hispanic, non-Hispanic. OCLC 30963751
PH 1.2:T258/6/992 — Teen natality Chicago CA, '92 : all races : white, black, nonwhite, Hispanic, non-Hispanic. OCLC 30963724
PH 1.2:T258/7/992 — Teen natality counties, '92 : all races : white, black, nonwhite, Hispanic, non-Hispanic. OCLC 30963677
PH 1.2:T347 — Tetanus and diphtheria vaccine (TD) : what you need to know before you or your child gets the vaccine. OCLC 32685986
PH 1.2:T885 — TB/HIV, the connection : what health care workers should know. OCLC 26342724
PH 1.2:U 58 — Universal precautions : what employees need to know. OCLC 50140062
PH 1.2:V 121/2/SPAN. — Vacuna contra la gripe desactivada : lo que usted necesita saber, 2004-2005. OCLC 61851518
PH 1.2:V 121/SPAN. — Vacuna contra la hepatitis A : lo que usted necesita saber. OCLC 61851579
PH 1.2:V 412 — Status report Illinois Department of Public Health Vector Control Program : report to the governor and Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 42354296
PH 1.2:V 795 — Illinois violent injury reporting. OCLC 43872236
PH 1.2:V 795/2002 — Illinois violent injury reporting. OCLC 50706542
PH 1.2:V 813 — Viral hepatitis prevention plan. OCLC 298329493
PH 1.2:V 831 — Vision conservation annual report. OCLC 61851510
PH 1.2:W 145 — Waiting, it's worth it. OCLC 50060344
PH 1.2:W 145/SPAN. — Esperar, vale la pena. OCLC 50060296
PH 1.2:W 519/SPAN. — Para evitar el virus del nilo occidental ni lo compare tenga, uso de razón. OCLC 56189652
PH 1.2:W 872 — A profile of women's health status in Illinois / OCLC 40608180
PH 1.2:W 872/2 — Women and heart disease. OCLC 60586323
PH 1.2:W 872/2/SPAN. — Las mujeres y enfermedades del corazón. OCLC 60610285
PH 1.2:W447/2 — Well sampling for coliform and nitrate / OCLC 37764982
PH 1.2:W784 — Weathering winter. OCLC 27688137
PH 1.2:W784/995 — Weathering winter. OCLC 34012462
PH 1.2:X 1 — Medicare certified portable x-ray services / OCLC 43842270
PH 1.2:X 1/2001 — Medicare certified portable x-ray services / OCLC 46460631
PH 1.2:X 1/2002 — Medicare certified portable x-ray services / OCLC 50699014
PH 1.5:H 434/2000 — Illinois Health and Hazardous Substances Registry Act and rules and regulations / OCLC 44078748
Illinois Health and Hazardous Substances Registry Act, effective September 10, 1984, rules and regulations, promulgated May 19, 1985. OCLC 182579529

Illinois Health and Hazardous Substances Registry Act and rules & regulations. OCLC 21980190

Home Health Agency Licensing Act (Illinois Revised Statutes, Chapter 111 1/2 paragraph 2801 et seq.) and Illinois home health agency code (77 Illinois Administrative Code 245). OCLC 24258480

Lead poisoning prevention code. OCLC 32680198

Lead poisoning prevention code. OCLC 32680198

Nursing Home Care Act : Life Care Facilities Act and Life Care Facilities Code : Abused and Neglected Long-term Care Facilities Residents Reporting Act and : Central Complaint Registry Code. OCLC 26570061

Nursing Home Care Act, Abused and Neglected Long-Term Care Facility Residents Reporting Act : report to the General Assembly / OCLC 30592128

Nursing home care reform act of 1979 (Public Act 81-223). OCLC 6326918

Nursing Home Care Reform Act of 1979, Abused and Neglected Long-Term Care Facility Residents Reporting Act, and Life Care Facilities Act, as amended and effective as of July 1, 1988. OCLC 18342909

Private sewage disposal licensing act and code, 2003. OCLC 52188049

Structural Pest Control Act and Code, 2002. OCLC 50033264

Water Well Construction Code. OCLC 32715008

Alcoholism Treatment Licensing Act and alcoholism and intoxication treatment programs : (77 Illinois Administrative Code 205 [i.e. 200]). OCLC 15560320

Ambulatory Surgical Treatment Center Act : and ambulatory surgical treatment center licensing requirements : (77 Illinois administrative code 205). OCLC 18220357

Rules and regulations for the control of communicable diseases and related documents / OCLC 21915362

Rules and regulations for the control of communicable diseases. OCLC 16952781

Minimum standards, rules and regulations for licensure of community living facilities : final rules. OCLC 11843773

Intermediate care for the developmentally disabled facilities code (77 Illinois administrative code 350). OCLC 20335802

Food service sanitation : rules and regulations. OCLC 2180963

Long-term care for under age 22 facilities code (77 Illinois Administration Code 390). OCLC 20571105

Skilled nursing and intermediate care facilities code : 77 Illinois administrative code 300. OCLC 21328968

Regulatory agenda / OCLC 17456376
PH 1.6:S277/2/987 — Minimum sanitary requirements for the design and operation of swimming pools and bathing beaches, 1987. OCLC 18230664
PH 1.6:S545/989 — Sheltered care facilities code (77 Illinois Administration Code 330). OCLC 20500751
PH 1.6:T344 — Standards and procedures for testing for alcohol and/or other drugs by breath, blood & urine analysis : effective January 1, 1982 as revised, and additions of July 1, 1985, and December 1, 1988 / OCLC 19955258
PH 1.8:A 478 — Alzheimer's caregiver resource guide / OCLC 52635900
PH 1.8:A 853 — Beat asthma in Illinois : a coach's guide to asthma resources / OCLC 62474850
PH 1.8:A 853/2 — Managing asthma in Illinois child care facilities : a resource guide : beat asthma in Illinois. OCLC 62391269
PH 1.8:D 611/2002 — Surviving disasters : a citizen's emergency handbook. OCLC 50038079
PH 1.8:D611 — Surviving disasters : a citizen's emergency handbook. OCLC 28006202
PH 1.8:D611/995 — Surviving disasters : a citizen's emergency handbook. OCLC 34051464
PH 1.8:F631 — After the flood : emergency preparedness manual. OCLC 33886370
PH 1.8:F646 — Water fluoridation in Illinois : water operator's manual. OCLC 25227945
PH 1.8:I33 — Parents guide to childhood immunization : diphtheria, tetanus (lockjaw), pertussis (whooping cough), polio, measles, mumps, rubella (German measles), haemophilus influenzae type B (hib). OCLC 26328928
PH 1.8:L 434/3 — Working with lead : a guide for employees. OCLC 50075753
PH 1.8:L 434/4 — Lead in industry : a guide for employers. OCLC 50038440
PH 1.8:L434/4 — Get the lead out : homeowner's lead-based paint abatement guide. OCLC 32674217
PH 1.8:P 476 — A practical guide to management of common pests in schools : integrated pest management / OCLC 43455332
PH 1.8:S 921 — Stroke = brain attack : every minute counts! : stroke rehabilitation resource and information guide. OCLC 83774603
PH 1.8:S955 — Summer? No sweat : a summer survival guide. OCLC 28311503
PH 1.9: — Illinois health messenger. OCLC 1752648
PH 1.10/2-2:B828/988 — Recent trends in mortality from breast cancer among Illinois women. OCLC 18364968
PH 1.10/2-2:D536 — Mortality from diabetes mellitus among Illinois residents, 1969-71 to 1986-88. OCLC 23670566
PH 1.36:88-5 — Angiosarcoma of the liver in Illinois: surveillance of a sentinel health event / OCLC 19962922
PH 1.36:88-6 — Potter's syndrome in Illinois / OCLC 20114265
PH 1.36:89-1 — Smoking in Illinois: economic costs and deaths attributable to cigarette smoking in the state, 1985 / OCLC 19962791
PH 1.36:89-2 — Cancer incidence in Illinois by county, 1985-87. OCLC 21340267
PH 1.36:89-4 — Kaposi's sarcoma in Illinois: a comparison of AIDS cases to classic cases / OCLC 21431177
PH 1.36:90-1 — Cancer incidence by region of birth among Blacks in Cook County / OCLC 22188206
PH 1.36:90-3 — Cancer incidence in Hispanics and non-Hispanic whites in Cook County, Illinois / OCLC 22786069
PH 1.36:90-4 — Maternal smoking and adverse pregnancy outcomes / OCLC 30921429
PH 1.36:90-6 — Mesothelioma in Illinois, 1985-1987 / OCLC 23265643
PH 1.36:90-7 — Neuroblastoma: a descriptive study of cases diagnosed in Illinois children less than 15 years old in 1985-1988 / OCLC 22869541
PH 1.36:91-1 — An Epidemiologic analysis of the morphologic types of cancer of the esophagus / OCLC 24234850
PH 1.36:91-3 — Exposure study of volatile organic compounds in southeast Rockford / OCLC 25538978
PH 1.36:92-1 — Surveillance of pesticide poisonings in Illinois / OCLC 30439524
PH 1.36:92-2 — An algorithm for matching anonymous hospital discharge records used in occupational disease surveillance: anonymous record matching algorithm / OCLC 25926188
PH 1.36:92-3 — Epidemiology of retinopathy of prematurity in Illinois / OCLC 26730622
PH 1.36:92-5 — Surveillance of adult lead exposure, April 1, 1990-September 30, 1991 / OCLC 26995392
PH 1.36:93-1 — Urban-rural differences in the management of breast cancer / OCLC 28006007
PH 1.36:93-2 — Surveillance of sentinel occupational cancers / OCLC 29179912
PH 1.36:93-4 — Effectiveness of an oncology outreach program / OCLC 29179976
PH 1.36:93-7 — Breast and cervical cancer surveillance in Illinois / OCLC 29040592
PH 1.36:94-8 — Birth defects in Chicago and the state of Illinois, 1989-1993 / OCLC 32234803
PH 1.36:95-3 — Gender differences in assaults and violent acts in the workplace United States, 1993 / OCLC 33167277
PH 1.36:95-5 — Using BRFSS data for small area analysis of cancer screening behaviors / OCLC 33211035
PH 1.36:96-2 — Epidemiology of ovarian cancer in Illinois / OCLC 34587244
PH 1.36:96-4 — Increased prostate cancer in Illinois : a screening effect or improved casefinding? / OCLC 35274403
PH 1.36:97-10 — Census of fatal occupational injuries, Illinois, 1996 / OCLC 40507371
PH 1.36:97-12 — The silicosis in Illinois project, 1992-1997 / OCLC 39208363
PH 1.36:97-2 — Lead poisoning prevention with states in collaboration with local health departments : a model for intervention related to lead poisoning in indoor firing ranges / OCLC 36725104
PH 1.36:97-3 — A case-control study of multiple myeloma in Decatur, Illinois / OCLC 36869099
PH 1.36:97-6 — Birth defects in Illinois : a report on mortality and county-specific prevalence at birth / OCLC 37792023
PH 1.36:97-8 — Silica exposure in artificial nail application salons / OCLC 38214876
PH 1.36:98-1 — Surveillance of adult lead exposure, April 1990-December 1997 / OCLC 39754956
PH 1.36:98-2 — Hispanic identification in the Illinois State Cancer Registry / OCLC 40507238
PH 1.36:98-3 — Hispanic identification on Illinois cancer death certificates / OCLC 40519160
PH 1.37: — Centerline. OCLC 21436605
PH 1.37: — CenterLine. OCLC 31070593
PH 1.39: — Hospice directory / OCLC 15091803
PH 1.41:G248 — Gasoline. OCLC 25642447
PH 1.42/2:F914 — SRAPL site: Frink's Industrial Waste. OCLC 26733549
PH 1.42/3:S958 — Pre-noticed (voluntary cleanup) site: Sundstrand Aviation Plant #6. OCLC 26732159
PH 1.42/3:W279 — Pre-noticed (voluntary cleanup) site: Warner Electric Brake and Clutch Co. OCLC 26732210
PH 1.42/4:O89 — Proposed superfund site: Ottawa Radiation Sites. OCLC 26734138
PH 1.42:A184 — Superfund site: Acme Solvents, Inc. OCLC 26732318
PH 1.42:B452 — Superfund site: Beloit Corporation. OCLC 26732354
PH 1.42:B571 — Superfund site: Belvidere municipal landfill #1. OCLC 26733432
PH 1.42:B996 — Superfund site: Byron Johnson Salvage yard. OCLC 26733498
PH 1.42:C883 — Superfund site: Crab Orchard National Wildlife Refuge. OCLC 28521654
PH 1.42:I61 — Superfund site: Interstate Pollution Control, Inc. OCLC 26733585
PH 1.42:L111 — Superfund site: La Salle Electrical Utilities. OCLC 28521499
PH 1.42:M634 — Superfund site: MIG / OCLC 26733622
PH 1.42:P133 — Superfund site: Pagel's Pit. OCLC 26732095
PH 1.42:P267 — Superfund site: Parson's Casket Hardware. OCLC 26731990
PH 1.42:S727 — Superfund site: Southeast Rockford. OCLC 26732051
PH 1.47: — Inventory of health care facilities and need determinations by planning area / OCLC 17719713
PH 1.48: — Illinois childhood lead poisoning surveillance report. OCLC 34151481
PH 1.49: — Health policy update / OCLC 37454871
PH 1.50/2: — Epidemiology of infectious disease in Illinois. OCLC 45303093
PH 1.50: — Illinois infectious disease report. OCLC 39135501
PH 1.51: — Illinois Department of Public Health long-term care facility profiles. OCLC 39245684
PH 1.52: — Long term care facilities directory. OCLC 35193827
PH 1.53/2: — Health facilities directory. OCLC 40194933
PH 1.54: — Organ transplantation : issues and recommendations / OCLC 40233583
PH 1.56: — Annual report. OCLC 22746979
PH 1.58: — Database and datafile resource guide. OCLC 42816400
PH 1.60: — Illinois population estimates. OCLC 19979687
PH 1.61: — Medical student scholarship program, Illinois Department of Public Health, Pursuant to The Family Practice Residency Act (110 ILCS 935.1 et seq) : annual report FY ... / OCLC 33323971
PH 1.62: — Health facilities directory. OCLC 43766372
PH 1.63: — Post-transfusion Hepatitis B and Hepatitis non-A/non-B : report to the Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 47088450
PH 1.64:A 628 — Bioterrorism questions and answers : anthrax. OCLC 50060810
PH 1.64:S 635 — Bioterrorism questions and answers : smallpox. OCLC 50060779
PH 1.65: — Facts about mosquito control and West Nile virus. OCLC 52350246
PH 1.66: — Long-term care annual report to the General Assembly. OCLC 53874986
PH 1.67: — Annual report. OCLC 61191201
PH 1.68: — Illinois Pregnancy Risk Assessment Monitoring System (PRAMS) ... surveillance report. OCLC 60631059
PH 1.70: — Sexually transmitted diseases in Illinois : ... epidemiologic summary and yearly trends tables for ... OCLC 70637551
PH 1.71: — Hospital annual report, year ending ... OCLC 424651020
PH 1.72: — Prostate and Testicular Cancer Program : report to the General Assembly / OCLC 460220398
PH 1.73: — Sexual Assault Survivors Emergency Treatment Act : report to the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 460217729
PH 1.74: — Illinois Public Health and Safety Animal Population Control Program (Spay/Neuter Program) annual report / OCLC 671240630
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PH 1.75: — Illinois abortion statistics / OCLC 739652576
PH 1.76: — Identified offender report by facility : summary / OCLC 772460872
PH 1.77: — Psychiatry Practice Incentive Program : annual report to the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 781153295
PH 1.1/2 — Medichek: Annual report. OCLC 5255817
PH 1.10/2 — Vital statistics special reports (numbered) [monographic series]
PH 1.10/2-2 — Vital statistics special reports (numbered) [monographic series]
PH 1.10/3 — Death statistics tables for Illinois [microfiche]
PH 1.10/2-3 — Vital statistics basic research series [monographic series]
PH 1.10/4 — Birth statistics tables for Illinois [microfiche]
PH 1.10/3-2 — Program directory for death tables
PH 1.10/4-2 — Program directory for birth tables
PH 1.11 — Poison control program report. OCLC 1792149
PH 1.12 — Self-helps for training children OCLC 676918877
PH 1.13 — Health film catalog, including filmstrips, slides, transcriptions. OCLC 30467360
PH 1.14 — Birth by race and sex...cities
PH 1.14/2 — Birth by race and sex...counties
PH 1.15 — Death by race and sex...cities
PH 1.15/2 — Death by race and sex...counties
PH 1.16 — Marriages, divorces and annulments...counties
PH 1.17 — Statewide Health Coordinating Council [directory]
PH 1.18 — A Directory of full-time county and urban health departments. OCLC 4086240
PH 1.19 — Resident & recorded live births, infant deaths, and deaths for Illinois larger cities OCLC 8310981
PH 1.19/2 — Resident and recorded live births, infant deaths, and deaths among Illinois counties OCLC 8316381
PH 1.20 — Monthly report [monographic series]
PH 1.21/2 — Human services plan : draft
PH 1.22 — Registered nurses in Illinois
PH 1.23 — Directory of selected health facilities. OCLC 7952582
PH 1.24 — Pediatric nutrition surveillance (monthly) OCLC 9782205
PH 1.24/2 — Pediatric nutrition surveillance (annual) OCLC 9782205
PH 1.25 — Illinois health report series [microfiche] [monographic series]
PH 1.25/2 — Illinois health report series [monographic series]
PH 1.26 — ASTC quarterly report [microfiche]
PH 1.27 — Nutrition-related characteristics of WIC population, clients registered before ... OCLC 12956347
PH 1.29 — Report of USDA Women, Infants and Children (WIC) supplemental food program for the period. OCLC 13433160
PH 1.31 — Children with one or more low/high nutritional values for State of Illinois. OCLC 15244396
PH 1.35 — Families with a Future : status report
PH 1.36 — Epidemiological report series [monographic series]
PH 1.38 — Injury in Illinois OCLC 21428133
PH 1.40 — Public health today OCLC 25575386
PH 1.41 — Environmental health facts [cutter by subject] [monographic series]
PH 1.42 — Superfund site [cutter by site] [monographic series]
PH 1.42/2 — SRAPL site [cutter by site] [monographic series]
PH 1.42/3 — Pre-noticed (voluntary cleanup) site [cutter by site] [monographic series]
PH 1.42/4 — Proposed superfund site [cutter by site] [monographic series]
PH 1.43 — Healthbeat OCLC 26847228
PH 1.44 — School health dimensions OCLC 28203075
PH 1.45 — Breastfeeding topics OCLC 26923381
PH 1.46 — Straight talk: a magazine for teens
PH 1.53 — Health facilities directory. Hospitals. OCLC 25278054
PH 1.57 — Report of births by place of residence ... OCLC 15621222
PH 1.64 — Bioterrorism questions & answers [cutter by subject] [monographic series]

3 Division of Health Care Facilities and Division of Chronic Illness
PH 3.8:NR 97 — Diet manual for nursing homes and small hospitals. OCLC 3732733
PH 3.9 — Directory of health care facilities. OCLC 1484174
PH 3.10 — Illinois state survey and plan for the construction of hospitals and medical facilities. OCLC 1781887
PH 3.11 — Annual summary of selected activities

4 Division of Local Health Services
PH 4.9 — A Directory of full-time county and city health departments. OCLC 50372704

5 Division of Food and Drugs
PH 5.10: — Illinois formulary for the drug product selection program. OCLC 11331338
PH 5.10:FICHE — Illinois formulary for the drug product selection program OCLC 28011174
PH 5.9 — News from the field OCLC 952326061

6 Division of Sanitary Engineering
PH 6.9 — The digester OCLC 41023189
PH 6.10 — Air sampling network OCLC 2233018

7 Division of Disease Control
PH 7.6:L434/2/976 — Case detection, medical evaluation and environmental methods in pediatric lead poisoning : a manual for community lead poisoning programs, with a treatment guide for physicians. OCLC 3226347
PH 7.11: — Monthly report - Division of Disease Control. OCLC 6440558
PH 7.9 — Accidental poisoning control program : (children twelve years of age and under) OCLC 26795718
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PH 7.9/2 — Deaths from accidental poisoning, children 12 years and under, Illinois OCLC 911406553
PH 7.10 — Weekly report OCLC 12255577
PH 7.12 — Annual summary: selected activities

8 Bureau of Statistics and Office of Vital Records
PH 8.9 — Illinois registrar’s digest. OCLC 8488020

9 Division of Family Health
PH 9.2:B61 — Services for mothers and infants in Illinois hospitals; a twenty-five year summary, 1943-1967. OCLC 804885
PH 9.8:C536 — Focus on children community planning manual: needs assessment and health planning for children, including children with special health care needs / OCLC 37238011
PH 9.9: — Annual summary of selected activities in hospital maternity service. OCLC 7659480
PH 9.10/2: — Teen mothers mortality statistics. OCLC 34298216
PH 9.10/3: — Teen mothers mortality statistics. OCLC 34298248
PH 9.10: — Teen mothers mortality statistics. OCLC 34298254
PH 9.11/2: — Teen mothers natality statistics. OCLC 34298239
PH 9.11/3: — Teen mothers natality statistics. OCLC 34298220
PH 9.11: — Teen mothers natality statistics. OCLC 34298244
PH 9.12/2: — Natality statistics. OCLC 34268905
PH 9.12/3: — Natality statistics. OCLC 34268899
PH 9.12: — Natality statistics. OCLC 34268188
PH 9.13/2: — Mortality statistics. OCLC 34266542
PH 9.13/3: — Mortality statistics. OCLC 34266589

10 Division of Emergency Medical Services
PH 10.2:R216 — After sexual assault. OCLC 11619945
PH 10.9 — Trauma center newsletter OCLC 36172470

11 Environmental Health Bureau
PH 11.2:S372 — Integrated management of structural pests in schools, 1994. OCLC 29783999

12 Education and Information Division
PH 12.2:H434 — Sources of health information. OCLC 10994738
PH 12.9: — Health education issues. OCLC 9930135

13 Division of Dental Health

14 Illinois Cooperative Health Information System
PH 14.2:A 15/973-75 — Induced abortions in Illinois, 1973 to 1975. OCLC 2813411
PH 14.2:H434 — General index of Illinois Department of Public Health data in computer-readable form / OCLC 2319474
PH 14.2:H434/2 — A bibliographic guide to statistics and health planning information / OCLC 2618102
PH 20.12: — Surveillance of infants born with a positive toxicity for controlled substances / OCLC 29449775
PH 20.14: — Census of fatal occupational injuries, Illinois. OCLC 31793289
PH 20.10 — Incidence of cancer in... [monographic series]
PH 20.10/2 — Incidence of female breast cancer in... [monographic series]
PH 20.11 — Quality control report [monographic series]
PH 20.13 — EPI updates [monographic series]

21 Center for Rural Health
PH 21.1: — Annual report / OCLC 43565768

22 Women's Health Office
PH 22.2:B 828/2003 — Breast cancer: your right to know. OCLC 52337994
PH 22.2:B 828/2003/SPAN. — Cáncer del seno: su derecho a saber. OCLC 52338010
PH 22.2:H 434 — Healthy lifestyle quiz for women. OCLC 52802296
PH 22.2:H 434/2 — Healthy lifestyle quiz for young women and girls. OCLC 52802283
PH 22.2:H 434/2/2005 — Healthy lifestyle quiz for young women and girls. OCLC 62253703
PH 22.2:H 434/2005 — Healthy lifestyle quiz for women. OCLC 61104475
3 Division of Higher and Continuing Education

4 Division of Academic Affairs

5 Division of Research, Planning and Development

6 Department of Exceptional Children
PI 6.2:EX96/2 — Papers on the early identification of exceptional children / OCLC 6690986
PI 6.4:12 — The Illinois plan for special education of exceptional children; speech correction in high schools. OCLC 412790
PI 6.6:E 21 — Rules and regulations to govern the administration and operation of special education / OCLC 5165600
PI 6.6:E 21 — Rules and regulations to govern the administration and operation of special education / OCLC 5165600
PI 6.9 — Special education financial and statistical report, fiscal year...

7 Division of Professional and Pupil Services
PI 7.10 — Financial aids to Illinois students OCLC 2330085

8 Division of Governmental Relations
PI 8.2:E 21 — A brief history of school finance in Illinois; being a layman’s guide through the snares of the state aid formula and other matters. OCLC 1286242

9 Teachers' Retirement System
10 State Teacher Certification Board
PI 10.2:C418 — The certification of professional educational personnel / OCLC 703897

11 ESEA Titles
PI 11.11:2/S 37/973 — Forces for change in Illinois schools / OCLC 2560804
PI 11.11:2/S 37/974SUPP. — Forces for change in Illinois schools : supplement / OCLC 2670295
PI 11.12:2/M549 — Project six-EMH; a report of the study of educational programs for the educable mentally handicapped in public schools in Illinois OCLC 794207
PI 11.11 — Title III [monographic series]
PI 11.12 — Title VI [monographic series]

12 NDEA, Title III
13 Placement Section
PI 13.9 — Teacher placement directory

PR — Department of Professional Regulation

1 Main Office
PR 1.1/2: — Biennial report / OCLC 34502656
PR 1.2:C 357 — Categories of regulation. OCLC 48032052
PR 1.2:C 737 — Filing a complaint against a license. OCLC 48034666
PR 1.2:D 599 — Directory of regulated professions / OCLC 47850125
PR 1.2:D 637 — Choosing your doctor : medical services to consumers. OCLC 48032447
PR 1.2:E 96 — ExpressACCESS: license look-up: easy, fast, convenient. OCLC 48011417
PR 1.2:L 698 — Licensing and Testing Division. OCLC 48034729
PR 1.2:N 974 — The Illinois registered nurse workforce at the millennium: a final report. OCLC 47635989
PR 1.2:P 578 — How the Department responds to a request for an investigation of a physician. OCLC 48034511
PR 1.2:S 797 — Statewide Enforcement Unit. OCLC 48034701
PR 1.8:S 451 — Guide to state regulation presented as a public service. OCLC 19906282
PR 1.13: — Annual substance abuse report. OCLC 41383064
PR 1.14: — Affirmative action plan. OCLC 44010147
PR 1.15: — The Illinois LPN workforce in the year...: a final report. OCLC 51173681
PR 1.9 — Alphabetic list of licensees in active and renewal status
PR 1.10 — Biennial survey of Illinois registered nurses, final report. OCLC 16240798
PR 1.11 — Annual report of complaints received for trade/occupational schools, calendar year. OCLC 33181617
PR 1.12 — Annual report of inspections for trade/occupational schools OCLC 34293633

PrH — Project Heart

1 Main Office
PRH 1.2:R425 — Final report. OCLC 27581004

PRS — Prevention Resource Center

1 Main Office
PRS 1.11: — FAS & other drugs update. OCLC 26738802
PRS 1.9 — Prevention forum OCLC 8934263
PRS 1.10 — Prevention express OCLC 26108669

PS — Department of Public Safety

1 Main Office
PS 1.9 — Report on parole violators OCLC 191713299
PS 1.10 — Statistical summary report of Illinois State Penitentiary

2 Firearm Owners Identification Division
3 Narcotic Control Division
4 State Highway
5 State Penitentiary
   PS 5.9: — Joliet-Stateville time. OCLC 4841849
   PS 5.10 — Menard time OCLC 15996946
   PS 5.11 — Pontiac flag news OCLC 70743768

6 Statistical Office
   PS 6.9 — Monthly report, prison population OCLC 25638860

PW — Department of Public Welfare

1 Main Office
   PW 1.9 — Report of statistician ... year ending OCLC 1771402

PWB — Department of Public Works and Buildings

1 Main Office

2 Chicago Area Transportation Study
   PWB 2.2:T 772/ — Chicago Area Transportation Study : final report in three parts
   / OCLC 7514527
   PWB 2.12 — Work progress report OCLC 3060648

3 Division of Highways
   PWB 3.9 — Accident study report. OCLC 958647398
   PWB 3.10 — Comparative motor vehicle traffic accidents by county
   PWB 3.10/2 — Comparative motor vehicle traffic accident statistics in cities of
   5,000 population and over OCLC 6183081
   PWB 3.11 — Continuous count data OCLC 21202978
   PWB 3.12 — Illinois highway bulletin OCLC 25638985
   PWB 3.13 — Official highway map
   PWB 3.14 — Proposed improvement program for the primary highway system.
   OCLC 6659661
   PWB 3.15 — Summary of local planning documents in Illinois. OCLC 20434
   PWB 3.16 — Summary of motor vehicle traffic accidents. All rural. OCLC
   8703506
   PWB 3.16/2 — Summary of motor vehicle traffic accidents. Entire state. OCLC
   8703399
4 Division of Waterways
PWB 4.2:R62 — Low-flow frequencies of Illinois streams / OCLC 152145

5 Bureau of Traffic

R — Department of Revenue

1 Main Office
R 1.1/2: — Revenue. OCLC 8480934
R 1.1/3: — Pharmaceutical assistance program: calendar year ... annual report. OCLC 15510092
R 1.1/4: — Ombudsman ... annual report / OCLC 27017878
R 1.1/3-2: — Annual report / OCLC 31715371
R 1.2:E 38 — Electronic Funds Transfer Program, 1995. OCLC 32677889
R 1.2:E 38/996 — Electronic Funds Transfer Program, 1996. OCLC 34667517
R 1.2:M 643 — Illinois filing requirements for military personnel. OCLC 41026054
R 1.2:M 643/2001 — Illinois filing requirements for military personnel. OCLC 48925290
R 1.2:P 965/3 — Illinois property tax credit. OCLC 41026030
R 1.2:P 965/4 — Property tax extension limitation law by referendum: an overview. OCLC 41346374
R 1.2:P965/2/ — The Illinois property tax system. OCLC 7383782
R 1.2:R425/2 — Replacement taxes. OCLC 16940659
R 1.2:R432 — The Illinois research and development income tax credit: a report presented to: the Illinois General Assembly on March 1, 1994 by the Illinois Dept. of Revenue. OCLC 30013165
R 1.2:S 955 — [Summary of the reorganization and merger of the Illinois Department of the Lottery, the Illinois Liquor Control Commission, and the Illinois Racing Board with the Illinois Department of Revenue, pursuant to Executive Order 9, which took effect on June 1, 2003]. OCLC 58916381
R 1.2:T235 — Taxes at fairs, festivals and flea markets. OCLC 16940453
R 1.2:U84 — Use tax. OCLC 16940576
R 1.5:P965 — Property Tax Code, 1994. OCLC 29930558
R 1.28: — Director's Progress Report, January-December 1995. OCLC 34274987
R 1.29: — Vehicle tax information / OCLC 39225919
R 1.30/2: — Sales tax receipts reported by Standard Industrial Classification for the liability period(s) of ... OCLC 39225479
R 1.30/3: — Sales tax receipts reported by standard industrial classification for the liability periods of ... / OCLC 41355045
R 1.30: — Sales tax receipts reported by standard industrial classification / OCLC 39083825
R 1.31/2: — Equal Employment/Affirmative Action Program for fiscal year ... / OCLC 62125993
R 1.31: — Affirmative action plan / OCLC 44009284
R 1.32/2: — Report of sales tax receipts by standard industrial classification for the liability periods of ... / OCLC 46798680
R 1.32: — Report of sales tax receipts by standard industrial classification / OCLC 46798703
R 1.33: — Annual report of collections and distributions. OCLC 48095984
R 1.34: — Income exempt from tax / OCLC 48812353
R 1.1 — Annual report OCLC 15603777
R 1.3/1 — Illinois tax information bulletin [monographic series]
R 1.3/1a — Miscellaneous tax information bulletin [monographic series]
R 1.10/3 — List of counties and amounts certified to the State Treasurer
R 1.10/4 — ...Municipal retailers occupation tax
R 1.11 — Reporting receipts from retailers' occupation tax, service occupation tax, use tax: kind of business according to cities within each county
R 1.12 — Report to taxpayers. OCLC 2917696
R 1.13 — Senior, disabled citizens tax relief claim form
R 1.13/2 — Illinois income tax form
R 1.13/3 — Withholding tax guide and withholding tables. OCLC 8197461
R 1.18 — List of counties and county sales tax disbursed for July ... thru June ... collections paid in September ... thru August ... OCLC 8173464
R 1.19 — List of municipalities and municipal sales tax disbursed for July ... thru June ... collections paid in September ... thru August ... OCLC 8173438
R 1.22 — Aggregate rate: table 10
R 1.25 — Sales tax receipts reported by kind of business for the liability period(s) of ... OCLC 28193849
R 1.25/2 — Sales tax receipts reported by kind of business for the liability period(s) of ... OCLC 28193909

2 Local Government Affairs
R 2.9 — Illinois property tax statistics. OCLC 4234398

3 State Lottery
R 3.1/2:981-91 — Annual report / OCLC 8888186
R 3.1/2:992- — Annual report / OCLC 34704019
RB — Racing Board

1 Main Office
RB 1.1: — Annual report / OCLC 5999156
RB 1.9: — Illinois Racing Board affirmative action plan / OCLC 39068765

RE — Department of Registration and Education

1 Main Office
RE 1.2:N 974 — 1984 Illinois registered nurse survey / OCLC 13710229
RE 1.8:R344 — Guide to state regulation presented as a public service / OCLC 12206781
RE 1.10: — Registered and practical nurse education and licensure annual report / OCLC 7584727
RE 1.12: — Biennial survey of Illinois registered nurses, final report. OCLC 16240798
RE 1.11 — Alphabetical listing of licensees of all statuses [microfiche]

2 Division of Industrial Planning and Development
RE 2.9: — Atlas of Illinois resources. OCLC 343750
RE 2.9:2 — Mineral resources / OCLC 2017384
RE 2.9 — Atlas of Illinois resources [monographic series]

3 State Academy of Science
RE 3.9 — Transactions OCLC 1588890

4 Illinois State Museum
RE 4.1: — Annual report / OCLC 14874111
RE 4.2:A 144 — Gertrude Abercrombie and friends. OCLC 9423342
RE 4.2:A 144/2 — Gertrude Abercrombie / OCLC 24376230
RE 4.2:A78/2 — After the great crash : New Deal art in Illinois. OCLC 9520477
RE 4.2:B217 — The Illinois State Museum presents Michael Banicki. OCLC 23661002
RE 4.2:C279 — The Illinois State Museum presents Janet Careek. OCLC 21993578
RE 4.2:C536 — The artist, the book, and the child : an exhibition of original art for children’s books / OCLC 18589315
RE 4.16:23 — Animals utilized by Woodland peoples occupying the Apple Creek Site, Illinois / OCLC 540735
RE 4.16:29 — Hotel Plaza, an early historic site with a long prehistory / OCLC 1530296
RE 4.16:30 — The distribution of middle woodland sites within the environment of the Lower Sangamon River, Illinois / OCLC 1344248
RE 4.16:32 — The Zimmerman Site: further excavations at the Grand Village of Kaskaskia / OCLC 2509583
RE 4.16:33 — Late Pleistocene vertebrates of the Western Ozark Highland, Missouri / OCLC 3560116
RE 4.16:34 — Geomorphology of the lower Illinois Valley as a spatial-temporal context for the Koster archaic site / OCLC 3878208
RE 4.16:36 — Dickson Camp and Pond: two early Havana tradition sites in the Central Illinois Valley / OCLC 7243799
RE 4.16:37 — Early Pennsylvanian geology and paleobotany of the Rock Island County, Illinois, area / OCLC 9282609
RE 4.16:38 — Taphonomy and paleoecology of the Christensen Bog mastodon bone bed, Hancock County, Indiana / OCLC 10037544
RE 4.16:39 — Late Pleistocene (Woodfordian) vertebrates from the Driftless Area of southwestern Wisconsin, the Moscow fissure local fauna / OCLC 11682612
RE 4.16:40 — Paleoecology and regional paleoclimatic implications of the Farmdalian Craigmile and Woodfordian Waubonsie mammalian local faunas, Southwestern Iowa / OCLC 11310475
RE 4.16:42 — The Bullseye site, 11-Ge-127: a floodplain archaic mortuary site in the lower Illinois River Valley, OCLC 16947482
RE 4.16:43 — A report on the 1931 Powell Mound excavations, Madison County, Illinois / OCLC 17254699
RE 4.16:44 — The Dickson Mounds site: an annotated bibliography / OCLC 20576246
RE 4.16:45 — Archaeological investigations at the Morton Village and Norris Farms 36 cemetery / OCLC 22965283
RE 4.16:46 — The traditional potter in nineteenth-century Illinois: archaeological investigations at two kiln sites in upper Alton / OCLC 25535494
RE 4.16:47 — The scimitar cat, homotherium serum cope: osteology, functional morphology, and predatory behavior / OCLC 27637665
RE 4.16:48 — Late archaic components at Modoc Rock Shelter, Randolph County, Illinois / OCLC 27637740
RE 4.16:49 — Rench: a stratified site in the Central Illinois River Valley / OCLC 29907154
RE 4.16:50 — Variation in Mississippian settlement patterns: the Larson settlement system in the central Illinois River Valley / OCLC 30399785
RE 4.17:14 — An introduction to the ecology of the Illinois Orchidaceae / OCLC 1230865
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RE 4.22/2 — Illinois invitational: contemporary Illinois art
RE 4.23 — American Indian pamphlet series
RE 4.24 — Illinois photographers OCLC 1195731399
RE 4.11 — Inventory of the collections [monographic series]
RE 4.13 — Papers in anthropology [monographic series]
RE 4.14 — Illinois State Museum popular science series [monographic series]
RE 4.16 — Reports of investigations - Illinois State Museum [monographic series]
RE 4.17 — Scientific papers [monographic series]
RE 4.18 — Story of Illinois series [monographic series]
RE 4.21 — Handbook of collections [monographic series]

5 Natural History Survey

RE 5.1: — Illinois Natural History Survey annual report. OCLC 10518746
RE 5.2:C574 — Catalog of the Cinara species of North America (Homoptera: Aphididae) / OCLC 18501230
RE 5.2:D598 — A directory of Illinois systematists, ecologists, and field biologists / OCLC 20386397
RE 5.2:F 692 — Forbes Biological Station: the past and the promise / OCLC 22371206
RE 5.2:F 716/MAPS — Forest cover in Illinois, 1820-1980: with maps on forest composition, volume, diversity and cover / OCLC 22657833
RE 5.2:F716 — Forest resources of Illinois: an atlas and analysis of spatial and temporal trends / OCLC 21894973
RE 5.2:F716 — Forest resources of Illinois: an atlas and analysis of spatial and temporal trends / OCLC 21894973
RE 5.2:F718 — Forests of Illinois. OCLC 27643298
RE 5.2:F718 — Forests of Illinois. OCLC 27643298
RE 5.2:H995 — Hydrogeology of shallow groundwater resources, Kane County, Illinois / OCLC 22158056
RE 5.2:L 263 — Landscape ecology: directions and approaches: a workshop held at Allerton Park, Piatt County, Illinois, April 1983 / OCLC 18303670
RE 5.2:L43 — A review of the problem of lead poisoning in waterfowl / OCLC 14629328
RE 5.2:L496 — Legacy of a pest: a science, technology, and society curriculum guide for understanding and dealing with biological problems / OCLC 18658760
RE 5.2:M 626 — Microlepidoptera from the Sandy Creek and Illinois River Region: an annotated checklist of the suborders Dacnonypha, Monotrysia, and Ditrysia (in part) (Insecta) / OCLC 16759936
RE 5.2:S995 — A directory of Illinois systematists and ecologists / OCLC 13676718
RE 5.2:T786 — A Compendium of information on tree health care including diseases, insects, weeds, and cultural practices / OCLC 26100892
Identification and descriptions of the ultimate instar larvae of *Hydraecia immanis* (hop vine borer) and *H. micacea* (potato stem borer) (Lepidoptera, Noctuidae) / OCLC 8610723

Illinois pheasants: population, ecology, distribution, and abundance, 1900-1978 / OCLC 8828090

Effects of ingested lead-iron shot on mallards / OCLC 8610753

The life history of the Tennessee snubnose darter, *Etheostoma simoterum* in Brush Creek, Tennessee / OCLC 8610771

Illinois birds, wood warblers / OCLC 9958490

The fate of lakes in the Illinois River valley / OCLC 9958591

Recreational fishing in the Kankakee River, Illinois / OCLC 11097333

Bibliography of Illinois vegetation / OCLC 11208869

The life history of the mud darter, *Etheostoma asprigene*, in Lake Creek, Illinois / OCLC 11689303

The life history of the shorthead redhorse, *Moxostoma macrolepidotum*, in the Kankakee River drainage, Illinois / OCLC 12253756

Illinois birds, vireos / OCLC 13792094

The bryophytes of Illinois: an annotated and indexed bibliography and checklist / OCLC 18052453

Mineral composition of feathers from Canada geese (*Branta canadensis*) fed experimental diets / OCLC 18037170

Distribution and abundance of winter populations of bald eagles in Illinois / OCLC 18077699

Observations on the bionomics of the bee *Andrena (Tylandrena) erythrogaster* Ashmead (Hymenoptera, Andrenidae) with notes on *A. (Micrandrena) personata* Robertson and *A. (Holandrena) c. cressonii* Robertson / OCLC 18504730

Predicting the susceptibility of Illinois forest stands to defoliation by the gypsy moth / OCLC 18505991

Distribution, habitat, and calling season of the Illinois chorus frog (*Pseudacris streckeri illinoensis*) along the lower Illinois river / OCLC 18652982

Lead poisoning in Illinois waterfowl (1977-1988) and the implementation of nontoxic shot regulations / OCLC 20495167

Life histories of the bandfin darter, *Etheostoma zonistium*, and the firebelly darter, *Etheostoma pyrrhogaster*, in western Kentucky / OCLC 22096951

A bibliography of the northern and western corn rootworm: an update 1977 through 1988 / OCLC 22096995

Distribution, habitat, and zoogeography of the plains leopard frog (*Rana blairi*) in Illinois / OCLC 22156200

A survey of the freshwater mussels (Bivalvia: Unionidae) of the Sangamon River Basin, Illinois / OCLC 24562753

Standard protocols for monitoring and sampling zebra mussels / OCLC 26101322
RE 5.9:139 — Behavior, dispersal, and survival of male white-tailed deer in Illinois / OCLC 31283552
RE 5.9:41 — Hawks and owls: population trends from Illinois Christmas counts / OCLC 8168436
RE 5.9:41 — Hawks and owls: population trends from Illinois Christmas counts / OCLC 8168436
RE 5.9:70 — An ecological study of four darters of the genus Percina (Percidae) in the Kaskaskia River, Illinois / OCLC 13881454
RE 5.9:76 — Illinois streams: a classification based on their fishes and an analysis of factors responsible for disappearance of native species / OCLC 3162895
RE 5.9:81 — Annotated checklist of the butterflies of Illinois / OCLC 891110
RE 5.9:89 — The life history of the spottail darter, Etheostoma squamiceps, in Big Creek, Illinois, and Ferguson Creek, Kentucky / OCLC 3419934
RE 5.9:91 — The distribution of periodical cicadas in Illinois / OCLC 1337895
RE 5.9:93 — The life history of the stripetail darter, Etheostoma Kennicotti in Big Creek, Illinois / OCLC 1383506
RE 5.9:97 — Environmental evaluations using birds and their habitats / OCLC 2390350
RE 5.9:99 — The life history of the slabrock darter: Etheostoma smithi, in Ferguson Creek, Kentucky / OCLC 3180359
RE 5.10: — The Illinois Natural History Survey reports. OCLC 2447503
RE 5.9 — Biological notes [monographic series]

6 Geological Survey

RE 6.1: — Annual report to the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation / OCLC 19903548
RE 6.2:A 656 — Potential for contamination of shallow aquifers from land burial of municipal wastes: [Illinois] / OCLC 13792591
RE 6.2:C 65 — Coal mines in Illinois. OCLC 2954484
RE 6.2:E 19 — Illinois State Geological Survey’s effort toward a better economy and a healthier environment. OCLC 27118142
RE 6.2:EC 18/ — Economical geology of Illinois, OCLC 3880059
RE 6.2:G345 — Illinois State Geological Survey. OCLC 23245314
RE 6.2:G882 — Geophysical exploration for potential groundwater resources near Bloomington, Illinois / OCLC 20747069
RE 6.2:H 995 — Hydrogeologic and geochemical studies of selected natural radioisotopes and barium in groundwater in Illinois / OCLC 10161411
RE 6.2:I 29 — We’ve got Illinois covered!. OCLC 19407387
RE 6.2:L697/2/ — Additions to the Geological Samples Library. OCLC 18022303
RE 6.2:O 39/968 — Oil and gas industry in Illinois, 1968. OCLC 5494593
RE 6.2:Q2 — The Quaternary of Illinois; a symposium in observance of the centennial of the University of Illinois. OCLC 145285
RE 6.2:S959 — Geotechnical summary to the proposal to site the superconducting super collider in Illinois / OCLC 18036851
RE 6.2:S959 — Geotechnical summary to the proposal to site the superconducting super collider in Illinois / OCLC 18036851
RE 6.3:10 — The mineral content of Illinois waters, OCLC 4116176
RE 6.3:10 — The mineral content of Illinois waters, OCLC 4116176
RE 6.3:27 — Geography of the upper Illinois valley and history of development, OCLC 1113883
RE 6.3:34 — The artesian waters of northeastern Illinois / OCLC 1269624
RE 6.3:37 — Geology and mineral resources of the Hennepin and La Salle quadrangles, OCLC 1252546
RE 6.3:42 — Engineering and legal aspects of land drainage in Illinois / OCLC 1592329
RE 6.3:51 — Geology and mineral resources of the Joliet quadrangle / OCLC 3545391
RE 6.3:53 — Geology and economic resources of the St. Peter sandstone of Illinois, OCLC 1576402
RE 6.3:57 — Geology and mineral resources of the Alexis quadrangle, OCLC 3855953
RE 6.3:60 — Papers presented at the Quarter centennial celebration of the Illinois State geological survey. OCLC 6661940
RE 6.3:65/ — Geology of the Chicago region / OCLC 1571952
RE 6.3:66 — Geology and mineral resources of the Marseilles, Ottawa, and Streator quadrangles, OCLC 3383768
RE 6.3:7 — Physical geography of the Evanston-Waukegan region / OCLC 1353826
RE 6.3:78 — Minable coal reserves of Illinois / OCLC 13175438
RE 6.3:85 — Petroleum industry in Illinois in 1957. OCLC 1596525
RE 6.3:89 — Champlainian series (Middle Ordovician) in Illinois / OCLC 1596221
RE 6.3:90 — Spores in strata of late Pennsylvanian cyclothems in the Illinois Basin / OCLC 1591733
RE 6.3:91 — Handbook on limestone and dolomite for Illinois quarry operators OCLC 31099
RE 6.3:92 — Bibliography and index of Illinois geology through 1965; a contribution to the Illinois sesquicentennial year OCLC 8627
RE 6.3:93 — Correlation and palynology of coals in the Carbondale and Spoon formations (Pennsylvanian) of the northeastern part of the Illinois Basin OCLC 123461
RE 6.3:96 — Geology of the Eddyville, Stonefort, and Creal Springs quadrangles, southern Illinois / OCLC 27071086
RE 6.4:494 — The Gravity field and tectonics of Illinois / OCLC 3119709
RE 6.4:495 — An aeromagnetic survey of southwestern Illinois / OCLC 2622008
RE 6.4:495 — An aeromagnetic survey of southwestern Illinois / OCLC 2622008
RE 6.4:502 — The Platteville and Galena groups in northern Illinois / OCLC 4129480
RE 6.4:502 — The Platteville and Galena groups in northern Illinois / OCLC 4129480
RE 6.4:503 — Sand and gravel and peat resources in northeastern Illinois / OCLC 4543898
RE 6.4:503 — Sand and gravel and peat resources in northeastern Illinois / OCLC 4543898
RE 6.4:504 — Reserves and resources of surface-minable coal in Illinois / OCLC 4544225
RE 6.4:504 — Reserves and resources of surface-minable coal in Illinois / OCLC 4544225
RE 6.4:505 — The Sandwich Fault Zone of northern Illinois / OCLC 4818853
RE 6.4:506 — Glacial geology of north-central and western Champaign County, Illinois / OCLC 5291875
RE 6.4:507 — A seismic refraction survey of the lower Illinois Valley bottomlands / OCLC 6627748
RE 6.4:509 — The Wabash Valley Fault System in southeastern Illinois / OCLC 5729169
RE 6.4:510 — Geology for planning in Rock Island County, Illinois / OCLC 6692761
RE 6.4:511 — The glacial boundary in southern Illinois / OCLC 7597854
RE 6.4:513 — The Rend Lake fault system in southern Illinois / OCLC 6692821
RE 6.4:514 — Monitoring of leachate migration in the unsaturated zone in the vicinity of sanitary landfills / OCLC 13617874
RE 6.4:515 — Strippable coal resources of Illinois : part 8, central and southeastern counties / OCLC 7749444
RE 6.4:517 — Geochemistry of recent Lake Michigan sediments / OCLC 7759702
RE 6.4:518 — The New Albany shale group of Illinois / OCLC 7749324
RE 6.4:519 — Structural features in Illinois--a compendium / OCLC 7750224
RE 6.4:522 — The Cottage Grove Fault System in southern Illinois / OCLC 8199675
RE 6.4:523 — Faults and their effect on coal mining in Illinois / OCLC 8199641
RE 6.4:525 — Perspectives in geology : invited papers / OCLC 11782936
RE 6.4:526 — The Dwight mineralogical zone of the Yorkville Till Member, northeastern Illinois / OCLC 8739845
RE 6.4:527 — Deep-minable coal resources of Illinois / OCLC 9188947
RE 6.4:528 — Lithostratigraphy and depositional environments of the Maquoketa Group (Ordovician) in northern Illinois / OCLC 9841615
RE 6.4:529 — Geologic notes. OCLC 11815986
RE 6.4:530 — Geologic disturbances in Illinois coal seams / OCLC 10439200
RE 6.4:531 — Geology for planning in Boone and Winnebago Counties / OCLC 11093913
RE 6.4:531 — Geology for planning in Boone and Winnebago Counties / OCLC 11093913
RE 6.4:532 — Potential for contamination of shallow aquifers in Illinois / OCLC 11780249
RE 6.4:533 — An Electrical earth resistivity survey of the Macon-Taylorville ridged-drift aquifer / OCLC 11858048
RE 6.4:535 — Glaciation and origin of the geest in the Driftless Area of northwestern Illinois / OCLC 20908127
RE 6.4:536 — Coal resources of Grundy, La Salle, and Livingston Counties, Illinois / OCLC 12415760
RE 6.4:537 — K-Bentonites of the Ordovician Decorah subgroup, Upper Mississippi Valley : correlation by chemical fingerprinting / OCLC 13784508
RE 6.4:538 — Structural geology of southeastern Illinois and vicinity / OCLC 16898958
RE 6.4:539 — Stratigraphic correlations of the Seelyville, Dekoven, and Davis coals of Illinois, Indiana, and western Kentucky / OCLC 19847308
RE 6.4:540 — The Hornsby district of low-sulfur Herrin coal in central Illinois (Christian, Macoupin, Montgomery, and Sangamon counties) / OCLC 17742340
RE 6.4:541 — Trench covers to minimize infiltration at waste disposal sites / OCLC 20742653
RE 6.4:542 — Stack-unit mapping of geologic materials in Illinois to a depth of 15 meters / OCLC 18944445
RE 6.4:543 — Regional geology of the Tiskilwa Till Member, Wedron Formation, northeastern Illinois / OCLC 18160071
RE 6.4:544 — The Illinois Basin, a tidally and tectonically influenced ramp during mid-Chesterian time / OCLC 22703557
RE 6.4:544 — The Illinois Basin, a tidally and tectonically influenced ramp during mid-Chesterian time / OCLC 22703557
RE 6.4:545 — Study of sulfur behavior and removal during thermal desulfurization of Illinois coals / OCLC 23273291
RE 6.4:546 — Geological and hydrological factors for siting hazardous or low-level radioactive waste disposal facilities / OCLC 20972447
RE 6.4:547 — Facies analysis of the Ordovician Maquoketa Group and adjacent strata in Kane County, northeastern Illinois / OCLC 24520639
RE 6.4:549 — Benefits and costs of geologic mapping programs in Illinois : case study of Boone and Winnebago Counties and its statewide applicability / OCLC 25466609
RE 6.4:550 — Intrusive breccias at Hicks Dome, Hardin County, Illinois / OCLC 31294705
RE 6.4:551 — Coal resources of the Dekoven and Davis Members (Carbondale Formation) in Gallatin and Saline Counties, southeastern Illinois / OCLC 30320995

RE 6.4:552 — Stack-unit geologic mapping : color-coded and computer-based methodology / OCLC 31013177

RE 6.4:553 — Correlation of the "Boskydell Sandstone" and other sandstones containing marine fossils in southern Illinois using palynology of adjacent coal beds / OCLC 28734390

RE 6.4:554 — Availability of coal resources for mining in Illinois : Middletown Quadrangle, Central Illinois / OCLC 30687843

RE 6.4:555 — Geology of microcrystalline silica (Tripoli) deposits, southernmost Illinois / OCLC 31257938

RE 6.4:556 — Quaternary geology of the Martinsville alternative site, Clark County, Illinois : a proposed low level radioactive waste disposal site / OCLC 31415302

RE 6.6:S 264 — A guide to the geology of the Savanna area, Carroll and Jo Davies Counties / OCLC 19953561

RE 6.8:N253 — Guide to the geology of the Nashville area, Washington County / OCLC 22757551

RE 6.9:10 — History of Illinois mineral industries OCLC 8102


RE 6.9:12 — Illinois State Geological survey : its history and activities. OCLC 7100911

RE 6.9:13 — Guide to Pennsylvanian fossil plants of Illinois / OCLC 23239544

RE 6.9:4 — Guide for beginning fossil hunters. OCLC 546689

RE 6.9:5 — Guide to rocks and minerals of Illinois. OCLC 546839

RE 6.9:5 — Guide to rocks and minerals of Illinois. OCLC 546839

RE 6.9:6 — Pennsylvanian plant fossils of Illinois; field book. OCLC 546687

RE 6.9:7 — Guide to the Geologic map of Illinois. OCLC 550776

RE 6.10:1 — Controlled drilling program in northeastern Illinois / OCLC 8103759

RE 6.10:100 — Three-dimensional geologic mapping for environmental studies in Illinois / OCLC 8123827

RE 6.10:101 — Ground-water resources of northern Vermilion County, Illinois / OCLC 8082452

RE 6.10:103 — Sedimentology and bathymetry of pool 26, Mississippi River / OCLC 9463363

RE 6.10:104 — Soil, Clay, and caustic soda effects on solubility, sorption, and mobility of hexachlorocyclopentadiene / OCLC 10104006

RE 6.10:105 — Chemical and toxicological properties of coal fly ash / OCLC 10103994

RE 6.10:106 — Collection of representative coal refuse samples for leachate generation studies / OCLC 11408605
RE 6.10:107 — Geochemical properties of coal wastes and the toxicological effects on aquatic life / OCLC 11859415
RE 6.10:108 — Supplemental groundwater supplies for six small communities in Illinois / OCLC 12047096
RE 6.10:109 — Moessbauer analysis of Lewisville, Texas, archaeological site lignite and hearth samples / OCLC 12047077
RE 6.10:11 — Ground-water supplies along the interstate highway system in Illinois / OCLC 8657460
RE 6.10:110 — Sources of information on engineering geology and related topics for northeastern Illinois / OCLC 12380606
RE 6.10:114 — Design principles for a coal desulfurization process with iron sulfides as in situ catalysts / OCLC 14158819
RE 6.10:115 — Inorganic composition and sedimentation rates of backwater lakes associated with the Illinois River / OCLC 14508393
RE 6.10:117 — Geological-geotechnical studies for siting the superconducting super collider in Illinois: results of the fall 1984 test drilling program / OCLC 15894634
RE 6.10:118 — Characteristics and potential uses of waste from the historic Longwall Coal Mining District in north-central Illinois / OCLC 16632891
RE 6.10:119 — Hydrogeologic evaluation of the effects of surface application of sewage sludge to agricultural land near Rockton, Illinois / OCLC 16637561
RE 6.10:120 — Geological-geotechnical studies for siting the superconducting super collider in Illinois: results of the spring 1985 test drilling program / OCLC 16887630
RE 6.10:121 — Inventory of Lake Michigan research projects, 1984-1987 / OCLC 17661162
RE 6.10:122 — Geological-geotechnical studies for siting the superconducting super collider in Illinois: results of the 1986 test drilling program / OCLC 18077385
RE 6.10:123 — Geological-geotechnical studies for siting the superconducting super collider in Illinois: regional summary / OCLC 18864458
RE 6.10:123 — Geological-geotechnical studies for siting the superconducting super collider in Illinois: regional summary / OCLC 18864458
RE 6.10:125 — Disposal alternatives for material to be excavated from the proposed site of the superconducting super collider in Illinois / OCLC 18864261
RE 6.10:125 — Disposal alternatives for material to be excavated from the proposed site of the superconducting super collider in Illinois / OCLC 18864261
RE 6.10:126 — Potential impact of material to be excavated from the Illinois SSC tunnel on surface water and groundwater resources / OCLC 19346633
RE 6.10:127 — Natural background radiation in the proposed Illinois SSC siting area / OCLC 18228929
RE 6.10:127 — Natural background radiation in the proposed Illinois SSC siting area / OCLC 18228929
RE 6.10:128 — Preliminary sidescan-sonar investigation of shore-defense structures along Chicago’s northside lake front: Wilson Avenue groin to Ohio Street Beach / OCLC 18579979
RE 6.10:128 — Preliminary sidescan-sonar investigation of shore-defense structures along Chicago’s northside lake front: Wilson Avenue groin to Ohio Street Beach / OCLC 18579979
RE 6.10:129 — Evaluation of groundwater monitoring programs at hazardous waste disposal facilities in Illinois / OCLC 19061112
RE 6.10:129 — Evaluation of groundwater monitoring programs at hazardous waste disposal facilities in Illinois / OCLC 19061112
RE 6.10:130 — Geochemical interactions of hazardous wastes with geological formations in deep-well systems / OCLC 19621272
RE 6.10:131 — Lake Michigan bibliography / OCLC 20127827
RE 6.10:132 — Lake Michigan bibliography / OCLC 20127827
RE 6.10:133 — Seismicity of Illinois / OCLC 21957018
RE 6.10:135 — Investigation of the hydraulic effects of deep-well injection of industrial wastes: final report / OCLC 22864385
RE 6.10:137 — Geochemical interactions of two deep-well injected wastes with geological formations: long-term laboratory studies / OCLC 23525274
RE 6.10:138 — The proximity of underground mines to residential and other built-up areas in Illinois / OCLC 24290871
RE 6.10:139 — Geotechnical properties of selected Pleistocene, Silurian, and Ordovician deposits of northeastern Illinois / OCLC 24136993
RE 6.10:14 — Geologic studies as an aid to ground-water management / OCLC 8674454
RE 6.10:140 — Illinois geographic information system: applications to environmental management / OCLC 24998075
RE 6.10:141 — Construction, monitoring, and performance of two soil liners / OCLC 25161831
RE 6.10:142 — Optimal time for collecting volatile organic chemical samples from slowly recovering wells / OCLC 25624910
RE 6.10:143 — Natural recharge of groundwater in Illinois / OCLC 27125180
RE 6.10:145 — Hydrogeology of the Silurian dolomite aquifer in parts of Northwestern Illinois / OCLC 30012739
RE 6.10:147 — Geotechnical site investigation for an advanced photon source at Argonne National Laboratory, Illinois / OCLC 32714864
RE 6.10:17 — Selection of refuse disposal sites in northeastern Illinois / OCLC 6134078
RE 6.10:18 — Geological information for managing the environment / OCLC 2673634
RE 6.10:19 — Geology and engineering characteristics of some surface materials in McHenry County, Illinois / OCLC 9911390
RE 6.10:20 — Disposal of wastes: scientific and administrative considerations / OCLC 9911431
RE 6.10:22 — Geologic factors in community development at Naperville, Illinois / OCLC 9915641
RE 6.10:23 — Effects of waste effluents on the plasticity of earth materials / OCLC 3144362
RE 6.10:24 — Notes on the earthquake of November 9, 1968, in southern Illinois / OCLC 3144049
RE 6.10:25 — Preliminary geological evaluation of dam and reservoir sites in McHenry County, Illinois / OCLC 9940615
RE 6.10:26 — Hydrogeologic data from four landfills in northeastern Illinois / OCLC 3144061
RE 6.10:27 — Evaluating sanitary landfill sites in Illinois / OCLC 2301266
RE 6.10:29 — Coordinated mapping of geology and soils for land-use planning / OCLC 2791478
RE 6.10:3 — Activities in environmental geology in northeastern Illinois / OCLC 8103964
RE 6.10:30 — Preliminary stratigraphy of unconsolidated sediments from the southwestern part of Lake Michigan / OCLC 2303191
RE 6.10:32 — Distribution of major, minor, and trace constituents in unconsolidated sediments from southern Lake Michigan / OCLC 2301283
RE 6.10:35 — Stratigraphy of unconsolidated sediments in the southern part of Lake Michigan / OCLC 2015022
RE 6.10:37 — Distribution of arsenic in unconsolidated sediments from southern Lake Michigan / OCLC 2312060
RE 6.10:42 — A geologist views the environment / OCLC 2299278
RE 6.10:44 — Distribution of mercury in unconsolidated sediments from southern Lake Michigan / OCLC 2303380
RE 6.10:45 — Summary of findings on solid waste disposal sites in northeastern Illinois / OCLC 2303491
RE 6.10:47 — High-resolution seismic profiles and gravity cores of sediments in southern Lake Michigan / OCLC 2791568
RE 6.10:51 — Hydrogeologic considerations in the siting and design of landfills / OCLC 9915770
RE 6.10:52 — Preliminary geologic investigations of rock tunnel sites for flood and pollution control in the greater Chicago area / OCLC 2309695
RE 6.10:53 — Data from controlled drilling program in Du Page, Kane, and Kendall counties, Illinois / OCLC 2307645
RE 6.10:54 — Geologic cross sections derived from seismic profiles and sediment cores from southern Lake Michigan / OCLC 2311947
RE 6.10:57 — Geology, soils, and hydrogeology of Volo Bog and vicinity, Lake County, Illinois / OCLC 2307704
RE 6.10:58 — Depositional patterns, facies, and trace element accumulation : in the Waukegan member of the late Pleistocene Lake Michigan formation in Southern Lake Michigan / OCLC 2311910
RE 6.10:59 — Notes on the earthquake of September 15, 1972, in northern Illinois / OCLC 2309741
RE 6.10:6 — Data from controlled drilling program in Kane, Kendall, and DeKalb counties, Illinois / OCLC 8652111
RE 6.10:60 — Major, minor, and trace elements in sediments of late Pleistocene Lake Saline compared with those in Lake Michigan sediments / OCLC 2311972
RE 6.10:63 — Sedimentology of a beach ridge complex and its significance in land-use planning / OCLC 2314047
RE 6.10:67 — Sediment distribution in a beach ridge complex and its application to artificial beach replenishment / OCLC 2312083
RE 6.10:68 — Lake marls, chalks, and other carbonate rocks with high dissolution rates in so2-scrubbing liquors / OCLC 3153999
RE 6.10:69 — Glacial tills under Lake Michigan / OCLC 1289128
RE 6.10:7 — Data from controlled drilling program in McHenry County, Illinois / OCLC 8652155
RE 6.10:71 — Data from controlled drilling program in Lee and Ogle Counties, Illinois / OCLC 3672436
RE 6.10:73 — Illinois geology from space / OCLC 1583600
RE 6.10:74 — A side-scan sonar investigation of small-scale features on the floor of southern Lake Michigan / OCLC 2613018
RE 6.10:75 — Data from controlled drilling program in Kane County, Illinois / OCLC 9724647
Data from controlled drilling program in Boone and De Kalb Counties, Illinois / OCLC 3513259

Attenuation of pollutants in municipal landfill leachate by clay minerals / OCLC 3107799

Attenuation of pollutants in municipal landfill leachate by clay minerals / OCLC 3107799

An application of geologic information to land use in the Chicago metropolitan region / OCLC 8656722

Supplement to the final report on the hydrogeology of solid waste disposal sites in northeastern Illinois / OCLC 4637959

Supplement to the final report on the hydrogeology of solid waste disposal sites in northeastern Illinois / OCLC 4637959

Major, minor, and trace elements of bottom sediments in Lake Du Quooin, Johnston City Lake, and Little Grassy Lake in Southern Illinois / OCLC 3427019

Late quaternary sediments of Lake Michigan / OCLC 4069637

Ground-water geology of selected wetlands in Union and Alexander Counties, Illinois / OCLC 5925640

Abundance of trace and minor elements in organic and mineral fractions of coal / OCLC 7099227

Data from controlled drilling program in Lake County and the northern part of Cook County, Illinois / OCLC 8656822

Hydrogeologic aspects of coal mining in Illinois : an overview / OCLC 7308902

Geophysical assessment of aquifers supplying ground water to eight small communities in Illinois / OCLC 7308876

Land resources for beach nourishment along the Illinois shore of Lake Michigan / OCLC 7342054

Hydrogeologic considerations in hazardous-waste disposal in Illinois / OCLC 7349109

Evaluation of Lake Michigan nearshore sediments for nourishment of Illinois beaches / OCLC 7700951

Hydrogeology of spoil at three abandoned surface mines in Illinois : preliminary results / OCLC 7700754

Mine subsidence in Illinois : facts for the homeowner considering insurance / OCLC 8116616

Pennsylvanian conodont assemblages from La Salle County, Northern Ill. / OCLC 666270

A geologic excursion to fluorspar mines in Hardin and Pope Counties, Illinois : Illinois-Kentucky mining district and adjacent Upper Mississippi Embayment / OCLC 1011218

Coastal geology, sedimentology, and management : Chicago and the Northshore / OCLC 3676909
Wisconsinan, Sangamonian, and Illinoian stratigraphy in central Illinois / OCLC 5788546
43rd annual Tri-State Geological Conference, October 5-7, 1979: geology of western Illinois / OCLC 6119456
Depositional and structural history of the Pennsylvanian system of the Illinois Basin: field trip 9, Ninth International Congress of Carboniferous Stratigraphy and Geology / OCLC 6069278
Depositional environments and correlation problems of the Wedron Formation (Wisconsinan) in northeastern Illinois / OCLC 12046815
Silurian geology of the Des Plaines River valley, northeastern Illinois / OCLC 12046835
Illinoian and Wisconsinan stratigraphy and environments in northern Illinois: the Altonian revised / OCLC 15222288
Quaternary records of central and northern Illinois / OCLC 21924326
Wisconsinan and Sangamonian type sections of central Illinois / OCLC 23284160
Quaternary records of southwestern Illinois and adjacent Missouri / OCLC 20882137
Structure and tectonics of the Rough Creek Graben: Western Kentucky and Southeastern Illinois / OCLC 26987283
Waulsortian mounds and reservoir potential of the Ullin Limestone ("Warsaw") in southern Illinois and adjacent areas in Kentucky / OCLC 30679777
Depositional environments in parts of the Carbondale Formation, western and northern Illinois: Francis Creek Shale and associated strata, and Mazon Creek biota / OCLC 860979
Pleistocene stratigraphy of East-Central Illinois / OCLC 670100
Illinois mineral industry in 1986 and review of preliminary mineral production data for 1987 / OCLC 19358528
Industrial minerals and metals publications of the Illinois State Geological Survey through December 1989 / OCLC 22775856
Cross section of the Paleozoic rocks of northeastern Illinois: implications for subsurface aggregate mining / OCLC 23018766
Measuring coal seam thicknesses with normal-lateral electric logs / OCLC 25002458
Directory of Illinois mineral producers / OCLC 28004872
RE 6.14:121 — Geologic structure of the base of the New Albany shale group in Illinois / OCLC 7967609
RE 6.14:131 — Oil and gas developments in Illinois, 1986 / OCLC 20114997
RE 6.14:132 — Catalog of cores from the sub-Galena Group in Illinois / OCLC 19729005
RE 6.14:133 — A gravity survey of Marine Field: case study for Silurian reef exploration / OCLC 20907947
RE 6.14:134 — Application of old electric logs in the analysis of Aux Vases Sandstone (Mississippian) reservoirs in Illinois / OCLC 23528815
RE 6.14:135 — Reservoir heterogeneity and improved oil recovery of the Aux Vases (Mississippian) Formation at King Field, Jefferson County, Illinois / OCLC 24497867
RE 6.14:137 — Reservoir heterogeneity and potential for improved oil recovery within the Cypress Formation at Bartelso Field, Clinton County, Illinois / OCLC 29519004
RE 6.14:138 — Reservoir characterization and improved oil recovery from multiple bar sandstones, Cypress formation, Tamaroa and Tamaroa South Fields, Perry County, Illinois. OCLC 27483202
RE 6.14:139 — Reservoir characterization and potential for improved oil recovery within the aux vases formation at Stewardson Field, Shelby County, Illinois / OCLC 28646986
RE 6.14:141 — Analysis of the Aux Vases (Mississippian) petroleum reservoirs of energy field, Williamson County, Illinois / OCLC 29449140
RE 6.14:142 — Improved oil recovery from the Aux Vases (Mississippian) Formation at Boyd Field, Jefferson County, Illinois / OCLC 29903416
RE 6.14:143 — Strategies for improved oil recovery from aux vases reservoirs in McCreery and McCullum Waterflood Units, Dale Consolidated Field, Franklin County, Illinois / OCLC 30082842
RE 6.14:144 — Oil and gas developments in Illinois, 1987 / OCLC 31639412
RE 6.14:145 — Integrated geologic and engineering model for improved reservoir development and management at Energy Field, Williamson County, Illinois / OCLC 32337753
RE 6.14:147 — The Cypress Sandstone (Mississippian) reservoir and its recovery potential at Xenia East Oil Field, Clay County, Illinois / OCLC 32595194
RE 6.14:149 — Stratigraphic framework and environments of deposition of the Cypress Formation in the outcrop belt of southern Illinois / OCLC 33081314
RE 6.14:40 — A Field test on the use of fibre pipe as a substitute for steel in cementing oil wells / OCLC 18405915
RE 6.14:47 — Wildcat drilling in Illinois since 1936 with discussion of prospects for further discoveries and table of wildcat wells completed in 1942 / OCLC 1400627
RE 6.14:66 — Illinois oil-field brines: their geologic occurrence and chemical composition / OCLC 1399872
RE 6.14:72 — Oil resources and possibilities in Illinois / OCLC 1397723
RE 6.14:81 — Physical properties of Illinois crude oil. OCLC 1393092
RE 6.14:84 — Oil and gas pay maps of Illinois / OCLC 1400048
RE 6.14:91 — An estimate of future crude oil production in Illinois / OCLC 1400413
RE 6.14:93 — Size, development, and properties of Illinois oil field / OCLC 1393042
RE 6.16: — Oil and gas drilling in Illinois; monthly report. OCLC 2174479
RE 6.16: — Oil and gas. OCLC 6206554
RE 6.17:128 — Clay and shale resources of extreme southern Illinois. OCLC 4348433
RE 6.17:165 — Pleistocene deposits below the Wisconsin drift in northeastern Illinois. OCLC 1194086
RE 6.17:166 — Siliceous materials of extreme southern Illinois: silica, novaculite, ganister, calico rock, and chert gravels. OCLC 1194095
RE 6.17:184 — Illinois building stones / OCLC 4218262
RE 6.17:196 — Groundwater geology of White County, Illinois / OCLC 3419060
RE 6.17:197 — Igneous intrusive rocks in Illinois and their economic significance, OCLC 3599013
RE 6.17:204 — Petrology and sedimentation of the Pennsylvanian sediments in southern Illinois: a vertical profile / OCLC 3281567
RE 6.17:213 — Ground-water geology of Winnebago County, Illinois. OCLC 4224905
RE 6.26 — Illinois basin studies [monographic series]
RE 6.27 — Special report [monographic series]
RE 6.28 — Illinois map [monographic series]

7 Water Survey
RE 7.1: — Annual report / OCLC 32032572
RE 7.2:A181 — Acid rain : what do we know? / OCLC 8593670
RE 7.2:C 166 — Industrial wastes in the Calumet area, 1869-1970 : an historical geography / OCLC 12679846
RE 7.2:D32 — Using those "degree days"! / OCLC 8370353
RE 7.2:D598/ — Water Survey directions and accomplishments. OCLC 15649478
RE 7.2:D788 — Drought / OCLC 11277570
RE 7.2:E 71 — Erosion and sedimentation a threat to our water resources / OCLC 9596753
RE 7.2:F631/2 — Illinois water and climate summary. OCLC 28706726
RE 7.2:F631/2 — Illinois water and climate summary. OCLC 28706726
RE 7.2:G882 — Groundwater contamination in Illinois / OCLC 8370378
RE 7.2:H 151 — Hail in Illinois / OCLC 16914574
RE 7.2:H151/2 — Hail suppression : impacts and issues : final report / OCLC 4193041
RE 7.2:H428 — Statewide hazardous waste generation study : final report / OCLC 12843451
RE 7.2:H428/2 — Final report on taxing hazardous wastes / OCLC 12953936
RE 7.2:I29 — The Illinois River, working for our state / OCLC 30320665
RE 7.2:L 192 — Restoring our Illinois lakes / OCLC 13442069
RE 7.2:M692 — Assessment of summer 1980 weather modification effort in southeastern Illinois / OCLC 23127400
RE 7.2:P698 — Village of Plainfield flood prone land acquisition project : Will County, Illinois. OCLC 25169682
RE 7.2:R158 — Severe rainstorms in Illinois / OCLC 14108256
RE 7.2:T535 — Thunderstorms and lightning - Illinois' most awesome weather / OCLC 13446923
RE 7.2:W32/3 — Illinois water resources : an overview / OCLC 9597401
RE 7.2:W323 — Historical assessment of hazardous waste management in Madison and St. Clair counties, Illinois, 1890-1980 / OCLC 18952784
RE 7.3:151 — Causes and implications of record windblown dust conditions during 1981 in Illinois / OCLC 11159284
RE 7.3:152 — Water withdrawals in Illinois, 1980 / OCLC 8571122
RE 7.3:169 — Detecting drought conditions in Illinois / OCLC 17630798
RE 7.3:50 — Drought climatology of Illinois, OCLC 18464468
RE 7.3:52 — Precipitation climatology of Lake Michigan Basin, OCLC 107493
RE 7.3:54 — Quality of surface water in Illinois, 1956-1966, OCLC 122304
RE 7.3:55 — Selected digital computer techniques for groundwater resource evaluation, OCLC 515670
RE 7.3:59 — Corrosion by domestic waters / OCLC 1624749
RE 7.3:60-15 — Public groundwater supplies in Champaign County / OCLC 1977569
RE 7.3:60-16 — Public groundwater supplies in Calhoun County / OCLC 1977649
RE 7.3:60-19 — Public groundwater supplies in McHenry County / OCLC 2413320
RE 7.3:60-20 — Public groundwater supplies in Lake County / OCLC 2566687
RE 7.3:60-22 — Public groundwater supplies in Kane County / OCLC 4586256
RE 7.3:60-28 — Public groundwater supplies in Carroll County / OCLC 6019722
RE 7.3:60-30 — Public groundwater supplies in Stephenson County / OCLC 11681106
RE 7.3:60-31 — Public groundwater supplies in Wabash County / OCLC 11681082
RE 7.3:60-32 — Public ground-water supplies in DuPage County / OCLC 14471850
RE 7.3:60-33 — Public ground-water supplies in Livingston County / OCLC 15100417
RE 7.3:60-34 — Public ground-water supplies in Knox County / OCLC 18231580
RE 7.3:60-35 — Public ground-water supplies in Greene County / OCLC 20990877
RE 7.3:60-36 — Public ground-water supplies in Marshall County / OCLC 25045810
RE 7.3:60-4 — Public groundwater supplies in Kendall County / OCLC 6019649
RE 7.3:60-6 — Public groundwater supplies in Boone County / OCLC 6019621
RE 7.3:64 — Review of Illinois summer precipitation conditions / OCLC 7555917
RE 7.3:65 — A "random-walk" solute transport model for selected groundwater quality evaluations / OCLC 8166906
RE 7.3:66 — Hydrologic design of side-channel reservoirs in Illinois / OCLC 9356227
RE 7.3:67 — Hydrologic design of impounding reservoirs in Illinois / OCLC 9356342
RE 7.3:68 — Climate fluctuations in Illinois, 1901-1980 / OCLC 10439675
RE 7.3:69 — GWPATH : interactive ground-water flow path analysis / OCLC 16947349
RE 7.3:70 — Frequency distribution and hydroclimatic characteristics of heavy rainstorms in Illinois / OCLC 21147102
RE 7.3:71 — Rainfall frequency atlas of the Midwest / OCLC 27491571
RE 7.3:72 — Results from the 1989 exploratory cloud seeding experiment in Illinois / OCLC 29395893
RE 7.3:73 — Response of corn and soybean yields to precipitation augmentation, and implications for weather modification in Illinois / OCLC 30048115
RE 7.4:102 — A preliminary 'least cost' study of future groundwater development in northeastern Illinois / OCLC 5988215
RE 7.4:105 — Distribution of hourly precipitation in Illinois / OCLC 6755313
RE 7.4:107 — Groundwater availability in Piatt County. OCLC 853442
RE 7.4:109 — Water quality characteristics of storm sewer discharges and combined sewer overflows. OCLC 1135071
RE 7.4:111 — Nonpoint rural sources of water pollution. OCLC 794201
RE 7.4:113 — Water-level decline and pumpage in deep wells in northern Illinois, 1966-1971 OCLC 841559
RE 7.4:114 — Aquifer simulation model for use on disk supported small computer systems / OCLC 10631823
RE 7.4:115 — Withdrawal of water by industry in Illinois, 1970-1971 / OCLC 9724906
RE 7.4:116 — Planning a domestic groundwater supply system, OCLC 945631
RE 7.4:117 — Wells and pumping systems for domestic water supplies, OCLC 946221
RE 7.4:120 — Cost of importing deep sandstone water to eliminate groundwater deficits in northeastern Illinois / OCLC 1235767
RE 7.4:121 — Effect of turbidity on algal growth. OCLC 1507228
RE 7.4:123 — Illinois weather and climate information--where to find it. OCLC 1485461
RE 7.4:124 — Groundwater availability in Champaign County / OCLC 2392702
RE 7.4:125 — Water-level decline and pumpage in deep wells in the Chicago Region, 1971-1975 / OCLC 3028914
RE 7.4:127 — Tastes and odors in water supplies : a review / OCLC 3449876
RE 7.4:128 — Hydrologic study of Illinois Beach State Park / OCLC 3424374
RE 7.4:129 — Sediment oxygen demand studies of selected northeastern Illinois streams / OCLC 5233425
Effects of channel dams on dissolved oxygen concentrations in northeastern Illinois streams / OCLC 5157306
Solar energy information and data for Illinois / OCLC 4715310
Sediment oxygen demand in a shallow oxbow lake / OCLC 6056822
Floodplain services available from the Illinois State Water Survey / OCLC 6130973
Water withdrawals in Illinois, 1978 / OCLC 6357085
Spatial and temporal correlation of precipitation in Illinois / OCLC 6192968
Acute toxicity of zinc to some fishes in high alkalinity water / OCLC 6698346
Assessment of public groundwater supplies in Illinois / OCLC 7342292
Rainfall prediction-measurement systems and rainfall design information for urban areas / OCLC 7254816
Water chemistry of the Illinois Waterway / OCLC 8162620
Verification of the potential yield and chemical quality of the shallow dolomite aquifer in Du Page County, Illinois / OCLC 8361674
Consumer attitudes toward public water supply quality: dissatisfaction and alternative water sources / OCLC 10352316
Water withdrawals in Illinois, 1986 / OCLC 17241236
Ground-water levels and pumpage in the East St. Louis Area, Illinois, 1981-1985 / OCLC 17426420
Frequency distributions of heavy rainstorms in Illinois / OCLC 18037584
Illinois benchmark network instream suspended sediment monitoring program: water year 1984. OCLC 18956600
Illinois benchmark network instream suspended sediment monitoring program: water year 1985 / OCLC 19944719
Illinois benchmark network instream suspended sediment monitoring program: water year 1986 / OCLC 22748370
Frequency distributions of heavy rainstorms in Illinois / OCLC 20109775
Time distributions of heavy rainstorms in Illinois / OCLC 22155854
Automated data systems for ground-water information / OCLC 23250079
Illinois Geographic Information System: an index to automated statewide databases / OCLC 24522044
100-year rainstorms in the Midwest: design characteristics / OCLC 28469730
Water-level trends and pumpage in the deep bedrock aquifers in the Chicago region, 1985-1991 / OCLC 29164397
Regional assessment of the ground-water resources in eastern Kankakee and northern Iroquois counties / OCLC 22334282
The appropriate use of climatic information in Illinois natural-gas utility weather-normalization techniques / OCLC 21624773
Two-year study of alum sludge application to corn and soybean farmland / OCLC 23247722
Ground-water quantity laws and management / OCLC 23605346
Velocity distribution at two sites within the southern basin of Lake Michigan / OCLC 24842220
State Water Plan Task Force special report on ground-water supply and demand in Illinois / OCLC 25534131
Development in deep sandstone aquifer along the Illinois River in La Salle County, OCLC 20499
Coarse filter media for artificial recharge, OCLC 114802
Groundwater resources of the buried Mahomet Bedrock Valley, OCLC 142425
Provisional time-of-travel for Illinois streams, OCLC 661544
Plans for meeting water requirements in the Kaskaskia River Basin, 1970-2020 / OCLC 3899378
Causes for precipitation increases in the hills of southern Illinois / OCLC 1083864
Studies of selected precipitation cases from METROMEX / OCLC 2799800
Hydrometeorology of heavy rainstorms in Chicago and northeastern Illinois : phase 1, historical studies / OCLC 2819072
Acute toxicity of residual chlorine and ammonia to some native Illinois fishes / OCLC 4159019
Algae in selected Illinois streams, 1971-1976 / OCLC 4220647
Economics of weather modification : a review / OCLC 6734736
Hydrometeorological characteristics of severe rainstorms in Illinois / OCLC 6050682
Hydraulics of flow in the Kaskaskia River, Illinois / OCLC 6327517
Coliforms and fecal streptococcus in the Illinois River at Peoria, 1971-1976 / OCLC 7251153
Climatology of high damaging wind in Illinois / OCLC 7245318
Hydrometeorology of heavy rainstorms in selected Illinois basins / OCLC 9760297
Assessment of the ecotoxicological hazard of sediments in Waukegan Harbor, Illinois / OCLC 17740874
A Preliminary environmental assessment of the contamination associated with Lake Calumet, Cook County, Illinois / OCLC 17741183
RE 7.11:117 — Waves generated by recreational traffic on the Upper Mississippi River system / OCLC 25388811
RE 7.11:118 — Irrigation practices in Illinois / OCLC 24855461
RE 7.11:120 — Ground-water investigation at Jake Wolf Fish Hatchery, Mason County, Illinois / OCLC 25768984
RE 7.11:122 — Impacts of commercial navigation on water quality in the Illinois River channel / OCLC 27329081
RE 7.11:123 — Meeting the growing demand for water: an evaluation of the shallow ground-water resources in Will and Southern Cook Counties, Illinois / OCLC 28910174
RE 7.11:124 — Peoria-Pekin regional ground-water quality assessment / OCLC 32172191
RE 7.11:15 — Hydraulic geometry of Illinois streams: final report / OCLC 6128435
RE 7.13:4 — Coal and water resources for coal conversion in Illinois / OCLC 5597510
RE 7.13:5 — Fox Chain of Lakes investigation and water quality management plan / OCLC 3108607
RE 7.14: — Water Survey currents / OCLC 12842825
RE 7.14: — Currents from the Illinois State Water Survey. OCLC 19674847
RE 7.9 — Cooperative groundwater report [monographic series]
RE 7.10 — Report of investigation [monographic series]
RE 7.11 — Water survey research report [monographic series]
RE 7.13 — Cooperative resources report [monographic series]
RE 7.12 — Technical letter OCLC 1590408

8 Division of Registration
9 Hazardous Waste Research and Information Center
RE 9.1/2: — Atmospheric research and monitoring study of hazardous substances. OCLC 16862518
RE 9.1: — Annual report / OCLC 16927002
RE 9.2:A 532 — Analysis of Illinois' hazardous waste system: data analysis and application of a waste planning model / OCLC 17448440
RE 9.2:A415 — Alkaline noncyanide zinc plating with reuse of recovered chemicals / OCLC 32524626
RE 9.2:A656 — In situ aquifer reclamation by chemical means: a feasibility study / OCLC 19072137
RE 9.2:A656/2 — Field-scale evaluation of aquifer and wastewater cleanup using a mobile oxidation pilot plant (MOPP). OCLC 20822078
RE 9.2:A781 — Stabilization of arsenic wastes / OCLC 32179787
RE 9.2:A799 — Asbestos control in automotive shops / OCLC 19335927
RE 9.2:B979/ — Pollution prevention and business management : curricula for schools of business & public health / OCLC 32770094
RE 9.2:C 166 — The feasibility of ion exchange as an appropriate self-contained waste minimization process for the electroplating industry / OCLC 20821687
RE 9.2:C264 — Removal and recovery of carbon disulfide emitted by the viscose process / OCLC 25771300
RE 9.2:C264/2 — Improved quantitation of organic and inorganic carbon in soils and aquifer materials / OCLC 30692409
RE 9.2:C449 — Survey summary report : 1988 Champaign County household and farm hazardous waste collection day / OCLC 22743484
RE 9.2:C459 — X'TRAX Laboratory treatability study of jet fuel contaminated soil from Chanute Air Force Base near Rantoul, Illinois / OCLC 25187417
RE 9.2:C517 — Chemical hazards in the home / OCLC 18068375
RE 9.2:C517/2 — Chemical hazards in the garage and home workshop / OCLC 18076839
RE 9.2:C759 — An Assessment of regional ground-water contamination in Illinois / OCLC 18230502
RE 9.2:C766 — Conversion feasibility of the KILnGAS Commercial Module (KCM) to a hazardous waste facility : a preliminary assessment / OCLC 19992784
RE 9.2:C883 — Levels of PCBs and trace metals in Crab Orchard Lake sediment, benthos, zooplankton and fish / OCLC 21437143
RE 9.2:C883/2 — Ecotoxicological evaluation of area 9 landfill at Crab Orchard National Wildlife Refuge : biological impact and residues / OCLC 26986314
RE 9.2:C883/3 — Air concentrations of PCBs and metals at Crab Orchard National Wildlife Refuge / OCLC 33029188
RE 9.2:D612 — The development of the Illinois statewide inventory of land-based disposal sites / OCLC 16127700
RE 9.2:D612/2 — Statewide inventory of land-based disposal sites : an update / OCLC 18031980
RE 9.2:E 92 — Evaluation of fe oxide-coated granular activated carbon for removal and recovery of Cu(II) and Cr(VI) from aqueous solution / OCLC 30692163
RE 9.2:E38 — The feasibility of ion exchange as an appropriate self-contained waste minimization process for the electroplating industry / OCLC 20821687
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RE 9.2:E57 — Engineering-scale demonstration of thermal desorption technology for manufactured gas plant site soils / OCLC 20881161
RE 9.2:F771 — Waste management study of foundries major waste streams : phase I / OCLC 27290092
RE 9.2:F771/PH.2 — Waste management study of foundries major waste streams : phase II / OCLC 30696897
RE 9.2:G 882/2 — A Regional ground-water quality characterization of the Rockford area, Winnebago County, Illinois : an assessment of volatile organic compounds and selected trace metals / OCLC 19073415
RE 9.2:G782 — Great Lakes pollution prevention information resources catalog / OCLC 30265453
RE 9.2:G882 — A plan for the comprehensive evaluation of the occurrence, transport, and fate of ground-water contaminants in the Lake Calumet area of southeast Chicago / OCLC 18030101
RE 9.2:G882/3 — In situ bioreclamation of contaminated groundwater / OCLC 19075541
RE 9.2:H428/2 — Refining the degree of hazard ranking methodology for Illinois industrial waste streams / OCLC 18951528
RE 9.2:H842 — Household hazardous materials and waste : public education, participation in collection drives, and amounts in homes / OCLC 18964493
RE 9.2:H995 — Demonstration of hydraulic fracturing to facilitate remediation / OCLC 30692511
RE 9.2:I41 — Measurements of indoor toxic VOC concentrations attributed to the residential storage of household products / OCLC 32524698
RE 9.2:I56 — Ink and cleaner waste reduction evaluation for flexographic printers / OCLC 29962555
RE 9.2:K51 — Kinetics of reductive dechlorination of trichloroethane (TCA) by Anaerobic Biofilms / OCLC 32524798
RE 9.2:L 256 — Assessment of problems associated with landfilling or land application of pesticide waste and feasibility of cleanup by microbiological degradation / OCLC 22948639
RE 9.2:L 256/2 — Use of landfarming to remediate soil contaminated by pesticides / OCLC 30965763
RE 9.2:L 256/3 — Use of landfarming to remediate soil contaminated by pesticide waste / OCLC 30986386
RE 9.2:L434 — Household pets as monitors of lead exposure to humans / OCLC 30693036
RE 9.2:L435/ — LUST remediation technologies / OCLC 33019290
RE 9.2:M587 — Alternatives to organic solvents in metal-cleaning operations / OCLC 20821475
RE 9.2:M587/2 — Determination of heavy metals on the Rock River through the analysis of sediments / OCLC 21234199
RE 9.2:P 148/ — Paint waste reduction and disposal options / OCLC 27905346
RE 9.2:P 148/2 — Use of Char for management of paint processing waste / OCLC 31124016
RE 9.2:P 419 — The activity of PCBs in sediments and water from Lake Calumet and Waukegan Harbor / OCLC 20991344
RE 9.2:P 476 — Remediation of pesticide-contaminated soil by a combination of compost addition and planting / OCLC 33029282
RE 9.2:P777 — Pollutant transport to Lake Calumet and adjacent wetlands and an overview of regional hydrology / OCLC 22916103
RE 9.2:P777/2 — Pollution prevention for chemical processes : a handbook with solved problems from the refining and chemical processing industries / OCLC 31121183
RE 9.2:P965 — Guidelines and methods for conducting property transfer site histories / OCLC 22783749
RE 9.2:R321 — Alternatives for measuring hazardous waste reduction / OCLC 24314251
RE 9.2:S 741 — Speciation and mobilization of toxic heavy metal ions by methanogenic bacteria / OCLC 29264979
RE 9.2:S 767 — Spray dryer spent sorbent hazardous waste fixating and cementitious properties / OCLC 20831365
RE 9.2:S 797 — Statewide inventory of land-based disposal sites : FY'88 update / OCLC 26929570
RE 9.2:S544 — The feasibility of reclaiming investment shell material from investment castings / OCLC 25480004
RE 9.2:S635 — Overcoming barriers to pollution prevention in small businesses : applications in the metal parts fabricating industry / OCLC 32769505
RE 9.2:S683 — Feasibility of land application of soils contaminated with pesticide waste as a remediation practice / OCLC 18077577
RE 9.2:S959 — Applications of supercritical fluid processing to environmental control / OCLC 25393757
RE 9.2:T755/2 — Toxic trace elements in urban air in Illinois / OCLC 23139756
RE 9.2:T755/3 — Toxic volatile organic chemicals in urban air in Illinois / OCLC 24851920
RE 9.2:T772 — Field study of transit time of water and tracers through a soil liner / OCLC 28627765
RI — Road Implementation Task Force

1 Main Office
RI 1.2:R628 — The road to better health for all of Illinois: improving the public health system / OCLC 22514760

RS — Rehabilitation Services Department

1 Main Office
RS 1.1: Annual report of the Illinois Advisory Board for Services for Deaf-Blind Individuals. OCLC 25215589
RS 1.1: Annual report / OCLC 7330300
RS 1.2:A169 — Accessibility standards, illustrated / OCLC 6823221
RS 1.2:B464 — Benefits and savings: why you should hire people with disabilities. OCLC 32530023
RS 1.2:D611/2 — Rights of persons with disabilities: a consumer's guide / OCLC 8081470
RS 1.2:H765 — Home care options for people with AIDS. OCLC 32517781
RS 1.2:I38 — Plan for the development of independent living programming / OCLC 11367612
RS 1.2:O62 — Options through home services. OCLC 32525053
RS 1.2:P969 — Illinois Department of Rehabilitation Services : providing opportunities for independence and equality. OCLC 32517990
RS 1.2:R425 — House Resolution 1248 report to the Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 15098235
RS 1.2:R571 — Your rights in the rehabilitation process. OCLC 32517908
RS 1.2:S827 — Step to the future : preparation for : integrated employment - independent living - full community participation / OCLC 35952644
RS 1.2:S898 — Fiscal year 1996 strategic plan, July 1, 1995 / OCLC 33984659
RS 1.2:V872 — Checklist of vocational rehabilitation services. OCLC 32526856
RS 1.8:C987 — Customer handbook for managing personal assistants. OCLC 32983252
RS 1.8:F198 — The family guide to state services for children with disabilities. OCLC 35952844
RS 1.8:H236 — Handicapping language : a guide for journalists and the public. OCLC 32592886
RS 1.8:M494 — A guide to meeting and lodging accommodations for people with disabilities. OCLC 32351424
RS 1.10:987/PT.2 — 1987 plan for Illinois Department of Rehabilitation Services : part II. OCLC 14509401
RS 1.10:989/PT.1 — 1989 plan for Department of Rehabilitation Services : phase I : fiscal years 1987-1989. OCLC 18337480
RS 1.11/2: — Directory of state services for people with disabilities. OCLC 13826997
RS 1.11: — Directory of state services for handicapped people. OCLC 6610043
RS 1.13/2: — Directory of interpreters for people who are hearing impaired. OCLC 15069159
RS 1.13: — The Directory of interpreters for the deaf. OCLC 8570867
RS 1.14/2: — Home services program. OCLC 14238883
RS 1.15: — The DORS directory. OCLC 11198434
RS 1.16: — DORS Domestic Abuse Project : annual report. OCLC 27951391
RS 1.17: — Centers for Independent Living : annual report. OCLC 43351474
RS 1.12 — DORS openers OCLC 7548939
RS 1.14 — Home services for the severely handicapped. OCLC 10353075
2 Division of Services for the Hearing Impaired
3 Bureau of Disability Determination Services
4 School for the Deaf

RS 4.9 — The Illinois Advance OCLC 6520522

S — Secretary of State

1 Main Office
S 1.1/2: — Annual report / OCLC 44489179
S 1.2:A 172/2003 — Illinois State Police : law enforcement accreditation : integrity, service, pride. OCLC 53284101
S 1.2:A 278 — Saluting agriculture license plates / OCLC 236080640
S 1.2:A 278/2009 — Saluting agriculture license plates. OCLC 368204923
S 1.2:A 278/2009-2 — Saluting agriculture license plates. OCLC 472235164
S 1.2:A 354 — Illinois alcohol limit .08 : a safer state with .08. OCLC 41458508
S 1.2:A 511 — Proposed amendment to add Section 7 to Article III of the Illinois Constitution that will be submitted to the voters November 2, 2010 = Reforma propuesta para incorporar la Secciòn 7 al Artículo III de la Constituciòn de Illinois. OCLC 671746897
S 1.2:A 511/Eng./Span./Chinese — Proposed amendment to add Section 7 to Article III of the Illinois Constitution that will be submitted to the voters November 2, 2010 = Reforma propuesta para incorporar la Secciòn 7 al Artículo III de la Constituciòn de Illinois. OCLC 723168146
S 1.2:A 511/SPAN — Proposed amendment to add Section 7 to Article III of the Illinois Constitution that will be submitted to the voters November 2, 2010 = Reforma propuesta para incorporar la Secciòn 7 al Artículo III de la Constituciòn de Illinois. OCLC 671746897
S 1.2:A 512 — America remembers ... : license plates : September 11, 2001. OCLC 64695469
S 1.2:A239 — Ensene a su adolescente : seguridad en el trafico : lista para padres y adolescentes. OCLC 34306839
S 1.2:A277 — Agreement between the Office of the Secretary of State of the State of Illinois and General Service Employees Union, Local No. 73 Service Employees International Union, AFL-CIO-CLC. OCLC 17602624
S 1.2:A516 — Amigos para toda la vida : información para adolescentes sobre tomar y manejar. OCLC 20991180
S 1.2:B 583 — Bicycle safety tips. OCLC 51099352
S 1.2:B 583/2 — Bicycle rules of the road / OCLC 768248389
S 1.2:B 583/2004 — Bicycle safety tips. OCLC 56189547
S 1.2:B 583/2010 — Bicycle safety tips. OCLC 613625388
S 1.2:B 924 — Buckle me up : Operation Precious Cargo. OCLC 56189673
S 1.2:B583 — Eyeing safety on your bike. OCLC 1426672
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S 1.2:B869 — Bronze star license plate. OCLC 34278609
S 1.2:C 244/2/ — Illinois State Capitol. OCLC 41536341
S 1.2:C 244/3 — Welcome to the Illinois State Capitol. OCLC 51101411
S 1.2:C 244/3/2007 — Welcome to the Illinois State Capitol. OCLC 137236856
S 1.2:C 244/4 — The capitol & symbols of Illinois: coloring book. OCLC 756199181
S 1.2:C 536/2/997 — Operation precious cargo. OCLC 37825448
S 1.2:C 536/2/999 — Operation precious cargo: why not buckle me up?. OCLC 41558478
S 1.2:C 636 — Click it or ticket: a law you can live with. OCLC 191048884
S 1.2:C 669 — AAMVAnet code dictionary (ACD codes). OCLC 45004361
S 1.2:C 855/ — Origin and evolution of Illinois counties. OCLC 15307636
S 1.2:C 994 CD-ROM — Cyberdriver next generation. OCLC 40486217
S 1.2:C 536 — Deadbeats don’t drive: child support payment: it’s the law. OCLC 35952648
S 1.2:C 536/997 — Deadbeats don’t drive: child support payment: it’s the law. OCLC 38521056
S 1.2:C 734 — An important message from Secretary of State Jim Edgar: commercial drivers license, the big picture. OCLC 22107041
S 1.2:C 734/2 — CDL provisions and requirements. OCLC 24250916
S 1.2:C 776 — Cooperative Driver Testing Program. OCLC 23824700
S 1.2:C 855/ — Counties of Illinois: their origin and evolution, with twenty-three maps showing the original and the present boundary lines of each county of the state. OCLC 8731671
S 1.2:C 855/ — Counties of Illinois: their origin and evolution, with twenty-three maps showing the original and the present boundary lines of each county of the state. OCLC 8731671
S 1.2:C 855/ — Counties of Illinois: their origin and evolution, with twenty-three maps showing the original and the present boundary lines of each county of the state. OCLC 8731671
S 1.2:C 967 — A Guide to the cultural resources in Illinois. OCLC 18848702
S 1.2:D 247/2/2001 — Parking program for persons with disabilities. OCLC 48926268
S 1.2:D 247/2/2004 — Parking Program for Persons with Disabilities. OCLC 55703560
S 1.2:D 247/2/2008 — Parking Program for Persons with Disabilities. OCLC 228427453
S 1.2:D 247/2/2009 — Parking Program for Persons with Disabilities. OCLC 383860540
S 1.2:D 611/2 — Law enforcement and the disabled. OCLC 13806629
S 1.2:D 611/2/989 — Law enforcement and the disabled. OCLC 19747434
S 1.2:D 702/7 — Illinois new driver’s license/identification card design. OCLC 179923606
S 1.2:D 782/6 — DUI: the sobering truth. OCLC 54838799
S 1.2:D 782/6/2006 — DUI: the sobering truth. OCLC 70832891
S 1.2:D 782/7 — DUI: drive safe, drive sober: DUI & related offenses, DUI under 21, zero tolerance / OCLC 751980753
S 1.2:D 782/7/Span. — DUI: maneje seguro, maneje sobrio. OCLC 773914568
S 1.2:D 794/3/ — DUI fact book. OCLC 47137817
S 1.2:D 794/5 — Sobering DUI laws: how much do you know?. OCLC 43432149
S 1.2:D 795/3 — Facts about Illinois drunk driving laws. OCLC 42789449
S 1.2:D 87/4 — Final report of the Illinois DUI Task Force: submitted to Governor James Thompson, January 1986. OCLC 14189528
S 1.2:D 935/2 — Duplicate and corrected titles. OCLC 45829117
S 1.2:D 935/2/2006 — Duplicate and corrected titles. OCLC 76967047
S 1.2:D 935/2/2008 — Duplicate and corrected titles. OCLC 276987588
S 1.2:D 935/2/2009 — Duplicate and corrected titles. OCLC 496005163
S 1.2:D 974/2/ — Illinois’ DUI law: the facts. OCLC 12640116
S 1.2:D 974/3/ — Programs & services for citizens with disabilities. OCLC 20344502
S 1.2:D 935/2/2006 — Duplicate and corrected titles. OCLC 14189528
S 1.2:D 935/2/2008 — Duplicate and corrected titles. OCLC 276987588
S 1.2:D 935/2/2009 — Duplicate and corrected titles. OCLC 496005163
S 1.2:D 974/2/ — Illinois’ DUI law: the facts. OCLC 12640116
S 1.2:D 974/3/ — Programs & services for citizens with disabilities. OCLC 20344502
S 1.2:D 974/3/ — Programs & services for citizens with disabilities. OCLC 32095954
S 1.2:D 974/3/ — Programs & services for citizens with disabilities. OCLC 22188358
S 1.2:D 974/3/ — The Road to reinstatement: instructions for revoked drivers. OCLC 24515673
S 1.2:D 974/3/ — DUI fact book. OCLC 18737995
S 1.2:D 974/4 — Illinois DUI laws: winning the war against drunk driving. OCLC 18082141
S 1.2:D 974/SPAN — The war = conduciendo borracho: se hacen progresos, se consiguen resultados. OCLC 34306852
S 1.2:D 974/SPAN — The war = conduciendo borracho: se hacen progresos, se consiguen resultados. OCLC 34306852
S 1.2:D 873 — Interim report of the Illinois DUI Task Force / OCLC 12975902
S 1.2:E 61/2009-10 — Illinois environmental license plates. OCLC 489108624
S 1.2:E 61/2009-3 — Illinois environmental license plates. OCLC 489108225
S 1.2:E 61/2011 — Illinois environmental license plates / OCLC 751984047
S 1.2:E 55 — Employee assistance program. OCLC 36996471
S 1.2:F 233 — Farm & mileage tax registration & installment payments. OCLC 61116033
S 1.2:F 233/2004 — Farm & mileage tax registration & installment payments. OCLC 61446319
S 1.2:F 233/2007 — Farm & mileage tax registration & installment payments. OCLC 122335347
S 1.2:F 523 — Illinois Firefighters Memorial license plates. OCLC 60767521
S 1.2:F 523/2007 — Illinois Firefighters Memorial license plates. OCLC 182939626
S 1.2:G 733 — Official parent teen workbook and driving log. OCLC 38302768
News for parents and teens. OCLC 38896697
Illinois' graduated driver licensing system. OCLC 75491595
Illinois' graduated driver licensing system / OCLC 709913517
Illinois' Graduated Driver Licensing Program. OCLC 181368597
The Handicapped parking program. OCLC 22333898
The Handicapped parking program. OCLC 24520505
The Handicapped parking program. OCLC 25768724
Illinois and how their office grew / OCLC 4188193
Identity theft : don't become a victim. OCLC 52759903
Identity theft : don't become a victim. OCLC 206221105
Operation Straight ID. OCLC 46610539
Operation Straight ID. OCLC 52832070
Operation Straight ID for retail liquor merchants and licensees. OCLC 259421715
Operation Straight ID for retail liquor merchants and licensees / OCLC 773917614
Operation Straight ID. OCLC 41598485
Operation Straight ID. OCLC 29895541
Operation Straight ID. OCLC 29895541
Initiatives : new Secretary of State programs. OCLC 28639126
No conduzca sin seguro : seguro obligatorio. OCLC 20818923
Seguro obligatorio para vehículos. OCLC 29659045
Seguro obligatorio para vehículos : manege en el lado derecho de la ley. OCLC 38528865
Internship programs. OCLC 22770473
JOIN the Over-the-Counter Illinois License Sticker Program. OCLC 52846954
Illinois sporting series license plates support wildlife habitat. OCLC 45068839
Illinois license plates. OCLC 458286196
Friends for life : facts for teens about drinking and driving. OCLC 18082206
Law enforcement and the disabled / OCLC 12250248
Mobile driver services facility. OCLC 44054278
Mobile driver services facility. OCLC 49311106
Motor voter in Illinois : are YOU registered to vote. OCLC 45916860
Motor voter in Illinois : are YOU registered to vote. OCLC 71813589
We're reading your mail! : optical character recognition. OCLC 20818950
Manejar es un privilegio: información sobre las revocaciones y suspensiones de la licencia de conductor. OCLC 20991083

Illinois organ donor license plates: Walter Payton 34, Chicago Bears. OCLC 497040114

Surprising as it may seem, your teenager ... wants your opinion before making a decision: What's that decision?. OCLC 46541981

Organ tissue donation: you decide. OCLC 277459681

Are YOU registered to be an organ/tissue donor? : it's up to YOU www.LifeGoesOn.com / OCLC 608290201

Are YOU registered to be an organ/tissue donor? : it's up to YOU www.LifeGoesOn.com / OCLC 711278350

Life goes on: be an organ donor. OCLC 41456544

Life goes on: be an organ donor. OCLC 35952707

Illinois Park District Youth Program license plates. OCLC 63258386

Park District Youth Program license plates. OCLC 368208290

Park District Youth Program license plates. OCLC 471475413

Parking program for persons with disabilities. OCLC 44467025

Illinois Police Memorial license plates. OCLC 63201221

It's all about kids: Project Next Generation. OCLC 46541959

Publications list. OCLC 164302086

Report of the Secretary of State and Human Resources Advisory Committee on handicapped parking issues: submitted to the Illinois legislature, January 1987. OCLC 15232740

Parking program for persons with disabilities. OCLC 32987743

Pedestrian safety training curriculum for persons with developmental disabilities. OCLC 22198483

Replating revolution: update on Secretary of State Jesse White's replating initiative. OCLC 45009680

Illinois rules of the road: non-CDL vehicles / OCLC 704915069

Illinois rules of the road: non-CDL vehicles / OCLC 767519615

Illinois rules of the road: non-CDL vehicles / OCLC 812476438

Illinois rules of the road: non-CDL vehicles / OCLC 884928601

Illinois rules of the road: non-CDL vehicles / OCLC 919254830

Rules of the road: review course workbook / OCLC 874851016

Rules of the road: review course workbook. OCLC 855220168
S 1.8:R311 — Illinois local records management handbook. OCLC 11511998
S 1.8:S 477 — Guide to programs and services for senior citizens. OCLC 40566122
S 1.8:S 491 — A guide to services: serving senior citizens, persons with disabilities and veterans / OCLC 123173168
S 1.8:S 491/2008 — A guide to services: serving senior citizens, persons with disabilities and veterans / OCLC 368210120
S 1.8:S 491/2014 — A guide to services: serving senior citizens, persons with disabilities and veterans / OCLC 878059748
S 1.8:S741/ — Special services guide for persons with disabilities and parents of children with special needs. OCLC 31878352
S 1.8:T865 — Trucking resource guide / OCLC 35952458
S 1.8:Y83 — Youth group training manual: how to establish anti-DUI/drug program chapters. OCLC 18253897
S 1.9:977 — Constitution of the State of Illinois and United States. OCLC 3739713
S 1.13: — Illinois blue book. OCLC 1645571
S 1.17/2: — Official vote of the State of Illinois cast at the primary election held on ... OCLC 7232061
S 1.17: — Official vote of the State of Illinois cast at the general election / OCLC 5985239
S 1.17:966-972 — State of Illinois official vote cast at general election, judicial... OCLC 4837105
S 1.17:966-972 — State of Illinois official vote cast at general election, judicial... OCLC 4837105
S 1.19: — Telephone directory. OCLC 6552364
S 1.20: — Counties and incorporated municipalities of Illinois. OCLC 5113598
S 1.20: — Illinois counties & incorporated municipalities. OCLC 15114527
S 1.22/2:P 768/ — Rules of the road. OCLC 4407397
S 1.22/3: — Illinois bicycle rules of the road. OCLC 11950898
S 1.22/5: — Rules of the road: review course workbook. OCLC 36524617
S 1.22/6: — Rules of the road for class A-B-C non-CDL vehicles. OCLC 28469887
S 1.22: — Rules of the road. OCLC 5527673
S 1.22: — Rules of the road. OCLC 5527673
S 1.22/2:S73/ — Rules of the road / OCLC 4407077
S 1.27/2:FICHE — Certified list of domestic and foreign corporations for the year ... OCLC 13841591
S 1.28: — The Secretary states: a newsletter for employees. OCLC 7629215
S 1.28: — SOS: a newsletter for employees. OCLC 13137846
S 1.31/2: — Illinois capitol guide. OCLC 15688649
S 1.31/2: — Illinois capitol guide. OCLC 15688649
S 1.31: — Illinois capitol guide & history. OCLC 8002532
S 1.31: — Illinois capitol guide & history. OCLC 8002532
S 1.74: — Illinois road map. OCLC 5673268
S 1.1 — Biennial report of the Secretary of State, to the Governor of Illinois. OCLC 19035344
S 1.8/3 — Handbook for calendar year license plates. OCLC 7971852
S 1.8/4 — Handbook for fiscal license plates. OCLC 7971882
S 1.8/5 — Fiscal license plates handbook. OCLC 10762991
S 1.9/2 — Amendment to the constitution of Illinois that will be submitted to the voters
S 1.10 — Democratic party yearbook
S 1.11 — Republican party yearbook
S 1.12 — Election calendar OCLC 6038477
S 1.14 — List of candidates elected and nominated at the primary election. OCLC 1046985194
S 1.14/2 — List of candidates for the primary election. OCLC 7503662
S 1.14/3 — Official list of candidates for the primary election. OCLC 7503558
S 1.15 — New members ... General Assembly. OCLC 1752606
S 1.16 — Official list of State officers and judges elected. OCLC 191715908
S 1.18 — State and county officers of Illinois. OCLC 2392830
S 1.21 — Counting and tallying of ballots at primary and general elections for Representatives in the General Assembly
S 1.22/2 — Rules of the road [non-English; cutter by language] [monographic series]
S 1.22/4 — Bicycle and pedestrian rules of the road. OCLC 19257415
S 1.23 — News OCLC 22529006
S 1.24 — Directory of Illinois State officers. OCLC 39941162
S 1.26 — Congressional-legislative-judicial apportionment maps and descriptions. OCLC 9085175
S 1.27 — Certified list of domestic and foreign corporations for the year ... OCLC 7503506
S 1.28/2 — Secretary of State news. OCLC 21439112
S 1.28/3 — In the know : a newsletter for Secretary of State employees. OCLC 23893880
S 1.29 — Age and sex distribution of Illinois drivers. OCLC 7316636
S 1.30 — Legislative report to the Department of Vehicle Services. OCLC 9171984
S 1.32 — Motor vehicle license fees received for ... OCLC 11294771
S 1.33 — Motor vehicle license units received for ... OCLC 11294833
S 1.34 — Amendments to the Business Corporation Act of 1983. OCLC 13088521
S 1.35 — Illinois’DUI laws: the facts for...
S 1.36 — Employee update. OCLC 9998978
S 1.37 — Secretary of State publications. OCLC 25541298
S 1.37/2 — Secretary of State publications and videos OCLC 37889328
S 1.39 — Traffic safety news OCLC 28286443
S 1.40 — *Insider* OCLC 31506055
S 1.42 — *Quest*
S 1.48 — *Don’t drink and drive* : a newsletter for teens. OCLC 35646134
S 1.58 — Proposed amendment to the constitution of Illinois
S 1.72 — Illinois graduated driver licensing system.

**2 State Library**

S 2.1: — *Illinois State Library annual report, FY...* / OCLC 236080692
S 2.2:A 939/3/999 — *Illinois authors on the Illinois State Library building.* OCLC 41598790
S 2.2:A258 — *Using cooperative efforts between the African American church and local public libraries to expand the use of library services by African Americans : final report, September 11, 1992* / OCLC 27651794
S 2.2:A258/2 — *Preserving and sharing African American family history.* OCLC 32720695
S 2.2:A265/990 — *Directory of Illinois state agency libraries, 1990.* OCLC 20988873
S 2.2:A939/2 — *Plan for funding automated resource sharing in Illinois libraries : revised draft.* / OCLC 18304812
S 2.2:B 814 — *Illinois Network of Talking Books and Braille Libraries : "listening is reading" : free audio and braille library services for the print impaired reader.* OCLC 124093706
S 2.2:B 814/2010 — *Illinois Network of Talking Books and Braille Libraries : "listening is reading" : free audio and braille library service for the print impaired reader.* OCLC 673777048
S 2.2:B 814/2011 — *Illinois Network of Talking Books and Braille Libraries : "listening IS reading" : free audio and braille library service for the print impaired reader.* OCLC 732339779
S 2.2:B115 — *Baby talk : how to make it work!.* OCLC 19962224
S 2.2:B724 — *Favorite books.* OCLC 20577114
S 2.2:B851 — *Bridging the distance : information about the Illinois/New South Wales Library Exchange Program.* OCLC 17430439
S 2.2:C 244 — *Capital needs assessment survey results.* / OCLC 609905445
S 2.2:C 244/2011 — *Capital needs assessment survey results.* / OCLC 770709994
S 2.2:C 357 — *Cataloging maintenance centers : original cataloging service : Lewis & Clark Library System, Lincoln Trail Libraries System, Prairie Area Library System.* / OCLC 64560052
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Index to Illinois digital orthophotoquads on CD-ROM held by the Illinois State Library. OCLC 53174049
Index to Illinois digital raster graphics on CD-ROM held by the Illinois State Library. OCLC 54433433
Directory of the Illinois Library and Information Network (ILLINET) / OCLC 21901493
Rural resources on the internet: a pathfinder. OCLC 35840465
Interconnections: an information technology conference series. OCLC 35368884
In our opinion; regional hearings before the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, September 27, 1972, Chicago, Ill. OCLC 1846243
Illinois library systems OCLC 57589414
Library & information science training grants / OCLC 42905014
Literacy grants. OCLC 17732011
Resource directory, literacy programs in Illinois. OCLC 11613461
Literacy grants: workplace-family-community. OCLC 29658889
Report on the last copy center study / OCLC 26636263
Analyzing your community: basis for building library service / OCLC 2126925
Illinois state agency libraries: a survey report / OCLC 12557795
Planning and evaluating library system services in Illinois / OCLC 1069830
Bibliography of the Literacy Support Project. OCLC 15617143
Bibliography of the Literacy Support Project. OCLC 15617143
Literacy grant booklet. OCLC 25176820
Illinois State Library map collection. OCLC 47209979
Illinois State Library map collection. OCLC 70667429
Illinois State Library map collection / OCLC 759399629
Illinois State Library’s complete holdings of Illinois county land ownership maps and atlases. OCLC 60819331
Illinois State Library’s complete holdings of Illinois county land ownership maps and atlases. OCLC 71202612
Illinois State Library’s complete holdings of Illinois county land ownership maps and atlases. OCLC 368211620
The Illinois State Library map collection. OCLC 25140188
S 2.2:M297/2/ — A checklist of Illinois State Library’s complete holding of Illinois county land ownership maps and atlases. OCLC 28693862
S 2.2:M361 — Programs to go. OCLC 20339294
S 2.2:N476 — The NETWORK : Illinois network of literacy/adult education resources. OCLC 32673738
S 2.2:N532 — Bridging the distance : New South Wales and Illinois : literature and libraries. OCLC 19055582
S 2.2:N558 — Newspaper services at the Illinois State Library. OCLC 18958931
S 2.2:P 295/2001 — The United States Patent and Trademark Depository Library Program at the Illinois State Library. OCLC 46460600
S 2.2:P 295/2003 — The United States Patent and Trademark Depository Library Program at the Illinois State Library. OCLC 51796682
S 2.2:P 964/2 — Project Next Generation : its [sic] all about kids!. OCLC 44134672
S 2.2:P 964/2/2001 — Project Next Generation : it’s all about kids! OCLC 47171455
S 2.2:P 964/2/2006 — Project Next Generation : it's all about kids! OCLC 78741847
S 2.2:P295/2 — Illinois libraries holding U.S. patent and trademark official gazette. OCLC 20547205
S 2.2:P295/987 — The United States patent depository library at the Illinois State Library. OCLC 17637103
S 2.2:P976 — Illinois public libraries today : comparative statistics / OCLC 31013405
S 2.2:P977/2 — An analytical survey of Illinois Public Library services to children / OCLC 5025030
S 2.2:P977/3 — Avenues to excellence : standards for Illinois public libraries / OCLC 9314106
S 2.2:P977/3 — Avenues to excellence : standards for Illinois public libraries / OCLC 9314106
S 2.2:R 869 — Illinois Route 66 license plates. OCLC 61191182
S 2.2:R 869/2006 — Illinois Route 66 license plates. OCLC 66273930
S 2.2:R 948/2 — Strengthening library services in rural Illinois / OCLC 27018738
S 2.2:R211 — Rankings of Illinois public libraries on selected variables for 1984-85 / OCLC 14197489
S 2.2:R211/985-86 — Rankings of Illinois public libraries on selected variables for 1985-86 / OCLC 16903394
S 2.2:R211/986-87 — Rankings of Illinois public libraries on selected variables for 1986-87 / OCLC 18368051
S 2.2:R282 — Help your child read and learn. OCLC 20809590
S 2.2:R311 — Recycling, 1991 / OCLC 24314653
S 2.2:R332 — Core reference list recommended for Illinois library systems. OCLC 11746739
S 2.2:R948 — Illinois State Library Task Force on Rural Library Services report. OCLC 20125082
S 2.2:S 485/2/2002 — ILLINET/OCLC Services: connecting and expanding cooperative resource sharing through dynamic innovations, encompassing services, training, support, information access and strategic planning. OCLC 50698916
S 2.2:S 491 — Illinois State Library: we’re here to serve you!. OCLC 66401005
S 2.2:S 765 — Spotlight on achievement winners profiles, 1995-2000. OCLC 46804261
S 2.2:S 797 — SILC: Statewide Illinois Library Catalog: contributions to WorldCat from Illinois libraries. OCLC 70700450
S 2.2:S 797 — SILC: Statewide Illinois Library Catalog: Illinois gateway to library resources. OCLC 57671753
S 2.2:S 898 — Illinois State Library: Strategic plan, 2008-2011. OCLC 239617388
S 2.2:S372 — Illinois school libraries today: comparative statistics / OCLC 33895781
S 2.2:S485/2 — Serials of Illinois libraries online. OCLC 18099618
S 2.2:S635 — A Selected bibliography of materials on small business in the Illinois State Library collection / OCLC 19082122
S 2.2:S635/991 — Selected bibliography of materials on small business in the Illinois State Library collection / OCLC 24325200
S 2.2:S785 — Standards, specifications, and codes available in Illinois: a union list / OCLC 18523431
S 2.2:S797/3 — Illinois state agency libraries guidelines / OCLC 19338865
S 2.2:S995 — An evaluation of system-provided library services to state correctional centers in Illinois / OCLC 16869250
S 2.2:S995/2 — Final report from the Task Force on Library System Transfers. OCLC 22947759
S 2.2:T 248 — Fact sheet / OCLC 70700474
S 2.2:T 675/2006 — Historical topographic quadrangles of Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, Wisconsin held by the Illinois State Library. OCLC 69928968
S 2.2:T 772/2 — Illinois Department of Transportation county highway and county traffic maps held by the Illinois State Library. OCLC 60859043
S 2.2:T 772/2000 — A checklist of the Illinois Department of Transportation’s county highway and county traffic maps held by the Illinois State Library. OCLC 43369306
S 2.2:T 772/2002 — A checklist of the Illinois Department of Transportation’s county highway and county traffic maps held by the Illinois State Library. OCLC 50036996
S 2.2:T267/ — Directory of telefacsimile sites in Illinois. OCLC 16948806
S 2.2:T267/2 — A functional plan for an Illinois library telecommunications network: the final report from a Library Services and Construction Act Title III project / OCLC 20630552
S 2.2:T675 — Historical topographic quadrangles of: Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, Wisconsin held by the Illinois State Library. OCLC 26001309
S 2.2:T675/2 — Large-scale topographic quadrangles of Illinois held by the Illinois State Library. OCLC 30682162
S 2.2:T675/994 — Historical topographic quadrangles of: Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, Wisconsin held by the Illinois State Library. OCLC 30684494
S 2.2:T675/998 — Historical topographic quadrangles of Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, Wisconsin held by the Illinois State Library. OCLC 39034175
S 2.2:T727 — A Self-guided tour of the Illinois State Library. OCLC 31124286
S 2.2:T772 — A checklist of the Illinois Department of Transportation’s county highway and county traffic maps held by the Illinois State Library. OCLC 39034195
S 2.2:T873 — Trustee facts file / OCLC 36246029
S 2.2:V 943 — How to start a volunteer literacy program in your community / OCLC 45347733
S 2.2:V 943/2 — How to start an adult volunteer literacy program: getting started in your community. OCLC 206232469
S 2.2:W584 — The White House Conference on Library and Information Services: a report to the people of Illinois. OCLC 32822020
S 2.2:W927 — Toward a more literate workforce: the emergence of workplace literacy programs in Illinois / OCLC 17405490
S 2.5:I 61 — ILLINET: Interlibrary Loan Code. OCLC 259409946
S 2.5:I 61/2015 — ILLINET: Interlibrary Loan Code. OCLC 911182306
S 2.5:L69/ — Illinois library laws / OCLC 8705205
S 2.8:A 354 — Use it & lose it: study guide. OCLC 231745696
S 2.8:C 536 — Keep me in a safe seat: guidelines for child passenger safety. OCLC 244247117
S 2.8:L697 — Library Services and Construction Act: grants management system / OCLC 10516214
S 2.8:M559 — Larger unit of service: a manual and study on library mergers / OCLC 36281006
S 2.8:P976 — Illinois public library statistics: a guide for librarians and trustees / OCLC 20906669
S 2.8:P976/ — Illinois public library statistics: a guide for librarians and trustees / OCLC 26461411
S 2.8:R425 — Uniform accounting and reporting manual for the Illinois library systems headquarters. OCLC 18367729
S 2.8:S485/ — Serials of Illinois Libraries Online (SILO) handbook / OCLC 18031057
S 2.11/2: — Insight: a newsletter from the Illinois State Library. OCLC 24171376
S 2.11: — Illinois nodes. OCLC 1606640
S 2.11: — Illinois State Library nodes. OCLC 12335144
S 2.12/2: — Illinois documents list. OCLC 2623812
S 2.12: — Illinois state publications / OCLC 7388017
S 2.12: — Publications of the state of Illinois. OCLC 4791894
S 2.13: — Legislative information bulletin / OCLC 10462944
S 2.16: — Library information bulletin / OCLC 10462967
S 2.17: — Official vote of the State of Illinois cast at the general election / OCLC 5985239
S 2.19/2:10 — An index of quality of Illinois public library service / OCLC 10282734
S 2.19/2:11 — Bibliographic instruction in Illinois academic libraries: a survey report / OCLC 11536484
S 2.19/2:12 — Report of an adult patron survey in a sample of Illinois public libraries in spring 1983 / OCLC 10437803
S 2.19/2:13 — Salaries and expenditures of Illinois special libraries, 1983. / OCLC 11408982
S 2.19/2:14 — A survey of Illinois public library trustees / OCLC 11093971
S 2.19/2:16 — Final report on phase II of project to devise and test a technique to monitor interlibrary loan and information requests at the system level / OCLC 11682776
S 2.19/2:17 — Survey of public libraries' use of and experience with Illinois library system services. analysis of the 1984 supplemental annual report / OCLC 14068677
Should public libraries be grouped by the size of the population served, by total operating expenditures, or by equalized assessed valuation? / OCLC 14774784

The relationship between the length of loan period and circulation in public libraries / OCLC 16932684

Performance measures in Illinois special libraries / OCLC 9720740

Analysis of the 1981/82 HEGIS/LIBGIS responses of Illinois academic libraries / OCLC 10282615

Public library usage in Illinois / OCLC 3039728

SRIM microfiche master list. OCLC 10565205

Analyses of the ... Illinois public library statistics / OCLC 3808399

OCLC Experimental Project description / OCLC 8823101

Implementing OCLC in small and medium-sized libraries / OCLC 9379521

Attitudes about OCLC in small and medium-sized libraries / OCLC 10333150

OCLC use by library clusters / OCLC 10333257

OCLC public access terminals in small and medium-sized libraries / OCLC 11229471

Interlibrary loan before and after OCLC / OCLC 11575198

OCLC Experimental Project : summary and conclusions / OCLC 11724719

Proceedings of the Special Meeting for Administrators : July 19, 1979, Holiday Inn East, Springfield, Illinois / OCLC 8917884

Proceedings of the Special Meeting for Administrators : October 17, 1979, Chicago Public Library, Cultural Center, Chicago, Illinois / OCLC 8918035

Selected speeches from Full integration of OCLC by all library departments : DePaul University, Lincoln Park Campus, June 12, 1981 / OCLC 10800812

Illinois literacy / OCLC 35914413

Passing the word / OCLC 11935375

Federal document depositories and depository librarians in Illinois. OCLC 12955122

ICB anthology : all about the book community of Illinois. OCLC 25426686

Illinois African-American resource guide. OCLC 43355160

Read together, grow together : the family literacy initiative. OCLC 33030845


Newspapers in the Historical Library. OCLC 30578298

Library Partners / OCLC 32765542

Look us up : the public awareness campaign for Illinois libraries - summary report on the campaign launch. OCLC 31043294
S 2.39:P976 — Look us up: the public awareness campaign for Illinois libraries - summary report on the campaign launch. OCLC 31043294
S 2.39:P976/2 — A survey of public libraries and local government: a report / OCLC 37015426
S 2.39:T255 — The impact of technology on Illinois library service. OCLC 35303253
S 2.40: — The Illinois literacy effort. OCLC 33284482
S 2.43: — Illinois academic library statistics. OCLC 37244198
S 2.44: — Large-scale topographic quadrangles of Illinois held by the Illinois State Library / OCLC 39946160
S 2.45: — Illinois State Library serving Illinois. OCLC 43565823
S 2.47: — Inform quarterly: a newsletter from the Illinois State Library's Reference Section. OCLC 52641950
S 2.48: — TBBS NewsLink / OCLC 708580941
S 2.2:S 797/2/976 — Guide to statistics in Illinois state documents OCLC 2153524
S 2.2:S 797/2/979 — Guide to statistics in Illinois state documents: 1979 supplement OCLC 4660748
S 2.6/2 — Administrative code
S 2.9 — Directory of selected Illinois State agencies. OCLC 5749238
S 2.12/3 — Publications of the State of Illinois [microfiche]
S 2.12/4 — Author headings for the official publications of the State of Illinois
S 2.12/5 — Access to state publications: Illinois State Document Depository Program. OCLC 18515323
S 2.14 — Illinois State Library serials holding list. OCLC 591905
S 2.14/2 — Illinois State Library serials listing
S 2.18 — Continuations OCLC 70745649
S 2.19 — Illinois State Library report [monographic series]
S 2.19/2 — Illinois State Library statistical report [monographic series]
S 2.20 — Calendar of events OCLC 5227066
S 2.21 — Historical records survey [cutter by first keyword in title] [microfiche] [monographic series]
S 2.22 — United States Government Printing Office Library and Statutory Distribution Service list of item selections for ILLINET depository libraries [microfiche]
S 2.22/2 — ILLINET federal depository libraries union list of item selections effective ... OCLC 33428441
S 2.24 — Illinois State Library top shelf. OCLC 8470669
S 2.25 — ILDS/ILLINET route directory
S 2.27 — Illinois Valley Library System OCLC experimental project report [monographic series]
S 2.28 — IBDBS report series [monographic series]
3 Securities Division

S 3.1: — Annual report of the Securities Department of the Office of Secretary of State. OCLC 7047932
S 3.2:B 979/2001 — Business brokers. OCLC 48926213
S 3.2:B 979/999 — Business brokers. OCLC 42667048
S 3.2:B979 — Business brokers. OCLC 38298145
S 3.2:C 743 — FACTS about con artists = REALIDADES de las estafas / OCLC 751986774
S 3.2:C 912 — CreditSafe : educating young consumers about credit cards and money management. OCLC 55024684
S 3.2:F 845/2/994 — If it sounds too good to be true ... OCLC 34687983
S 3.2:F 845/3 — FSI : fraud scene investigator : educating students about financial fraud. OCLC 234177636
S 3.2:F845/2 — If it sounds too good to be true ... OCLC 28637448
S 3.2:I 62 — How to identify and report investment fraud : information for Adult Protective Services Professionals / OCLC 713350463
S 3.2:O 58 — Tips for online investors. OCLC 53016720
S 3.2:O 58/2006 — Tips for online investors. OCLC 64399078
S 3.2:S 864 — How to check out your stockbroker or brokerage firm. OCLC 48095609
S 3.2:T 268/999 — Telemarketing. OCLC 42812025
S 3.2:T268 — Telemarketing. OCLC 28728473
S 3.2:T268/997 — Telemarketing. OCLC 38298143
S 3.3: — Securities exchange. OCLC 14106850
S 3.5:B979 — Business opportunities sales law of 1995. OCLC 35220756
S 3.5:B979/2 — Illinois business brokers act of 1995. OCLC 35220778
S 3.5:B979/2/997 — Illinois Loan Brokers Act of 1995. OCLC 38528911
S 3.5:B979/997 — Business Opportunities Sales Law of 1995. OCLC 38528771
S 3.5:L795 — Illinois loan brokers act of 1995. OCLC 35220762
S 3.5:L795/997 — Illinois Loan Brokers Act of 1995. OCLC 38528911
S 3.8:I 62/ — Investment guide for Illinois consumers / OCLC 41205084
S 3.8:P 976 — A guide to going public with a small business in Illinois. OCLC 48070735
S 3.10: — Senior citizens securities fraud. OCLC 43351337
S 3.11: — Avoiding business opportunity scams / OCLC 50413345
S 3.12: — Loan brokers / OCLC 50413395
S 3.13: — Telemarketing / OCLC 46913272
S 3.14: — Securities bulletin : a newsletter of the Illinois Securities Department. OCLC 51870200

4 Archives-Records Management Division
S 4.2:C 532/2 — Chicago City Council proceedings files, 1833-1871 : an inventory / OCLC 22909420
S 4.2:C244 — Capitol centennial papers : papers prepared for the centennial observation of the completion of the Illinois State Capitol, 1988 / OCLC 22764953
S 4.2:D 419 FICHE — Illinois departments, boards, commissions, and elective state officers : history cards in card catalog, Illinois State Library, Archives Division, 1789-1939. OCLC 19330087
S 4.2:D449 — Descriptive inventory of the archives of the State of Illinois / OCLC 36644603
S 4.2:G324/3/992 — Mapping your past : genealogy at the state archives. OCLC 26992107
S 4.2:H 673 FICHE — History of state departments, Illinois government, 1787-1943 / OCLC 11775188
S 4.2:I38 — Index to the Descriptive inventory of the archives of the State of Illinois / OCLC 21428656
S 4.2:P 976/ FICHE — Public domain sales land tract record listing. OCLC 11932763
S 4.2:S 491 FICHE — Servants & slave records of St. Clair County, 1720-1863 / OCLC 24250701
S 4.2:V586 — Remembering Illinois veterans / OCLC 27688100
S 4.2:W765/ — Windows to the past : a selection of Illinois county records from 1818 to 1880 / OCLC 9107010
S 4.6:S 797 — State Records Act and State Records Commission rules. OCLC 13899240
S 4.6:S 797/2/ — State Records Act and State Records Commission rules. OCLC 17824183
S 4.8:G 328/ — Guidelines for genealogical research. OCLC 44270662
S 4.8:L 811/999 — A summary guide to local governmental records in the Illinois Regional Archives / OCLC 41189576
S 4.8:L811 — A summary guide to local governmental records in the Illinois regional archives / OCLC 26342080
S 4.8:R 311/2/997 — Local records management manual. OCLC 37256964
S 4.8:R311/2 — Illinois local records management handbook. OCLC 12047527
S 4.8:R311/2/995 — Local records management manual. OCLC 34051616
S 4.8:R311/3/994 — Records management manual for Illinois state agencies. OCLC 31226104
S 4.9: — For the record : newsletter of the Illinois State Archives, & the Illinois State Historical Records Advisory Board, Secretary of State & State Archivist. OCLC 49263320
S 4.12:1992 FICHE — Archives marriage record index. OCLC 25650994
S 4.13: — Accessions. OCLC 29999234
S 4.14: — Probate records / OCLC 45802053
S 4.14: — Land sales records / OCLC 45918098
S 4.14:3 — Military records / OCLC 36962301
S 4.14:3/998 — Military records / OCLC 38915421
S 4.14:3/999 — Military records / OCLC 42335870
S 4.14:4 — Federal census records / OCLC 36962302
S 4.14:4/998 — Federal census records / OCLC 38906413
S 4.14:4/999 — Federal census records / OCLC 42335811
S 4.14:5 — State census records / OCLC 36962300
S 4.14:5/998 — State census records / OCLC 38906415
S 4.15: — The Illinois State Archives. OCLC 28463184
S 4.16: — Mapping your past : genealogy at the Illinois state archives. OCLC 28443669
S 4.17: — Finding your genealogical roots : research centers in Springfield / OCLC 41382138
S 4.18: — Discovering family and local history / OCLC 44489083
S 4.10 — Illinois Regional Archives Depository system listing [microfiche] OCLC 13695810
S 4.11 — Illinois Regional Archives Depository system OCLC 19239532
S 4.14 — Genealogical research series pamphlet [monographic series]

5 Drivers License Division
S 5.9 — Age and sex distribution of Illinois drivers. OCLC 7316636

6 Fiscal Control Department

7 Index Department
S 7.2:A64 — 1981 legislative reapportionment plan as filed October 5, 1981 in the Office of The Secretary of State, Index Department. OCLC 8216931
8 Management Advisory Committee
S 8.9 — Report to the Secretary of State

9 Regittle Division

10 Accounting Revenue Division
S 10.9 — Motor vehicles registered and license fees paid
S 10.9/2 — Motor vehicles registered for the year classified according to counties
S 10.10 — Summary of motor vehicle and other license by fees
S 10.10/2 — Summary of motor vehicle by other license by unit
S 10.11 — Motor vehicle license fees received for ... by county
S 10.12 — Motor vehicle license units received for ...

11 Commercial and Farm Truck Division
S 11.2:M642/987 — Mileage tax & installment registrations. OCLC 17637194
S 11.2:M642/991 — Mileage tax registrations and installment payments. OCLC 24243278
S 11.6:A93/2/ — Application and instructions for vehicle proration. OCLC 7538647
S 11.6:M637 — Mileage tax & installment registrations. OCLC 21012809
S 11.9: — State of Illinois schedule of fees for IRP jurisdictions. OCLC 11279970
S 11.10 — Farm and mileage tax registrations OCLC 26049133
S 11.11 — Mileage tax registrations and installment payments

12 Merit Commission
S 12.1: — Annual report - Secretary of State, Merit Commission. OCLC 5236910

13 Department of Personnel
S 13.9:988 — The Merit Employment Code : as enacted by the 80th General Assembly. OCLC 18508113
S 13.10 — Pay plan
S 13.10/2 — Amendments to pay plan
S 13.11 — Telephone directory
S 13.12 — Schedule of salary grades. OCLC 6339565
S 13.12/2 — Amendments to schedule of salary grades
S 13.13 — [Class specifications]. OCLC 11342342
S 13.13/2 — Amendments to classification plan, pay plan, schedule of salary grades and examination information. OCLC 6435380
S 13.14 — Open competitive examination program OCLC 8824030

14 Corporation Department
S 14.8:N899/2 — NFP : a guide for organizing not-for-profit corporations. OCLC 16310743
S 14.9 — The Inc. OCLC 11342342
S 14.10 — Certified list of domestic and foreign corporations ... [microfiche]

15 Vehicle Services Department
S 15.2:A 512 — America remembers ... : license plates : September 11, 2001. OCLC 320240804
S 15.2:A 512/2009 — America remembers ... : license plates : September 11, 2001. OCLC 467405568
S 15.2:A 633/2 — Antique vehicle license plates / OCLC 21427157
S 15.2:A 939 — Autism awareness Illinois license plates. OCLC 664246206
S 15.2:B 368 — Chicago Bears license plates / OCLC 713342381
S 15.2:B 938 — Chicago Bulls license plates / OCLC 716238536
S 15.2:C 532 — Chicago Cubs license plates / OCLC 704909504
S 15.2:C 532/2 — Chicago Police Memorial Foundation : Illinois license plates / OCLC 756199160
S 15.2:E 24/2009 — Education license plates. OCLC 319638107
S 15.2:E 24/2009-2 — Education license plates. OCLC 467406915
S 15.2:E 79/990 — Estates : facts about vehicle title transfers. OCLC 21427019
S 15.2:F 523/2009 — Illinois Firefighters Memorial license plates. OCLC 320241612
S 15.2:F 523/2009-2 — Illinois Firefighters Memorial license plates. OCLC 489123637
S 15.2:L 415 — Illinois Law Enforcement Torch Run for Special Olympics OCLC 320241643
S 15.2:M 265 — Mammogram license plates help save lives / OCLC 44998900
S 15.2:M 265/2 — Mammograms save lives : Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation : [Illinois license plate program]. OCLC 47187182
S 15.2:M 265/2 — Mammogram license plates. OCLC 81145109
S 15.2:M 265/2/2009 — Mammogram license plates. OCLC 320240960
S 15.2:M 265/2/2009-10 — Mammogram license plates. OCLC 474900230
S 15.2:N 879 — Northwestern University license plates. OCLC 757547138
S 15.2:O 96 — Illinois ovarian cancer awareness license plates. OCLC 436877647
Illinois ovarian cancer awareness license plates. OCLC 489124005

Illinois Pan Hellenic license plates. OCLC 419399642

Illinois Pan Hellenic license plates. OCLC 471508333

Illinois pet friendly license plates. OCLC 320240410

Illinois pet friendly license plates. OCLC 466403626

Illinois Police Association license plates. OCLC 436877643

Illinois Police Memorial license plates. OCLC 471510335

Illinois Police Memorial license plates. OCLC 320240756

Illinois Police Association license plates. OCLC 467374852

Illinois Route 66 license plates. OCLC 320240592

Illinois Route 66 license plates. OCLC 472226662

Sporting series license plates. OCLC 320240305

Support youth golf license plates / OCLC 192005211

Support youth golf license plates. OCLC 368207082

Support youth golf license plates. OCLC 471480114

Scope of services for the extension of the Vehicle Emission Test Program / OCLC 27107962

Applying for vehicle titles and license plates : guidelines for new Illinois residents. OCLC 16999441

Vehicle title and registration : tips for properly completing your applications. OCLC 45711818

Vehicle title & registration for new Illinois residents. OCLC 47292912

Vehicle titles & license plates for new Illinois residents. OCLC 77199394

Vehicle titles & license plates for new Illinois residents. OCLC 419521756

Vehicle titles & license plates for new Illinois residents. OCLC 497047076

Vehicle titles & license plates for new Illinois residents / OCLC 757546335

Vehicle title and registration : tips for properly completing your application. OCLC 53282187

Vehicle title and registration : tips for properly completing your application. OCLC 156509481

Vehicle title and registration : tips for properly completing your application. OCLC 384172789

Vehicle title and registration : tips for properly completing your application. OCLC 497040126

Support youth golf license plates. OCLC 671246067
S 15.2:V 258/2006 — Vanity & personalized license plates. OCLC 71813577
S 15.2:V 258/2007 — Vanity & personalized license plates. OCLC 164846570
S 15.2:V 258/2008 — Vanity & personalized license plates. OCLC 233698184
S 15.2:V 258/2009 — Illinois vanity & personalized license plates. OCLC 496004671
S 15.2:V258 — Vanity and personalized license plates. OCLC 17000079
S 15.2:W 588 — Chicago White Sox license plates / OCLC 746901742
S 15.8:F491/ — Financial institutions processing procedures manual [for passenger car and motocycle license plates]. OCLC 8823927
S 15.8:T619/ — Title and registration guide. OCLC 28203169
S 15.8:T768 — 1986 training guide : information about titles, registrations, taxes, handicapped parking / OCLC 14248174
S 15.8:T768/2 — 1987 vehicle services training manual. OCLC 16960527
S 15.12: — Vehicle services bulletin. OCLC 12433387
S 15.16: — Grey market vehicles. OCLC 28760623
S 15.17: — News / OCLC 37760296
S 15.18: — Vehicle Services yellow pages. OCLC 39107117
S 15.18:999- — Vehicle Services Department yellow pages. OCLC 42141176
S 15.9 — Legislative report to the Department of Vehicle Services. OCLC 9171984
S 15.10 — Vehicle services update. OCLC 11859693
S 15.11 — Fiscal license plates handbook. OCLC 10762991
S 15.13 — Calendar license plate guide. OCLC 16578989
S 15.14 — Fiscal license plate guide. OCLC 16580080
S 15.15 — Special bulletin OCLC 19647636

16 Literacy Council
S 16.1: — Annual report of the Illinois Literacy Council. OCLC 12676721
S 16.2:L776/990 — The Illinois literacy effort : its past accomplishments, its future needs : a report from the Illinois Literacy Council Long-Range Planning Team. OCLC 22945232
S 16.8:L 776/ — Guide to the Secretary of State literacy effort / OCLC 38309993
S 16.8:U 65 — Upgrading your employees’ skills : how to get started : a guide for Illinois businesses / OCLC 49947903
S 16.8:W926 — Workplace literacy : how to get started. OCLC 25911151
S 16.9:1987 — Directory of Illinois adult literacy programs. OCLC 17366747
S 16.10: — Literacy programs / OCLC 45918074

17 Department of Police
18 Administrative Code Division

19 Preservation Office

S 19.9/2: — Illinois Library preservation bulletin. OCLC 17660780
S 19.9 — Conservation correspondence

20 Business Services Division

S 20.2:A 791 — Articles of Incorporation under the: General Not For Profit Corporation Act of ...: form NFP-102.10. OCLC 45090600
S 20.2:C 821 FICHE — Secretary of State Corporations condominium director list. OCLC 52761430
S 20.2:L 734 — Limited liability corporations: administrative rules. OCLC 46804212
S 20.2:R 374 — Application for reinstatement domestic -- foreign corporation. OCLC 45009622
S 20.3: — Business bulletin: a newsletter of the Business Services and Securities Departments / OCLC 25740235
S 20.5:L 734/2 — Illinois Limited Liability Company Act: penalty, return to good standing: form LLC-50.15. OCLC 43952751
S 20.5:L 734/3 — Illinois Limited Liability Company Act: amended application for admission: form LLC-45.25. OCLC 43952748
S 20.5:L734/ — The Illinois Limited Liability Company Act. OCLC 37600524
S 20.5:R 454/AMEND. — Public Act 90-424 signed into law on August 1, 1997: amends the Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act. OCLC 39178896
S 20.5:R454 — Revised uniform limited partnership act of 1986: effective July 1, 1987 (as amended through July 6, 1993). OCLC 37251837
S 20.8:C 822/ — BCA: a guide for organizing domestic corporations. OCLC 16307878
S 20.8:D 668 — A guide for organizing domestic corporations / OCLC 711272421
S 20.8:D 668/2 — A guide for organizing domestic limited liability companies / OCLC 708579422
S 20.8:D 668/2/2011 — A guide for organizing domestic limited liability companies / OCLC 772144259
S 20.8:D 668/2014 — A guide for organizing domestic corporations / OCLC 870970179
S 20.8:D668/2/2013 — A guide for organizing domestic limited liability companies / OCLC 861277149
S 20.8:F 714/ — A guide for qualifying foreign corporations. OCLC 40217052
S 20.8:N 899/ — NFP : a guide for organizing not-for-profit corporations. OCLC 17724488
S 20.9/2:FICHE — Corporations in good-standing. OCLC 14148312
S 20.9:FICHE — Corporations in good-standing. OCLC 14148268
S 20.11: — The ledger : news from the Department of Business Services. OCLC 54353621
S 20:10 — The Inc. OCLC 11804802
S 20:12 — Corporation listing : foreign & domestic [CD-Rom] OCLC 49897281

SF — State Fair Agency

1 Main Office
SF 1.9: — Premium list of the ... Illinois State Fair. OCLC 7592143
SF 1.10: — Illinois State Fair ... professional art exhibit. OCLC 11292595
SF 1.9/2 — Society horse show premium list of the ... year of [the] Illinois State Fair. OCLC 28484363
SF 1.9/3 — Special events and opening day parade, premium book OCLC 70744186
SF 1.11 — On the grounds OCLC 27470851
SF 1.12 — Special events & twilight parade, premium book OCLC 28318061

SP — State Police Department

1 Main Office
SP 1.1/2: — Annual report / OCLC 20882089
SP 1.1: — Annual report on operations of Metropolitan Enforcement Groups / OCLC 13622158
SP 1.1: — Annual report, Metropolitan Enforcement Groups. OCLC 25568408
SP 1.2:A 172/2 — Law enforcement accreditation. OCLC 100000006
SP 1.2:A 188 — Illinois State Police activity book / OCLC 756199194
The Adam Walsh Child Protection and Safety Act

Illinois State Police Air Operations

On November 1, 1999, the Illinois State Police Air Operations Bureau will celebrate its 40th year of aerial police support.

Air speed check.

AMBER alert: what you need to know.

Graduation ceremony: American Legion Youth Police Program.


Awards ceremony, 2006.


Awards ceremony, 2008.

Awards ceremony, 2009.

Awards ceremony, 2010.

Awards ceremony, 2011.

Advanced traffic accident investigation

Illinois State Police: Law enforcement accreditation: Integrity, service, pride.

Illinois State Police: law enforcement accreditation: integrity, service, pride.

Your keys to auto theft prevention: general traffic safety tips.

Be seen: be safe: you and the new SMV law effective September 1, 2004.

Bike safety.

Bike safety.

Bike safety.

Bike safety.

Bloomington Police Department Domestic Violence Unit: cooperative effort between police, legal services, victim services and abuser services.

Bicycle safety.

Bomb threats: recommended procedures for: security, handling the threat, evacuation, the search.

Business against drugs.

Cadet class 112 graduation, December 1, 2006.

Cadet class 113 graduation and promotional ceremony, February 2, 2007.

Cadet class 115 graduation, December 21, 2007.
Cadet class 116 graduation, June 29 - December 19, 2008 / OCLC 301562633
Cadet class 117 graduation, May 31 - November 20, 2009 / OCLC 476741551
Cadet class 118 graduation, September 26, 2010 - March 18, 2011 / OCLC 711278548
Cadet class 119 graduation, August 21, 2011 - February 10, 2012 / OCLC 779613564
Welcome to the Illinois State Capitol. OCLC 264638084
Welcome to the Illinois State Capitol / OCLC 741329836
Career enhancement program. OCLC 40743714
Top off your career / OCLC 40743662
Career opportunities / OCLC 43067439
Child safety seats : seat belts. OCLC 51572838
Child safety seats and seat belts. OCLC 64230303
Asientos de seguridad para los niños y cinturones de seguridad. OCLC 68567928
Welcome to the Illinois State Capitol / OCLC 41452081
Illinois State Police citizen complaint procedures. OCLC 41458480
Communications / OCLC 41452070
Communications : equipment technician / OCLC 41452081
Communications : communications equipment technician / OCLC 44857464
Communications / OCLC 52635996
Communications : communications equipment technician / OCLC 192045169
Communications / OCLC 44857475
Communications / OCLC 52716074
Communications / OCLC 192045155
Statewide commercial vehicle crash analysis, 2000. OCLC 48926291
Consumer fraud & identity theft / OCLC 123172680
Crime Stoppers / OCLC 40608242
The crime-- : a glimpse at the workings of the Illinois State Police : Division of Forensic Services. OCLC 42979811
The crime-- : a glimpse at the workings of the Illinois State Police : Division of Forensic Services. OCLC 61191222
The crime : a glimpse at the workings of the Illinois State Police : Division of Forensic Services. OCLC 181368732
The crime : a glimpse at the workings of the Illinois State Police, Division of Forensic Services. OCLC 231625353
SP 1.2:F 714/4/2008 — Discover for yourself: an exciting career in the forensic sciences with the Illinois State Police. OCLC 231625518
SP 1.2:F 715/4 — Discover for yourself: an exciting career in the forensic sciences. OCLC 42675164
SP 1.2:F 715/4/2002 — Discover for yourself: an exciting career in the forensic sciences. OCLC 50396961
SP 1.2:F 715/5 — Illinois State Police forensic science residency program. OCLC 43881750
SP 1.2:F 715/5/2006 — Forensic science residency program. OCLC 70279729
SP 1.2:F 715/6 — Forensic Diagramming & Animation. OCLC 45787504
SP 1.2:F 715/6/2005 — Forensic Diagramming & Animation. OCLC 61820765
SP 1.2:F 715/7/2002 — Choose a forensic science career with the Illinois State Police. OCLC 50140048
SP 1.2:F 715/7/2003 — Choose a forensic science career with the Illinois State Police. OCLC 52881620
SP 1.2:F 715/7/2005 — Choose a forensic science career with the Illinois State Police. OCLC 61144710
SP 1.2:F 715/7/2006 — Choose a forensic science career with the Illinois State Police. OCLC 63211382
SP 1.2:F 715/7/2006 — Choose a forensic science career with the Illinois State Police. OCLC 129786864
SP 1.2:F 773 — 480-hour basic training course for local law enforcement officers, class 11 graduation / OCLC 301560435
SP 1.2:F 773/2009 — 480-hour basic training course for local law enforcement officers, class 12 graduation / OCLC 384208690
SP 1.2:F 773/2009-2 — 480-hour basic training course for local law enforcement officers, class 14 graduation / OCLC 489123052
SP 1.2:F 773/2010 — 480-hour basic training course for local law enforcement officers, class 15 graduation / OCLC 608292082
SP 1.2:F 773/2010-2 — 480-hour basic training course for local law enforcement officers, class 16 graduation / OCLC 649513714
SP 1.2:F 773/2011 — 480-hour basic training course for local law enforcement officers, class 22 graduation / OCLC 772145491
SP 1.2:F252 — Stay alive: avoid the "Fatal Five" / OCLC 37863722
SP 1.2:F497 — The power to solve and prevent crime: Automated Fingerprint Identification System. OCLC 37964720
SP 1.2:F523 — Firearm transfer inquiry program: interim report: executive summary. OCLC 27288944
SP 1.2:F523/2 — DRUGFIRE: Firearms Computer Imaging System. OCLC 34876281
SP 1.2:F523/2/997 — DRUGFIRE : Firearms Computer Imaging System. OCLC 37765191
SP 1.2:F594 — Fleet safety unit 1996 report / OCLC 36113194
SP 1.2:F715 — The forensic science profession / OCLC 34488320
SP 1.2:F715/2 — Forensic Science Center at Chicago. OCLC 35959060
SP 1.2:F715/3 — Illinois State Police : Division of Forensic Services, Bureau of Crime Scene Services, Forensic Sciences Command. OCLC 36058105
SP 1.2:G 975/2 — Transport your gun legally : commonly asked questions on transporting firearms / OCLC 44998978
SP 1.2:G975 — Keep-safe gun program / OCLC 35952551
SP 1.2:H 918/2 — Human Services, Diversity Resource Bureau. OCLC 43098748
SP 1.2:H918 — Office of Human Services. OCLC 37877347
SP 1.2:I 19/2 — Operation Straight ID for retail liquor merchants and licensees. OCLC 50131442
SP 1.2:I 19/2/2004 — Operation Straight ID for retail liquor merchants and licensees. OCLC 55849560
SP 1.2:I 27 — Illinois Law Enforcement Intelligence Network : ILEIN. OCLC 34296164
SP 1.2:I 29 — Illinois State Police : Join the team!. OCLC 64578140
SP 1.2:I 41/ — A ride in tradition : the Illinois State Police Internship Program. OCLC 38099808
SP 1.2:I 61 — Internet Crimes Unit : keeping cyberspace safe. OCLC 165091902
SP 1.2:J 96 — The Bureau of Identification / OCLC 690652008
SP 1.2:J 96/2011 — Use of live scan devices for non-criminal justice purposes / OCLC 725893070
SP 1.2:J 96/2011-8 — Submitting corrections to the BOI / OCLC 747103623
SP 1.2:L 415 — Law enforcement crime scene investigator course : Crime Scene Services Command / OCLC 772148215
SP 1.2:L 434 — Leadership Through People Skills : Dimensional Management Training II. OCLC 45013219
SP 1.2:L 724 — The lighthouse : Illinois State Police Human Resource Command. OCLC 46542066
SP 1.2:L 784 — Live scan technology for non-criminal justice use. OCLC 262472171
SP 1.2:L 832 — Logistics : fleet, facilities, printing, supply / OCLC 42789401
SP 1.2:M 288/2009 — The Illinois law enforcement medal of honor ceremony : hosted by Governor Pat Quinn. OCLC 384139651
SP 1.2:M 335 — Wanted : your help in locating marijuana grown in Illinois. OCLC 41558121
SP 1.2:M 488 — The Illinois law enforcement medal of honor ceremony : hosted by Governor Rod R. Blagojevich. OCLC 69666260
SP 1.2:M 488/2007 — The Illinois law enforcement medal of honor ceremony : hosted by Governor Rod R. Blagojevich. OCLC 124096806
Outdoor leadership training: what challenges do you face as a team leader?. OCLC 43027434
Your Illinois State Police. OCLC 36046891
Polygraph examinations. OCLC 288406414
D.A.R.E.: Drug Abuse Resistance Education. OCLC 43110819
D.A.R.E.: Drug Abuse Resistance Education. OCLC 52881614
Promotional ceremony, October 20, 2006. OCLC 75388342
Promotional ceremony, August 24, 2007. OCLC 166881587
Promotional ceremony, November 30, 2007. OCLC 182939576
Promotional ceremony, December 8, 2008. OCLC 288408574
Promotional ceremony, July 21, 2008. OCLC 236885525
Promotional ceremony, November 20, 2009. OCLC 476741784
Promotional ceremony, May 24, 2010 / OCLC 642829268
Promotional ceremony, February 28, 2011 / OCLC 708244585
Promotional ceremony, September 16, 2011 / OCLC 757547237
Protecting yourself from con games and other financial exploitation schemes. OCLC 44046153
Protecting yourself from con games and other financial exploitation schemes. OCLC 76904285
Study of pupillometry used in law enforcement. OCLC 50061047
Polygraph examinations. OCLC 34519378
Ilinois State Police Training Academy: recruit class supervisor. OCLC 271444860
FARM: Fewer Accidents with Reflective Material. OCLC 43628782
Roby: September 22 - October 30, 1997. OCLC 40521053
Resource Support Center: central Illinois. OCLC 38547656
Resource Support Center: southwestern Illinois. OCLC 38547804
Safety tips for parents and children on the Internet. OCLC 42905411
School bus safety. OCLC 37850998
School bus safety. OCLC 42816537
School bus safety. OCLC 44857453
Science, communication and... OCLC 35395705
Transport your firearm legally: commonly asked questions on transporting firearms in Illinois / OCLC 772146278
Teenage drinking and driving: a fatal attraction. OCLC 38955697
V.E.G.A. / OCLC 52881633
V.E.G.A. / OCLC 42904149
Viewing and challenging your criminal history record / OCLC 671246060
Visions, values and competencies / OCLC 40602554
Visions, values and competencies / OCLC 41555350
V.E.G.A. / OCLC 34296173
Visions, values and competencies / OCLC 41555350
V.E.G.A. / OCLC 34296173
Understanding the Illinois weight laws. OCLC 18665925
Winter survival: if a blizzard traps you in your car. OCLC 18677227
Winter survival / OCLC 36962305
Statewide witness protection program. OCLC 37863249
Deadly Weapons Act: Illinois compiled statutes (ILCS) 720 ILCS 5/24. OCLC 41580069
Firearm Owner's Identification Card Act (FOID): Deadly Weapons Article: frequently asked questions. OCLC 55977811
Firearm Owners Identification Act: Illinois compiled statutes (ILCS) 430 ILCS 65. OCLC 41167531
Firearm owners identification act: Illinois compiled statutes (ILCS) 430 ILCS 65. OCLC 36058118
Illinois gun laws: common questions & answers: Illinois gun statutes / OCLC 44999980
Basic training in speed measurement instructional manual / OCLC 24396102
Motor carrier safety regulations / OCLC 42649346
Illinois motor carrier safety regulations. OCLC 18677309
Motor carrier safety regulations / OCLC 37358905
CHRI user's manual: criminal history record information / OCLC 671243335
Guide to understanding criminal history record check information / OCLC 664558054
Guide to understanding criminal history record check information / OCLC 757545446
A guide to sex offender registration in Illinois / OCLC 33984859
A guide to sex offender registration and community notification in Illinois: sex offender registration program. OCLC 35327805
Illinois winter survival guide. OCLC 236884663
SP 1.8:W 787/2011 — Illinois winter survival guide / OCLC 772146520
SP 1.9/3: — Missing children’s report / OCLC 35959173
SP 1.9: — Missing children bulletin. OCLC 12995616
SP 1.10: — Report on the use of eavesdropping devices during ... / OCLC 36168133
SP 1.10:1990-1994 — Report to the Illinois General Assembly on the use of eavesdropping devices during ... OCLC 23980781
SP 1.11: — 10-43 : Illinois State Police magazine, OCLC 17426248
SP 1.13: — Guide to sex offender registration in Illinois / OCLC 39234599
SP 1.14: — Annual report / OCLC 39960063
SP 1.15: — Affirmative action plan for fiscal year. OCLC 27395071
SP 1.16:1 — “Looks aren’t everything-- or are they?” / OCLC 40602520
SP 1.16:2 — Drinking & driving : a road to disaster / OCLC 40596210
SP 1.16:4 — Steer clear of aggressive driving / OCLC 41032653
SP 1.17:1 — Gun safety in the home / OCLC 40768273
SP 1.17:2 — COP : citizen officer partnership / OCLC 40601181
SP 1.18:1 — Scams : they’re no bargain / OCLC 40601293
SP 1.18:2 — Motor vehicle theft in Illinois / OCLC 40643414
SP 1.18:3 — Gangs in Illinois / OCLC 40947813
SP 1.19: — Statewide teen fatality report / OCLC 43351378
SP 1.20: — Illinois State Police academy course catalog. OCLC 43565391
SP 1.21: — Illinois State Police ... spring session legislative update : Illinois General Assembly (with Governor’s action). OCLC 44010492
SP 1.22: — Equal Employment Opportunity Plan / OCLC 43599766
SP 1.23: — Target your career / OCLC 48945906
SP 1.24: — Results of emissions inspections for diesel powered vehicles registered for or having a gross vehicle weight rating of more than 16,000 pounds : annual report. OCLC 51160924
SP 1.25: — ISP perspective. OCLC 53174035
SP 1.26: — FY ... equal employment opportunity (EEO) & recruitment plan. OCLC 61279329
SP 1.27: — DNA testing accountability report / OCLC 63674254
SP 1.28: — Bilingual education programs and English language learners in Illinois : SY ... statistical report / OCLC 729592912
SP 1.9/2 — Have you seen these missing children? OCLC 20339689
SP 1.12 — Salvage vehicle inspections OCLC 28739759
SP 1.16 — Traffic safety strategy [monographic series]
SP 1.17 — Public safety strategy [monographic series]
SP 1.18 — Crime strategy [monographic series]
SP 1.16 — Traffic safety strategy [monographic series]
SP 1.17 — Public safety strategy [monographic series]
SP 1.18 — Crime strategy [monographic series]

2 I-SEARCH Program
SP 2.1: — Annual report to the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 13960171
3 Administration Division
SP 3.1: — Annual report / OCLC 51144309
SP 3.2:A172 — First accreditation of a state-wide law enforcement agency: accreditation of the Illinois Department of State Police / OCLC 13832052
SP 3.2:A885 — ATTRITION: a BASIC language program for the IBM XT used to project attrition of sworn personnel / OCLC 15529452
SP 3.2:R438 — Police officer retirement: the beginning of a long life / OCLC 17659187
SP 3.2:S 779 — Staffing a state police agency for service and patrol / OCLC 15722083
SP 3.2:S 779 — Staffing a state police agency for service and patrol / OCLC 15722083
SP 3.2:S 779/2 — Computing staffing for state police services / OCLC 16350867

4 Crime Scene Services Bureau
SP 4.1: — Annual report / OCLC 41141284
SP 4.1:2000- — Annual report / OCLC 46868116

5 Labor Relations and Special Projects Office
SP 5.1: — ... in review / OCLC 51166953

SS — Shared Services Program

1 Main Office

2 Administrative and Regulatory Shared Services Center
SS 2.9: — [Summary of the consolidation and reorganization activities of the Administrative & Regulatory Shared Services Center ... as of ... pursuant to Executive Order 2006-6] OCLC 127114710

3 Public Safety Shared Services Center
SS 3.9: — [Summary of the consolidation and reorganization activities of the Public Safety Services Center...as of...pursuant to Executive Order 2006-6]
OCLC 144616946

St — Illinois Stewardship Committee

1 Main Office
ST 1.9: — The Illinois steward. OCLC 24439479

T — State Treasurer
1 Main Office
T 1.8:F 491 — Financial resources guide for Illinois women : Women’s Advisory Board Compendium. OCLC 70667195
T 1.11: — Treasurer's report : a summary of the general finances of the State of Illinois. OCLC 7465776
T 1.1: — Annual report OCLC 10452844
T 1.1/2: — Annual report on the revenue bonded indebtedness of the State of Illinois OCLC 7974121
T 1.1/3: — Outstanding general obligation bonds
T 1.1/4: — State of Illinois treasurer's semi-annual report. OCLC 5666993
T 1.9 — Biennial report of receipts
T 1.10 — Investment program : a general summary of investment programs, fund allocations and deposit criteria. OCLC 191718407

TD — Transportation Department

1 Main Office
TD 1.1/2: — Annual report / OCLC 21465371
TD 1.1: — Annual report - Illinois Department of Transportation. OCLC 1796286
TD 1.2:A 185 — Acoustics of sound transmission over noise barrier walls / OCLC 45041838
TD 1.2:A 298/4 — Development and evaluation of VFR lighted flyways in the Chicago Class B airspace / OCLC 45041972
TD 1.2:A 528/2001 — Take AMTRAK to the heart of Chicago OCLC 47104961
TD 1.2:A 528/3 — Amtrak® midweek getaways : travel Tuesday - Thursday for great lodging rates and 20% off Amtrak. OCLC 60767307
TD 1.2:A 528/4 — Take Amtrak® to Centralia : the pedestrian friendly city / OCLC 463025506
TD 1.2:A 528/5 — Amtrak® midweek getaways : Monday-Thursday lodging & resort specials, Travel AMTRAK midweek for best prices / OCLC 457273208
TD 1.2:A171 — Accident savings from roadside improvements on two-lane rural highways : final report to Illinois Department of Transportation / OCLC 23675744
TD 1.2:A298 — Central Illinois regional airport feasibility study : Bloomington-Normal, Champaign-Urbana, Decatur, Peoria, Springfield / OCLC 18953489
TD 1.2:A298/2 — Chicago airport capacity study : summary report / OCLC 18965967
TD 1.2:A298/3 — Concepts and practices for considering GA airport pavement performance and longevity / OCLC 33084376
TD 1.2:A528/2 — Amtrak takes you to the [baseball game]. OCLC 15875508
TD 1.2:A669 — Preservation archaeology : results of the 1978 field season : Interstate 270, Madison, St. Clair and Monroe counties, Illinois / OCLC 8997781
TD 1.2:A839 — Aging phenomenon in asphalt concrete pavements: a literature review / OCLC 33084383
TD 1.2:B 583/2 — State of Illinois bicycle publications. OCLC 46866631
TD 1.2:B 583/MAP 1/2006 — Illinois, official bicycle map, Chicago/northeastern Illinois, map 1 OCLC 72030613
TD 1.2:B 583/MAP 2/2004 — Illinois, official bicycle map, northwestern Illinois, map 2 OCLC 62120435
TD 1.2:B 583/MAP 3/2005 — Illinois, official bicycle map, I & M Canal to Iroquois, map 3 OCLC 62120412
TD 1.2:B 583/MAP 3/2008 — Illinois, official bicycle map, I & M Canal to Iroquois, map 3 OCLC 503320835
TD 1.2:B 583/MAP 4/2006 — Illinois, official bicycle map, Spoon River Valley, map 4 OCLC 72027171
TD 1.2:B 583/MAP 5/2004 — Illinois, official bicycle map, east central Illinois, map 5 OCLC 62120647
TD 1.2:B 583/MAP 5/2007 — Illinois, official bicycle map, east central Illinois, map 5 OCLC 503307574
TD 1.2:B 583/MAP 6/2005 — Illinois, official bicycle map, Springfield and westernmost Illinois, map 6 OCLC 62120375
TD 1.2:B 583/MAP 6/2008 — Illinois, official bicycle map, Springfield and westernmost Illinois, map 6 OCLC 502437249
TD 1.2:B 583/MAP 7/2004 — Illinois, official bicycle map, east central Illinois [i.e. southeastern Illinois], map 7 / Department of Geography at Northern Illinois University through the Cartography Laboratory. OCLC 62465609
TD 1.2:B 583/MAP 7/2007 — Illinois, official bicycle map, southeastern Illinois, map 7 Department of Geography at Northern Illinois University through the Cartography Laboratory. OCLC 503306206
TD 1.2:B 583/MAP 8/2005 — Illinois, official bicycle map, southwestern Illinois, map 8 OCLC 62465612
TD 1.2:B 583/MAP 8/2008 — Illinois, official bicycle map, southwestern Illinois, map 8 OCLC 503307526
TD 1.2:B 583/MAP 9/2005 — Illinois official bicycle map Shawnee Region map 9 / OCLC 52491471
TD 1.2:B 583/MAP 9/2007 — Illinois official bicycle map, Shawnee region, map 9 OCLC 503306111
TD 1.2:B 583/MAP1/2009 — Illinois, official bicycle map, Chicago/northeastern Illinois, map 1 OCLC 739719166
TD 1.2:B 851/2 — Evaluation of bridge deck delamination investigation methods / OCLC 40199626
TD 1.2:B583/map 9 — Illinois, official bicycle map, Shawnee Region, Map 9 / Illinois Dept. of Transportation. OCLC 31800245
TD 1.2:B583/MAP2 — Illinois, official bicycle map, northwestern Illinois, map 2 OCLC 35960411
TD 1.2:B583/MAP3 — Illinois, official bicycle map, I&M Canal to Iroquois, map 3
OCLC 37502379
TD 1.2:B583/MAP5 — Illinois, official bicycle map, east central Illinois, map 5
OCLC 37501916
TD 1.2:B583/MAP6 — Illinois, official bicycle map, Springfield and westernmost Illinois, map 6
OCLC 34021815
TD 1.2:B583/MAP7 — Illinois, official bicycle map, southeastern Illinois, map 7 / Department of Geography at Northern Illinois University through the Cartography Laboratory. OCLC 37502016
TD 1.2:B594 — Great River Road Bikeway: Alton to Grafton, Illinois. OCLC 38752416
TD 1.2:B85/4 — Three case histories of cracking problems associated with steel bridge floor beams / OCLC 26391907
TD 1.2:B851 — Use of life cycle costs in bridge planning and design: final report / OCLC 35274408
TD 1.2:C 257 — Car-free vacations in Illinois by Amtrak®: pedestrian-friendly cities with attractions near the AMTRAK station / OCLC 463007197
TD 1.2:C 257/2010 — Car-free vacations in Illinois by Amtrak®: pedestrian-friendly cities with attractions near the Amtrak® station / OCLC 637030779
TD 1.2:C 257/2011 — Car-free vacations in Illinois by Amtrak®: pedestrian-friendly cities with attractions near the Amtrak® station / OCLC 709777670
TD 1.2:C 264/2 — Carbon monoxide analysis for highway projects / OCLC 44475570
TD 1.2:C 738 — Computer-aided scheduling and dispatching system: impacts on operations and coordination / OCLC 45650429
TD 1.2:C 744 — Experimental evaluation of full depth precast/prestressed concrete bridge deck panels / OCLC 49780749
TD 1.2:C 745 — Condition rating survey manual: state system condition rating survey (CRS). OCLC 458310240
TD 1.2:C 761 — Report to Governor Rod R. Blagojevich and the General Assembly of Illinois regarding context sensitive solutions. OCLC 56189715
TD 1.2:C 764/2 — Construction loads and vibrations / OCLC 39632809
TD 1.2:C 764/3 — It takes time ...: highway construction from start to finish. OCLC 46645387
TD 1.2:C237 — Validation of 1985 HCM procedures for capacity and LOS of left turn lanes in Illinois: final report to Illinois Department of Transportation / OCLC 25646118
TD 1.2:C65 — Illinois coal: markets and delivery systems. OCLC 11755040
TD 1.2:C764 — Effectiveness of incentive/disincentive contract provisions: final report / OCLC 32351230
TD 1.2:C778 — Coordination to improve mobility for the transportation disadvantaged: a status report to Governor Jim Edgar and the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 25426937
TD 1.2:C837 — Cost-effective 3R roadside safety policy for two-lane rural highways: final report to Illinois Department of Transportation / OCLC 21437185
TD 1.2:D 457 — Design your future: employment opportunities / OCLC 768249269
TD 1.2:D 489 — Development of information on intermodal safety issues in Illinois / OCLC 48665501
TD 1.2:D 611 — FFY 2000 DBE Program document / OCLC 42905997
TD 1.2:D 759 — Accelerated testing of separation layers for open-graded drainage layers / OCLC 40192034
TD 1.2:D 782 — Status study of comprehensive and relevant driver education programs in the state of Illinois: final report / OCLC 36889154
TD 1.2:E 37 — Evaluation of elastomeric bearings for seismic design / OCLC 51507731
TD 1.2:E 53/2 — Evaluation of episodic and seasonal emission control for transportation in Illinois / OCLC 49390529
TD 1.2:E 56 — IDOT initiatives for environmental stewardship. OCLC 51532692
TD 1.2:E 56/2 — IDOT environmental initiatives / OCLC 467407753
TD 1.2:E 71 — Erosion and sediment control field guide for construction inspection / OCLC 696153360
TD 1.2:E 55 — Differential movement at the embankment/structure interface: mitigation and rehabilitation: final project report / OCLC 33077870
TD 1.2:E 58 — Illinois Transportation Enhancement Program: Cycle III / OCLC 31870134
TD 1.2:F 142 — Illinois transportation system facts. OCLC 23375017
TD 1.2:F 142/ — Illinois transportation system facts. OCLC 28638662
TD 1.2:F 252 — Determinants of motor vehicle fatalities and fatality rates in Illinois / OCLC 50785053
TD 1.2:F 897 — Friction bearing design of steel H-piles / OCLC 45972347
TD 1.2:F 648 — VFR lighted flyways in the TCA environment: project VC-A1, FY 92 / OCLC 32406745
TD 1.2:F 857 — Freeway construction zones in Illinois: a follow-up study: final report to Illinois Department of Transportation / OCLC 22949782
TD 1.2:H 638/10 — Division of Highways. OCLC 53875045
TD 1.2:H 638/10/2007 — Division of Highways. OCLC 191048790
TD 1.2:H 638/8 — Chicago - St. Louis High-Speed Rail Project from Chicago to St. Louis in Cook, Will, Kankakee, Grundy, Livingston, McLean, Logan, Sangamon Macoupin, Jersey, Madison, and St. Clair Counties, Illinois, and St. Louis County, Missouri: draft environmental impact statement / OCLC 44577499
Louis County, Missouri: final environmental impact statement submitted pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 4332(2)(c) and 49 U.S.C. 303 / OCLC 51873141
TD 1.2:H236/987 — Affirmative action plan for the handicapped for Illinois Department of Human Rights / OCLC 17603460
TD 1.2:H236/988 — Affirmative action plan for the handicapped for Illinois Department of Human Rights / OCLC 19477042
TD 1.2:H638/6 — Highway work crew safety: report to the 86th General Assembly / OCLC 20115056
TD 1.2:H638/7 — House Joint Resolution 55, highway work zones. OCLC 22916010
TD 1.2:H673 — Illinois historic Route 66 where the road began. OCLC 37502187
TD 1.2:I 29 — Illinois Route 2 from south of Mudd Creek to north of Byron / OCLC 709914946
TD 1.2:I 61/2 — I-355 extension update. OCLC 44418643
TD 1.2:I61 — Design and operation of signalized intersections in Illinois: final report / OCLC 22214287
TD 1.2:I62 — Investigation of the implementation of weigh-in-motion operation in Illinois, phase I: final report / OCLC 21243209
TD 1.2:L 767 — Guidelines for liquid chemical application for snow and ice control for Illinois’ Total Storm Management Program / OCLC 41616738
TD 1.2:L495 — Calibration and validation of capacity analysis procedures for left turn lanes in Illinois / OCLC 27342758
TD 1.2:L495/993 — Calibration and validation of capacity analysis procedures for left turn lanes in Illinois / OCLC 29895869
TD 1.2:L881 — Lost Bridge Trail map. OCLC 38283981
TD 1.2:M 583 — Policies for use of changeable message signs in highway work zones: final report / OCLC 42333536
TD 1.2:M297 — Special purpose maps description and price list. OCLC 22916042
TD 1.2:M689 — Scenario analyses for the Chicago Region with a sketch planning model of origin-destination mode and route choice: final report to Illinois Dept. of Transportation by D.E. Boyce, M. Tatineni and Y. Zhang, Urban Transportation Center, University of Illinois at Chicago. OCLC 26514026
TD 1.2:M919/ — Illinois motor vehicle travel and related data. OCLC 5298488
TD 1.2:N 784 — Evaluation of service life of noise barrier walls in Illinois / OCLC 44475569
TD 1.2:N 814 — Nonwork and off-peak trips by transit, walk and bicycle modes: an understanding of existing and potential markets: final report / OCLC 41868557
TD 1.2:N 874 — Northeastern Illinois Regional Transportation Task Force report. OCLC 56189757
TD 1.2:O 96 — Oversize and overweight permit movements on State highways. OCLC 212916307
TD 1.2:P 273 — Guidelines for partnering / OCLC 44046357
Pathway to building your future: business opportunities / OCLC 768331082
Project study of IL 2 from Auburn St. to W. Riverside Blvd. / OCLC 711708596
An Illinois pavement feedback system: feasibility and system requirements / OCLC 13441805
A framework for public comments for the Illinois statewide long-range transportation plan. OCLC 28895193
Public involvement procedures. OCLC 30315966
Midwest regional rail initiative: executive report / OCLC 43558417
Evaluation of accident prediction and hazard index formulas for railroad highway crossings: final report / OCLC 45182408
Evaluation of reflective crack control policy / OCLC 41644751
Tri-state high speed rail study: Chicago-Milwaukee-Twin Cities corridor / OCLC 23981295
Railroad grade crossing/school bus safety: report to the Illinois House of Representatives, Counties and Township Committee / OCLC 34879081
Detroit-Chicago Rail Passenger Corridor development blueprint: final report / OCLC 26507223
Chicago-Milwaukee rail corridor study: phase I report / OCLC 29980765
Chicago-St. Louis high speed rail financial and implementation plan: summary report / OCLC 30966864
House Bill 2020 report. OCLC 26569522
For the record: fiscal years 1984-89 highway repair accomplishments. OCLC 19964250
Interstate rest areas and welcome centers OCLC 31793324
Keeping Illinois on the move: a program for new highway revenues. OCLC 20123167
Transportation revenue proposal and program summary. OCLC 19907156
Subregional route choice models with link travel time reflecting intersection flows: final report to Illinois Department of Transportation / OCLC 22152131
An user-optimal route choice model with asymmetric cost functions incorporating intersection-related travel times: final report to Illinois Department of Transportation / OCLC 22949761
Implementation and evaluation of an asymmetric, equilibrium route choice model incorporating intersection-related travel times: final report to Illinois Dept. of Transportation / OCLC 29975639
Inventory of public recreation lands in Illinois / OCLC 3548396
School traffic safety. OCLC 3950515
TD 1.2:S 128 — Comparison of interstate vs. Illinois Intrastate CMV safety inspection requirements : final report / OCLC 45107527
TD 1.2:S 451 — IDOT-IDOC Cooperative Seedling Planting Program : report to the 86th General Assembly : an administrative report mandated by House Resolution 1548 of the Eighty-Sixth General Assembly. OCLC 23661558
TD 1.2:S 477/2 — Highway operation problems of senior drivers in Illinois / OCLC 28407606
TD 1.2:S 726 — Report to the House of Representatives, Illinois General Assembly, in accordance with House Resolution 1893 / OCLC 21415909
TD 1.2:S 769/2 — Spring repair initiative. OCLC 41592495
TD 1.2:S 797 — The state of transportation in Illinois : lifelines to the economy / OCLC 37256208
TD 1.2:S 797/APP. — The state of transportation in Illinois : lifelines to the economy / OCLC 37256208
TD 1.2:S 914 — Stream channel migration effects on bridge approaches and conveyance / OCLC 40730594
TD 1.2:S578 — Validation of selected signalized intersection capacity factors for small urban areas in Illinois : final report / OCLC 22950194
TD 1.2:S578/2 — Optimization of traffic signal controls within equilibrium route choice models / OCLC 29895889
TD 1.2:S813 — Analysis of rules and regulations for steel coil truck transport / OCLC 34303039
TD 1.2:S879 — Stone matrix asphalt (SMA) mixtures / OCLC 31639315
TD 1.2:S879/2 — Evaluation of Stone Matrix Asphalt : final report / OCLC 34608842
TD 1.2:S961 — Lifelines to the economy : the Illinois surface transportation network / OCLC 19906903
TD 1.2:T 764/2 — Traffic control systems in construction workzones / OCLC 47213281
TD 1.2:T 772/2 — Illinois state transportation plan, 2007 : safety, cost effective, quality of life, economic prosperity, environment. OCLC 191091277
TD 1.2:T 865/3 — Evaluation of methodology for determining truck vehicle miles traveled in Illinois / OCLC 50480865
TD 1.2:T764 — Illinois supplement to the national manual on uniform traffic control devices. OCLC 22152522
TD 1.2:T772 — Illinois' transportation system facts, 1989. OCLC 19334952
TD 1.2:T786 — Tree propagation along Illinois highways : report to the Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 21238423
TD 1.2:T865 — The effect of increased truck weights upon Illinois highway bridges : final report to Illinois Department of Transportation / OCLC 25646091
TD 1.2:T865/989 — Report to the Governor and Illinois General Assembly on Public Act 83-12, increased truck sizes and truck taxation. OCLC 20366304
TD 1.2:T865/992 — The Effects of increased truck size and weight in Illinois. OCLC 26101685
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>OCLC Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of Washington Hydraulic Fracture Test (SHRP) for D-cracking aggregate</td>
<td>42333538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality standard for work zone traffic control devices, 1998.</td>
<td>41613955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterway systems traffic analysis : final report</td>
<td>36297374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design report proposed Westwood Creek Dam and Pump Station and Lake-Villa Reservoir</td>
<td>28160966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter road damage report.</td>
<td>33240859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public transportation &amp; other related laws</td>
<td>40427178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road and bridge and other related laws of Illinois.</td>
<td>9095950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water resources and other related laws of Illinois.</td>
<td>13915947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard specifications for road and bridge construction</td>
<td>10516536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air quality manual</td>
<td>4506725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living with the lake : a guide to Illinois lakeshore management</td>
<td>3208694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living with the lake : a guide to Illinois lakeshore management</td>
<td>3208694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living with the lake : a guide to Illinois lakeshore management</td>
<td>3208694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization and functions manual.</td>
<td>32000078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement of supplies &amp; services manual.</td>
<td>309886174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological and natural resources manual : a manual for use in preparing the ecological and natural resources portions of environmental reports for highway projects</td>
<td>4702222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-economic impact assessment manual</td>
<td>2586273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water quality manual</td>
<td>3161884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois highway map</td>
<td>5673266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average daily total traffic, state primary system, Illinois</td>
<td>11161525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average daily heavy commercial traffic map, state primary system, Illinois</td>
<td>12616721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average daily multiple-unit traffic map, state primary system, Illinois</td>
<td>12616596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois highway map</td>
<td>42361031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed rail improvement program update</td>
<td>43599570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory - Illinois Department of Transportation.</td>
<td>6098504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Illinois public transportation improvement program.</td>
<td>5953046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TD 1.12/2:1983- — Proposed public transportation improvement program. OCLC 13533933
TD 1.12/3: — Proposed highway improvement program / OCLC 10843294
TD 1.12/4: — Statewide Transportation Improvement Program for FY ... : [report]. OCLC 31251864
TD 1.12/4: — Statewide Transportation Improvement Program for FY ... : [report]. OCLC 31251864
TD 1.12/4:DRAFT — Statewide Transportation Improvement Program for FY ... : draft. OCLC 48170175
TD 1.12: — Proposed improvements for Illinois highways. OCLC 6659548
TD 1.12: — Proposed improvements for Illinois highways. OCLC 6659548
TD 1.13: — Transportation digest. OCLC 3526659
TD 1.14:974/PTS. — 1974 national transportation study : narrative report / OCLC 2426382
TD 1.15:S 727 — Report on South Quincy flood control project. OCLC 15273102
TD 1.17/2: — Traffic characteristics on Illinois highways / OCLC 3383274
TD 1.17: — Mileage of highways and streets. OCLC 4748277
TD 1.17:1979- — Illinois highway and street mileage statistics for year ending December 31 ... OCLC 7661670
TD 1.19/2: — Illinois rail system plan. Annual update. OCLC 4052861
TD 1.19/5: — Proposed rail improvement program. OCLC 22775982
TD 1.19/6: — Rail improvement program. OCLC 37106221
TD 1.19/7: — Proposed rail improvement program. OCLC 37104967
TD 1.19/8: — An amendment to the ... Rail Improvement Program supplement / OCLC 37898052
TD 1.19:975/ — Illinois rail system plan, phase II. OCLC 2154784
TD 1.20: — Motorcycle accident facts. OCLC 6030625
TD 1.21/2: — Illinois traffic accident facts and statistics. OCLC 20795327
TD 1.21/3: — Illinois crash facts and statistics OCLC 27138036
TD 1.21: — Accident facts. OCLC 6130053
TD 1.22: — Township and road district mileage open to public travel for year ending December 31 ... OCLC 2359871
TD 1.23/3: — Affirmative action plan for Illinois Department of Human Rights / OCLC 9369539
TD 1.23: — Affirmative action plan / OCLC 24576863
TD 1.24: — Proposed airport improvement program. OCLC 10994579
TD 1.26/2: — Supplemental specifications and recurring special provisions / OCLC 27803123
TD 1.28/2: — Illinois highway statistics sheet. OCLC 28934308
TD 1.29: — Illinois travel statistics. OCLC 11369169
TD 1.30/2: — Designated state truck route system. OCLC 29899107
TD 1.31: — Transportation newsletter. OCLC 12842966
TD 1.32:210 — Development of design criteria for simply supported skew slab-and-girder bridges / OCLC 13347186
TD 1.32:213 — A proposed full-depth asphalt concrete thickness design procedure / OCLC 14038374
TD 1.32:214 — Mechanistic design concepts for stabilized base pavements / OCLC 14038410
TD 1.32:216 — A proposed thickness design procedure for high strength stabilized base (HSSB) pavements / OCLC 18318870
TD 1.32:218 — Evaluation of concrete pavements using nondestructive testing techniques / OCLC 19565277
TD 1.32:219 — Logical and physical design of the Illinois pavement feedback system : executive summary report / OCLC 19346295
TD 1.32:220 — Pavement performance analysis of the Illinois interstate highway system / OCLC 21415981
TD 1.32:222 — Analysis of traffic loadings on interstate highways in Illinois / OCLC 21415660
TD 1.32:223 — A proposed conventional flexible pavement thickness design procedure / OCLC 19100317
TD 1.32:224 — Background for development of mechanistic based design procedure for jointed concrete pavements / OCLC 20336447
TD 1.32:225 — Proposed mechanistic based design procedure for jointed concrete pavements : a report on the development of a proposed mechanistic based design procedure for jointed concrete pavements / OCLC 20336517
TD 1.32:227 — Continuously reinforced pavements : punchouts and other distresses and implications for design / OCLC 22187481
TD 1.32:229 — Performance of resurfacing of JRCP and CRCP on the Illinois interstate highway system / OCLC 24513337
TD 1.32:230 — Prototype network pavement management system for the Illinois interstate highway system : a report of the findings of: development and field testing of an Illinois pavement feedback system / OCLC 24272771
TD 1.32:231 — Illinois pavement feedback data and management system : final report / OCLC 24272853
TD 1.32:232 — Pavement subbases / OCLC 24708996
TD 1.32:233 — Final summary report : evaluation of concrete pavements using NDT results / OCLC 24314542
TD 1.32:234 — Survey of driver's opinion about work zone traffic control on a rural highway : a report of the findings of investigation of speed control methods in work zones / OCLC 24498505
TD 1.32:235 — Evaluation of a radar activated horn system for speed control in highway maintenance operations : a report of findings of investigation of speed control methods in work zones / OCLC 24535686
TD 1.32:236 — Alternative methods for pavement network rehabilitation management / OCLC 26336334
TD 1.32:237 — Evaluation and summary of studies in speed control methods in work zones : a report of findings of investigation of speed control methods in work zones / OCLC 27866947
TD 1.32:238 — Speed reduction effects of drone radar in rural interstate work zones: a report of the findings of investigation of speed control methods in work zones / OCLC 27855727
TD 1.32:239 — Speed reduction effects of changeable message signs in a construction zone: a report of the findings of investigation of speed control methods in work zones / OCLC 27873299
TD 1.32:240 — Effects of police presence on speed in a highway work zone: circulating marked police car experiment: a report of the findings of investigation of speed control methods in work zones / OCLC 27879038
TD 1.32:241 — Speed reduction profiles of vehicles in a highway construction zone: a report of the findings of investigation of speed control methods in work zones / OCLC 27866959
TD 1.32:242 — Evaluation of work zone speed limit signs with strobe lights: a report of findings of investigation of speed control methods in work zones / OCLC 27855671
TD 1.32:243 — Speed reduction methods and studies in work zones: a summary of findings / OCLC 27872694
TD 1.32:244 — Performance of bare and resurfaced JRCP and CRCP on the Illinois interstate highway system, 1991 update / OCLC 29321803
TD 1.32:246 — Guidelines for evaluation of asphalt-overlaid concrete pavements / OCLC 32933683
TD 1.32:247 — Guidelines for rehabilitation of asphalt-overlaid concrete pavements / OCLC 33069296
TD 1.32:248 — Case studies in asphalt-overlaid concrete pavement evaluation and rehabilitation / OCLC 32933664
TD 1.32:249 — Rehabilitation of asphalt-overlaid concrete pavements: final report / OCLC 32933696
TD 1.32:250 — Development of pavement prediction models / OCLC 31282723
TD 1.32:251 — Forecasting pavement rehabilitation needs for the Illinois Interstate Highway system / OCLC 31282589
TD 1.32:252 — Institutional issues in application of IVHS technologies to CVO in Illinois / OCLC 30955348
TD 1.32:258-259 — Analysis of truck drivers’ opinions on safety and traffic control on highway work zones / OCLC 35323738
TD 1.32:260 — Interlayer stress absorbing composite (ISAC) for mitigating reflection cracking in asphalt concrete overlays / OCLC 35323743
TD 1.32:261 — Performance of original and resurfaced pavements on the Illinois freeway system / OCLC 37280928
TD 1.32:262 — Mechanistic-empirical evaluation of the Mn/Road low volume road test sections / OCLC 39374235
TD 1.32:263 — Mechanistic-empirical evaluation of the Mn/Road mainline flexible pavement sections / OCLC 39657838
TD 1.32:264 — Seismic behavior of bridge column non-contact lap splices / OCLC 40199625
TD 1.32:265 — Fatigue of concrete beams and slabs / OCLC 39657840
TD 1.32:266 — Work zones and their impact on user costs / OCLC 41450408
TD 1.32:268 — Field performance of continuously reinforced concrete pavement in Illinois / OCLC 41450409
TD 1.32:269 — Interstate 80 pavement rehabilitation corridor study / OCLC 42466282
TD 1.32:270 — Drivers assessment of high speed AVI/WIM system at a weigh station in Illinois / OCLC 43956154
TD 1.32:277 — Effects of short term oven aging on volumetrics and selection of N-design / OCLC 45548627
TD 1.32:278 — Video image analysis of aggregates: a study report on evaluation of coarse aggregate shape and size properties using video imaging / OCLC 45548628
TD 1.33: — Illinois airport inventory report. OCLC 9463667
TD 1.34: — Illinois speed trends / OCLC 14108691
TD 1.38: — FY ... highway improvement program annual report of accomplishments. OCLC 23284545
TD 1.40: — Tips, trips and plans: urban program planning news. OCLC 34646371
TD 1.41/2: — Highway Safety Program ... annual evaluation report. OCLC 61296052
TD 1.41: — Annual evaluation report. OCLC 37741103
TD 1.42: — Illinois Technology Transfer Center ... training program / OCLC 71822258
TD 1.43: — Illinois Transportation Enhancement Program / OCLC 45456981
TD 1.44: — Videotape/publication library catalog. OCLC 45476534
TD 1.45: — DBE Program document / OCLC 43573388
TD 1.46: — Diversity. OCLC 54353683
TD 1.47: — Caution! : Illinois Department of Transportation traffic safety magazine. OCLC 57409488
TD 1.49: — Illinois directory of waterway terminals / OCLC 41058336
TD 1.50: — Illinois overweight and overheight permit routes OCLC 213391450
TD 1.51: — Illinois Amtrak calendar of events: fun guide. OCLC 458311226
TD 1.32 — Illinois cooperative highway and transportation series [monographic series]
TD 1.9 — Transport demand report OCLC 1792406
TD 1.10 — Highway condition map OCLC 7106905
TD 1.16 — Motorist services guide
TD 1.18 — Highway condition bulletin OCLC 8361066
TD 1.19/3 — Public comments on the Illinois rail plan OCLC 756496387
TD 1.19/4 — Illinois rail plan: update amendment
TD 1.23/2 — Affirmative action plan for the handicapped
TD 1.25 — Estimate of the cost of completing the national system of interstate and defense highways in the State of Illinois
TD 1.26 — Supplemental specifications and mimeographed special provisions
TD 1.27 — Spring road repair program. OCLC 33022172
TD 1.28 — Illinois highway fact sheet. OCLC 12540423
TD 1.30 — Designated state highway truck route system for large vehicles and combinations. OCLC 12652275
TD 1.32/2 — Civil engineering series [monographic series]
TD 1.35 — Small business exchange
TD 1.36 — Schedule of average annual equipment ownership expense. OCLC 17427812
TD 1.37 — Title IV plan for U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration
TD 1.39 — Illinois interstate road work alert. OCLC 25240411

2 Chicago Area Transportation Study
TD 2.2:T 77 — Year 2000 transportation system development plan. OCLC 6386738
TD 2.2:T 779/2 — Travel forecasting process. OCLC 4926226
TD 2.2:T772/2 — Proceedings, Year 2000 Alternative Transportation Futures Conference, March 10, 1976 / OCLC 2703299
TD 2.2:T772/3 — The transportation system management plan for northeastern Illinois / OCLC 4102862
TD 2.2:T772/4 — Year 2000 transportation system development plan / OCLC 8708663
TD 2.2:T779 — A summary of travel characteristics / OCLC 4665325
TD 2.9: — Chicago area expressway accidents. OCLC 4306889
TD 2.12:0325-06 — Pal-Waukee Airport : usage characteristics, importance to neighboring communities and role in the regional airport system / OCLC 2097747
TD 2.12:0325-06-2 — The importance of Chicagoland Airport : a report on its role in the regional airport system. OCLC 3439029
TD 2.12:0366-05 — Northeastern Illinois 1955 airport system implementation study, priority statement : a staff technical report / OCLC 2413218
TD 2.12:372-49A — 1970 travel characteristics : trip generation, a staff report / OCLC 2754395
TD 2.13: — Transportation facts about the Northeastern Illinois region from the Chicago Area Transportation Study. OCLC 10767532
TD 2.10 — C.A.T.S. research news OCLC 2058653
TD 2.10 — Research news. OCLC 3788201
TD 2.11 — Transport. OCLC 4111523
TD 2.12 — CATS [monographic series]

3 Division of Highways
TD 3.2:B 583/2008/2 — Illinois, official bicycle map, northwestern Illinois, map 2 OCLC 237202353
TD 3.2:C883 — Crack control of pozzolanic bases / OCLC 20787314
4 Divison of Waterways

5 Bureau of Traffic

6 Office of Mass Transportation

7 Division of Water Resource Management


TD 3.2:J 95 — Jurisdictional transfer guidelines for highway and street systems. OCLC 28571456

TD 3.2:U 89/2 — Accommodation of utilities on right-of-way of the Illinois state highway system. OCLC 25771860

TD 3.8:T 764 — Illinois supplement to the national manual on uniform traffic control devices / OCLC 727941877

TD 3.17: — Evaluation and report of the highway safety construction program / OCLC 14268896

TD 3.10/2 — Comparative motor vehicle traffic accident statistics in cities of 5,000 population and over OCLC 6183081

TD 3.16 — Summary of motor vehicle traffic accidents. All rural. OCLC 8703506

TD 3.16/2 — Summary of motor vehicle traffic accidents. Entire state. OCLC 8703399

TD 3.16/3 — Summary of motor vehicle traffic accidents. State highways rural. OCLC 8703547

4 Division of Waterways

5 Bureau of Traffic

6 Office of Mass Transportation

7 Division of Water Resource Management

TD 7.2:A 225 — Addison Creek stormwater management system evaluation : Du Page and Cook Counties, Illinois / OCLC 18939026

TD 7.2:B 726 — Report on the condition of M.D. Borah Lake Dam. OCLC 15267677

TD 7.2:B 981 — Busse Woods Reservoir : the benefits and costs of additional flood control : Cook County. OCLC 20494209

TD 7.2:C 231 — Strategic planning study : Canteen Creek watershed, Madison & St. Clair Counties, Illinois for Illinois Department of Transportation, Division of Water Resources / OCLC 5024059

TD 7.2:C 494 — Chatsworth culvert improvement project : town of Chatsworth, Livingston County, Illinois : small projects program. OCLC 24859579

TD 7.2:C 532 — Investigation for flood control : Lake O’Hare, Crystal Creek : Chicago, Illinois, Cook County. OCLC 17790822

TD 7.2:C 652/3 — Illinois Coastal Zone Management Program : preliminary draft. OCLC 3161860

TD 7.2:C 775 — Report for flood control, Coon and Goose Creeks, Clinton, Illinois, DeWitt County. OCLC 6528997
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TD 7.2:D 75/2 — Flows crossing the Lake Michigan diversion boundary in Indiana / OCLC 6666150
TD 7.2:D665 — Dolton Levee Project : Village of Dolton, Cook County, Illinois : small projects program. OCLC 26381447
TD 7.2:E 13 — Report on East St. Louis flood protection rehabilitation project. OCLC 24272601
TD 7.2:E 48 — Technical memorandum on hydrologic, hydraulic and benefits analysis for the Elmhurst Quarry Flood Control Facility Design. OCLC 28161554
TD 7.2:E 52 — Embarras River basin study / OCLC 3319722
TD 7.2:F631/10 — Floodplain publications / OCLC 6577790
TD 7.2:F631/11 — Directory of floodplain agencies / OCLC 6588967
TD 7.2:F631/12 — National Flood Insurance Program. OCLC 11064973
TD 7.2:F631/14 — Notifying floodplain residents : assessment of public information programs / OCLC 9930295
TD 7.2:F631/15 — Elevating or relocating a house to reduce flood damage / OCLC 10841299
TD 7.2:F631/2 — Magnitude and frequency of floods in Illinois, OCLC 1057681
TD 7.2:F631/5 — Report on the regulation of construction within the flood plain of Upper Salt Creek and tributaries : Palatine, Schaumburg, Elk Grove townships, Cook County. OCLC 2505080
TD 7.2:F631/7 — Depth and frequency of floods in Illinois / OCLC 2689914
TD 7.2:F631/8 — Report on regulation of construction within the flood plain of the Rock River downstream of the confluence of Green River, Rock Island and Henry counties. OCLC 4125938
TD 7.2:F631/9 — Ideas for protecting your house from flood damage. OCLC 5020360
TD 7.2:G786 — Report to the Great Lakes governors : Great Lakes water diversions and consumptive uses : charting a course for future protection / OCLC 12665359
TD 7.2:G882 — Illinois groundwater law : the rule of "reasonable use" / OCLC 14189523
TD 7.2:H84 — Protecting your house from flood damage. OCLC 6418714
TD 7.2:K46 — Update to Kickapoo Creek strategic planning study : Peoria County, Illinois : 1976 report / OCLC 16145320
TD 7.2:K46/2 — Flood study : Little Kickapoo and Sugar Creeks, Bloomington and Normal, Illinois, McLean County. OCLC 32031729
TD 7.2:K52 — Kinery West : analysis of flood mitigation measures, DuPage County. OCLC 31257878
TD 7.2:M 216 — Mouth of the Mahomet Regional Groundwater Model, Imperial Valley Region of Mason, Tazewell, and Logan Counties, Illinois / OCLC 33020071
TD 7.2:M 559 — Meredosia Levee Project : Village of Meredosia, Morgan County, Illinois : small projects program. OCLC 29161079
TD 7.2:M62 — Lake Michigan water allocation study / OCLC 4361343
TD 7.2:M62/2 — A work program for the allocation of water from Lake Michigan.
OCLC 6042482
TD 7.2:M62/3 — A work program for the Lake Michigan Diversion Section, FY1979-FY1983. OCLC 5370173
TD 7.2:M62/6 — In the matter of allocation of water from Lake Michigan : opinion and order of the Secretary. OCLC 9369657
TD 7.2:N393 — Negro creek : Village of Cherry : Bureau County. OCLC 17310769
TD 7.2:R621 — River stages in Illinois : flood and damage data. OCLC 25180447
TD 7.2:R621/994 — River stages in Illinois : flood and damage data. OCLC 30965253
TD 7.2:S 176 — Report on regulation of construction within the flood plain of the Lower Salt Creek and tributaries, Cook and Du Page Counties. OCLC 6372674
TD 7.2:S 299 — An evaluation of the October, 1977 water rate change / OCLC 4904830
TD 7.2:S617 — Feasibility study report for the Sinnissippi Dam, Sterling-Rock Falls, Illinois / OCLC 23996181
TD 7.2:S634 — Slurry pond abandonment study : for Illinois Department of Transportation, Division of Water Resources / OCLC 16997783
TD 7.2:S885 — Stormwater management / OCLC 9973962
TD 7.2:W324 — Illinois waterborne shipping database / OCLC 16955229
TD 7.2:W324/2 — Fiscal years 1990-94 proposed water resources capital program / OCLC 20110034
TD 7.2:W324/2/991-95 — Water resources capital program, FY 91. OCLC 22188286
TD 7.2:W324/2/995-99 — Fiscal years 1995-99 proposed water resources capital program OCLC 31861377
TD 7.2:W324/991 — Illinois waterborne shipping database / OCLC 25270707
TD 7.5:M62/3 — In the matter of Lake Michigan water allocation : LMO 77-1 : opinion and order. OCLC 4478694
TD 7.15:A 675 — Arcola Flood Control Project: City of Arcola, Douglas County, Illinois: small projects program. OCLC 26985844
TD 7.15:A826 — Ashland Flood Control Project: Village of Ashland, Cass County Illinois: small projects program. OCLC 32992137
TD 7.15:B849 — Report to the Illinois Department of Transportation, Division of Water Resources, of the Briarcliffe Flood Control Project in the city of Wheaton / OCLC 18964429
TD 7.15:C951 — Crossville Flood Control Project: village of Crossville, White County, Illinois: small projects program. OCLC 32804570
TD 7.15:P816 — Report on Pontiac flood control project. OCLC 15272980
TD 7.16: — Directory of lake and river terminals in Illinois / OCLC 18501929
TD 7.17: — Illinois port district capital development plan / OCLC 8934213
TD 7.13 — Strategic planning study for flood control [monographic series]
TD 7.14 — Flood hazard mitigation plan [monographic series]
TD 7.15 — Report on Johnson Creek flood control project [monographic series]
TD 7.9 — Water use and conservation report. OCLC 5267524
TD 7.10 — Directory of regional port districts in Illinois. OCLC 4555189
TD 7.11 — A work program for the Lake Michigan Diversion Section

8 Office of Planning, Programming and Environmental Review
TD 8.10: — Unified work program. OCLC 2441357
TD 8.15: — Illinois travel statistics. OCLC 11369169
TD 8.11 — Illinois transportation facts
TD 8.12 — Work program and estimates of cost of highway planning
TD 8.13 — Summary of local planning documents
TD 8.14 — General highway map

9 Office of Transportation Safety
TD 9.16/2: — Summary of motor vehicle traffic accidents. OCLC 8703399
TD 9.16/3: — Summary of motor vehicle traffic accidents. OCLC 8703547
TD 9.10 — Comparative motor vehicle traffic accident statistics; by county. OCLC 6520569
TD 9.10/2 — Comparative motor vehicle traffic accident statistics in cities of 5,000 population and over OCLC 6183081
TD 9.16/4 — Summary of motor vehicle traffic accidents. All rural. OCLC 8703506
TD 9.18 — Illinois motor vehicle traffic accident facts. OCLC 12323701
TD 9.19 — Highway condition report OCLC 8360824

10 Aeronautics Division
11 Environmental Science Bureau

12 Material and Physical Research Development Bureau

TD 12.9:102 — Performance evaluation of jointed concrete pavement rehabilitation without resurfacing / OCLC 15318900
TD 12.9:106 — Accurate and rapid determination of fatigue damage in bridge superstructures / OCLC 28104166
TD 12.9:107 — Analysis, inspection, and repair methods for pin connections on Illinois bridges / OCLC 26499605
TD 12.9:108 — Effects of corrosion and fatigue on the load-carrying capacity of structural and reinforcing steel / OCLC 32084808
TD 12.9:109 — Methods to reduce built-in residual stresses in steel bridge diaphragms (Phase I) / OCLC 44853337
TD 12.9:110 — The performance evaluation of single pass bituminous overlays / OCLC 26663525
TD 12.9:111 — Alternatives to full-depth patching on resurfacing projects / OCLC 29555326
TD 12.9:112 — Evaluating pavement design features: five year performance evaluation of FA 401 and FA 409 / OCLC 30775867
TD 12.9:113 — Recycling old PCC pavement: performance evaluation of FAI 57 inlays / OCLC 29971113
TD 12.9:114 — Design and construction of open-graded base courses / OCLC 29631869
TD 12.9:115 — Fatigue analysis of overhead sign and signal structures / OCLC 31243914
TD 12.9:116 — Bituminous overlay policy - a performance evaluation: final report, IHR-530 / OCLC 33210755
TD 12.9:117 — Evaluation of reclaimed rubber in bituminous pavements / OCLC 32933849
TD 12.9:118 — Fatigue of tube-to-plate fillet welds and methods for their improvement / OCLC 38435399
13 Research and Development Office

14 Decatur Area Transportation Planning Process

15 Traffic Safety Division

TD 15.2:A 354/3 — Evaluation of eleven local alcohol program enforcement components in Illinois / OCLC 40550486

TD 15.2:A 354/4 — Evaluation of five Local Alcohol Program enforcement components in Illinois / OCLC 42707836

TD 15.2:A35 — Assessment of the effect on traffic accidents of the lowering of the legal drinking age in Illinois / OCLC 2980953

TD 15.2:A35/2 — Assessment of the effect on traffic safety of the lowering of the legal drinking age in Illinois. OCLC 3572872

TD 15.2:A35/3 — Illinois’ alcohol-related accident fatalities and the conformity of state alcohol/drug laws with the Uniform Vehicle Code / OCLC 8102700

TD 15.2:A35/4 — Specifications for the preparation of comprehensive alcohol safety program projects / OCLC 13657134

TD 15.2:A354 — Evaluation of twelve local alcohol program enforcement components in Illinois / OCLC 34876490

TD 15.2:A354/2 — Evaluation of seven local alcohol program enforcement components in Illinois / OCLC 37259032

TD 15.2:c 257 — Car seats for growing children : guidelines for counselling parents on which type of car seat to use. OCLC 43102524

TD 15.2:C 536 — Child safety seat usage in Illinois : August 2001 observational survey results / OCLC 50047715

TD 15.2:C 636 — "Click it or Ticket" program evaluation : June 2002 observational survey results / OCLC 50753194

TD 15.2:C 636/2 — Evaluation of the 2006 Illinois "Click It or Ticket" Campaign, April 24-June 18, 2006 / OCLC 77535548

TD 15.2:C 636/3 — Evaluation of the 2006 Thanksgiving Click It or Ticket Campaign in Illinois, November 6 - December 10, 2006 / OCLC 129754257

TD 15.2:C53/2 — Specifications for the development of a child safety seat program / OCLC 13441873

TD 15.2:D782 — The effectiveness of high school driver education : a review of the literature / OCLC 2713361

TD 15.2:E 92/3 — Evaluation of eight Traffic Law Enforcement Program (TLEP) projects in Illinois / OCLC 42699305

TD 15.2:E 92/4 — Evaluation of the Traffic Law Enforcement Program (TLEP) and the Local Alcohol Program (LAP) projects in Illinois / OCLC 47187241

TD 15.2:E 92/5 — Evaluation of the 2006 Labor Day You Drink & Drive, You Lose, Campaign : July 24 - September 17, 2006. OCLC 85844744

TD 15.2:E92 — Evaluation of seven traffic law enforcement program (TLEP) projects in Illinois during FY 1995 / OCLC 36904029
TD 15.2:E92/2 — Evaluation of nine FY 96 Traffic Law Enforcement Program (TLEP) projects in Illinois / OCLC 38943370
TD 15.2:F854 — Freeway construction and maintenance zones : an investigation of accidents and accident reporting systems in Illinois / OCLC 19075393
TD 15.2:H42 — Study of highway transportation of hazardous materials in Illinois : interim report to the 79th General Assembly. OCLC 2760662
TD 15.2:M 919/ — Motorcycle helmet usage in Illinois : observational survey results. OCLC 48048993
TD 15.2:M 919/2 — Motorist awareness and opinion survey on safety belt issues during the "click it or ticket" campaign in Illinois / OCLC 50759801
TD 15.2:M91/2 — A critique of the motorcycle rider course : based on results of the Motorcycle rider test / OCLC 2813328
TD 15.2:M91/4 — Evaluation report on the motorcycle in-traffic license test pilot project. OCLC 12435596
TD 15.2:S 742/2 — A preliminary assessment of the increased speed limit on rural interstate highways in Illinois. OCLC 21303326
TD 15.2:T 76/3 — Concentrated traffic enforcement program, Evanston : first year report / OCLC 4109269
TD 15.10: — Annual evaluation of highway safety improvement program. OCLC 15046390
TD 15.11/2: — Safety belt usage in Illinois / OCLC 43400537
TD 15.11/2-2: — Safety belt usage in Illinois : observational survey results / OCLC 48020617
TD 15.11: — Occupant restraint usage in Illinois. OCLC 18338294
TD 15.12:94-01 — Design of the new safety belt usage survey in Illinois / OCLC 32647610
TD 15.12 — Technical report series [monographic series]
TD 15.8/2 — Vehicle services training manual
TD 15.9 — Traffic safety update OCLC 8706341

16 Champaign/Urbana Transportation Process Policy and Planning Office

19 Location and Environment Division
TD 19.9:1 — The archaeological intensive survey of the FAI-270 alignment in the American bottom region of Southern Illinois / OCLC 6427458
TD 19.9 — Illinois transportation archaeology scientific reports [monographic series]

20 Local Roads and Streets
TD 20.2:T 754 — Study methodology and results : PA 96-1060, Township Road District Review Act report / OCLC 696332354
TD 20.13: — Illinois interchange. OCLC 44011518
TD 20.9 — M.F.T. funds, source, distribution and uses by counties. OCLC 13212252
21 Railroads Bureau

TD 21.2:A 528/2 — Downstate Illinois Amtrak getaways: special Amtrak lodging and car rental packages. OCLC 48087659
TD 21.2:A 528/2009 — Take Amtrak to the heart of Chicago OCLC 436303789
TD 21.2:A 528/2010 — Take Amtrak to the heart of Chicago OCLC 653197589
TD 21.2:A 528/987 — Take AMTRAK to the heart of Chicago / OCLC 16184065
TD 21.2:A 528/988 — Take AMTRAK to the heart of Chicago OCLC 18539641
TD 21.2:A 528/989 — Make tracks to Midway and O'Hare! / OCLC 19407708
TD 21.2:A 528/990 — Take AMTRAK to the heart of Chicago OCLC 23021458
TD 21.2:A 528/990/2 — Illinois, a great place to visit! : a guide to Illinois cities served by Amtrak / OCLC 22199280
TD 21.2:A 528/996 — Take AMTRAK to the heart of Chicago / OCLC 36349311
TD 21.2:B 399 — Your Illinois Amtrak® bed & breakfast invitation. OCLC 41598279
TD 21.2:B 399/2001 — Your Illinois Amtrak® bed & breakfast invitation. OCLC 8190048
TD 21.2:R152 — Rail service study : Chicago - Champaign - St. Louis : a report to the Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 25250701
TD 21.2:S 145 — Take Amtrak to the heart of St. Louis OCLC 41364655
TD 21.8:C 581 — Illinois Amtrak traveler’s city guide : Amtrak station information : taxis, public transit, car rentals, hotels, local services, community information. OCLC 44697942
TD 21.10: — Midwest getaways. OCLC 38067260
TD 21.11: — Illinois Amtrak cities : calendar of events. OCLC 43414490
TD 21.9 — Amtrak service update OCLC 22528842

22 Small Business Enterprise Bureau

TD 22.8:C764 — Disadvantaged business enterprise/women business enterprise contractors’ manual / OCLC 15510203
TD 22.9: — Small business exchange. OCLC 14106918
TD 22.9: — Exchange. OCLC 36985597
TD 22.9/2 — Small business enterprises exchange

23 Transportation Department and University of Illinois Press

TD 23.9:1 — The East St. Louis Stone Quarry site cemetery : (11-S-468) / OCLC 9324431
TD 23.9:10 — The Robinson’s Lake site (11-Ms-582) / OCLC 11468214
TH — Toll Highway Authority

1 Main Office
TH 1.1: — Annual report of operations - Illinois State Toll Highway Commission. OCLC 6077372
TH 1.2:F491/ — Illinois Tollway. OCLC 34488463
TH 1.9 — Illinois tollway map
TH 1.10 — Condensed summary of financial activity

THA — Toll Highway Authority

1 Main Office
THA 1.1: — Annual report / OCLC 27182580
THA 1.1:1974-1993 — Annual report / OCLC 7231298
THA 1.2:H673 — Illinois Tollway : concise history. OCLC 28398129
THA 1.2:I 69 — I Pass owner's manual. OCLC 56348797
THA 1.2:P 699 — 10-year plan for the Illinois State Toll Highway Authority / OCLC 50093651
THA 1.2:R 628 — A roadmap for the future : recommendations and guiding principles for Illinois Tollway decision-making / OCLC 711284538
THA 1.9:2001-2002 — Illinois tollway OCLC 51807082
THA 1.9:2003 — Illinois tollway OCLC 54863560
THA 1.9:2004 — Illinois tollway complimentary map, issued 2004. OCLC 54911993
THA 1.9:974 — Illinois tollway map / OCLC 761220784
THA 1.9:984-985 — Illinois Tollway, map 1984-5 : complimentary / OCLC 37653707
THA 1.11: — Comprehensive annual financial report / OCLC 56348803
THA 1.12: — Annual budget. OCLC 56396233
THA 1.10 — Condensed summary OCLC 8868322

V — Department of Veterans Affairs

1 Main Office

V 1.1/2: — Biennial report / OCLC 43189155
V 1.1: — Annual report - Illinois Department of Veterans Affairs. OCLC 4331229
V 1.2:B 399 — A feasibility study under Public Act 90-752 using United States Department of Veterans' Affairs bed space to meet long-term care needs of Illinois veterans : a report to the Governor and the General Assembly / OCLC 41618042
V 1.2:B 464 — State of Illinois benefits for veterans : serving those who have served / OCLC 741330709
V 1.2:D 273 — Flextime policy and procedures. OCLC 27821182
V 1.2:F 293 — Federal veterans' benefits / OCLC 741330690
V 1.2:H 767 — Illinois veterans' homes, Anna, LaSalle, Manteno, Quincy : long-term care services for eligible veterans / OCLC 741330226
V 1.2:H67 — A history of state veterans homes, with special emphasis on the Illinois Veterans Home / OCLC 8307419
V 1.2:I 29 — Illinois veterans' benefits / OCLC 741328882
V 1.2:W 295 — Illinois Warrior Assistance Program : you are not alone / OCLC 741329829
V 1.5:V 585/ — Laws affecting veterans / OCLC 12717279
V 1.5:V585/990 — Laws affecting Illinois veterans / OCLC 23292143
VE — Board of Vocational Education and Rehabilitation

1 Main Office
2 Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
   VE 2.2:D 611 — Estimating need for rehabilitation services in Illinois / OCLC 1719374
   VE 2.9 — Directory OCLC 29508724
   VE 2.10 — Program and financial plan fiscal years
3 Division of Vocational and Technical Education
   VE 3.8:C 85 — A handbook for career guidance counselors / OCLC 2454843
   VE 3.9: — Illinois career education journal. OCLC 1752640
   VE 3.9: — Illinois vocational progress. OCLC 1752673
   VE 3.10 — Stateside news
   VE 3.11 — Misc. pub. OCLC 29514205

Y 3 — Non-Legislative Boards, Commissions, and Committees

A 16 Access to Benefits and Services Task Force
A 25 Illinois Commission on African-American Males
A 25/2 African-American Family Commission
Y 3.A 25/2:2/R 436 — Results of the Black Executive Directors Coalition (BEDC) membership survey / OCLC 703634104
Y 3.A 25/2:8/A 848 — Illinois assisted housing and residential mobility data guide : county level fact book and index / OCLC 703632710

A 26 Agent Orange Study Commission
Y 3.A26:2/R425 — Interim report of the Illinois Agent Orange Study Commission. OCLC 10352220
Y 3.A26:2/R425/2 — Report to General Assembly / OCLC 11611368
Y 3.A26:2/S989 — Transcript from the National Agent Orange Medical Symposium : September 24 & 25, 1983, O'Hare Hilton Hotel, Chicago, Illinois / OCLC 11304274

A 28 AIDS Interdisciplinary Advisory Council

A 62 States Attorney's Appellate Prosecutor
Y 3.A 62:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 19487313
Y 3.A62:9/ — Newsletter / OCLC 15481898

A 64 States Attorney's Appellate Service Commission
Y 3.A64:1/ — Annual report - State's Attorneys Appellate Service Commission. OCLC 7051568

A 79 Asbestos Containment and Removal Advisory Council

Ar 73 Armory Board

Ar 79 Arts Council
Y 3.AR 79:1/ — Annual report. OCLC 11059379
Y 3.Ar 79:9 — Six Illinois painters OCLC 153635
Y 3.AR79:11-2/ — Illinois arts. OCLC 6472682
Y 3.AR79:11-3/ — IAC quarterly. OCLC 7469528
Y 3.AR79:11-4/ — IAC news. OCLC 10352485
Y 3.AR79:11-6/ — Illinois arts. OCLC 19081977
Y 3.AR79:11-7/ — Heartland. OCLC 34159386
Y 3.AR79:11/ — The Arts in Illinois. OCLC 4256022
Y 3.AR79:12/P712 — Planning for the arts : a community handbook / OCLC 13976259
Y 3.AR79:13/ — Directory of Illinois visual artists. OCLC 6340246
Y 3.Ar 79:14/ — Art fair directory / OCLC 12070236
Y 3.Ar 79:16-2/ — Artists fellowships program : guidelines and application. OCLC 27017256
Y 3.Ar 79:16-3/ — Artists fellowship guidelines & application fiscal year ... / OCLC 77561538
Y 3.Ar 79:16/ — Artists fellowship. OCLC 13422034
Y 3.AR79:17/ — Illinois ethnic performing arts directory / OCLC 11503024
Y 3.AR79:18/ — Artists-in-education program / OCLC 11806560
Y 3.AR79:18/ — Artists-in-education program / OCLC 11806560
Y 3.Ar 79:19 — Governor's awards OCLC
Y 3.Ar 79:2/A 792/5 — Illinois Arts Council : your state agency for the arts. OCLC 47998821
Y 3.AR79:2/B932 — Building by design / OCLC 21238110
Y 3.AR79:2/B932/991 — Building by design / OCLC 23273696
Y 3.AR79:2/C764 — In kind contributions and your not-for-profit arts organization. OCLC 24400458
Y 3.AR79:2/C764/2 — Keeping track of in-kind contributions. OCLC 26381580
Y 3.AR79:2/C968/ — Cultural kaleidoscope / OCLC 9085341
Y 3.AR79:2/C968/ — Cultural kaleidoscope / OCLC 9085341
Y 3.AR 79:2/D 598 — Directory of local arts agencies / OCLC 11062031
Y 3.AR79:2/D611 — Access to the arts : everyone's right. OCLC 26507295
Y 3.Ar 79:2/P 438 — Directory of Illinois performing arts presenters / OCLC 49324674
Y 3.AR79:2/S898/ — Strategic plan, 1995-98. OCLC 31752559
Y 3.AR79:20/ — Grants, programs and services to arts producing organizations, arts service organizations, and major institutions. OCLC 11806753
Y 3.AR79:21/ — Grants programs and services to local arts councils and presenters. OCLC 11806729
Y 3.AR 79:22/ — Directory of local arts agencies / OCLC 12570492
Y 3.Ar 79:24 — Build Illinois [monographic series] OCLC
Y 3.AR79:24/B932 — Building by design / OCLC 15277474
Y 3.AR79:24/G764 — Special assistance grants for organizations and individuals. OCLC 15227169
Y 3.AR79:24/P273 — Partners in purchase. OCLC 15233531
Y 3.AR79:24/P964/ — Program grants: guidelines and applications, fiscal year ... / OCLC 15211881
Ar 79/2 Advisory Commission on Financing the Arts in Illinois

B 21 Commissioner of Banks and Trust Companies
Y 3.B 21:9 — Resources and liabilities of Illinois state banks at the close of business on ... OCLC 8731624

B 21/2 Office of Banks and Real Estates
Y 3.B 21/2:1/ — Office of Banks and Real Estate annual report. OCLC 43189214
Y 3.B 21/2:10 — Illinois Bureau of Banks and Trust Companies : [newsletter]. OCLC 38213139
Y 3.B 21/2:11 — Points of interest OCLC 30309015
Y 3.B 21/2:12 — Illinois real estate news OCLC 40216706
Y 3.B 21/2:9 — The appraiser regulator. OCLC 35656327

B 251 Collective Bargaining Office
Y 3.B 251:9 — Decision[s] and order[s]. OCLC
B 27 Barrington Area Development Council
B 58 Bicentennial Commission
Y 3.B 58/10 — Resources for local bicentennial organizations OCLC 70745459
Y 3.B 58/9 — Illinois correspondent OCLC 17003150
B 62 Bi-State Metropolitan Planning Commission
B 93 Building Authority
Y 3.B 93:9 — Official statement : revenue bonds, series ... OCLC 28248647
B 93/2 Building Bond Board
B 97 Business Management Study Committee
C 21 Board of Canal Commissioners
C 24 Capital City Planning Commission
C 39 Centennial Commission
C 53 Chicago Transit Authority
Y 3.C53:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 8575594
Y 3.C 53:11 — Historical calendar. OCLC 15274783
Y 3.C53:9/ — CTA transit news. OCLC 6842314
Y 3.C53:9/ — Transit news. OCLC 6842422
C 53/2 Chicago Regional Port District
C 53/3 Speakers Advisory Committee on the 1992 Chicago World's Fair
C 53/4 Chicago World's Fair, 1992 Authority
C 53/5 Chicago Public Library/Chicago Library System
C 73 Commission on Compensation of State and Local Government Officials
C 73/2 Compensation Review Board
C 73/9 Commuter Rail Service Board
Y 3.C 73/9:10 — Capital program technical appendix. OCLC 11438593
Y 3.C 73/9:9 — Operating and capital program and budget ... operating budget ... capital program. OCLC 11438623
C 734 Community and Residential Services Authority
Y 3.C734:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 29976507
C 75 Citizens' Task Force on Constitutional Implementation

C 93 Criminal Justice Information Council

Y 3.C93:2/C931/2 — The Criminal history information act [proposed]. OCLC 9421567

C 93/2 Criminal Justice Information Authority

Y 3.C93/2:1/985-87 — Annual report. OCLC 13787692
Y 3.C 93/2:1/990 — Annual report / OCLC 24789552
Y 3.C 93/2:1/995- — Annual report / OCLC 35710338
Y 3.C93/2:11 — Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority advisory. OCLC 10994468
Y 3.C93/2:13/C953 — Crowding at the Cook County Jail : historical perspective and current strategies. OCLC 21008861
Y 3.C93/2:13/F981 — Flow of funds in Illinois criminal justice system. OCLC 24056738
Y 3.C 93/2:13/R 297 — The Pace of recidivism in Illinois. OCLC 13712692
Y 3.C 93/2:13/R 425 — Repeat offenders in Illinois. OCLC 12953939
Y 3.C93/2:13/R425/2 — Repeat offenders in Illinois : recidivism among different types of prison releasees. OCLC 16914785
Y 3.C93/2:13/S 738 — Spatial and temporal analysis of crime. OCLC 16415304
Y 3.C93/2:14 — Working for the criminal justice system in Illinois : biennial report for the fiscal year ... OCLC
Y 3.C93/2:15 — Trends and issues. OCLC 20477713
Y 3.C93/2:16 — Consider the consequences. OCLC 25750733
Y 3.C93/2:16-2 — Consider the consequences [education edition]. OCLC
Y 3.C93/2:17 — Community policing in Chicago / OCLC 32732128
Y 3.C93/2:18/ — STAC news : a newsletter about the Illinois Criminal Justice Authority's spatial and temporal analysis of crime software. OCLC 33601533
Y 3.C93/2:19/ — On good authority : an executive briefing on trends and issues in criminal justice / OCLC 34835075
Y 3.C93/2:2/B711 — The pretrial process in Cook County : an analysis of bond decisions made in felony cases during 1982-83 / OCLC 16955170
Y 3.C 93/2:2/C 532 — The Chicago women's health risk study : report to the National Institute of Justice, June 2000 / OCLC 45443219
Y 3.C 93/2:2/C 532/2 — The Chicago Women's Health Risk Study at a glance / OCLC 56927075
Y 3.C 93/2:2/C 734 — Community re-entry challenges daunt ex-offenders quest for a fresh start / OCLC 608261893
Y 3.C93/2:2/C225 — Consider the consequences ... : cannabis & controlled substances. OCLC 28398071
Y 3.C93/2:2/C339 — Casino gambling and crime in Chicago : the impact of the proposed casino complex on Chicago, Cook County, and selected state and federal criminal justice agencies / OCLC 27214885
Y 3.C93/2:2/C625 — Clemency for battered women convicted of killing their partners : a brief overview of related research and statistical information. OCLC 33374074
Y 3.C93/2:2/C929/5 — Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority. OCLC 14117447
Y 3.C93/2:2/D794 — State of Illinois application and statewide strategy to control drug and violent crime / OCLC 25460043
Y 3.C93/2:2/D794/2 — Consider the consequences ... : the legal consequences of drug abuse. OCLC 25183224
Y 3.C93/2:2/D794/3 — Consider the consequences ... : drugs & driving. OCLC 28398374
Y 3.C93/2:2/D794/4 — Drugs, driving & the law. OCLC 28399503
Y 3.C93/2:2/D794/5 — Illinois strategy to control drug and violent crime FFY 96. OCLC 35303295
Y 3.C93/2:2/D794/991-12 — State of Illinois application and statewide strategy to control drug and violent crime / OCLC 25460043
Y 3.C93/2:2/D794/992 — State of Illinois application and statewide strategy to control drug and violent crime. OCLC 27801530
Y 3.C93/2:2/P959 — Patterns of change over time in the Illinois adult prison population, 1941 to 1983 / OCLC 10035272
Y 3.C93/2:2/R425 — Report to the Illinois General Assembly on missing young adults / OCLC 10670880
Y 3.C93/2:2/S 769 — The Springfield weed and seed initiative : a process description and evaluation / OCLC 30676599
Y 3.C93/2:2/S839 — Anabolic steroids. OCLC 28398284
Y 3.C93/2:2/S898 — Illinois strategy to control drug and violent crime. OCLC 29887606
Y 3.C93/2:20/ — Illinois strategy to control drug and violent crime / OCLC 35699952
Y 3.C 93/2:21/ — Affirmative action plan. OCLC 38212810
Y 3.C 93/2:23/ — Program evaluation summary / OCLC 56827245
Y 3.C 93/2:24/ — Research at a glance / OCLC 62293986
Y 3.C93/2:25 — ... Criminal History Records (CHRI) audit report [CD-Rom] OCLC 123129247
Y 3.C93/2:8/D794 — Creating--safe neighborhoods, safe streets, safe schools, safe workplaces using Illinois' drug laws. OCLC 26961294
Y 3.C93/2:8/D794 — Creating--safe neighborhoods, safe streets, safe schools, safe workplaces using Illinois' drug laws. OCLC 26961294
Y 3.C93/2:9/ — The Compiler. OCLC 5375294

D 27 Services for Deaf-Blind Individuals Advisory Board

D 27/2 Advisory Board for Services for Persons Who are Deaf and Blind

D 27/3 Deaf and Hard of Hearing Commission

D 28 Debt Collection Board

D 31 State Council on Defense

D 35 Delinquency Prevention Commission

D 48 Developmental Disabilities Advocacy Authority

D 48/2 Development Finance Authority

D 48/3 Illinois Planning Council on Developmental Disabilities
Y 3.D 48/3:12 — Developmental disabilities three year state plan update : fiscal year ... OCLC
Y 3.D 48/3:13/ — Value people / OCLC 49336067
Y 3.D48/3:2/A191 — The ADA and people with cognitive disabilities : trainer's curriculum / OCLC 34299541
Y 3.D48/3:2/A832 — A study of the special needs of Asian Americans with developmental disabilities in the Chicago metropolitan area / OCLC 35852807
Y 3.D48/3:2/C545 — Choice protocol : a document to help plan and carry out meetings between persons with disabilities and those who are responsible for assisting them in making choices about their future services. OCLC 27669978
Y 3.D48/3:2/C545/2 — Teaching choices : a curriculum for persons with developmental disabilities. OCLC 28940461
Y 3.D48/3:2/C734 — Executive summary of the report on the evaluation of community residential programs and technical assistance to enhance quality : a consumer focused review with recommendations / OCLC 27877991
Y 3.D48/3:2/C734/2 — Final report on the evaluation of Supported Placements in Integrated Community Environments Project (SPICE) / OCLC 28053034
Y 3.D48/3:2/C734/2/EX.SUM. — Executive summary of the final report on the evaluation of Supported Placements in Integrated Community Environments Project (SPICE) / OCLC 28053283
Y 3.D48/3:2/D 232 — Data and information report on service needs and issues affecting persons who are developmentally disabled / OCLC 23891391
Y 3.D 48/3:2/D 611 — Including youth with disabilities in Education to Careers / OCLC 49301429
Y 3.D48/3:2/D598 — An Illinois directory of general and special educators, school board members, individuals with disabilities, parents and others who are
willing to share their expertise and experience with inclusive or supported education / OCLC 34158968
Y 3.D48/3:2/D94/2 — Outcome measures for early childhood intervention services / OCLC 34124463
Y 3.D48/3:2/E24 — The identification of financial disincentives to educating children and youth with moderate to severe and multiple developmental disabilities in their home schools : final report / OCLC 29566589
Y 3.D48/3:2/E24/SUM — The identification of financial disincentives to educating children and youth with moderate to severe and multiple developmental disabilities in their home schools : final report / OCLC 29463493
Y 3.D48/3:2/F 198 — Family support : a new way of thinking. OCLC 24252225
Y 3.D 48/3:2/F 198/2 — Helping families understand options in planning for their family member with a disability / OCLC 50753156
Y 3.D48/3:2/G882 — Impacts on the surrounding neighborhood of group homes for persons with developmental disabilities / OCLC 27902411
Y 3.D48/3:2/H765 — Home control through trust and estate planning / OCLC 32995018
Y 3.D48/3:2/H765/SPAN. — Control sobre la vivienda por medio de la planificacion de fideicomisos y del patrimonio / OCLC 33332587
Y 3.D48/3:2/M489/2 — Managing medicaid-funded services to people with developmental disabilities : conclusions and recommendations. OCLC 29456163
Y 3.D48/3:2/N174 — I have a name ... : ... just like you. OCLC 33886159
Y 3.D48/3:2/N278 — Support for Native Americans with developmental disabilities / OCLC 35335494
Y 3.D48/3:2/P766/2 — A message for policy makers : what people with disabilities are saying about living in the community / OCLC 33029029
Y 3.D48/3:2/Q1 — Quality enhancement survey. OCLC 26860550
Y 3.D48/3:2/R297 — RSVP: Reciprocal Supports for Valued People: a project for developing natural supports, friendships, and community inclusion for persons with developmental disabilities. OCLC 33287702
Y 3.D48/3:2/S 372 — Overcoming barriers to inclusion of children with disabilities in the local schools: a blueprint for change. OCLC 31870252
Y 3.D48/3:2/S 372/EX.SUM. — Overcoming barriers to inclusion of children with disabilities in the local schools: a blueprint for change. OCLC 31870302
Y 3.D48/3:2/S 491 — The common pursuit: improving the quality of life for Illinois citizens with disabilities: implications for restructuring the planning and management of state services. OCLC 23720766
Y 3.D 48/3:2/S 741 — Speaking for myself. OCLC 50759757
Y 3.D 48/3:2/T 772 — Improving transportation opportunities for people with disabilities in Illinois. OCLC 50759728
Y 3.D 48/3:8/F 198 — Family Futures Planning: training, support, and advocacy program for adults with developmental disabilities and their families: instructor's manual. OCLC 50853640
Y 3.D 48/3:8/F 198/2 — Family Futures Planning: training, support, and advocacy program for adults with developmental disabilities and their families: family member's manual. OCLC 50855453
Y 3.D48/3:8/H765 — "Your place or mine?": a handbook for home ownership. OCLC 26336163
Y 3.D48/3:8/I61 — Interview guide: a guide to interviewing persons with developmental disabilities to obtain information for the development of community based services and supports. OCLC 27667966
Y 3.D48/3:8/O94 — A guide to using outcome based performance measures in employment services. OCLC 33210284
Y 3.D48/3:8/P964 — Project Success: services delivery planning guide. OCLC 33984849
Y 3.D48/3:9/ — Directions. OCLC 19737644

D 61 State Advisory Council on the Education of Children with Disabilities
Y 3.D61:1/ — Annual report. OCLC 35369033

D 79 Interagency Drug Abuse Education Development Committee
D 79/2 Illinois Dangerous Drugs Commission
Y 3.D 79/2:4 — Illinois human service plan OCLC

D 81 Illinois Dual Credit Task Force

Ed 21 Illinois Pre-White House Conference of Education

Ed 21/2 Joint Education Committee
Y 3.ED 21/2:1/ — Annual report of the Joint Education Committee. OCLC 5270109

Ed 21/3 Educational Service Region Study Commission

Ed 21/4 Educational Labor Relations Board
Y 3.Ed 21/4:1/ — Annual report, FY ... / OCLC 20157619
Y 3.ED 21/4:11/ — Statement of operations OCLC 15514231
Y 3.Ed 21/4:9 — Docket and decisions OCLC 11486905

Ed 21/5 Commission on the Improvement of Elementary and Secondary Education

Ed 21/6 Educational Facilities Authority
Y 3.ED 21/6:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 31495620
Y 3.ED 21/6:2/U66 — Authority update. OCLC 31400750

Ed 21/7 Education Funding Advisory Board
Y 3.Ed 21/7:2/R 311 — Recommendations for systemic reform of funding for elementary and secondary education in Illinois / OCLC 52723685

Eg 32 Greater Egypt Regional Planning and Development Commission
Y 3.EG32:2/C92 — Criminal justice standards for a nonmetropolitan area. OCLC 3277709
Y 3.Eg 32:F 831 — Flood plain report : Franklin, Jackson, Jefferson, Perry, & Williamson counties, Illinois OCLC 3968278

El 38 State Electoral Board

El 38/2 Commission for the Revision...of the Election and Primary Laws

Em 53 Emergency Relief Commission

Em 55 State Employees Retirement System
Y 3.EM 55:1-2/ — Report to the General Assembly on the operations of the federal social security program during ... for political subdivisions, governmental units and public retirement systems in the State of Illinois / OCLC 17717846
Y 3.EM55:1-2/ — Report to the General Assembly on the operations of the federal social security program for political subdivisions, governmental units and public retirement systems in the State of Illinois. OCLC 3636029
Y 3.Em 55:10-2/ — SERS-O-GRAM inactive : a newsletter for inactive members of the State Employees' Retirement System. OCLC 36833572
Y 3.EM 55:10/ — SERS-O-GRAM; a newsletter for the members of the State Employees' Retirement System. OCLC 5059009
Y 3.Em 55:11 — Your retirement system OCLC 8732860
Y 3.EM 55:12/ — Component unit financial report / OCLC 15584075
Y 3.EM 55:13/ — Comprehensive annual financial report for the fiscal year ended ... / OCLC 31959936
Y 3.EM55:2/B464 — "Benefits", your rights and responsibilities. OCLC 25908473
Y 3.EM55:2/E24 — ETC, education for tomorrow's choices. OCLC 18367508
Y 3.EM55:8/B464/2 — "Benefits", retirees' and survivors' benefit handbook. OCLC 23264144
Y 3.EM55:8/B464/2/992 — Retirees' and survivors' benefit handbook. OCLC 26730999
Y 3.Em 55:9/ — Informer / OCLC 14163602
Y 3.EM55:9/ — SERS informer. OCLC 5001219

Em 55/2 State Employees Suggestion Award Board
Y 3.Em 55/2:1/ — Annual report to the General Assembly / OCLC 18045510

Em 55/3 Interagency Committee on Employees with Disabilities
Y 3.Em 55/3:1/ — Annual report fiscal years ... / OCLC 64195588
Y 3.Em 55/3:9/ — ICED news / OCLC 47691930

Em 553 Illinois Employment and Training Council
Y 3.EM553:1/ — Annual employment and training report to the Governor. OCLC 4618046
Y 3.Em 553:10 — Consensus OCLC 5518431

En 56 Illinois Energy Cabinet

En 61 Environmental Facilities Financing Authority
En 61/2 Interagency Working Committee on Environmentally Preferable Products
Y 3.En 61/2:2/O 62 — Opportunities to enhance the purchase of environmentally preferable products : a report to the Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 60715774
Eq 64 Illinois State Equity Council
Et 84 Illinois Ethnic Heritage
Ex 96 Export Council
   Y 3.EX96:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 12600989
   Y 3.Ex 96:9 — Update OCLC 20574772
Ex 96/2 Illinois Export Development Council
   Y 3.EX96/2:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 18078508
Ex 96/3 Executive Ethics Commission
   Y 3.Ex 96/3:2 B 657 — Blowing the whistle. OCLC 71194403
   Y 3.Ex 96/3:2 G 458 — The gift ban. OCLC 72797616
   Y 3.Ex 96/3:2 L439 — So you’re leaving state employment ... : the revolving door prohibition. OCLC 71194377
   Y 3.Ex 96/3:2 P 964 — Prohibited political activity. OCLC 71194410
   Y 3.Ex 96/3:2 T 768 — Why ethics training?. OCLC 71194431
   Y 3.Ex 96/3:2 V452 — Vendor ethics in Illinois. OCLC 71194421
Ex 96/4 Illinois Board of Examiners
   Y 3.Ex 96/4:1/ — Annual report of activity, fiscal year ... OCLC 1080273292
F 16 Metropolitan Fair and Exposition Authority
F 23 Farm Development Authority
F 49 Financial and Legislative Task Force on McCormick Place expansion, the 1992 World's Fair, Statewide Tourism
F 49/2 Task Force on Financial Services
F 49/3 Illinois Finance Authority
   Y 3.F 49/3:9/ — Equal employment opportunity : affirmative action plan fiscal year ... OCLC 63148403
F 523 Fire Protection Personnel Standards and Education Commission
F 528 Fiscal Commission
   Y 3.F528:2/F49/2 — Working papers for the report on economic and fiscal trends in the State of Illinois. OCLC 4906867
F 686 Illinois Council on Food and Agricultural Research
   Y 3.F 686:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 45147870
Y 3.F 686:2 S 915 — Illinois Council on Food and Agricultural Research : strengthening Illinois' economy and families ... from Chicago to Cairo. OCLC 70689086

F 71 Forestry Development Commission
F 84 Fraud Prevention Commission
Y 3.F84:2/F84 — Phase 1 report. OCLC 4030390

F 99 Task Force on the Future of Illinois
Y 3.F 99:9 — Regional profile [monographic series] OCLC

G 19 Gang Crimes Study Commission

G 19/2 Gannon Proctor Commission

G 19/3 Illinois Gaming Board
Y 3.G19/3:1/ — Annual report and wagering study / OCLC 25685342
Y 3.G19/3:2/A848 — The Illinois Gaming Board "Gaming Assistance & Awareness Initiative" / OCLC 34124442
Y 3.G19/3:2/R621 — The economic and fiscal impacts of riverboat casino gambling in Illinois. OCLC 37596069
Y 3.G 19/3:9 — Affirmative action plan for fiscal year ... / OCLC 489468428

G 72 Illinois Task Force on Governmental Reorganization

G 79 Green Government Coordinating Council
Y 3.G 79:8 S 964 — Sustainability planning guide for Illinois state agencies. OCLC 231746165

G 91 Guardianship and Advocacy Commission
H 23/2 Interagency Committee on Handicapped Employees
H 23/3 Illinois State Advisory Council on the Education of Handicapped Children

Y 3.H23/3:1/ — Annual reports / OCLC 26641856

H 25 Interstate Harbor Commission, Illinois and Indiana

H 42 Hazardous Waste Task Force

Y 3.H42:2/E53 — Report by the Committee on Emergency Response. OCLC 10729270
Y 3.H42:2/T772 — Report to the Illinois Hazardous Task Force by the Committee on Transportation and Handling. OCLC 10730633

H 42/2 HazardousMaterials Advisory Board


H 42/3 Hazardous Waste Advisory Council

Y 3.H42/3:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 17603614

H 43 State Board of Health

H 43/2 Interagency Task Force on Health Manpower

H 43/3 Statewide Health Coordinating Council

Y 3.H 43/3:10 — Health scan : SHCC community affairs newsletter OCLC 7972080
Y 3.H 43/3:9/980 — State health plan / OCLC 12556634
Y 3.H43/3:9/980/SUM. — State health plan : summary of public testimony / OCLC 7184994

H 43/4 Critical Health Issues Commission
H 43/5 Health Finance Authority
H 43/6 Health Care Cost Containment Council

Y 3.H43/6:1/ — Report to the ... Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 22960884
Y 3.H43/6:10/ — Hospital price study. OCLC 13707996
Y 3.H 43/6:12 — User information for final data reports OCLC 13830656
Y 3.H43/6:13/ — The Consumer guide to charges at Illinois hospitals by illness categories (age 65 & older). OCLC 16749773
Y 3.H 43/6:14/ — The Consumer guide to charges at Illinois hospitals by illness categories (under age 65) OCLC 16532413
Y 3.H43/6:15/90-01 — A review of severity of illness rating systems / OCLC 24626758
Y 3.H43/6:15/90-03 — Illinois hospital discharges with alcohol and drug abuse-related conditions during 1988 / OCLC 22945274
Y 3.H43/6:15/91-01 — Analysis of the refined DRG as a severity of illness system : the Illinois experience / OCLC 23667106
Y 3.H43/6:15/91-04 — An Analysis of high cost users of medical care in Illinois / OCLC 25397449
Y 3.H43/6:15/92-01 — Illinois hospital discharges with alcohol and drug abuse-related conditions during 1990 / OCLC 26101584
Y 3.H43/6:17/ — Catalog of products / OCLC 25956137

474
Y 3.H 43/6:18 — UB-82 quarterly reports userguide. OCLC 26230813
Y 3.H43/6:19-4/ — Buyer's guide to hospital OB/GYN care for southern Illinois / OCLC 39227677
Y 3.H 43/6:19/ — Buyer's guide to hospital OB/GYN care for Chicago, Illinois / OCLC 39225835
Y 3.H43/6:2/C418 — Certificate of need, state health planning, and the state bonding authority for health facilities construction and development : Task Force report to the Council. OCLC 13338669
Y 3.H43/6:2/C698 — The collection and use of outpatient data in Illinois. OCLC 33352092
Y 3.H43/6:2/H434 — Report to the honorable members of the 84th session of the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 11859273
Y 3.H43/6:2/H434/3 — Health care in Illinois, a system in transition : report to the honorable members of the 84th session of the Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 13338721
Y 3.H43/6:2/H434/5 — Report to Illinois General Assembly regarding the status of health care in Illinois. OCLC 18078624
Y 3.H43/6:2/M425 — Maternity length of stay report. OCLC 33886240
Y 3.H 43/6:20-4/ — Hospital care buyer’s guide for southern Illinois / OCLC 39221726
Y 3.H 43/6:20-5/ — Hospital care buyer’s guide for suburban Chicago / OCLC 39221407
Y 3.H 43/6:20/ — Hospital care buyer’s guide for Chicago, Illinois / OCLC 39222059
Y 3.H 43/6:8/H 828 — Hospital patient guide. OCLC 49338080
Y 3.H 43/6:9/ — Health cost update. OCLC 13337062

H 43/6-2 Health Facilities Planning Board
Y 3.H43/6-2:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 15476011
Y 3.H 43/6-2:10/ — Report on capital expenditures for calendar year ... OCLC 51325449
Y 3.H43/6-2:2/C244 — Study of Illinois hospital capital expenditures : report to the General Assembly pursuant to Senate resolution 1896. OCLC 32720774
Y 3.H 43/6-2:9/ — Report for fiscal year ... / OCLC 36109623

H 43/6-3 Health Facilities and Services Review Board
Y 3.H 43/6-3:9/ — Annual report of ex parte communications / OCLC 608258023

H 43/7 Interagency Board for Hearing Impaired/Behavior Disordered Children
Y 3.H43/7:1/ — Annual report of the Interagency Board for Hearing Impaired/Behavior Disordered Children. OCLC 25337546

H 43/7-2 Interagency Board for Children Who are Deaf or Hard of Hearing and Have an Emotional or Behavior Disorder
Y 3.H43/7-2:1/ — Annual report. OCLC 39102750

H 43/8 Head and Spinal Cord Injury Advisory Council
Y 3.H 43/8:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 45856532
H 67 Historical Records Advisory Board

Y 3.H67:2/H673 — State-wide historical records needs survey and assessment project : final report / OCLC 10724701

Y 3.H67:2/H673 — State-wide historical records needs survey and assessment project : final report / OCLC 10724701

Y 3.H 67:2/P 933 — Preserving the records of Illinois' past for the benefit of the present and the future : a strategic plan / OCLC 47634760

H 67/2 Illinois State Task Force on Hispanic Student Dropouts


H 84 Housing Commission

H 84/2 State Housing Board

H 84/3 Housing Development Authority

Y 3.H84/3:1/ — Annual report. OCLC 1784966

Y 3.H 84/3:10 — Equity OCLC 17457136


Y 3.H84/3:12/ — Comprehensive housing affordability strategy. (CHAS). OCLC 27882683

Y 3.H84/3:13/ — Comprehensive housing affordability strategy : CHAS. OCLC 25111970

Y 3.H 84/3:14/ — Comprehensive housing affordability strategy. (CHAS). OCLC 34701785


Y 3.H 84/3:15/ — State action plan : as submitted to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. OCLC 42335017

Y 3.H 84/3:16/ — State consolidated plan, action plan : as submitted to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development / OCLC 39610469

Y 3.H 84/3:16/ /DRAFT — Draft state consolidated plan, action plan : as submitted to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development / OCLC 39221767

Y 3.H 84/3:17/ — State consolidated plan / OCLC 34537007

Y 3.H 84/3:17/ DRAFT — State consolidated plan, draft : for submission to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development / OCLC 39234528

Y 3.H 84/3:18/ — Consolidated plan performance report : as submitted to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, program year ... June 1 ... through March 31 ... / OCLC 35619227
Y 3.H 84/3:18/ /DRAFT — Consolidated plan performance report : as submitted to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, program year ... / OCLC 37741166
Y 3.H84/3:2/E37 — Housing facilities for the elderly in Illinois. OCLC 12618349
Y 3.H84/3:2/H84/2 — Illinois regional housing needs 1975 : an estimate of new housing construction and subsidy needs in Illinois regions / OCLC 2638050
Y 3.H84/3:2/H84/4 — Housing facilities for the elderly in Illinois. OCLC 14925224
Y 3.H 84/3:20-2 — Illinois comprehensive housing plan OCLC
Y 3.H 84/3:20-3/ — Illinois' ... annual comprehensive housing plan : interim progress report ... January 1 ... through June 30 ... as submitted to ... Governor and the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 320360454
Y 3.H 84/3:20/ — "Building for success" : Illinois' annual comprehensive housing plan : progress report January 1 ... through December 31 ... : as submitted to Rod R. Blagojevich, Governor and the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 60687635
Y 3.H84/3:8/R434 — Resource guide to federal and state housing programs in Illinois / OCLC 27142494
Y 3.H 84/3:9 — Illinois housing news OCLC 16964349

H 91 Commission on Human Relations
Y 3.H 91:11 — Human services plan for ... OCLC
Y 3.H 91:9 — News OCLC 11978150

H 91/2 Human Rights Commission
Y 3.H 91/2:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 30863724
Y 3.H 91/2:9 — Human Rights Commission orders and decisions OCLC 9023458

Im 34 Blue Ribbon Committee on the Improvement of Teaching as a Profession

In 42 Industrial Development Authority
Y 3.In 42:9 — Examination of accounts OCLC

In 42/2 Industrial Commission
Y 3.In 42/2:10 — Illinois Industrial Commission decision[s] and opinions. OCLC 9533759
Y 3.In 42/2:11 — Compensation rates. OCLC 6600784
Y 3.In 42/2:12/ — Affirmative action plan / OCLC 41062914
Y 3.In 42/2:5/W 926/ — Workers’ Compensation Act ... of the state of Illinois. OCLC 18067560
Y 3.IN 42/2:5/W 926/2 — Illinois Workers’ Compensation Act 820 ILCS 305, last amended 8/21/07. OCLC 180191425
Y 3.IN42/2:8/W926/2 — Handbook on workers’ compensation and occupational diseases / OCLC 22714252
Y 3.IN42/2:8/W926/2/SPAN. — Manual del seguro de accidentes de trabajo y enfermedades profesionales / OCLC 34932045
Y 3.IN42/2:8/W926/984 — Information handbook : Illinois Workers’ Compensation Act and Illinois Occupational Diseases Act, effective 6-30-84, as amended. OCLC 12632585
Y 3.In 42/2:9 — Summary of Commission decisions OCLC 24164787

In 59 State Employee’s Group Insurance Advisory Commission
In 59/2 Illinois Instream Flow Protection Committee

In 61 Internal Improvement Commission
In 61/2 Interagency Agreement Committee
Y 3.In 61/2:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 43351503

In 61/3 Integrated Justice Information System Implementation Board
Y 3.IN 61/3:1/ — Annual report. OCLC 55024209
Comparison of official and unofficial sources of criminal history record information / OCLC 62312128

In 61/5 Interracial Commission

In 62 State Board of Investment

Y 3.IN 62:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 1789298
Y 3.In 62:10/ — Report on emerging money managers fiscal year ... OCLC 61520624
Y 3.In 62:11/ — Report to the Governor and General Assembly : economic opportunity investments / OCLC 461340383

J 92 Judges Retirement System of Illinois

Y 3.J92:1/ — Annual report of the Board of Trustees / OCLC 3918457
Y 3.J92:10/ — Component unit financial report for the fiscal year ended ... OCLC 20904795
Y 3.J 92:11/ — Comprehensive annual financial report for the fiscal year ended June 30 ... / OCLC 31959987

J 92/2 Judicial Inquiry Board


J 97 Juvenile Firesetters Task Force


J 97/2 Juvenile Justice Commission

Y 3.J 97/2:1/ — Annual report to the Governor and General Assembly fiscal year ... OCLC 63791247
Y 3.J 97/2:2/Y 83 — Youth reentry improvement report / OCLC 772146704

L 12 Labor Laws Revisory Commission

L 12/2 Labor Relations Board

Y 3.L 12/2:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 50902145
Y 3.L 12/2:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 12676777
Y 3.L 12/2:10 — Decision[s and opinions] of the Illinois Labor Relations Board. OCLC 811858793
Y 3.L12/2:2/I34 — Impasse procedures for protective services units. OCLC 16350779
Y 3.L12/2:2/I34/2 — Impasse procedures for general public employee units. OCLC 16350820

480
Y 3.L41:2/E553 — A statistical analysis of the post-release employment and law violation experience of participants in the Vocational Counseling Project and Operation DARE / OCLC 5337396
Y 3.L41:2/E963 — Criminal justice expenditures of Illinois counties / OCLC 6462021
Y 3.L41:2/H23 — Data on handgun use in Illinois / OCLC 8098322
Y 3.L41:2/H23 — Data on handgun use in Illinois / OCLC 8098322
Y 3.L41:2/J97/4 — UDIS, deinstitutionalizing the chronic juvenile offender / OCLC 3778829
Y 3.L41:2/P76 — An evaluation of police community relations programs in Illinois / OCLC 2048074
Y 3.L41:2/P95 — Providing civil and criminal legal services to inmates incarcerated in correctional institutions in Illinois : an evaluation of projects funded by the Illinois Law Enforcement Commission / OCLC 2075708
Y 3.L41:2/P95/2 — Flat-time prison sentences : a proposal for swift, certain, and even-handed justice / OCLC 2716018
Y 3.L41:2/P962 — Data sources on probation, conditional discharge, supervision, and periodic imprisonment in Illinois / OCLC 6064050
Y 3.L41:2/R433 — Residential burglary in Illinois / OCLC 8509664
Y 3.L41:2/R948 — Focus, crime in rural Illinois / OCLC 8509668
Y 3.L41:2/S559 — Shoplifting in Illinois / OCLC 8434831
Y 3.L41:2/V79 — Violent crime in Illinois / OCLC 7540752
Y 3.L41:8/C92/3 — Crime rates workbook / OCLC 4245779
Y 3.L 41:9 — Response OCLC 4092856

L 41/2 Law Enforcement Training and Standards Board
Y 3.L 41/2:1 — Annual report : Intergovernmental Law Enforcement Officers In-Service Training Act fiscal year ... / OCLC 51873398
Y 3.L 41/2:2/E 38 — Task force report issued pursuant to Senate Resolution 0051 95th General Assembly : a study of electro-muscular disruption technology (EMDT) employed by Illinois law enforcement and correctional officers : standards, policy and training : task force deliberations and recommendations. OCLC 154719393
Y 3.L 41/2:9 — Affirmative action plan / OCLC 48170139

L 69 Illinois Library Materials Preservation Task Force
Y 3.L69:2/P933 — The Preservation of library and archival resources in Illinois, a five-year plan of action / OCLC 14175263

L 76 Liquor Control Commission
Y 3.L76:10/ — Kids can't buy'em here : a report on reducing the sale of tobacco to youth / OCLC 48555509
Y 3.L76:2/R437/ — The Retail Education Project / OCLC 32733818
Y 3.L76:8/L767 — Liquor commissioners' handbook. OCLC 14108202
Y 3.L76:9/ — Federal FY ... substance abuse prevention & treatment block grant application. OCLC 38047076
Y 3.L 76:9/2000- — FFY ... SAPT Block Grant application. tobacco sales to minors & law enforcement / OCLC 44009172

L 81 Local Governmental Law Enforcement Officers Training Board
Y 3.L81:1/ — Annual report. OCLC 6431008
Y 3.L 81:10 — Report to the governor OCLC
Y 3.L81:11/ — Census of local law enforcement personnel. OCLC 9973903
Y 3.L 81:12/ — A statewide system of in-service training : annual report. OCLC 25622706
Y 3.L 81:2/I 59 — A Statewide system of in-service training. OCLC 9930078
Y 3.L 81:8/F 523 — Mandatory firearms training for peace officers. OCLC 9930087
Y 3.L 81:9/ — Local law enforcement officers census, State of Illinois. OCLC 8100066

L 81/2 Local Records Commission

L 84 Interagency Task Force on Long-Term Care Facilities
Y 3.L 84:9/971 — Report to Governor Richard B. Ogilvie. OCLC 803629

L 91 Low-level Radioactive Waste Task Froce
Y 3.L 91:2/S 623 — Proposed site-selection criteria for a low-level radioactive waste disposal facility : interim review revision / OCLC 34560106
Y 3.L 91:2/S 623/2 — Proposed site-selection criteria for a low-level radioactive waste disposal facility / OCLC 33886283
Y 3.L 91:2/S 623/3 — Site-selection criteria for a low-level radioactive waste disposal facility / OCLC 37035319
Y 3.L91:2/S956 — Summary of responses to issues raised by public comment in reference to Site selection criteria for a low-level radioactive waste disposal facility / OCLC 37036008

M 48 Medical Center Commission
Report of the Medical Center Commission to the General Assembly of Illinois. OCLC 6523381

M 48/2 Advisory Committee on Medical Costs and Utilization of Services
Y 3 M 48/2:2/H 434 — Steps toward controlling health care costs in Illinois. OCLC 8621723

M 48/3 Illinois Medical District Commission
Y 3 M 48/3:1 — Biennial report / OCLC 41557556

M 489 Task Force on Medical Discipline

M 54 Advisory Council on Mental Retardation

M 54/2 Metally Retarded and Mentally Ill Offender Task Force
Y 3 M 54/2:1/988 — Mentally Retarded and Mentally Ill Offender Task Force report / OCLC 17785539

M 54/3 Technical Task Force on Community Mental Health Services
Y 3 M 54/3:9/988-4 — Report of the Technical Task Force on Community Mental Health Services. OCLC 18036085
Y 3 M 54/3:9/990 — Findings and recommendations of the Technical Task Force on Community Mental Health Services: report to the Governor of the state of Illinois and the Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 23671578

M 59 Metropolitan Pier and Exposition Authority
Y 3 M 59:2/A 256 — McCormick Place Complex and Navy Pier affirmative action plan. OCLC 25685232

M 665 Abandoned Mined Lands Reclamation Council
Y 3 M 665:1-2 — Biennial report / OCLC 25897957
Y 3 M 665:1 — Progress report / OCLC 7545313
Y 3 M 665:2 — Biennial Report OCLC 32150918
Y 3 M 665:2/A 117 — Abandoned Mined Lands Reclamation Council. OCLC 18499169
Y 3 M 665:2/A 117/992 — Abandoned Mined Lands Reclamation Council. OCLC 25920368
Y 3 M 665:2/H 42 — Potentially hazardous abandoned mine entries, summary report: Phase 1, previously recorded problem sites / OCLC 6399633
Y 3.M 665:2/P 712/2 — Illinois state reclamation plan for abandoned mined lands pursuant to Title IV of the Federal Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 / OCLC 8520678
Y 3.M 665:8/M 664 — A homeowner’s guide to mine subsidence in Illinois. OCLC 25921216

M 67 Mississippi River Parkway Commission

M 919 Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Council
Y 3.M 919:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 26108051
Y 3.M 919:2/S 898 — Statewide motor vehicle theft prevention strategy. OCLC 29239313

M 95 Interagency Agreement Committee for Individuals Who Are Multiply Handicapped with Both Visual and Auditory Impairments

M 96 Municipal Retirement Fund

N 277 National Guard Study Commission

N 53 Illinois Commission on New York World’s Fair

N 81 Commission to Study Non-Public Higher Education in Illinois

N 87 Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission
Y 3.N 87:10 — Bulletin OCLC 188535017
Y 3.N 87:12/6 — Managing the air resource in northeastern Illinois. OCLC 213214
Y 3.N 87:12/NO.2 — Open space in northeastern Illinois / OCLC 15202484
Y 3.N 87:12/NO.4 — The water resource in northeastern Illinois: planning its use. OCLC 1526271
Y 3.N 87:13/ — Proceedings of the ... annual Metropolitan Area Planning Conference. OCLC 2245846
Y 3.N 87:14/no.1 — Suggested content for an ordinance establishing a municipal plan commission. OCLC 20779096
Y 3.N 87:14/no.2 — Suggested municipal planning department and plan commission ordinance. OCLC 20779156
Y 3.N 87:15 — Planning information bulletin. OCLC 14709253
Y 3.N 87:16 — Lake Michigan current. OCLC 14162673
Y 3.N 87:17 — Staff paper [monographic series] OCLC
Y 3.N 87:17/12 — Groundwater quality / OCLC 4242003
Y 3.N 87:17/2 — Water quality-land use relationships / OCLC 3485916
Y 3.N 87:17/20 — Wastewater treatment processes and cost estimating data / OCLC 4242644
Y 3.N 87:17/22 — Nonpoint source pollution from land use activities / OCLC 4518541
Y 3.N 87:17/24 — An institutional framework for water quality management in northeastern Illinois. OCLC 4518672
Y 3.N 87:17/26 — Preventive and corrective measures for controlling agricultural pollution / OCLC 4202333
Y 3.N 87:17/27 — Analysis of industrial waste treatment plants / OCLC 6126721
Y 3.N 87:17/28 — Preventive and corrective measures : urban stormwater pollution / OCLC 6150414
Y 3.N 87:17/3 — Water quality modeling / OCLC 3485078
Y 3.N 87:17/4 — Flow and waste reduction measures / OCLC 3485955
Y 3.N 87:17/6 — The framework for 208 planning in northeastern Illinois. OCLC 3501977
Y 3.N 87:17/8 — Implementing the 208 Clean Water Program : background information for the selection of a management system / OCLC 4241932
Y 3.N 87:17/9 — Biological and chemical water pollutants of local concern / OCLC 4241958
Y 3.N 87:18 — Areawide clean water planning. OCLC 4402738
Y 3.N 87:18-2 — Areawide water quality management plan; supplement OCLC
Y 3.N 87:19/ — Regional data report. OCLC 3757532
Y 3.N 87:2/E 79 — Urban esthetics and civic design in northeastern Illinois. OCLC 3610066
Y 3.N 87:2/E 79/REP. — Urban esthetics and civic design : a local assistance project / OCLC 8498033
Y 3.N 87:2/F 631 — Regional overbank flooding and stormwater drainage policy plan : an element of the comprehensive general plan of northeastern Illinois / OCLC 3430616
Y 3.N 87:2/H 84/2 — Regional residential policy plan : an element of the comprehensive general plan of northeastern Illinois / OCLC 9404364
Y 3.N 87:2/L 25 — Eight-county summary : Open space plan for the Chicago-Gary metropolitan area / OCLC 7106893
Y 3.N 87:2/L 25-2 — The land we live on : land use strategies for the development and conservation of northeastern Illinois. OCLC 19559733
Y 3.N 87:2/O 36 — A digest of Metropolitan aircraft noise abatement policy study: O'Hare International Airport, Chicago, Illinois. OCLC 904384
Y 3.N 87:2/P 712/968 — The comprehensive general plan for the development of the northeastern Illinois counties area : a regional armature for the future / OCLC 220304410
Y 3.N 87:2/P 712/977 — Comprehensive general plan for the development of the Northeastern Illinois counties area. OCLC 3688769
Y 3.N 87:2/P 831 — Population change, 1970 to 1980, by race and Spanish origin (provisional) for the Chicago standard metropolitan statistical area : counties, political townships, incorporated places, census tracts and community areas in the city of Chicago OCLC 8167652
Y 3.N 87:2/R 334 — What is regional planning? / OCLC 25270598
Y 3.N 87:2/Re 311/2 — Regional open space and recreation policy plan : an element of the comprehensive general plan of northeastern Illinois / OCLC 9404397
Y 3.N 87:2/T 772/2 — Transit station area development : final report. OCLC 3958570
Y 3.N 87:2/W 32 — Areawide clean water planning viewed from the local perspective : a discussion of the "208 project" for municipal and county officials of northeastern Illinois / OCLC 2162503
Y 3.N 87:2/W 32/3 — Regional water supply plan : an element of the Comprehensive general plan of northeastern Illinois. OCLC 7752480
Y 3.N 87:20/982 — Economic factbook for northeastern Illinois. OCLC 9091775
Y 3.N 87:3/1 — The Oak Park experience / OCLC 70745818
Y 3.N 87:8-2 — Metropolitan planning guidelines OCLC

N 97 Nursing Commission
N 97/2 State Council on Nutrition
Y 3.N97/2:1/ — Legislative report / OCLC 8177695
Y 3.N 97/2:2/D 565 — Rating the diets / OCLC 9349509
Y 3.N 97/2:2/F 477 — Figures on fitness. OCLC 10204540
Y 3.N 97/2:2/F 68 — The art of food selection : a bibliography for consumers and a guide for librarians to help consumers / OCLC 8701946
Y 3.N 97/2:2/N 97/5 — Nutrition services in Illinois : feeding programs and nutrition education / OCLC 10733449
Y 3.N 97/2:2/P 923/2 — The Road to healthy pregnancy. OCLC 9756135
Y 3.N 97/2:2/P 994 — The Puzzling world of food buying. OCLC 10204508
Y 3.N97/2:2/P923 — Report on nutrition and teenage pregnancy hearings / OCLC 8366272
Y 3.N 97/2:9 — Nutrition OCLC 7465118

Oc 15 Occupational Information Coordinating Committee
Y 3.Oc 15:10/ — Newsletter / OCLC 8736894
Y 3.Oc 15:2/L 698 — Illinois state licensed, certified and registered occupations / OCLC 48925018
Y 3.OC 15:2/O 15/2/982-83 — Occupational information sources in Illinois / OCLC 9550408
Y 3.Oc 15:2/O 15/2/984-985 — Occupational information sources in Illinois OCLC 11061915
Y 3.OC15:2/O15/2/988 — Occupational information sources in Illinois. OCLC 19643025

Oc 15/2 Occupational Skill Standards and Credentialing Council
Y 3.Oc 15/2:9/A 172 — Illinois occupational skill standards : accounting services cluster. OCLC 49610174
Y 3.Oc 15/2:9/A 238 — Administrative support cluster / OCLC 39965833
Y 3.OC 15/2:9/A 278 — Agricultural laboratory and field technician cluster / OCLC 51749312
Agriculture machinery service technician / OCLC 51750922
Agriculture sales and marketing cluster / OCLC 51742715
Architectural drafting cluster / OCLC 45127560
Automotive technician cluster / OCLC 45814944
Banking cluster / OCLC 51626772
Beef production cluster / OCLC 51739671
Chemical process technical operators / OCLC 39965864
Clinical laboratory science/biotechnology cluster / OCLC 40608028
Collision repair technician cluster / OCLC 51627503
Court reporter/captioner / OCLC 45814907
Dental assistant / OCLC 52198623
Entry-level truck driver / OCLC 51626813
Finishing and distribution cluster / OCLC 45216795
Floristry cluster / OCLC 39965756
Foodservice cluster / OCLC 39965808
Greenhouse/nursery cluster / OCLC 39965770
Housekeeping management cluster. OCLC 46799113
HVAC/R technician cluster / OCLC 51750907
Imaging -- pre-press cluster / OCLC 45216774
Information technology operate cluster / OCLC 51620127
Information technology design/build cluster / OCLC 51620142
In-store retailing cluster / OCLC 51625313
Insurance cluster / OCLC 51626755
Landscape technician cluster / OCLC 39965783
Legal office cluster / OCLC 39965814
Lodging cluster / OCLC 44698801
Machining skills cluster / OCLC 39965844
Mechanical drafting cluster / OCLC 45216765
Medical office cluster / OCLC 41519716
Meeting professional cluster / OCLC 51625366
Metal stamping skills cluster / OCLC 41519715
Nursing cluster / OCLC 40607719
Occupational therapy cluster / OCLC 51625266
Physical therapist assistant cluster / OCLC 44465684
Plastics molding cluster / OCLC 51750937
Press operations cluster / OCLC 44500043
Retail garden center cluster / OCLC 39965637
Row crop production cluster / OCLC 45127583
Surgical technologist / OCLC 44460377
Y 3.P 965:10/ — Synopsis of representative cases decided by the Board during calendar year ... / OCLC 39274508
Y 3.P 965:2/A 639 — Appeal information for Illinois taxpayers / OCLC 41451901
Y 3.P 965:2/A 846 — Assessment and appeal information directory / OCLC 48246113
Y 3.P 965:2/C 734 — Commercial & industrial appeal information / OCLC 40941339
Y 3.P 965:2/F 233 — Farm appeal information / OCLC 40941347
Y 3.P 965:9/ — Appeals decided during calendar year ... / OCLC 14158449

P 97 Public Welfare Commission
P 97/2 Public Aid Commission
P 97/3 Commission to Review and Rewrite Public Aid Code
   Y 3.P 97/3:2/P 976 — Report to the Illinois General Assembly on code revision / OCLC 7738479

P 97/4 Illinois Study Commission on Public Pension Investment Policies

P 97/5 Illinois Task Force on Coordination of Public Transportation Policies for Persons with Disabilities
   Y 3.P 97/5:2/R 311 — Recommendations of the Task Force on Coordination of Public Transportation Services for Persons with Disabilities. OCLC 15716039

R 118 Race Track Investigating Committee
R 15 Railroad and Warehouse Commission
R 15/2 Capitol City Railroad Authority
R 31 State Records Commission
R 31/2 Governor's Statewide Task Force on Recreation and Tourism

R 33 Regional Transportation Authority (RTA)
   Y 3.R 33:10/ — Five-year transit program, fiscal years ... : executive summary. OCLC 9389344
   Y 3.R 33:11 — Proposed fy ... operating and capital program. OCLC 10568830
   Y 3.R 33:12 — Quarterly report : budget and financial review of the Regional Transportation Authority and its Operating Divisions. OCLC 21337200
   Y 3.R 33:9-2/ — Proposed five-year transit program; proposed annual program and budget. OCLC 3907401
   Y 3.R33:9/ — Five-year transit program; annual program and budget. OCLC 3975037

R 33/2 METRA
   Y 3.R 33/2:10 — Capital program technical appendix. OCLC 13240631
Y 3.R 33/2:9 — Preliminary ... operating and capital program and budget ... financial plan and ... capital program. OCLC 270775804

R 33/3 Pace
Y 3.R 33/3:9 — Draft Pace ... operating and capital program and ... financial plan. OCLC 664131233

R 43 Natural Resources Development Board

R 43/2 Residential Services Authority
Y 3.R 43/2:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 13898930

R 43/3 Interagency Authority on Residential Facilities for Children

R 435 State Rehabilitation Advisory Council of Illinois
Y 3.R 435:1/ — ... Annual report / OCLC 52958904
Y 3.R 435:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 32533007

R 436 Task Force on Released Inmates

R 62 Rivers and Lakes Commission
Y 3.R 62:2/W 11 — Report upon the prevention of overflow of the Little Wabash and Skillet Fork rivers. 1911 OCLC 5145224

R 948 Rural Affairs Council
Y 3.R 948:1/ — Rural Illinois, needs and policy recommendations : annual report to Governor and Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 27863110
Y 3.R 948:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 18098376
Y 3.R 948:2/B 979 — A directory of business-education partnerships in Illinois / OCLC 27773632
Y 3.R 948:2/O 58 — Illinois Online : recommendations for universal broadband access / OCLC 56935567
Y 3.R 948:2/P 976 — Public school endowment funds : starting, developing and profiting / OCLC 27456558
R 948/2 Rural Partners

Sa 14 St. Louis Metropolitan Area Airport Authority
Y 3.Sa 14:1/972 — Saint Louis Metropolitan Area Airport Authority : the first two years. OCLC 19985579

Sa 22 Sanitary Water Board
Y 3.Sa 22:12 — Resume of minutes of meeting of Sanitary Water Board. OCLC 13749673
Y 3.Sa 22:2/M62/2/968 — 1968 surveys of Lake Michigan open water quality and lakebed; report to the Governor and 76th General Assembly. OCLC 540868
Y 3.Sa 22:2/M62/2/969 — 1969 surveys of Lake Michigan open water quality and lake bed; report to the Governor and 76th General Assembly. OCLC 6667205

Sa 26 Office of the Commissioner of Savings and Loan Associations
Y 3.Sa 26:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 6177347
Y 3.Sa 26:1/ FICHE — Annual report OCLC 25528476
Y 3.SA26:10/ — The regulator / OCLC 17457316
Y 3.Sa 26:11 — The journal OCLC 19751791
Y 3.Sa 26:9 — Illinois savings and loan quarterly seminar OCLC

Sa 26/2 Office of the Commissioner of Savings and Residential Finance
Y 3.SA26/2:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 23824765
Y 3.Sa 26/2:10 — Points of interest OCLC 30309015
Y 3.Sa 26/2:9-2 — The appraiser regulator. OCLC 33004823
Y 3.Sa 26/2:9/ — The Regulator. OCLC 22775223

Sch 36 State Scholarship Commission
Y 3.SCH36:1/ — Report / OCLC 7500075
Y 3.SCH36:10/ — Illinois student financial aid. OCLC 8625688
Y 3.Sch 36:11 — Illinois state scholar program. OCLC 8758107
Y 3.Sch 36:12 — Illinois State Student Loan Programs newsletter. OCLC 9129236
Y 3.Sch 36:13 — IDAPP annual report. OCLC 9422784
Y 3.SCH36:14/ — Handbook of Illinois postsecondary institutions. OCLC 4820223
Y 3.SCH36:2/P228 — Parents of Illinois eighth graders: a survey of their knowledge about academic and financial planning for their child's education beyond high school / OCLC 14630222
Y 3.SCH36:8/F491 — Financial assistance programs. OCLC 15585439
Y 3.Sch 36:9 — Annual survey OCLC 7349009

Sch 37 School Building Commission

Sch 37/2 School Insurance Advisory Committee
Y 3.Sch 37/2:9 — Report OCLC 1200807

Sm 63 Governor's Small Business Advisory Council
Y 3.SM63:2/SM63 — An action plan for Illinois: small business and economic growth: the Chairman's report to the Governor. OCLC 14512540

So 67 Institute for Social Policy

So 68 Illinois Committee for Energy and Architecture

So 72 Southwestern Illinois Planning Commission
Y 3.So 72:3 — Regional directory of elected officials OCLC

So 72/2 Southeastern Illinois Regional Planning and Development Commission
Y 3.SO72/2:2/T77 — Land use and transportation plan, Clinton County, Illinois / OCLC 1727914

Sp 764 Illinois Sports Facilities Authority

St 933 Student Assistance Commission
Y 3.ST933:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 22975739
Y 3.St 933:2/B 415 — Before you know it: planning and saving for education. OCLC 41345809
Y 3.St 933:2/C 545 — Choices: planning for your educational future. OCLC 41346146
Y 3.ST 933:2/J 96 — Just what you need: balancing your college financial resources. OCLC 41346121
Y 3.St 933:2/W 555 — What could be yours: understanding financial aid. OCLC 41346154
Y 3.ST933:2/W927 — A world of opportunity: a global view of ISAC programs.  
OCLC 31613687

Su 94 Suburban Problems Task Force
Y 3.SU94:1/ — Suburban Problems Task Force ... final report.  OCLC 10804057

T 23 State Tax Levy Board
T 23/2 State Tax Commission
Y 3.T 23/2:3 — Survey of local finance in Illinois.  OCLC 5950557

T 23/3 Tax Reform Commission
OCLC 9369674

T 25 Technical Aids and Assistance to the Disabled Center
Y 3.T25:8/C737 — TAAD center computer information guide.  OCLC 27280093

T 26 Illinois Telecommunications Commission
T 77 Regional Transportation Planning Board
T 779 Legislative Travel Control Board
Y 3.T 779:8/T 779 — Travel guide / OCLC 56190377

T 82 Tri-City Regional Port District
T 865 Commission on Truancy and Alternative Education
T 915 Tuition Investment Plan Task Force
Y 3.T 915:2/T 915 — Report on tuition investment plans: presented to members 
of the Illinois Senate, 85th General Assembly / OCLC 23649509

U 58 Commission for Uniformity of Legislation in the United States
United States to the Honorable ... governor.  OCLC 10843596
Y 3.U 58:1/ — Report of Illinois Delegation to the National Conference of 
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws / OCLC 18788365

U 68 Upper Mississippi River Basin Commission
Un 58 Commission for the University of Legislation in the United 
States
V 58 Veterans Commission
V 82 Illinois State Advisory Council on Vocational Education
Vocational and Technical Education.  OCLC 4226477
Y 3.V82:2/A278 — Building programs in agriculture: reports of two studies / 
OCLC 16959369
Y 3.V82:2/C778 — Coordination of vocational education program delivery system 
: assisted under the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984 and the 
Job Training Partnership Act.  OCLC 16414777
Y 3.V82:2/C778/2 — Coordination of vocational education and JTPA for a 
competitive workforce.  OCLC 35852798
Y 3.V82:2/C824 — Correctional education: a way to stay out / OCLC 28083021
Y 3.V 82:9 — Newsline OCLC 15719525

V 82/2 Advisory Council on Adult, Vocational and Technical Education
Y 3.V 82/2:9 — Speaking freely OCLC

V 94 Voluntary Citizen Participation Office
Y 3.V94:10/ — The Illinois volunteer / OCLC 11402653
Y 3.V 94:11 — News OCLC 11402733
Y 3.V 94:9 — Volunteer communicator. OCLC 8202207

W 32 Technical Advisory Committee on Water Resources
Y 3.W32:2/W324 — Water for Illinois, a plan for action. OCLC 44275

W 32/2 State Water Plan Task Force
Y 3.W32/2:2/W324 — Illinois state water plan: critical issues, cross-cutting topics, operating issues / OCLC 10709660

W 87 Task Force on Older Women in Illinois
Y 3.W87:2/W87 — The status of older women in Illinois today: a report / OCLC 15097878

W 926 Illinois Workers' Compensation Commission
Y 3.W 926:1/ — ... annual report. OCLC 61116851

W 95 Illinois Writers’ Project
Y 83 Youth Commission
Y 3.Y 83:3 — Semi-annual statistical summary OCLC 24204632

Y 4 — Legislative Committees

A 135 Alcoholic Studies and Alcoholism Study Committee
A 135/2 Advisory Council on Alcoholism and Other Drug Dependency
Y 4.A 135/2:2/W 872/998 — Illinois’ commitment to restoring healthy families. OCLC 39245770
Y 4.A135/2:2/W872 — Illinois' commitment to restoring healthy families: a strategy for effective alcohol and other drug services for women. OCLC 28053528

Ad 23 Administrative Practice and Review Commission
Ad 23/2 Joint Committee on Administrative Rules
Y 4.AD 23/2:1/ — Annual report - Joint Committee on Administrative Rules, Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 5375254
Y 4.AD 23/2:10/ — Illinois regulations. OCLC 11216626
Y 4.Ad 23/2:10/ — Regulation / OCLC 14372767
Y 4.AD 23/2:11/ — Index and text of objections and recommendations. OCLC 17770079
Y 4.Ad 23/2:9 — News OCLC

Ag 26 Commission on the Aging and Aged
Ag 26/2 State Council on Aging
Y 4.AG26/2:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 10954305
Y 4.AG26/2:2/H434 — Speaking out on health care: what they said, what they fear, what they believe, what they need / OCLC 12124074

Ag 27 Agricultural Commodity Marketing Study Commission
Y 4.Ag 27:3 — Reports and recommendation to the governor OCLC

Ai 29 Air Pollution Study Committee (House)
Ai 29/2 Joint Study Committee on Air Pollution

Al 35 Alcoholism Study Committee
Al 37 Joint Study Committee on the Alewife Menace
Al 469 Alton Lake Heritage Parkway Commission
Y 4.AL469:2/L253 — Land management plan for the Alton Lake Heritage Parkway. OCLC 26993429

Ap 652 Appropriations Committee (House)
Y 4.AP652:2/B92/983 — Review of Governor Thompson's FY83 budget request / OCLC 8446069
Y 4.AP652:2/T91 — Tuition study - fiscal year 1977: Republican Staff report / OCLC 2270613
Y 4.AP652:9/ — Summary of fiscal year ... appropriations / OCLC 6372527

At 7 Commission on Atomic Energy

At 88 State’s Attorney Study Commission

Au 93 Commission on Automation and Technological Progress
B 92 Budgetary Commission

B 93 Building Commission
Y 4.B 93:2/P 976 — Public Act 92-489: procedure 02-01. OCLC 50872593
Y 4.B 93:2/W 926 — Working to improve the building environment in Illinois through a partnership of the Public, construction industry and government. OCLC 48087452
Y 4.B 93:9/ — Directory of Illinois building related requirements. OCLC 48048924

C 13 Committee to Investigate the Allegations Concerning the County of Alexander and the City of Cairo

C 19 Joint Committee on Campus Disorders

C 26 Cardiovascular Disease Prevention Task Force
Y 4.C 26:2/O 12 — The burden of cardiovascular disease and obesity in the state of Illinois: [a report to the governor of Illinois and the Illinois General Assembly as required by S.J.R. 37]. OCLC 45759498

C 27 Commission on the Care of Chronically Ill Persons
C 27/2 Commission to Investigate Chronic Diseases among Indigents
C 43 Chain of Lakes-Fox River Commission
C 47 Charitable Solicitation and Collection Law Revision Committee
Y 4.C47:3 — Report to the Governor and ... General Assembly. OCLC

C 53 Chicago World's Fair Commission of 1976

C 53/2 Chicago School Board Study Committee

C 53/3 Chicago Board of Education Investigation Joint Committee

C 535 Commission on Children
Y 4.C535:2/S 36 — Financial aid to students through scholarships, loans, employment / OCLC 4069939
Y 4.C535:2/S955 — A summary of how states use local agencies to provide services for children and youth / OCLC 10562379
Y 4.C535:2/Y83/5 — Report / OCLC 5650540
Y 4.C 535:9 — News and views. OCLC 8329871

C 535/2 Child Welfare Functions Commission

C 535/3 House Action Committee on Child Care
C 535/6 Child Fatality Task Force

C 535/7 Child Support Enforcement Task Force

C 58 Civil War Centennial Commission
Y 4.C 58:3 — Illinois Civil War sketches. OCLC 9073961

C 582 House Committee on Cities and Villages
Y 4.C 582:2/D63 — Transcripts and summary of testimony at October 3 and 4, 1977 Subcommittee meeting / OCLC 3784700

C 64 Commission on Clinical Labs, Blood Banks and Blood Bank Depositories

C 73 Commission on Department of Commerce

C 738 Computer and Data Processing Equipment Study Commission

C 74 Conflict of Interest Laws Commission

C 745 Legislative Condominium Study Committee

C 745/2 Joint Legislative Condominium Study Committee

C 75 New Construction Planning and Procurement Commission

C 75/2 Construction Industry Commission

C 755 Joint Committee on the Consolidation of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Y 4.C 755:1 — Report to the 83rd General Assembly OCLC 10292139

C 758 Constitution Study Commission

C 76 Contracts Compliance Committee

C 77 Illinois House Legislative Task Force to Study Issues Affecting the Townships of Cook County and the Collar Counties

C 82 Special Joint Legislative Advisory Committee on Corrections
C 82/2 House Special Committee on Illinois Correctional Industries
C 85 County Problems Commission

C 85/2 Counties and Townships Committee (House)
C 86 Special House Committee Pursuant to H.R. 249 (Courts)
C 92 Crime Investigating Commission
C 92/2 Council on the Diagnosis and Evaluation of Criminal Defendants
C 92/3 Criminal Sentencing Commission
C 92/4 House Select Committee on Treatment and Placement of Criminals
C 92/5 Task Force on Crime and Corrections

D 23 Data Information Systems Commission
Y 4.D 23:1/976- — Annual report / OCLC 9271168
Y 4.D 23:2/M426 — Mathematical algorithms in statistical distributions and their applications / OCLC 10958575
Y 4.D 23:2/P961/5 — Privacy legislation in the fifty states : a survey of current status / OCLC 11392644

D 28 Joint Committee on Long-Term State Debt
D 59 Dirksen Memorial Study
D 61 Divorce Lawyers Practices Commission
D 611 Developmental Disabilities Study Committee
D 74 Downstate Township Government Task Force
Ea 12 Joint Committee on Early (Childhood) Intervention
Y 4.EA12:2/R425 — Report of the Special Joint Committee on Early (Childhood) Intervention. OCLC 23675556

Ec 19 Commission for Economic Development
Y 4.EC19:8/E19 — A Guide to statewide economic development organizations. OCLC 10995027

Ec 19/2 Economic and Fiscal Commission
Y 4.Ec 19/2:10-2/ — Preliminary ... revenue estimate and updated ... revenue outlook. OCLC 39224135
Y 4.Ec 19/2:10-3/ — FY ... revised revenue estimate and updated FY ... revenue projections / OCLC 41417723
Y 4.EC19/2:10/ — Revenue estimate and economic outlook. OCLC 1791054
Y 4.Ec 19/2:10/1992- — FY ... revenue estimate. OCLC 25995857
Y 4.EC 19/2:11/ — The Illinois bond watcher. OCLC 8143184
Y 4.EC19/2:11/ — The Illinois bond watcher. OCLC 8143184
Y 4.EC19/2:12/ — Revenue estimate update and analysis / OCLC 9205881
Y 4.EC19/2:13/ — Hearings on the economy and its implications for State revenues. OCLC 3687294
Y 4.EC19/2:13/983- — Hearings on the economy and State revenues through fy ... / OCLC 10164291
Y 4.EC19/2:14/ — The Financial condition of the Illinois public retirement systems / OCLC 26974151
Y 4.Ec 19/2:15/ — Legislative capital plan analysis. OCLC 28082780
Y 4.EC19/2:16/ — Report on pension funding requirements. OCLC 29983723
Y 4.EC19/2:17/ — Report on the liabilities of the state employees’ group insurance plan. OCLC 30799742
Y 4.Ec 19/2:18-2/ — General funds revenue 5-year outlook / OCLC 41443923
Y 4.EC19/2:18/ — General funds revenue report / OCLC 30805997
Y 4.EC19/2:19/ — Autumn update / OCLC 32357381
Y 4.Ec 19/2:2/B 927 — FY 2002 budget summary. OCLC 48135761
Y 4.EC19/2:2/B979 — A hearing on the business climate in Illinois. OCLC 5219151
Y 4.EC19/2:2/B979/2 — Illinois’ economic performance during business expansions / OCLC 30318126
Y 4.Ec 19/2:2/C 571 — Illinois cigarette tax and tobacco settlement. OCLC 51101242
Y 4.Ec 19/2:2/C 822 — Corporate incentives in the state of Illinois. OCLC 48135783
Y 4.Ec 19/2:2/C 822/2 — Illinois’ corporate income tax. OCLC 51101309
Y 4.Ec 19/2:2/C 837 — Report on the cost and savings of the State Employees’ Early Retirement Incentive Program (P.A. 92-0566). OCLC 56189743
Y 4.EC19/2:2/V468/2 — Venture capital investment of Illinois' public pension fund and retirement system assets / OCLC 33895737
Y 4.EC19/2:2/W32 — Water resources management in Illinois : a program review / OCLC 1094631
Y 4.EC19/2:2/W32 — Water resources management in Illinois : a program review / OCLC 1094631
Y 4.EC19/2:20/ — Winter update / OCLC 32938024
Y 4.Ec 19/2:21/ — GAAP (Generally accepted accounting principles) report / OCLC 43316000
Y 4.Ec 19/2:22/ — Wagering in Illinois / OCLC 45154759
Y 4.EC 19/2:23/ — FY ... budget summary. OCLC 51309819
Y 4.Ec19/2:24/ — Illinois national rankings in state government financing. OCLC 52863296
Y 4.EC19/2:8/B711 — Debt primer : a legislator's guide to issuing bonds / OCLC 29960402
Y 4.Ec 19/2:9 — Monthly revenue and expenditure report OCLC 54370029

Ec 19/3 Citizens Council on Economic Development
Y 4.Ec 19/3:1/ — Annual report / OCLC 16531758

Ed 24 Compact on Education
Ed 24/2 Educational Commission
Ed 24/3 Task Force on Education
Y 4.ED 24/3:1/966 — Education for the future of Illinois; report of a study. OCLC 1937380

Ef 27 Efficiency and Economy Committee

El 38 Election Laws Commission
Y 4.El 38:9 — Report of the Election Laws Commission : submitted to Governor ... and members of the ... General Assembly. OCLC 25776764

El 38/2 Election Committee
Y 4.EL 38/2:9/974 — Open primaries : report of the Committee on Elections to the House of Representatives, 78th General Assembly. OCLC 1516776

El 38/3 Electronic Funds Transfer Systems Study Commission
Y 4.EL 38/3:1/976 — Report and recommendations to the General Assembly / OCLC 3891780

El 39 Elementary and Secondary Non-Public Schools Study Commission
El 39/2 Elementary and Secondary Education Committee (House)

Em 53 Emancipation Centennial Commission

Em 55 Commission on State Employment
En 56 Energy Crisis Investigation Committee
Y 4.En 56:10 — Interim recommendations of the Energy Crisis Investigating Committee. OCLC 12028496
Et 84/2 Senate Ethics Commission
Ex 96 Executive Mansion Commission
Ex 96/2 House Executive Committee
F 16 Temporary Appointments to Senate Interim Committee on Fair Employment Practices
F 19 Family Study Commission
F 49 Financial Institutions Committee
Y 4.F 49:2/H 84/2 — Urban housing hearings before the Subcommittee on Housing and Mortgage Reform of the Committee on Financial Institutions. OCLC 3930872
Y 4.F49:2/H84 — Rural housing hearings before the Subcommittee on Housing and Mortgage Reform of the Committee on Financial Institutions. OCLC 3656607
F 49/2 Select Committee on the Financial Condition of the RTA (House)
F 49/3 Senate Committee on Finance and Credit Regulations
Y 4.F49/3:2/C912 — Subcommittee report on credit card interest rates. OCLC 18035904
F 63 Special Committee to Survey Flood Damage
F 68 Food, Drug, Cosmetic and Pesticides Laws Commission
F 68/2 Special Committee to Investigate the Administration of Illinois Food Laws
F 96 Full Value Assessment Laws and Tax Rate Limitations Commission
G 19 Policy Numbers Game Study Committee
G 32 General Assembly Retirement System
Y 4.G32:1/ — Annual report of the Board of Trustees. OCLC 3304505
Y 4.G 32:10/ — SOLON. OCLC 22747772
Y 4.G 32:11/ — Comprehensive annual financial report for the fiscal year ended June 30 ... / OCLC 31960014
Y 4.G32:9/ — Component unit financial report : for the fiscal year ended ... / OCLC 20904895
G 32/2 Commission on the Organization of the General Assembly
Y 4.G32/2:2/E55 — Opportunities in state government : Illinois legislative and executive commissions, boards and committees to which public appointments are made / OCLC 2790725
Y 4.G32/2:2/G32 — COOGA, 10 years later: report on the implementation of the 87 recommendations made in 1967 / OCLC 13875700

G 32/3 General Assembly Library Study Commission

G 325 Gender Equity Commission

G 721 Government Forecasting and Accountability Commission
Y 4.G 721:10/ — Fiscal year ... liabilities of the State Employees' Group Insurance Program. OCLC 61240740
Y 4.G 721:11/ — FY ... legislative capital plan analysis. OCLC 61191557
Y 4.G 721:12/ — Preliminary ... revenue estimate and updated ... revenue outlook. OCLC 39224135
Y 4.G 721:13/ — Budget summary of the state of Illinois. OCLC 62100419
Y 4.G 721:16/ — Bonded indebtedness report of the state of Illinois. OCLC 62330169
Y 4.G 721:17/ — FY ... revenue forecast and updated FY ... revenue estimate. OCLC 65219819
Y 4.G 721:17/ — FY ... economic forecast and revenue estimate and FY ... revenue update / OCLC 723158010
Y 4.G 721:18/ — Economic and revenue update, FY ... / OCLC 76823646
Y 4.G 721:19/ — Report on the ... SERS alternative retirement cancellation payment option (P.A. 94-0109) / OCLC 78788808
Y 4.G721:2 T 253 — An overview of the funding of the State of Illinois ... Teachers' Retirement Insurance Program & the College Insurance Program / OCLC 435645992

508
Y 4.G 721:2/A 532 — Analysis of investment fee savings and transition costs due to potential consolidation into Illinois Public Employees Retirement System (ILPERS) / OCLC 384139613
Y 4.G721:2/E 84 — The ethanol industry in Illinois / OCLC 212372598
Y 4.G 721:2/F 981 — Funding and plan design summary of the State Employees' Group Insurance Program / OCLC 62253749
Y 4.G 721:2/P 961 — Government privatization: history, examples and issues / OCLC 73492750
Y 4.G 721:2/S 491 — Service taxes: history, issues, and estimates / OCLC 70246927
Y 4.G 721:2/S 797/2 — State tax incentives for Illinois businesses. OCLC 84650246
Y 4.G 721:20/ — 3-year budget forecast / OCLC 789164742
Y 4.G 721:21/ — Fiscal analysis of the downstate police & downstate fire pension funds in Illinois / OCLC 907647272
Y 4.G 721:22/ — Federal funds to state agencies FY... OCLC 1121075848
Y 4.G 721:8/P 418 — The handbook of Illinois private pension case law. OCLC 206226626

H 43 Public Health Study and Survey Commission

H 434 Health Care Worker Task Force
Y 4.H 434:2/H 434 — Health Care Worker Task Force as directed by Senate Resolution 206. OCLC 40866735

H 434/2 Illinois Legislative Heath Insurance Exchange Study Committee
Y 4.H 434/2:2/R 425 — Report: findings of the Illinois Legislative Health Insurance Exchange Study Committee (as required by SB 1555) / OCLC 764650317

H 49 Industrial Hemp Investigative Advisory Task Force

H 63 Higher Education Commission
Y 4.H 63:2/H 63 — Illinois looks to the future in higher education: report to the Governor and Legislature of the State of Illinois. OCLC 3633022

H 63/2 Commission to Survey Higher Education Facilities in Illinois

H 63/3 Higher Education Committee
Y 4.H 63/3:2/W 87 — House Higher Education Subcommittee on Women’s Athletics: report and recommendations to the 78th General Assembly. OCLC 1857961

H 635 Highway Study Commission

H 84 High Density Housing Committee (House)

H 91 House Committee on Human Resources
Y 4.H 91:10 — Human services plan, FY ... : evaluation OCLC
Y 4.H 91:9 — Report OCLC

II 29 Illinois-Mississippi Canal and Sinnissippi Lake Commission

II 29/2 Illinois-Indiana Bi-State Development and Study Commission

In 42 Industry and Labor Committee
Y 4.In 42:9 — Transcript of hearing OCLC

In 43 Legislative Information System

In 43/3 Special House Committee on High Risk Infants and Newborns
Y 4.In43/3:2/IN43 — Report to the 83rd General Assembly / OCLC 11404699

In 432 Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Study Commission

In 59 Insurance Study Commission
Y 4.IN 59:2/A 93/3 — An analysis of ISO territorial loss ratios for automobile insurance in Illinois / OCLC 4436014
Y 4.IN59:2/A93 — Automobile insurance rating territories in Illinois : an assessment / OCLC 3612434
Y 4.IN59:2/A93/2 — An analysis of automobile insurance exposure distributions of Allstate in the Chicago area / OCLC 3612447
Y 4.IN59:2/A93/5 — An analysis of NAII territorial loss ratios for automobile insurance in Illinois / OCLC 4436013
Y 4.In 59:9 — Newsletter OCLC

In 59/2 Joint Insurance Study Committee

In 59/3 Insurance Laws Study Commission

Y 4.IN59/3:2/IN59-2 — An analysis of ISO classification distribution data in the Chicago area / OCLC 4639189
Y 4.In 59/3:9 — Final report to the Governor and the ... General Assembly OCLC 8488207

In 61 Intergovernmental Cooperation Commission

Y 4.IN61:1-2/ — Annual report / OCLC 34163857
Y 4.In 61:10/108 — Legislators' guide to local governments : general purpose units / OCLC 43110805
Y 4.IN 61:10/117 — Legislator's guide to local governments in Illinois : special districts / OCLC 52207194
Y 4.IN 61:10/118 — A guide to federal and state funding sources for townships and small communities / OCLC 52198675
Y 4.IN 61:10/121 — Economic development resource guide / OCLC 53706208
Y 4.In 61:10/47 — The deferral of public aid reimbursements and Illinois state fiscal problems. OCLC 2153586
Y 4.IN61:10/52 — Federal aid to Illinois State agencies, FY 1975-76. OCLC 2603777
Y 4.IN61:10/69 — The Housing finance revolution : changing patterns in federal, state, and local regulation / OCLC 8214921
Y 4.IN61:10/72 — The Housing finance revolution : changing patterns in federal, state, and local regulation / OCLC 9973853
In 62 Legislative Investigating Committee

Y 4.IN 62:1-2/ — Annual report ... / OCLC 4645966
Y 4.IN62:2/A781 — Arsons / OCLC 5170265
Y 4.IN62:2/A93 — Auto repair abuses : a report to the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 1516884
Y 4.IN62:2/C531 — Child molestation--the criminal justice system : a report to the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 7597896
Y 4.IN62:2/C531/3 — The child victim : child abuse in the family and society : a report to the General Assembly. OCLC 10778266
Y 4.IN62:2/H817/2 — The Illinois Racing Board controversy; a report to the Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 867875
Y 4.IN62:2/H828 — Cook County Hospital; report. OCLC 815784
Y 4.IN62:2/K95 — The Ku Klux Klan in Illinois. OCLC 2599436
Y 4.IN62:2/M88/2 — Mortgage lenders' kickbacks to real estate brokers : a report to the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 2618139
Y 4.IN62:2/NR97 — Lake County nursing homes : a report to the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 2824969
Y 4.IN62:2/P57 — Medical licensing in Illinois : a report to the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 2057155
Y 4.IN 62:2/R 317 — Redlining homeowners insurance: a report to the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 7583136
Y 4.IN62:2/R118 — Race track messenger services: a report to the Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 2833741
Y 4.IN62:2/R344 — Regulation and funding of Illinois nursing homes: a report to the General Assembly / OCLC 12557185
Y 4.IN62:2/S 44 — The illicit traffic in stolen securities: a report to the Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 867325

J 75 Jolliet-Marquette Tricentennial Commission

J 92 Judicial Advisory Council

J 92/2 Judiciary I Committee

J 96 State Justice Commission

L 12 Commission on Labor Laws

L 12/2 Labor and Commerce Committee
Y 4.L12/2:2/W92/2 — Shortened workweek: a brief policy analysis. OCLC 3494675
Y 4.L12/2:2/W92/2 — Shortened workweek: a brief policy analysis. OCLC 3494675
Y 4.L 12/2:9 — Report on legislation passing House and Senate OCLC

L 19 Lake Michigan and Adjoining Lands Study Commission

L 19/2 Special Committee on Lake Michigan
Y 4.L 19/2:9 — Report to the House of Representatives and the 78th General Assembly. OCLC 1630092

L 415 Law Revision Commission
L 52 Illinois Legislative Council
Y 4.L 52:10 — Legislative Council file [monographic series] OCLC
Y 4.L52:10/8-651 — Veto messages and other messages to 78th Illinois General Assembly, 1973-74. OCLC 2381335
Y 4.L52:10/8-802 — Legislative energy handbook: a brief overview of the Illinois energy economy / OCLC 3420844
Y 4.L52:10/8-841 — Veto messages and other messages to 79th Illinois General Assembly, 1975-76. OCLC 4145491
Y 4.L 52:10/8-848 — Structure of local government in Illinois / OCLC 4172170
Y 4.L52:10/8-870 — Governor's special messages and veto messages to the 80th Illinois General Assembly, 1977 session / OCLC 5266109
Y 4.L52:10/9-191 — Abortion statutes and court decisions. OCLC 7749383
Y 4.L52:10/9-198 — Legal rights of adoptees. OCLC 7747648
Y 4.L52:10/9-264 — Lawmaking by initiative. OCLC 9169403
Y 4.L 52:10/9-349 — A perspective on the current and future uses of Illinois coal by the electric power industry: a technical report / OCLC 9721330
Y 4.L52:10/9-362 — Identifying the causes of failure: a selected survey of science advisory mechanisms / OCLC 10050199
Y 4.L52:10/9-367 — Decommissioning nuclear power plants / OCLC 10718595
Y 4.L 52:12 — Illinois state government [chart] OCLC 7909084
Y 4.L52:13/148 — A guide to services of State administrative agencies / OCLC 2879878
Y 4.L 52:13/151 — County zoning in Illinois / OCLC 6713929
Y 4.L52:13/151 — Collection of nuclear energy memoranda. OCLC 6030266
Y 4.L52:13/164 — Opportunities in state government / OCLC 8625742
Y 4.L52:13/170 — Directory of executive agencies and legislative liaisons. OCLC 9189209
L 52/2 Legislative Reference Bureau

Y 4.L52:2:10/ — Case report. OCLC 25169706
Y 4.L52:2:11/ — Legislative synopsis and digest ... General Assembly, State of Illinois. OCLC 12429807
Y 4.L52:2:8/N 812 — A guide to nongovernmental funding sources : resources on corporate and foundation giving. OCLC 83774857

L 52/3 Legislative Audit Commission
Y 4.L 52/3:1/ — Annual report of the Legislative Audit Commission / OCLC 8610261
Y 4.L 52/3:5/P 985/ — Purchasing laws. OCLC 8276046

L 52/4 Legislative Research Unit
Y 4.L 52/4:11-2/ — Directory of state officials / OCLC 4818864
Y 4.L 52/4:11-3/ — Senate seating chart : ... General Assembly. OCLC 19699656
Y 4.L 52/4:11-4/ — House seating chart : ... General Assembly. OCLC 19699910
Y 4.L 52/4:11-5/ — Roster ... Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 46541653
Y 4.L 52/4:11-6/ — Senate seating chart ; House seating chart ... General Assembly. OCLC 48945956
Y 4.L 52/4:11/ — Roster of Illinois legislators / OCLC 797975948
Y 4.L 52/4:11/216 — Illinois laws and services for the disabled. OCLC 19055792
Y 4.L 52/4:11/217 — AIDS, questions and answers. OCLC 19056523
Y 4.L 52/4:11/235 — Laws for youth. OCLC 23904318
Y 4.L 52/4:11/236 — Aids and the law : what you should know / OCLC 24394952
Y 4.L 52/4:11/287 — Laws for youth. OCLC 43802023
Y 4.L 52/4:11/292 — Laws for older adults / OCLC 44999015
Y 4.L 52/4:11/337 — Aids and the law : what you should know. OCLC 294859118
Y 4.L 52/4:11/346 — Laws for youth / OCLC 476741825
Y 4.L 52/4:11/348 — Laws for older adults / OCLC 608202749
Y 4.L 52/4:11/371 — Laws for older adults / OCLC 855911560
Y 4.L 52/4:11/381 — Consumer laws / OCLC 881748224
Y 4.L 52/4:11/382 — Laws for youth / OCLC 898142984
Y 4.L 52/4:11/391 — Assistance for Illinois businesses / OCLC 919983676
Y 4.L 52/4:12/ — Members of the ... General Assembly. OCLC 9129181
Y 4.L 52/4:13 — Illinois Senate and House of Representatives: spring-filed addresses, committee memberships OCLC
Abortion law after Webster v. Reproductive Health Services / OCLC 20114934
First reading / OCLC 15102200
Directory of registered lobbyists. OCLC 11592065
Preface to lawmaking : legislators’ introduction to the General Assembly. OCLC 30692427
Illinois constitution annotated for legislators / OCLC 43933011
Illinois General Assembly biennial calendar. OCLC 45856575
AIDS, the state response : proceedings of a conference for the Illinois General Assembly : report / OCLC 13706628
State and federal activity related to Alzheimer's disease. OCLC 11611504
Alzheimer's disease : activity of the 84th Illinois General Assembly / OCLC 12719965
How a bill becomes law in Illinois. OCLC 43947184
George Burditt / OCLC 17786138
Robert L. Burhans / OCLC 20418874
Susan Catania / OCLC 26636253
William Day. OCLC 17856819
William Day. OCLC 17856819
Decoders for home satellite dish antenna systems / OCLC 17313957
George W. Dunne / OCLC 34322257
John G. Gilbert / OCLC 14579405
William L. Grindle memoir / OCLC 15066757
Robert P. Howard. OCLC 17856851
James Holloway / OCLC 26934926
Clarence W. Klassen. OCLC 17856891
John Kolbe. OCLC 17857006
Harold A. Katz / OCLC 18504569
Leland J. Kennedy / OCLC 24549505
Clyde Lee / OCLC 17785874
Henry L. McCarthy. OCLC 17857031
Josephine Oblinger. OCLC 17857072
Donald O’Brien / OCLC 25834192
Penalties for crimes in Illinois / OCLC 43947299
Penalties for crimes in Illinois / OCLC 57562673
Penalties for crimes in Illinois / OCLC 637019778
Penalties for crimes in Illinois / OCLC 869741730
Penalties for crimes in Illinois / OCLC 19962320
Paul J. Randolph memoir / OCLC 14579362
Y 4.L52/4:2/R276 — Leland Rayson / OCLC 16998707
Y 4.L52/4:2/R318 — William A. Redmond memoir / OCLC 16526238
Y 4.L52/4:2/R878 — Harris Rowe / OCLC 34283040
Y 4.L52/4:2/S 177/ — Edward P. Saltiel / OCLC 19885770
Y 4.L52/4:2/S 241/ — Esther Saperstein / OCLC 18520330
Y 4.L52/4:2/S 285/ — Anthony Scariano / OCLC 19975957
Y 4.L 52/4:2/S 464 FICHE — Fred Selcke. OCLC 17857124
Y 4.L 52/4:2/T 125 FICHE — George Tagge. OCLC 17857158
Y 4.L52/4:2/T595/ — Rolland F. Tipsword / OCLC 23087243
Y 4.L52/4:2/W723/ — Gale Williams / OCLC 16982110
Y 4.L52/4:2/W832 — Carl Wittmond / OCLC 17790959
Y 4.L 52/4:20/ — Federal funds to state agencies FY... OCLC 61212086
Y 4.L 52/4:5:2018 — Laws for older adults : [a resource on laws that affect older adults] / OCLC 1029738558
Y 4.L 52/4:5/986 — Laws for youth. OCLC 14470935
Y 4.L 52/4:8/C 758/ — Constituent services guide. OCLC 16807901
Y 4.L 52/4:8/T 235/ — Illinois tax handbook for legislators. OCLC 10748005
Y 4.L 52/4:8/V 831/ — Visitor's guide to the Illinois General Assembly. OCLC 24662106

L 52/5 Legislative Local Accounting Task Force
L 69 Library Study Commission
L 69/2 House Task Force on Liability Insurance
   Y 4.L69/2:2/L693 — House Task Force on Liability Insurance. OCLC 13710965
   Y 4.L69/2:2/L693/2 — Joint Task Force on Liability Insurance. OCLC 17513370
L 69/3 License Plate Task Force

L 81 Commission on Local Government
L 81/2 Local Government Selection Commission
L 81/3 Local Government Finance Study Commission
L 91 Legislative Commission on Low Income Housing
M 41 Mass Transportation Commission
M 48 Mechanic's Lien Law and Construction Financing Study Commission
M 482 Medical Injury Insurance Reparations Committee
M 482/2 Medical Waste Tracking Study Group
M 54 Commission on Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities
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